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PREFACE 

The Geoscience lnfonnation Society (GIS) is an independent. nonprofit professional society that was 
established in 1965. The Society was created to improve the exchange of infonnation in the geosciences by 
cooperation of an international membership that is now composed of approximately 300 geoscientists and 
infonnation science professionals. GIS is a member society of the American Geological Institute and an 
associated society of the Geological Society of America (GSA). The annual meeting of GIS is held concurrently 
with that of GSA, and papers in geoscience infonnation are presented as a part of the GSA program. 

Oral versions of the papers in these Proceedings were presented during the 1993 GSA annual meeting 
held in Boston, Massachusetts, October 25-28. This volume is divided into three parts: 

1. Invited papers, given at the GIS symposium "Finding and Communicating Geoscience lnfonnation," 
convened on October 26, 1993; 

2. Contributed papers, presented at the GIS technical session "Geoscience lnfonnation," held on 
October 27, 1993; 

3. Contributed papers, originally given at the GIS poster session on October 27, 1993. 

Papers are arranged within sessions in the order in which they were presented. They have been edited 
lightly for consistency. The authors are solely responsible for the opinions and ideas that appear in these papers. 
Use of product names does not constitute endorsement by GIS. 

I thank each of the authors for the time and effort they put into preparing and reviewing their 
manuscripts. My sincere thanks go to Eli Aheto of Harvard University for fonnatting, editing and general all
around assistance in generating camera-ready copy. Thanks also to Russ Bragg for advice and assistance. 
Finally, I thank Lois Heiser, GIS Publications Manager, for handling the printing and distribution of this 
Proceedings. 

Connie Wick 
Cambridge, MA 

February 1994 
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PART I 

SYMPOSIUM: 

FINDING AND COMMUNICATING GEOSCIENCE 

INFORMATION 





INTRODUCTION 

The 1993 Geoscience Information Society Symposium topic "Finding and Communication Geoscience 
Information", was selected to reflect the Geological Society of America's Annual Meeting theme 
"Charging into the Future". With methods of access to geoscience information in rapid transition, the 
worlds of earth science publishing, literature, and libraries are in transition. Indeed, we are not just 
charging into the future. The future is here now! 

With the advice and suggestions of several GIS members, we were able to put together a diverse 
group of speakers. A large audience of scientists, students and information specialists indicated that we 
were discussing topics of wide interest. 

The symposium focused on issues relating to scientific communication of research in the earth 
sciences. Methods of communication are undergoing change and the amount of earth science information 
available in traditional form and electronically has increased. Papers dealt with the shifting trends in 
publishing, the continuing concerns regarding the costs of traditionally-published journals and the role of 
resources such as the INTERNET in transmitting geoscience information between geoscientists and to the 
general public. 

The first half of the session was concerned with various aspects of journal literature. Steve Hiller 
led off with an overview of the changes in pricing of earth science journals, and the effect this has on the 
ways in which libraries provide access to information. Berlinda Kerkhofbrought the perspective of 
change from a commercial publishing firm, and described a pilot project to enhance access to published 
journals. John Costa and Arthur Sylvester presented their view as editors of a scientific society 
publication. This part of the session was wrapped up by Susan Klirnley's review of the use of Science 
Citation Index as an evaluative measure in the earth sciences. 

The second half of the session was opened by Patricia Yocum who described the information 
available through the Consortium for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN). Next 
David Cobb discussed change in the availability and delivery of cartographic information. Craig 
Schiffries described the process by which earth science information is communicated to policy makers on 
Capitol Hill. Lisa Dunn's paper on the use of the INTERNET and the many resources available to earth 
scientists ended the session, and reminded us that the future really is here! 

Connie Wick 
Cambridge, MA 

February 1994 
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GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION AND LIDRARIES: THE NEW PARADIGM 

Steven Z. Hiller 

University of Washington Libraries FM-25 
Seattle, Washington 98195 

Abstract-The traditional model of research libraries as institutions based on comprehensive on-site 
collections and services is undergoing rapid change. There are a number of factors leading to this 
paradigm shift. They include the continued growth in the number of published scientific papers, the 
escalating costs of acquiring these publications - especially journals, significantly expanded access to and 
delivery of information through computer networks, changes in the pattern of scholarly communication, 
and new directions in policies and funding for libraries. These changes will have major ramifications for 
libraries as well as the producers and consumers of geoscience information. Libraries are acquiring an 
ever diminishing proportion of the international geoscience literature at the same time that scholars, 
researchers and practitioners have gained unbridled access to these information sources as well as a 
multitude of scientific data sets. This paper will examine the impacts and implications of these changes 
and the development of new models that emphasize the role of libraries as providers of value-added 
information services and suppliers of just-in-time information resources. 

INTRODUCTION 

This is a period of unprecedented change for 
libraries. The role of libraries in the process of 
knowledge creation, storage, access and dissemination 
is being transformed daily, literally right before our 
eyes. However, there is little consensus among 
librarians and information professionals about where 
this transformation will lead and what the future role 
of libraries in the scholarly communication process 
will be. Whatever direction libraries go, it seems 
apparent that the libraries of tomorrow will be quite 
different from those we see today. 

Libraries are not alone in this transition: they 
reflect the changes occurring in the production and 
dissemination of scholarly and other information 
which affect society as a whole. New paradigms are 
likely to emerge in many areas of communication. 

THE CLASSIC MODEL OF RESEARCH 
LIDRARIES 

Many of us are familiar with the traditional 
model of a research library. Research libraries, espe
cially academic research libraries, have operated under 
a strong collection- based mission for the past ftfty 
years. This model emphasized the building of 
collections to meet not only current curricular and 
research needs, but future ones as well - a system 
which stockpiled information resources and has been 
called the "just in case" model. Research libraries built 

large comprehensive collections located in close 
proximity to the user community of faculty, students 
and other research staff. In most instances, each 
research library was an island unto itself, with the goal 
to be self-sufficient in providing most of the 
information resources needed by its primary clientele. 
Access to holdings of other libraries was usually non
existent or sketchy at best. Generally, access to 
information required ownership. As Eldred Smith and 
Peggy Johnson noted (Smith and Johnson 1993, p.391) 
in a recent article: 

Throughout their history, research librarians 
have emphasized ownership. They have judged 
their libraries primarily by the size of their 
holdings, and they have influenced faculty and 
academic administrators to do the same. As a 
consequence, research librarians .have invested 
the vast majority of their resources in buying, 
organizing, and maintaining enormous 
collections. 

Libraries were often ranked by the size of 
their collections, and each million volumes added, gar
nered a requisite celebration. The fact that many 
libraries had large backlogs of uncataloged material 
and that library buildings were often bursting at the 
seams, was secondary to the overall philosophy of the 
collection-based library. The 1960's were a period of 
unprecedented growth for higher education and 



libraries shared in the riches. Bigger was better. 
Resources seemed infinite. 

This model began to change in the 1970's 
with the advent of shared cataloging databases such as 
OCLC and RLIN, the growing application of 
computers in other areas, government funded 
programs to provide broader access to collections, the 
continued explosive growth in the number of scholarly 
publications, and the inability of institutional funding 
to keep pace with this rising output and costs. Our 
knowledge of where specific information resources 
were located grew more precise and libraries could tap 
holdings outside their institution much more readily. 
Groups or consortia of libraries began to work together 
on shared or cooperative collection development. 

The trend established in the 1970's has 
certainly accelerated during the past ten years. The 
number of scientific publications continues to increase, 
prices have skyrocketed, access to information grows 
more universal for both librarians and users. Large 
international computer networks link libraries, pub
lishers and data sources, and users can now choose 
from an ever-increasing number of information de
livery options. At the same time, technological 
changes and the economics of higher education 
funding are requiring libraries to do more with less. 
One thing is clear, the old model no longer works. 
Let's review the changes which are taking place in 
such key areas as scientific publication, access to in
formation, and organizational structure and funding 
which are redefining the paradigm of libraries and 
information. 

SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION 

Continued growth in the number of scientific 
papers and substantial escalation in the price of this 
information have been widely publicized during the 
past several years, not only in the library literature, but 
in sources ranging from the New York Times to GSA 
Today which ran three lengthy pieces in its January, 
March and April 1993 issues. This problem was ex
tensively studied in a report entitled University 
Libraries and Scholarly Communication, (Cummings 
and others, 1992) funded by the Andrew Mellon 
Foundation and published in November 1992 by the 
Association of Research Libraries. Known as the 
"Mellon Report", this major study covers both 
historical trends in publication and research library 
funding and also looks at the role new technologies 
will play in the future. Ann Okerson from the 
Association of Research Libraries (ARL) notes in the 
introduction (Oker~on, 1993, p. xv) that: 
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The explosion in the quantity of desirable pub
lished material and a rapid escalation of unit 
prices for those items jeopardizes the traditional 
research library mission of creating and 
maintaining large self-sufficient collections for 
their users. 

One estimate is that the number of serial 
publications increased by nearly 50% between 1971 
and 1991, reflecting a similar increase in the number 
of papers published. 

John Costa and Art Sylvester, addressed the 
concerns and frustrations of many librarians and 
geoscientists in their January 1993 GSA Today edi
torial on the "Crisis in Scientific Publication." They 
identified a situation which is spinning out of control 
and reminded their colleagues that they play a major 
role in the process when they concluded (Costa and 
Sylvester, 1993, p.15): 

Geoscientists must recognize that our publishing 
rituals and reward system are the fundamental 
cause of the crisis in the library and in 
Geoscience publishing. Until fundamental 
behavioral and reward systems are overhauled, 
the publishing crisis will continue and probably 
become exacerbated. 

Journal Prices 

There is no doubt that prices for published 
information have risen at a rate far in excess of 
general consumer prices and the ability of libraries to 
pay. The Mellon Report noted that prices for scientific 
and technical journals increased by 1100%, five times 
the rate of inflation during the period from 1970 to 
1990 (an average rate of 13.5% per year). During the 
same time, library expenditures increased at the rate of 
8% per year, with the proportion spent on library 
materials remaining relatively stable at 33o/o-35% of 
total library expenditures. The Mellon Report observed 
(Cummings and others, 1992, p.57): 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that of 
the various factors in the constellation affecting 
university libraries in recent years, the rapidly 
rising prices of periodicals have in many 
respects been the most important. 

Michael Noga and I confirmed a similar steep 
escalation in prices for geoscience books and journals 
and examined the impacts on libraries (Hiller and 
Noga, 1993, Hiller, 1993). The average price of a 
geoscience journal increased from $178 in 1987 to 



$386 in 1993, a change of 117%. As Table 1 shows, 
the rate of increase for foreign published titles was 
substantially higher than those published in the United 
States during this period. While the number of pages 
published also grew, the price per page has shown a 
substantial increase as well. The Mellon Report noted 
that between 1986 and 1990, research library 
expenditures for serials increased by more than 70% 
while the number of titles received actually declined by 
6%. In 1992, the 108 members of the Association of 
Research Libraries, the largest academic libraries in 
North America, paid an average of$150,000 more for 
serials than the previous year, however this increase in 
expenditures actually purchased an average of 600 
fewer subscriptions per library (ARL, 1993). Journal 
price increases for 1993 were among the highest in 
recent years as the average subscription price for 
geoscience journals increased by nearly 20% - re
flecting the change for scientific journals as a whole. 
Libraries have been paying more and getting less. 

Libraries have few options in light of these 
spectacular increases coupled with the generally flat 
funding of the past few years. They have responded by 
shifting monies towards serial purchases and also 
canceling titles. Libraries have collectively canceled 
thousands of subscriptions to geoscience journal titles 
during the past five years, including more than 1000 
unique titles. The unending series of cancellations (no 
longer are they referred to as cancellation projects -
journal cancellations are now a regularized, ongoing 
collection management activity), has led to decreases 
in the number of subscriptions and a lower circulation 
base for many journals. 

Table 1. Geoscience Journal Prices 

GEOSCIENCE JOURNAL PRICES 
1987-1993 

U.S. 
FOREIGN 
AVERAGE 

1987 

$121 
$215 
$178 

1993 

$223 
$491 
$386 

CHANGE 

84% 
129% 
117% 

Both the GSA Bulletin and the Journal of 
Geophysical Research have experienced a decline in 
circulation during the past few years. Judy Holoviak of 
AGU noted (Holoviak, 1993, p. 93) that "the 
decreasing number of institutional subscribers is 
probably the largest single factor driving 1993 
subscription rates up." Roger Noll, an economist at 
Stanford, has done extensive research on the 
economics of journal publication and he believes (Jul, 

1993) that in most cases the subscription base of a 
journal is critical to the price. He uses the formula: 

P (price)= F (first copy costs)/Q (quantity of press 
run) + C (costs of printing, binding, and 
distribution). 

Thus, the latest round of price increases by publishers 
to make up for lost revenue from a smaller circulation 
base, will, of course, lead to further cancellations in an 
endless cycle until the publication dies (little evidence 
of this so far), changes radically, or significantly re
duces costs associated with printing and distribution. 
Publishers are looking at electronic preparation and 
publication of papers as a way to reduce these costs, 
estimated to be from 20% to 30% of the total. 

Book Prices 

Book prices have risen at a slower, though still 
substantial rate during this period (Table 2). Data for 
the 1992-93 year, show that the price of geoscience 
books rose by 12% over the previous year, led by a 
13% increase in the price for books published in 
Europe and nearly 17% for those in the U.S. The 
average cost of a European published monograph in 
the geosciences rose to $139 in 1992-93, with an as
tonishing $169 average price for geoscience books 
published in the Netherlands. Not surprisingly, the 
average price of a geoscience book published in the 
U.S. is less than half the price of one published in 
Europe. There is also a very clear difference between 
the publishers of geoscience material in the U.S. and 
Europe. Nearly all English language geoscience 
publications in Europe are published by commercial 
publishers, while American publication is much more 
diverse with prominent roles played by societies, 
universities and government agencies along with 
commercial publishers. 

Table 2. Geoscience Book Prices 

GEOSCIENCE BOOK PRICES 
1987-1993 

U.S. 
U.K. 
FOREIGN 
AVERAGE 

1987 

$40 
$58 
$75 
$55 

1993 

$62 
$98 
$139 
$94 

CHANGE 

53% 
68% 
85% 
73% 

American university press publishers report 
that monograph sales have declined significantly dur-
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ing the past two decades (DeBacher, 1992). Most first 
printings today are well under 1000 copies, and 
occasionally as low as 500, with fewer than 350 sold 
during the first year after publication. However, Geo
logical Society of America print runs for monographs 
in series remain stable at 1000 to 1500 copies, the 
number GSA expects to sell in a 4 to 5 year period. 
GSA monograph publishing is still "profitable" and 
GSA uses money from book sales to support journals 
which run consistently at a "loss." While the number 
of geoscience books published remained relatively 
stable during the past decade, and prices have risen at 
a more moderate rate than journals, an increasing 
proportion of the library's budget has gone to support 
serial purchases. Consequently, fewer geoscience 
books are acquired by libraries. Book budgets that 
seemed generous five years ago are now quite stressed. 
ARL libraries purchased an average of 1000 fewer 
books in 1992 than 1991, even though book 
expenditures increased slightly (ARL, 1993). 

The end result is that while the total output of 
published geoscience information increases, the ability 
of libraries to purchase that information in the form of 
books and journals has declined. Libraries are also 
acquiring an increasing amount of information in 
electronic format, which has added to financial 
pressures. Libraries, even the largest research ones, 
hold a smaller proportion of the universe of geoscience 
information resources than they did just a few years 
ago. 

ACCESS 

Paradoxically, at . a time of diminished local 
acquisition, access to geoscience information has never 
been better. A wealth of sources and data is now 
available through computer networks, with the number 
increasing every month. Most roads to published 
geological information used to go through the library. 
However, that has changed substantially during the 
past five years due to the widespread use of computing 
and enhanced communications technology. GeoRef is 
a good case in point Computerized bibliographic 
databases with sophisticated search and retrieval 
engines have been around for nearly 25 years, but only 
in the past five years has access expanded beyond 
librarians and information professionals. GeoRef, the 
most comprehensive geoscience bibliographic 
database, has long been available through vendors who 
provided searching software and remote online access, 
but at a cost of $60 to $100 per hour, plus display and 
print charges. 

The advent of GeoRef on CD-ROM in 1990 
changed the traditional route of access through 
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librarians; CD-ROM as a distribution medium has 
turned access to information upside down. Purchasing 
this disk at a reasonable fixed price led to a substantial 
cost drop in the cost per search and extended direct ac
cess to those who weren't information professionals. 
There are literally tens of thousands of GeoRef 
searches per year performed directly by users, without 
the assistance of a librarian or information 
professional, most not paying any direct cost. For 
example, at the University of Calgary Gallagher 
Library of Geology and Geophysics, users performed 
2819 GeoRef CD-ROM searches between September 
1992 and August 1993, with an average of 300 to 400 
searches per month during the academic year. 
Compare this figure with the 3 to 4 mediated searches 
per month that were done by the librarian before the 
GeoRef CD-ROM was made available to users. Other 
avenues are also available for high volume/low cost 
direct searching by users. OCLC, for example, offered 
MiniGeoRef through its First Search program, at a 
cost of 50 cents to $1 per search (service discontinued 
at AGI's request at end of 1993). Stanford has pur
chased the GeoRef bibliographic tapes from AGI at 
very reasonable cost, and anyone with an account on 
the computer network at Stanford can search GeoRef 
from library, office, home, lab or even halfway across 
the world. Stanford has arranged for the University of 
California and Cornell University to have access to its 
GeoRef tapes. 

AGI reports that there were more than 350 
subscriptions to GeoRef on CD-ROM by the end of 
September 1993. An AGI analysis of subscribers done 
earlier in 1993 showed that 56% were academic, 22% 
went to government, and 11% each to industry and 
'bther". Interestingly, nearly half the GeoRef 
subscriptions (47%) are to foreign subscribers, 
compared to the 33% of Bibliography and Index of 
Geology subscribers who are outside the United States. 
Subscriptions to the printed index have declined from 
more than 900 in 1984 to 552 subscriptions in 
September 1993 . From January through September 
1993, there was an 11% decrease in the number of 
subscriptions to the print index as library budgets 
continue to be stressed and the value of computerized 
access far outweighs use of the print index. 

The number and range of easily accessible 
electronic products and services in the geosciences are 
growing rapidly. They include bibliographic databases 
in related fields, library catalogs, geoscience data, and 
full-text products. Table of contents services are being 
aggressively marketed by organizations such as lSI, 
CARL Uncover, and more recently Faxon and OCLC. 
Commercial publishers such as Springer and Elsevier 
also offer free table of contents access to many of their 



journals. Many of these resources are designed for use 
by individuals. GSA has just released its CD-ROM 
with full-text and images of 1992 GSA journals, the 
GSA Data Repository, plus an index to journal articles 
since 1972. GSA had sold 144 subscriptions by the end 
of September 1993, with more than 90% (131) going 
to personal members. AGU has recently come out with 
the EASI (Earth and Space Index) diskette, a 10,000 
reference index to information in AGU publications. 
The primary market for this tool is the scientific 
community, not libraries. 

One result of this increased access combined 
with diminished local acquisition of resources is that 
user requests for material not held locally have 
increased substantially. Association of Research 
Library statistics show that the while the number of 
monograph and serial acquisitions declined during the 
period 1985 through 1991, interlibrary loan 
transactions increased by nearly 50% (ARL, 1992). 
Libraries, however, are no longer the only organized 
provider of items not available through your local 
institution or organization. A flock of commercial 
document delivery services has arisen to deal directly 
with libraries and individuals. Many will accept 
charge cards and promise delivery within several days. 
CARL Uncover, for example is easily accessible 
through the Internet, without cost. Uncover is fast 
becoming one of the largest document suppliers in the 
United States and sent 55,000 items from October 
1992 through September 1993, with 40% going to in
dividuals. Even more impressive was that the Sep
tember 1993 total of 6000 documents supplied was 
three times higher than the September 1992 figure of 
2000. Uncover has tapped a market ready to pay a 
modest fee per article ($8.50 plus copyright) given the 
promise of quick turnaround. Since many libraries also 
charge for journal articles copied at another 
institution, the user can instantly remove a layer of 
bureaucracy, and possible delay, although the price 
might be a bit higher. Libraries are no longer the only 
information supplier in town. 

TRENDS IN LIBRARY AND HIGHER EDUCATION 
FUNDING 

The movement towards smaller-sized, more 
flexible organizational structures that began in private 
industry is sweeping across the institutional landscape. 
Growth in higher education and government funding 
has slowed considerably during the past five years, and 
in a number of institutions has actually declined 
(Chronicle of Higher Education, 1993b). Many 
libraries have seen a reduction in funding and staffing 
levels due to a recessionary economic climate, early re-

tirement plans and tax cutting initiatives. The Uni
versity of California Berkeley, perhaps the most ex
treme example, has lost nearly 100 staff positions 
during the past few years. ARL member libraries re
ported an average reduction of five staff positions at 
each institution between 1991/92 and the preceding 
year with 68% of ARL libraries employing fewer staff 
(ARL, 1993). 

New organizational structures are appearing 
to cope with flat or reduced budgets, less staff, and 
increased network access. Total Quality Management 
(TQM) is being introduced in several libraries with 
radical changes in organization and structure. Li
braries in several large institutions now report to 
computing (and conversely, computing in several 
places reports to the library). Branch library closures 
and consolidations are on the rise as libraries attempt 
to bring the number of service points more in line with 
staffing levels and available funding. In those large 
academic libraries located in urban areas, services to 
primary campus users are receiving priority with 
services (and in some cases access) curtailed to non
affiliated users. Ironically, a number of libraries 
report increased demand for services, especially from 
students. Libraries today have less money and fewer 
staff to provide a larger array of services and purchase 
higher priced material. 

The September 22 issue of the Chronicle of 
Higher Education carried three stories illustrating the 
new realities of publicly funded higher education with 
reports on possible privatization in Florida, increasing 
class sizes and tuition in Tennessee, and making 
colleges more accountable in Virginia (Chronicle of 
Higher Education, 1993a). Several federal agencies 
have privatized library services, the most notable being 
EPA. Private industry has also reduced and 
consolidated library services during the past decade. 
Most of us are very familiar with the plight of many 
public libraries which have reduced hours, laid off 
staff, and curtailed book purchases as a result of 
decreased funding. The restructuring of academic 
research libraries is certainly part of this trend. 

The outlook does not bode well for libraries. 
The unique position of central information provider 
that libraries have performed for many years is ending 
and libraries will be one of many in the information 
access and delivery field. Parent institutions and 
funding bodies will take a closer look at expenditures 
and require greater accountability and "proof' that the 
money is well-spent, with a corresponding value to the 
institution and society. Measurable output linkages be
tween libraries and research and education will be 
developed and used for resource allocation. Moreover, 
libraries will need to raise their visibility and 
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demonstrate that they can fulfill a central role in the 
new electronic information environment. A recent 
report from the National Research Council, Solid
Earth Sciences and Society, has four pages on 
geoscience information needs, but not once mentions 
libraries (National Research Council, 1993). Scientific 
information management has focused increasingly on 
handling large data sets and many organizations do 
not see libraries as having a significant role in this en
terprise. 

THE NEW PARADIGM 

What can libraries do to ensure that they 
maintain a central role in the acquisition, storage and 
dissemination of information? How can we help de
velop a new paradigm which maintains libraries as vi
tal links in the information process as we move to the 
era of electronic publication and communication? 

Develop Partnerships 

First, libraries must develop partnerships with 
the participants in the scholarly communication 
process. The current system of scholarly 
communication is becoming economically untenable 
and technologically obsolete; libraries need to ensure 
that they will be part of whatever replaces it. Libraries 
should work in tandem with both the scientists who 
produce knowledge as well as those who publish and 
disseminate it. Since publishers also face an uncertain 
future, cooperative efforts in exploring this new 
electronic era are generally welcome. Scientists are 
increasingly aware of the need to change a system 
which tends to reward the quantity of publication 
(papers by the pound), rather than the impact of their 
contributions to the field or teaching effectiveness. 
Electronic publication may also provide scientists and 
institutions with more control over this process. The 
library community has talked about universities 
assuming a major role in publication so that the same 
organization which produces knowledge does not have 
to buy it back at "increasingly prohibitive prices" 
(Battin, 1984, p.174). 

Scientific Societies 

Scientific societies seem to be natural 
partners for libraries as both are committed to 
distribution of scientific information at the lowest 
possible cost to the broadest number of people. These 
societies are also committed to serving the needs of 
their members, scientists, who are also the producers 
of scholarly information. Several societies have 
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completed studies which attempted to define the future 
of scholarly communication in their particular 
discipline with a focus on electronic publishing: these 
have important implications for libraries. The 
American Physical Society's "Report of the APS Task 
Force on Electronic Information Systems" (American 
Physical Society, 1991) has been the most 
comprehensive to date. The Task Force envisioned a 
National Physics Database in the year 2020 as the: 

. . . heart of a world-wide Physics Information 
System. This mammoth electronic database will 
contain all published books, papers, conference 
abstracts and proceedings, numerical data, 
computer programs, etc. . . The entire Physics 
Database will be searchable at one time. 
(American Physical Society, 1991, p. 1133) 

In 2020, The Physics Information System will 
function as the ultimate middleman, both as a 
powerful consumer (being a massive library) 
and as a powerful producer (supplying the whole 
world of physicists and/or their institutions). 
(American Physical Society, 1991, p. 1136) 

The ultimate goal is that the National Physics 
Database would be part of the World Scientific Infor
mation System. Is there any role for libraries as we 
know them in such a scheme? Not really as institutions 
in the long term, according to the Task Force report. 
However, the Task Force did note that as "many 
scientists will prefer not to be the actual searchers . . 
this will define an important role for the electronic-age 
librarian." (American Physical Society, 1991, p. 
1135). Physicists are much further along the electronic 
publication road than other scholars as they tap rich 
electronic bulletin boards and preprint fLies, an activity 
which has changed the culture of physics. Indeed, in a 
recent issue of Science, one physicist notes (Taubes, 
1993, p. 173), "The only thing I use journals for is 
looking back for papers that came out before the 
bulletin boards existed." 

The Spring 1993 report of the American 
Mathematical Society (American Mathematical 
Society, 1993) takes a different perspective on the role 
of libraries during the next five to ten years and states: 

The role of libraries as archives and the primary 
subscriber to scholarly journals must be 
supported. Any future electronic AMS 
publications should facilitate and encourage the 
library's role as archive. We feel the AMS 
should be very careful about distribution of 
electronic products directly to individuals and 



should avoid archival functions as much as 
possible. Rather, the Society should work with 
and through libraries. 

Frank Quinn, a mathematician and editor of 
the Bulletin of the AMS, sees publishers as the 
wholesalers of information and libraries as the 
retailers. End-users are not their customers. The 
customers are libraries with their established revenue 
streams. Quinn notes (Quinn, 1993): 

If we bypass libraries we lose not only access to 
this revenue, but also a creative group of profes
sionals who institutional interests are very 
consistent with those of the AMS. 

Math librarians have worked closely with AMS in 
recent years on pricing issues and access to the 
MathSci database. Recent AMS annual meetings have 
also included sessions for librarians and mathemati
cians on library issues, especially pricing concerns. 
The American Mathematical Society has also helped 
sponsor conferences on electronic publication. 

Among American geoscience societies, the 
American Geophysical Union has begun to take a 
serious look at electronic publication and its 
implications for the society and its members. AGU 
does see an archival role for libraries as well as a place 
for people outside of geophysics to have access to AGU 
publications. However, AGU also places libraries as 
one of a number of potential "competitors" in this new 
electronic age. (American Geophysical Union, 1993) 

Other American geoscience societies, al
though involved with some electronic publishing in
itiatives, have not been as active, but it is a planning 
process that all publishers and database producers will 
need to accomplish. It is critical for geoscience 
librarians to be represented and be part of the 
consultative process as these studies develop if 
libraries are to continue playing a significant role in 
the dissemination of scientific information. 

Commercial Publishers 

The crystal ball of commercial publishers is 
also somewhat cloudy when it comes to the future of 
electronic publishing. Karen Hunter of Elsevier 
prophesized recently (Hunter, 1992, p. 91-93): 

(1) It will get worse before it gets better. 

(2) Scientists, our clients, will not go much out 
of their way to assist either of us if we fail to 
deliver needed services. 

(3) There will be new electronic entrants who 
take significant new roles as intermediaries in 
scientific communication. 

( 4) Libraries will be squeezed further as new 
electronic services parallel paper. 

(5) Publishers will be squeezed as well, but only 
when the parallel purchasing period ends and li
braries find the most economical path. 

(6) Scientists will emerge the net winners in the 
next decade. 

Several commercial publishers have 
established pilot programs focusing on electronic 
delivery of journal images to users (Borman, 1993). 
Elsevier's TULIP program delivers bit-mapped images 
of 42 materials science journals to 9 U.S. universities. 
This project has implications for geoscientists as 
successful transmission of graphic images is integral 
to the project. Springer Verlag, another major 
scientific publisher, is working with the University of 
California, San Francisco and AT&T on the Red Sage 
project which will also distribute electronically, 
Springer journals in molecular biology and radiology 
with full images. Libraries and campus computer 
centers are active partners at each of the institutions 
involved in these project. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

What can we do in our libraries which will 
lead to a viable model for libraries in the coming 
years? Here are some initial ideas for librarians to 
consider which can facilitate the transition to the new 
paradigm for providing geoscience information. 

User-Centered 

1. Focus on the user, identify user needs, and 
restructure libraries to be user centered. In the new 
environment, users do have choices and if libraries do 
not respond in a meaningful way to address user 
needs, then users can and will go elsewhere. Utilize 
assessment techniques to identify how people use 
information, why they use the library, what features 
they like, what they don't like. Then work to make it 
easier for them to use libraries and for libraries to 
deliver services that they need. One of the best ways to 
understand some of the frustrations users face, is to be 
a library user yourself. 
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Reemphasize Students 

2. Reemphasize service to . students, 
especially undergraduates. Information literacy is a 
fashionable buzzword which has been more an 
overworked concept than reality. However, students 
are the ones who continue to see the library as a 
distinct place, that can also provide assistance in 
navigating the information network. Faculty will 
benefit most from the electronic delivery of 
information services as they will have the 
infrastructure to make most effective use of services. 
The library should contain the equivalent of a scholar's 
workstation for students - a place they can acquire 
information and create knowledge. Elizabeth Wilson 
sees undergraduate library services moving towards a 
"gateway" library concept, emphasizing a teaching 
library rather than one which tries to provide all the 
functionality of the traditional graduate library 
(Wilson, 1993). She notes that students now come 
from a more diverse cultural background with diverse 
experiences, motivations, learning styles, educational 
demands, personal obligations, and financial 
situations. The "gateway" library is "user-centered, 
uses technology to transform, provides programmatic 
partnerships among different academic programs, 
creates a lab environment, is a teaching facility, 
promotes collaborative learning, and has the goal of 
self-sufficiency. The Moffitt Library at UC Berkeley 
was recently reorganized to serve as a gateway, 
teaching library. New libraries at USC and other 
institutions will focus on providing structured 
collaborative learning in a highly computerized 
network environment. The gateway concept has 
applications beyond the undergraduate library 
environment. 

Collection Development and Access 

3. Move from a just-in-case collection 
program of resource hoarding towards a just-in-time 
one of resource supply. Again, work with your users to 
determine those core titles which need to be located 
on-site. Do some analysis of collection use and look at 
publications cited by your researchers. Take advantage 
of the capabilities of online library systems that make 
it easier to track use data. Make sure the connections 
are in place for rapid and painless access to and 
delivery of information from remote sources. Help 
make interlibrary loan use more efficient or pre
dictable or use other suppliers. Look at cooperative 
acquisition and collection development ventures which 
emphasize reduced bureaucracy in the sharing of in
formation resources. While it has been difficult to 
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initiate successful programs outside of institutions 
with shared administrative governance, the concept is 
valid and new technologies will make it easier to 
provide quick access and delivery of this information. 

Value-Added Information 

4. Add value to information. If, as a number 
of pundits have stated, users within a couple of years 
will be able to look up a journal through online 
databases, punch a button on the computer, and get the 
document in their hands, what role is there for li
braries and librarians? While many of our users will be 
able to tap these resources directly, they're facing 
information overload already. Utilize your expertise to 
enhance value. Market library services by knowing the 
technology, information environment and user needs. 
As proximity of collections to faculty and researcher 
offices becomes less critical, the ability of librarians to 
access, manipulate and interpret networked 
information becomes crucial to the survival of library 
services. These library services may be located 
independent of the location of the traditional subject
based collection. Medical libraries have established the 
concept of the outreach or clinical librarian who works 
directly with the user community and is not tied to a 
specific collection. Their work involves database 
searching, teaching, research consultation, 
information and knowledge management, and serving 
as link between the users and the information industry. 
Ross Atkinson wrote in a recent article (Atkinson, 
1993) that the electronic age will blur the role between 
information user and knowledge creator and that li
brarians should focus their efforts on supporting 
"writer" services not just reader services. 

CONCLUSION 

Libraries are in danger of being marginalized, 
relegated to the role of the keeper of the print flame in 
an electronic age. To survive, we need to rethink what 
we do and work with others to build a new paradigm 
which will ensure a vital role for libraries and 
librarians in the finding and communicating of 
geoscience information. 
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JOURNAL PUBLISlllNG AND THE (ELECfRONIC) FUTURE: 
EXPECTATIONS, CHALLENGES AND REALITY 
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Abstract-Journal publishing continues to evolve. For decades the classical "information cycle" -
wherein the author, the publisher, the library and the reader had their own well established role- existed 
without changes. However, publishers are now getting ready to enter the electronic age. It is no longer 
business as usual. Technology seems to be reaching the right level for providing fully fledged electronic 
information carriers, and the market has changed. The daily environment of authors and readers of 
journals has been modernised to such a degree that the traditional journal seems at times a resented 
anachronism. Secondary services such as abstract services and document delivery services are gaining 
importance. Moreover the archival purchasers - libraries - and the readers encounter problems in coping 
with an unwieldy amount of information. 

Publishers are getting ready for this electronic future. They will concentrate even more on the process 
of adding value to their journals- in terms of scientific quality, current awareness, retrievability etc.- and 
they incorporate electronic media in their production processes. Furthermore publishers are participating 
in a number of experiments concerning the electronic future. Probably Elsevier's most widely known 
effort in that respect is "TULIP", a programme in which Elsevier collaborates with nine American 
universities to test systems for networked delivery and use of journals in material sciences. 

At this stage, only one thing seems clear; the traditional relationships between the players in the 
scientific communication process will be changing. The speed of changes remains to be seen. 

INTRODUCTION 

First of all I would like to set the context of 
this paper by a few words about Elsevier. As of the 
first of January this year, Elsevier merged with the 
Reed group to become part of a bigger group of 
publishing companies, known as Reed Elsevier. 
Within Reed Elsevier scientific publishing is carried 
out at different locations throughout the world, and 
under different imprints. The earth sciences journals 
are mainly published in Amsterdam and in the United 
Kingdom under both the Elsevier and the Pergamon 
imprints. 

All together Elsevier publishes around 60 
earth sciences journals. Among some of our better 
known journals are Earth & Planetary &ience Letters, 
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, Tectonophysics, 
Journal of Structural Geology, and the Journal of 
Hydrology. I trust this helps to put us in context. 

The theme of this paper is the change in 
scholarly publishing, expectations, challenges and the 
reality of the "electronic age", as seen from the 
perspective of the publisher. 

The publisher's perspective might differ from 
the views of librarians, scientists and other players in 
the scientific communication process, but I believe we 
will be able to learn these views as well, from other 
papers in this special publication. 

TRADffiONAL JOURNAL PUBLISlllNG 

There is no speculating about the future 
without first assessing the present day situation in 
scientific publishing. 

There are various ways of communicating 
scientific results. The first ones that springs to mind -
for obvious reasons- are the scientific conference and 
informal "networking". But for the formal 
communication of verified scientific results the 
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PUBLISHING CYCLE 

AUTHOR I READER /producer I consume\ 

EDITOR I REFEREE- -, LffiRARY 
f - gateway - 1 - bridge information 
1 I & enduser -

' '/ 1 I 
I I 
I I 
\.- - - - - PUBLISHER 

organising refereeing process -
- deskediting, typesetting, printing -

- marketing, distribution -
- product development -

Figure 1. Relationships between the "players" of the traditional journal publishing process. 

traditional peer-reviewed, printed scientific journal has 
not yet been beaten. For good reasons; because the 
functions of the printed journal match the needs of the 
scientists. 

The functions/virtues of the printed scientific journal 

The functions or virtues of the printed journal 
can be summarized as follows: 
* to certify the scientific result, to attach a quality 

label. Everyone will be familiar with the fact that each 
journal title has its own specific connotation, in tenns 
of scientific quality, but also in tenns of the 
community it appeals to. To a certain extent this 
connotation will also be associated with a paper 
published in that journal. 
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*formalise the scientific result, to record it in time. 
Once the result is published and a date is attached to 
it, it "exists" . 
* current awareness, keeping the reader up to date on 

recent developments in his or her field of interest. 
Publication times are directly related to this function 
and much has been done over the last five years to 
improve upon speed of publication. In Earth Sciences, 
some (letter) journals publish papers as fast as two to 
three months after acceptance (for example, Earth & 
Planetary Science Letters). 

*archival function, storage. The journal provides a 
physical fonnat for the scientific result to be archived 
for the future and besides it provides a structure in 
which the infonnation can also be easily retrieved in 
the future. 



Subsequently I would like to assess the 
present day situation in traditional journal publishing 
by looking in more detail at the "players" involved in 
journal publishing. 

The players in traditional journal publishing 

The main players in traditional journal publishing are: 

* the scholar (in the role of author and reader) 
* the publisher 
* the editor/referee 
• the library 

The relationships between these "players" can 
be visualized as a cycle (see Figure 1). The author 
writes the paper, the paper is submitted to the 
publisher (who organises and supervises the process of 
refereeing, the production -including deskediting, 
quality control of figures and typesetting- of the 
printed paper and its inclusion in a journal issue). At 
the end of this route the paper appears in a journal 
issue which is in turn distributed by the publisher to 
the subscribers (with or without the intervention of an 
agent or bookshop). In some cases the scientific 
journal goes straight to the reader. However the 
subscription base for commercial scholarly 
publications consists mainly of research libraries. At 
the library the current information in the journals is 
made accessible for the reader and moreover it is 
archived for future use. Secondary services such as 
document delivery services or abstracting services 
have developed in order to enhance services from the 
library to the reader, for example when the 
information is not directly retrievable from the 
holdings of the library. Over the decades the functions 
of, and the relationships between the different players 
have become highly developed and specialised, each 
playing its own specific part in the process of formal 
communication of scientific information. The 
publisher's function in this scientific communication 
process is to add value to the "raw" information which 
means to organise the reviewing process, to edit, to 
structure, to market and to distribute this information. 
In short, to publish journals and to make sure that all 
the above described virtues are gathered in their 
journals. 

To recap on the situation of the traditional 
journal publishing process: The relations between the 
various players in the existing process seems to be 
balanced and allow for a smoothly working 
communication process. Moreover, the traditional 
printed journal as information carrier serves its 
purposes for the scientific community. 

So why is traditional journal publishing changing? 
What are the driving forces behind the changes? 

DRIVING FORCES BEIDND CHANGES IN 
TRADITIONAL PUBLISHING 

Before shedding some light on the answers to 
the above questions I want to remind you that the 
prediction of drastic changes in traditional journal 
publishing has been heard before. For the last two 
decades or so, the conventional journal has been 
haunted or taunted by the spectre of electronic 
publishing. In fact over the last 15 years it has been 
suggested many times that scientific journal publishers 
would go the way of the dinosaurs in the foreseeable 
future. 

At the end of the seventies a major publishing 
company took advice from a well known international 
consultancy firm; the publishing company was told 
that they could not expect the journal publishing 
business to survive another decade! Fortunately they 
also predicted that there would still be a way to access 
the journals' contents, they would be kept in a giant 
database to be accessed 24 hours a day! 

Despite all these predictions however, we 
have seen only very slow advances towards the 
electronic age over the last decade. The reasons are 
several. The signals from · the market were very 
unclear; many scientists seemed not so sure whether 
they want to discontinue the printed journal. Besides, 
the market for scientific information is truly 
international and therefore very diverse in terms of 
computerization and standards. Furthermore there was 
(is) the danger for product cannibalization in the form 
of electronic copying which was (is) hard to control 
and hard to predict. Some of these issues are still 
applicable to today's situation, but nevertheless this 
time the electronic age really seems just around the 
comer. 
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THE INFORMATION EXPLOSION 

R 
............ •.•.. 1992 (19.932) 

1983 (16.508) 

1973 (11.977) 

number of articles in Earth & Space Sciences 
Sources: "Science & engineering Indicators" and lSI. 

Figure 2. Exponential growth over the last two decades, in the number of published papers in Earth Sciences. 

So why this time real/y ... or in other words what are 
the driving forces behind the changes in traditional 

publishing ? 

Basically there are two driving forces behind 
the changes in scholarly publishing; First of all, there 
are the effects of the so called "information explosion" 
and to a lesser extent the fact that technology is 
leaping forward, offering opportunities to improve 
upon the effectiveness and efficiency of the scientific 
communication. 

The information "explosion" 

Traditionally the function of the library has 
been to build up a large collection of information 
relevant to the scientific community it serves -aiming 
to keep the collection as complete as possible - and to 
provide easy access to this information. However over 
the last decades we have experienced an exponential 
growth of scientific research and as a result of that an 
enormous increase in the amount of scientific 
information (see Figure 2). The numbers will sound 
familiar: every 12 to 15 years the number of 
researchers has doubled, which means that as many 
scientists are produced within each doubling period as 
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existed in all the previous time combined. Add to this 
that the "publish or perish" principle is still "alive" 
and one will understand why most journals tend to 
take up three times as much shelf space as they did 
two decades ago. Library funding and the library space 
for their holdings have not kept pace with the 
information explosion. There is simply insufficient 
money and space to buy all materials that are needed 
to meet the needs of the research institutes. The 
scientists notice more and more journals without the 
latest issues on the shelves. Document delivery 
services might bring a temporary relief as does the 
system of interlibrary loan, but neither provide a 
structural solution to the problem. 

The "information explosion" has also direct 
and indirect effects on the other players of the 
information cycle. As libraries have problems in 
funding their collections, the publishers see their 
subscription levels decline. Also the enduser will find 
it more and more difficult to find his I her way in the 
unwieldy amount of information. There is an 
increasing need for sophisticated search and retrieval 
options to sift through the mass of information and 
select the relevant parts. Traditional paper indexes are 
perhaps no longer adequate. 



There are clearly other reasons for 
considering changes in traditional journal publishing, 
but from the above it will be clear that the effects of 
the information explosion are the biggest factor in 
pushing the changes and setting the timetable. 

Advancing technology 

The advance in technology is another factor 
forcing changes in the publication process. 
Information technology has many opportunities to 
improve the present system of scientific 
communication. We are now at the stage where 
various electronic media offer real opportunities to 
serve as "carriers" for scientific information (CD
ROM, networks, etc.). At the same time there are more 
and more examples of information technology being 
integrated into daily life; communicating by e-mail, 
joining discussions on bulletin boards, etc. Moreover 
the research is getting more "computerised". A recent 
issue of Geotimes featured a paper on " Geoscience 
Research in the Electronic Age", discussing among 
others three dimensional geological modelling 
technology and discussing how CD-ROMs are used by 
the USGS to archive and distribute digital 
geoscientific information. Last but not least we all are 
most familiar with word processing facilities. 

To summarise: access to computer technology 
and the computer "literacy" have increased rapidly in 
the last 5 years and seem to increase ever faster. 

Having said all this, it seems the traditional 
printed journal must at times feel a resented 
anachronism. 

If we are so certain that this time changes in the 
traditional publishing process will really take place, 
what are we as publisher working on to get there and 
when will the electronic age come to existence? 

HOW DO PUBLISHERS PREPARE FOR THE 
ELECTRONIC FUTURE? 

Publishers are basically working on finding 
solutions to the problems that slowed down the process 
of change in the previous decade. At the same time 
they guard and enhance the functions of the printed 
journal and they are moving towards a "computer
aided production" process. Below I will look in detail 
at some of the problems that have to be solved before 
the "Great Leap Forward" can take place. 

International and diverse market 

Penetration of the infrastructure to use 
electronic files continues to be very uneven, 
particularly on an international basis, but also there 
are distinct differences between the various disci
plines in sciences. There is not much the publisher can 
do to change this, but it means that for the foreseeable 
future the printed journal has to remain an option for 
some of our subscribers. 

Needs of the scientist -whether in the capacity of 
editor, author or reader- are still unclear 

Scientists are in general not so sure whether 
they want to give up the printed journal. 
Technologically, publishers have many opportunities 
to "go electronic", but after some experimenting over 
the last decade they realise that they can not force 
changes, that are purely technology-driven, upon the 
traditional scientific communication process. 
Publishing is a needs-driven business, not technology 
driven. The best example to show that publishers have 
to stick to this principle is perhaps the introduction of 
journals on microfiche in the early eighties, which was 
not quite the success the publishers hoped for. 

Substantive changes in the traditional format 
require agreement from the scientific community. The 
needs of the community need to be defined before 
publishers can start using electronic carriers. Many 
electronic publishing scenarios require substantial 
changes in the behaviour of the scientist. To make the 
electronic product a success the publisher should be 
certain that there is enough added value compared to 
the traditional journal, so there is an incentive for 
change on part of the scientist. Publishers should be in 
constant discussions with the scientist... .. and 
fortunately I can say we are! Publishers have started 
(or will be starting) small-scale experiments with 
various electronic media in different scientific fields. 

Various online bulletin boards have been 
started. In Earth Sciences, Elsevier recently launched a 
bulletin board on OMNET, called "Marine Science 
Alert", listing current contents of all our journals in 
oceanography. Several of our earth sciences journals 
contents are covered by a volcanological and a 
seismological bulletin board. The fulltext (without 
figures or halftones) of the preprints and the published 
papers of one of Elsevier's physics journals (Nuclear 
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Physics) became recently available online to a limited 
group of scientists. 

Several CD-ROM I CD-I based hypertext 
products were launched in the bio-medical sciences; in 
this context I would like to mention "OPAL" ("Open 
Programs for Associative Learning") and "Elsevier's 
Interactive Anatomy" (EIA). OPAL (neurosciences) is 
specifically addressing the usefulness of interactive 
electronic media for teaching purposes and the EIA is 
a multimedia product. whereby one can watch 
animated 3-D images of anatomical cross sections on 
the (computer) screen. In addition to these products, 
the desirability of archival CD-ROM versions (in 
ASCII and bitmapped) of journals is being 
investigated. 

We will have to await the results of these and 
other experiments and continue the dialogue with the 
scientists before starting the same type of electronic 
products in other appropriate disciplines. 

Impact of electronic publishing on the relationships 
between the players (library, publisher, scientist) of 

the traditional publishing process is unclear 

It seems likely that new media will have• an 
impact on relations between the players of the 
traditional publishing process. It is likely that the 
publisher - besides dealing with the library- will also 
deal directly with the enduser and possibly the 
secondary services. The nature of the relation the 
publisher has with each "player" will differ, as will the 
kind of information (and the information carrier) 
provided by the publisher to each of these "players". 

We will have to assess future relationships 
between the players and associated with that. 
publishers will have to look into agreeable pricing 
formulas. In other words: who charges whom, for what 
and how often? Possibilities like site licensing, 
download fees, CPU time, etc., will have to be 
investigated. 

In order to investigate all these potential new 
working relationships and the related shifting 
economics, several large scale experiments have been 
started wherein particular libraries and publishers 
work closely together. I would like to mention two in 
particular: ADONIS and TULIP. 

The ADONIS experiment started at the 
beginning of the 1980's. ADONIS is a document 
delivery service based on CD-ROM, containing 360 
journals from around 40 (commercial) publishers. In 
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this experiment a consortium of publishers, 
comprising Elsevier, Blackwell and Springer, work 
together with libraries, with the aim to develop a 
system based upon information technology that could 
print out individual articles on demand. In 1991 the 
experimental phase was finished and the project was 
launched commercially. 

TULIP is Elsevier's experimental partnership 
with a number of universities to deliver 43 material 
sciences journals over Internet to the campus and then 
over the campus network to the desktop. We deliver 
bit-mapped journal page images, structured ASCII 
bibliographic information and abstracts. Subsequently 
these files are made available over the local campus 
networks using interfaces and search engines of each 
universities choice. As of late August more than 
150,000 journal pages were available for use. TULIP 
(The University Licensing Program) will also test 
various licensing and pricing models and explore user 
behaviour. TULIP has attracted enormous interest with 
a large number of universities worldwide wanting 
more information and asking to participate. The 
interest in TULIP is an indication of the desire to have 
journals available electronically. It is also evident 
however that the infrastructure at both the publisher 
and the university to create and deliver, receive and 
provide full access to the full text and graphics of 
highly complex journals is still in its early stages. 

Quality control 

While working towards the electronic future 
publishers do realise that it is of utmost importance 
that in the process of change, the virtues and functions 
(certification, record, current awareness, archival 
function) of the traditional printed journals should be 
guarded. This implies that there is a continuing 
pressure for tighter refereeing, and more emphasis on 
the reviewing process in order to maintain scientific 
quality standards. These standards will gain even more 
importance in the electronic future where the 
individual article may be the building block rather 
than the journal. Furthermore publishers try to 
enhance the retrievability and accessibility of the 
information published in their journals. For example 
last year we started the Earth and Planetary Science 
Express. This "newspaper" publishes the contents and 
part of the abstracts of our "solid-geosciences" 
journals. It is sent for free to around 4000 earth 



scientists, who can all browse through these contents 
and abstracts from behind their desk. 

Computer aided production of documents 

Publishers are moving from the traditional 
production process to computer aided production with 
the result that we are working towards an electronic 
base for all our documents. Papers (text) can be 
submitted and handled in electronic format. In the 
earlier days editing was done on the paper product, 
today more and more deskeditors are editing from 
behind a screen. 

SPECULATIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE 

It might be clear that many uncertainties still 
exist and that there is still a lot to be done -in close 
cooperation particularly with libraries and scientists
before we will enter the truly "electronic age". 
However I will not conclude this paper without 
speculating somewhat about the future. 

The next decade ... 

The most pressing question for the near 
future is probably; ... Will the printed journal cease to 
exist .. ? The answer is NO. For decades to come the 
journal printed on paper will still be the most 
important medium for formal scientific 
communication. It may well be expected however that 
on the short term the paper-based journal will co-exist 
with electronic information carriers; the CD-ROM and 
the network. We can envisage various scenarios for 
information flows, based on either print or electronic 
carriers. 

First of all there will be a growing maturity of 
CD-ROM as an information carrier. The facilities to 
use this medium are there. At least 80% of all 
university libraries in the USA have CD-ROM 
facilities and there is a fast growing number of 
endusers purchasing CD-ROM readers. The big 
advantage of a CD-ROM is amongst others is its 
searching facilities. CD-ROM is already widely used 
in libraries for searching abstracts, contents lists and 
indexes; for example through the Georef database and 
Current Contents on CD-ROM. 

Another advantage compared to paper is the 
storage capacity of a CD-ROM. Therefore it is likely 
that CD-ROM will also be used as a carrier for journal 
back-issues, providing a solution to the requirements 
of reducing space of library journal holdings and at the 
same time providing improved access to backfiles. In 
fact there are already a few journal publishers who 
started publishing this type of CD-ROM over the last 
year or so (the GSA, SEG and the AAPG put their 
journals on CD-ROM). In principle these CD-ROMs 
aim for both the library and the enduser market. 
However this type of CD-ROM might prove to be more 
suitable for the enduser's needs whereas the librarians 
will opt for tapes as storage medium for journal back
issues. In conjunction with the above mentioned type 
of CO's we might see a development of the ADONIS
type products, the so-called "publishing on demand" 
system, based on CD-ROM, which I described earlier. 
CD-ROM might present an interim phase towards the 
networked electronic age, just like the microfiche 
appeared to be an intermediate phase. 

Simultaneous to the development of CD
ROM based products, more journals will be available 
online, mostly by means of experimenting. These 
online journals will be offering fulltext preprints or 
published papers, although many with only text 
without figures or halftones. There will also be various 
bulletin boards around, containing mainly unrefereed 
data, easy to access, informal and with lower academic 
standards than the refereed (printed) journal. 

The near future will be a period of parallel 
publication of both the paper-based journals and 
information on electronic carriers, whereby the printed 
journal is the basic entity. 

After the year 2000 ... ? 

Eventually we will move to the giant database 
with 24 hour access. In this database the basic entity 
may be the article rather than the journal. However the 
journal "brand name" will still be important as a 
quality control feature and as a guide to the various 
scientific disciplines. The output of this database will 
be very manipulatable and flexible. The distribution 
medium can be chosen; printed, on CD-ROM, or via a 
network. The output will be tailor made, for example: 
contents lists, subject indexes, abstracts, a collection of 
papers on a particular keyword, in a certain subject 
field or within a whole range of subject fields (Figure 
3). 
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Figure 3. The route of a scientific article in the traditional publishing process versus the electronic publishing process. In 
this future concept the basic entity is the electronic version of the article stored in a big database with tailor-made output 
on demand. 

It will be clear that the above described future 
has many advantages compared to the situation 
nowadays, although we have to be careful that in the 
transition we don't lose the virtues of the printed 
journal. However electronic media add enormous 
opportunities for improved access and retrieval (for the 
users) and at the same time it holds the promise (for 
the authors) of widest possible dissemination of their 
papers. Hypertext will make searching far more 
efficient and effective, and multimedia are within 
reach with the electronic carriers. Also electronic 
media will be a solution to the reduced space 
requirements of both the library and the enduser. 

Electronic media will not necessarily be 
cheaper than paper. The process of preparing scientific 
information on a routine basis for electronic 
dissemination has costs associated with it that are not 
so different from pre-press printing costs. However the 
electronic format will offer better value for money than 
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the paper product in terms of improved accessibility, 
retrievability and in terms of the output which can be 
tailored according to the wishes of the user (see Figure 
3). Also electronic services do offer more options and 
ways to recover costs, for both libraries and publishers. 
As mentioned earlier it is likely that relationships 
between the players of the traditional publishing 
process will change and with that economics will shift. 
For example this could mean that publishers as well as 
libraries might have other sources of income. One 
could envision the library acting as retailer, where they 
charge money for searching or printing on demand. 
Electronic files should be used more heavily (assuming 
desktop access) and the per-use costs should drop 
significantly. In this future electronic environment it is 
worth speculating that the library as a user centred 
organisation will not only be desirable but also 
profitable. 



In the electronic future many relationships 
between the players in the scientific communication 
process are at stake, but I believe that their function 
and thus their right of existence in this process will 
essentially be the same. 
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GEOSCIENCE PUBLICATIONS IN TilE 1990s: TilE EDITORS' VIEW 

John E. Costa 
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Vancouver, Washington 98661 

Arthur G. Sylvester 
Department of Geological Sciences 

University of California 
Santa Barbara, Cailfornia 93106 

Abstract-Volunteer, temporary editors of major general geoscience journals have a unique perspective 
of the publication process. From our viewpoint, the science of geology is healthy and vigorous, judging 
from the quality and quantity of geoscience literature we have reviewed over the past five years. Individual 
and institutional participation in this vigor, is however, uneven, and there are signs of new as well as 
chronic problems with geoscience publication. High-quality geoscience research is becoming less 
accessible because results get chopped up, unnecessarily repeated, diluted, and distributed among too 
many journals, some of which libraries can no longer afford to purchase. We believe the primary source of 
difficulties in geoscience publication today is the evaluation and reward system of organizations, primarily 
universities, that employ publishing geoscientists. The current system is flawed because science 
administrators are more excited with numbers of titles than quality of work. and scientists respond. This 
mindset has produced a cascade of unfortunate, misguided practices by authors and publishers. These 
include redundant publication, less risk-taking to increase publication success by graduate students as well 
as senior investigators, overload and resultant constipation of the review system with progress reports and 
updates rather than definitive investigations, encroachment of commercial publishers through the 
spawning of more specialized and larger journals, financial rewards for submitting papers to particular 
journals, and rapidly increasing journal prices. Regrettably, some journals have come to exist largely for 
the benefit of authors rather than readers. 

[Editor's Note: No paper was submitted; for a related work. see: Costa, John E., and Sylvester, Arthur G., 
1993, The Crisis in scientific publication: GSA Today, v.3, January 1993, p. 13-15.] 
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LIMITATIONS OF SCIENCE CITATION INDEX DATA IN EVALUATING JOURNALS AND 
SCIENTISTS IN GEOLOGY 

Susan Klimley 

Library 
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory 

Columbia University 
Palisades, New Yorlc, 10964 

Abstract-Science Citation Index data is frequently used to support theories on trends in the sciences, 
arguments on the quality of journals and as documentation for performance reviews. The use of SCI to 
evaluate aspects of geology is of particular concern because the scope of source documents used to 
generate SCI data excludes government and most geologic society publications, which form the basis of 
the geologic literature. The information science literature commenting on the limitations of citation 
analysis in general and alternate citation data collected by geology librarians will be reviewed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Next year will mark the 30th anniversary of 
the start of Science Citation Index. It is easy to forget 
what a radical change SCI represented when it first 
appeared in the 1960's and came into common use in 
the 1970's. Rather than concentrating on one subject 
area, as had become common among science indexes, 
SCI covered all science in one index. But more 
importantly it represented a different way of searching, 
turning the scientist's process of reference in reverse. 
It allowed one to start from a key paper and go 
forward. The user could find out who cited a paper in 
the years after it was written. 

As a searching tool, Science Citation Index 
became successful as users quickly discovered its 
potential. But Eugene Garfield, primary theorist for 
citation indexing and founder of the Institute for 
Scientific Information which publishes SCI, did not 
stop with an indexing tool. In 1971, lSI started 
systematic analysis of citation patterns and a Pandora's 
box of evaluation burst open. Publishing a weekly 
essay in another lSI publication, Current Contents, 
Garfield distributed his ideas widely. "What is a 
significant journal?" (Garfield, 1970), "Is publication 
in 'minor' journals tantamount to burial?" (Garfield, 
1970) and "Is citation frequency a valid criterion for 
selecting journals?" (Garfield, 1972) are some of the 
essays titles to appear. And lists started to appear. 
"The 1,000 most-cited contemporary scientists" 
(Garfield, 1981 ), "A core research library for 
developing graduate schools--The 100 most-cited 
books by researchers" (Garfield, 1974) and "The 1981 

geosciences articles most cited from 1981 through 
1983" (Garfield, 1984) for example. 

The use of SCI data to evaluate scientific 
papers, journals, the scientific output of scientists, 
research institutes, countries, and even disciplines, 
took on a life of its own. In the past year, SCI was 
quoted repeatedly in journal promotion. An August 
letter to subscribers of The Bulletin of the 
Seismological Society of America wrote: "It might 
help you to know ..... BSS4's citation rating is in the top 
25% of journals cited in Geoscience in SCI, Journal 
Citation Reports." A May letter to subscribers of 
Meteoritics told us, "Meteoritics, now in its 40th year, 
already ranks 4th in impact factor among earth science 
journals, and is likely to grow further in importance". 

Yet, in the community of geology librarians 
there has been a persistent sense of unease. In the list 
of the top 1,000 most-cited contemporary scientists 
there are two geophysicists and no geologists. There 
were no mineralogists, paleontologists or petrologists. 
In the paper "Core research library for developing 
graduate schools", there were no geology books. 
Actually, there were no earth science books 
whatsoever. Science Citation Index data are being 
used to malce important statements about science, and 
information about geology is not even mentioned. 

What I will attempt herein is to validate the 
geology librarians' concerns about the use of Science 
Citation Index data for evaluation purposes in the 
earth sciences and particularly geology. I will briefly 
review some of the vast literature on citation indexing, 
look at SCI and its earth science coverage specifically 
and finally, point to areas where SCI data are being 
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used that may have serious consequences for geology 
and the earth sciences. 

CITATION ANALYSIS LITERATURE 

The literature on citation analysis is enormous. 
A 1980 bibliography on the citation process listed over 
2000 articles on the topic. The Geoscience 
Information Society Proceedings contain numerous 
citation studies. And the weekly essays in Current 
Contents have been compiled into the multiple 
volumes of Essays of an Information Scientist which 
Garfield wrote and published. I cannot pretend to 
have more than dipped into the literature and even 
then I tried to concentrate on writings about the theory 
of citation analysis rather than papers utilizing the 
technique of citation analysis. I also looked for papers 
that used citation analysis in the earth sciences and 
papers critical of citation analysis in other fields that 
might provide insight into problems in earth science. 

There is widespread discussion of the citation 
process. Blaise Cronin's 1984 book, The Citation 
Process: The Role and Significance of Citations in 
Scientific Communication, (Cronin, 1984) outlines the 
reasons for citing, including paying homage, giving 
credit, and criticizing the work of others. Cronin 
comments, "Citation is coloured by a multitude of 
factors, not all of which have to do with the accepted 
conventions of scholarly publishing," (Cronin, 1984, 
p. 31). 

In 1989, Michael and Barbara MacRoberts 
wrote "Problems of citation analysis: a critical review" 
in Journal of the American Society for Information 
Science (MacRoberts, 1989). This paper outlines the 
history of concerns about SCI data, concerns that, for 
the most part, have not yet been addressed. The 
MacRoberts point to Garfield's assertion that "the vast 
majority of citations are accurate and the vast majority 
of papers do properly cite the earlier literature" 
(MacRoberts, 1989, p. 343). and comment that these 
primary concept has not been tested. The MacRoberts 
mention formal and informal influences not cited, 
biased citing, and different types of citing in addition 
to other unresolved problem areas. It is of concern 
that the citation process, to which we ascribe great 
importance when using citation data, is governed by 
unwritten rules. The citation process is not taught, 
except by example, to graduate students. The 
reference list at the end of articles is thought to be less 
carefully reviewed than are other parts of the scientific 
paper. 

Among the MacRoberts' concerns was an area 
that seemed to speak to our problem in geology, that is 
"Technical limitations of citation indices and 
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bibliographies." Clerical errors, multiple authorship, 
and homonyms appear in this category. I draw 
attention to this area, not because it is of specific 
interest to geology, but in my reading of actual citation 
studies, I was amazed at the consistency with which 
authors mentioned name and reference errors in their 
citation studies; studies in a variety of fields, in 
different countries and for many purposes. 

The "technical limitation" that is of interest to 
us here is that of "coverage of the literature". The 
MacRoberts point out that journals used as sources of 
SCI citations are highly selective, and that coverage of 
fields varies widely. The MacRoberts observe this 
selectivity and draw no conclusions except to 
comment, "But less easily dealt with is the effect of the 
logic or philosophy behind the selection process itself, 
a logic that assumes a consensus of perspective among 
scientists that clearly is not there," (MacRoberts, 1989, 
p.347) This is a theme I will return to. 

While again not suggesting that my search was 
comprehensive, I looked at the literature of journal 
evaluation using SCI data. The use of SCI for journal 
evaluation started in 1972 with Garfield's Science 
paper entitled, "Citation analysis as a tool in journal 
evaluation" (Garfield, 1972). Right from the start, the 
seeds of geology librarians' wariness were planted with 
Garfield's statement that "a good multidisciplinary 
journal collection need contain no more than a few 
hundred titles" and the fact that the list of top journals 
included in the Science paper contains but one geology 
title, Journal of Geophysical Research. 

Most interesting for our purposes here, is the 
paper by Tony Stankus and Barbara Rice, "Handle 
with care: Use and citation data for science journal 
management" (Stankus, 1982). Stankus and Rice 
studied biochemistry, ecology, mathematics and 
geoscience, comparing SCI data with use data from the 
State University of New York at Albany (SUNY A). 
The results showed a clear relationship between SCI 
data and SUNY A usage in biochemistry, ecology, and 
mathematics but not in geoscience. Although the 
authors felt the correlations were "overall good" ones, 

· they point to "several embarrassing problems that 
require lengthy and roundabout explanations". Some 
top SCI journals were not used at all at SUNY A. 
AAPG Bulletin use was high beyond all predictions. 
Journal of Research of the USGS which doesn't even 
make SCfs list got heavy use at SUNY A. The authors 
comment that the uncertainty of their data analysis in 
the geosciences "makes it a less reliable tool." 

A recent Columbia study of physics, biology, 
and electrical engineering showed a very inexact 
correlation between SCfs most used journals and 
actual use by Columbia University scientists 



(Columbia University Libraries, 1993). There is the 
question of the relationship between what libraries 
serve up to researchers both on their shelves and via 
document delivery, and what ends up being cited. 
Superficially the various citation and use studies that 
pepper the GIS Proceedings look as if the high impact 
titles that dominate SCI lists are similar but not the 
same as the titles we identify as highly cited. 

The point in this extremely brief and biased 
look at the literature is to show that researchers have 
questioned what the whole citation process really 
means. This is not a minor issue if these data are 
being used to make major decisions. There is 
disagreement about the use of citation data in making 
journal decisions in general and at least one article 
presenting inconclusive results when SCI data is 
compared to actual use data in geoscience. 

EARTHSCffiNCECOVERAGE 

Right from the-beginning, the list of source 
journals used to produce SCI were of concern. As 
Garfield himself says, "Any list is, of course, only as 
good as the system that helps to create it," (Garfield, 
1981, p. 276). 

The accuracy of any citation data is based on 
the source material of the citations. Therefore in any 
evaluation of the usefulness of SCI data with regard to 
the earth sciences, it is necessary to examine the 
journals that are used as sources of citations. This is 
not easy to do. It is not easy to define geology and the 
earth sciences, and, it is not easy to identify the earth 
science titles within SCfs source lists. 

Figure 1 shows a few of the relevant 
definitions from the Glossary of Geology. (Bates, 
1987) Uncertainty about what areas of "earth study" 
should be included in projects undertaken by geology 
librarians caused a struggle constructing core lists, 
priority lists for databases, and the earth science 
conspectus used by the Research Libraries Group. The 
problem seems to be that certain areas of earth science 
frequently are included within geology, such as 
mineralogy, petrology and sedimentology. Some areas 
of geophysics are "normally" in a geology library, such 
as seismology, tectonophysics, and geochemistry. And 
there are some areas of the earth sciences that we 
think of as very closely related to geology and that are 
frequently included in some earth science departments 
such as atmospheric sciences, oceanography, and 
climatology. The fuzziness of our definition is 
reflected in our use of terms like "geoscience" and 
"earth science". In this project, earth sciences were 
defined broadly but a special eye was kept on 

"traditional geology" as that was the area of most 
concern. 

SCI uses 3300 journals as source journals. 
Garfield has written a number of essays on earth 
science topics and in these he refers to 81 "core earth 
science journals" in one paper (Garfield, 1982, p.791) 
and 400 in another (Garfield, 1984, p.251). He also 
says that 360 journals were comprehensively indexed 
in ISI!GeoSciTech, (1981, p. 8) (a specialized 
geoscience spin off of SCI that started and ceased in 
the early 1980's). The higher end numbers were of 
interest. These are the titles from which the citations 
would be extracted and the citation patterns from these 
titles would be the foundation for the generalizations 
about geology and the earth sciences. But there is no 
easily determined list. 

The first approach was to use the Source 
Publication List: Arranged by subject category". The 
categories "geology" and "geoscience" only have 96 
titles combined, so it was necessary to add titles from 
other subject categories that seemed relevant. Figure 2 
lists the categories used to compile a list of earth 
science titles included in SCI and categories that were 
not used. A case might be made for including these 
categories as "earth science", a better case for some 
than others. It was a judgment call and in the end, the 
subjects that were commonly included in a 
departmental geology library were used. Using these 
categories a database of 235 titles was constructed, 
eliminating the duplicates that appear on more than 
one list. This is not very close to the 400 Garfield 
mentions. 

Next the core source titles used for the 
defunct ISI!GeoSciTech were added. I reasoned that I 
might be able to see what lSI considered "geo" titles by 
examining titles that lSI had felt could be used to 
create a specialized GeoSciTech product. By 
combining the titles from subject headings that seemed 
appropriate and the older list from ISI/GeoSciTech I 
was able to construct a database of 355 titles. 

In the fall of 1993, the list of journals 
proposed to receive priority indexing in the earth 
science database, GeoRef, appeared on the GeoNet-1 
listserv, which is received via electronic mail by 400 
people interested in earth science information. 
GeoRef priority titles are titles recommended by a 
Geoscience Information Society committee to the 
producers of GeoRef, American Geological Institute. 
The list that was posted contained newly 
recommended titles, titles to be dropped, and titles on 
the old list that should continue to get priority 
indexing. There were a total of 151 titles--to be 
reduced to 100. This is a challenge, since different 
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geology 
The study of the planet Earth-the materials of which it is made, the processes that act on these materials, the 
products formed, and the history of the planet and its life forms since its origin. Geology considers the physical 
forces that act on the Earth. the chemistry of its constituent materials, and the biology of its past inhabitants as 
revealed by fossils. Clues on the origin of the planet are sought in the study of the Moon and other extraterrestrial 
bodies. The knowledge thus obtained is placed in the service of man-to aid in discovery of minerals and fuels of 
value in the Earth's crust, to identify geologically stable sites for major structures and to provide foreknowledge of 
some of the dangers associated with the mobile forces of a dynamic Earth. 

geoscience 
A short form ... denoting the collective disciplines of the geological sciences. The term, as such is synonymous 
with geology. 

geophysics 
Study of the Earth by quantitative physical methods . Basic divisions include solid-earth geophysics, physics of the 
atmosphere and hydrosphere, and solar-terrestrial physics. There are numerous specialties within the field, e.g. 
seismology, tectonophysics, engineering geophysics. 

earth science 
An all-embracing term for sciences related to the Earth . .. .It is occasionally used as a synonym for geology or 
geological sciences, but this usage is misleading because in its wider scope earth science may be considered to 
include such subjects as meteorology, physical oceanography, soil chemistry and agronomy. 

Figure 1. Definitions of geology, geoscience, geophysics and earth sciences from Glossary of Geology (Bates, 1987). 

SCI subject categories used in attempting to construct database of geology/earth science source journal database 

Geography 
Geology 
Geoscience 
Environmental Science 
Metrology and Atmospheric Science 
Mineralogy 
Paleontology 
Oceanography 
Water resources 

SCI subject categories NOT used in attempt to construct database of geology/earth science source journal database 
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Agriculture, soil sciences 
Astronomy and astrophysics 
Crystallography 
Ecology 
Energy and Fuels 
Fisheries 
Limnology 
Marine and freshwater biology 
Metallurgy and mining 

Figure 2. Science Citation Index Subject Categories 



AAPGMemoir 
Annales tectonicae 
APEAJownal 
Atlantic geology 
Basin research 
BMR Jownal of Australian geology and geophysics 
Bulletin-Geological Survey of Canada 
Bulletin-USGS 
Bulletin of Canadian petrolewn geology 
Bulletin of the association of engineering geologists 
Bulletin of the geological society ofDerunark 
Bulletin of the geological society ofMalaysia 
Bulletin of volcanology 
Bulletins of American paleontology 
Canadian journal of explomtion geophysicists 
Carbonates and evaporites 
Computers and geosciences 
Earthquakes and volcanoes 
Engineering geology 
Eos 
Episodes 
Explomtion geophysics 
Geological Quadrangle map-USGS 
Geologie en minjnbouw 
Geodenna 
GeoJournal 
Geologiya nefti i gaza 
GSA Abstracts 
GSA Special Papers 
Geophysik und geologie 
Geotimes 
Global biogeochemical cycles 
Groundwater monitoring review 
GSA today 
futernational jownal of geogmphical information systems 
ISPRS Jownal of photogrammetry and remote sensing 
Journal of African earth science 
Journal of micropaleontology 
Journal of south american earth sciences 
Journal of southeast asian earth science 
Jownal of vertebrate paleontology 
Marine and petrolewn geology 
Memoir-Geological SllrVey of Canada 
Memoir-USGS 
Miscellaneous field study map-USGS 
Modern geology 
Neues jahrbuch fur geologie und palaeontologie. Monatschefte. 
Oil and gas jownal 
Open file report-USGS 
Paper-Geological Survey of Canada 
Palaios 
Petrolewn geology 
Physics of the solid earth 
P_rofessional paper-USGS 
SEPM special publications 
Term nova 

Figure 3.Titles under discusion for priority indexing in GeoRef, October, 1993. 
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Agriculture, soil science 
Agricultural meteorology 
Communications in soil science and plant analysis 
Soil biology and biochemistJy 

Energy and fuels 
ChemistJy and technology og fuels and oils 
Erdoel & kohle erdgas petrochemie 
Fuel 
Fuel processing technology 
Hydrocarbon processing 
Petroleum chemistJy 

Environmental Sciences 
Aerosol science and technology 
Archives of environmental health 
Ecotoxicology and environmental safety 
Environmental mutagenesis 
Fisheries bulletin 
Freshwater biology 
Journal of aerosol science 
Journal of environmental pathology and toxicology 
Marine policy 
Ozone-Science and technology 

Metallurgy and mining 
Automatic welding USSR 
Corrosion 
Corrosion science 
Heat treatment of metals 
Hydrometallurgy 
International cast metals journal 
Ironmaking and steelmaking 
Journal of the Japan institute of metals 
Journal of less common metals 
Metal science and heat treatment 
Oxidation of metals 
Powder metallurgy 
Stahl und Eisen 
Welding journal 

Water resources 
Irrigation science 
Journal of hydraulic research 
Journal of waterway, port, coastal, and ocean engineering 
Water services 
Zeitschrift fur wasser under abwasser forschung 

Figure 4.Selective list of SCI "geo" titles of questionable value in the earth sciences. 

people have different views of what is most important. 
But, for the purposes of this study,the fact that these 
155 titles were important enough for the last priority 
list or proposed for the new list was really not relevant. 

The titles were those that librarians thought were 
especially important in earth science literature 
searching. And so they were compared to the SCI list 
of core earth science titles that had been accumulated. 
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One third of the titles considered for status as 
"priority indexed titles", 52 of the titles, are not 
included in Science Citation Index as source titles. 
These titles weren't in the database constructed and 
they weren't in the SCI complete source list. These 
titles, some of which are shown in Figure 3, include 
MPG Memoirs, GSA Special Papers, and perhaps 
most importantly, the USGS Bulletin and Professional 
Papers. The list points to omissions of type
government publications, and format-maps. 360-400 
earth science journals is not a large number on which 
to base grand generalizations about the earth sciences, 
considering how big the serial literature is. 360-400 
source journals may be an appropriate number of 
source titles to produce the geoscience component as 
long as they are the "right" titles. When one guesses 
what SCI is considering to be core geoscience, the 
resulting list appears to diverge from librarians' 
judgment. Furthermore the list constructed from SCI 
subject breakdowns supplemented by the 
ISI!GeoSciTech contains many, many titles that do not 
seem central to providin~ helpful citation links or 
evaluation information for geology and the earth 
sciences. Figure 4 shows a selection of some of the 
titles of questionable value that I found in 
ISI/GeoSciTech, titles that Garfield includes among the 
350-400 earth science titles. 

So where do we stand in our ability to analyze 
the relevance of SCI with regard to earth science 
publishing? The selection titles considered to be core 
earth science titles by lSI use an exceptionally broad 
definition of earth science, including welding and 
corrosion journals, and includes a rather low 
percentage of geology titles. 

Other questions are also of concern. Is circular 
reasoning at work here? What if the major titles 
included as source publications in SCI tend to cite each 
other? Is it possible that the state and foreign survey 
publications are not cited by SCfs core and do not cite 
the core? It seems that the New York State Geological 
Survey Bulletin probably cites other New York State 
Geological publications, because these publications all 
deal with New York State geology. Should the New 
York State government stop publishing these titles 
because of their low impact factor? Architects, 
environmental planners, prospective buyers of New 
York beach front property, all use New York geologic 
data, having a high impact among people who will 
never cite the data. 

It is important to remember that in the 
construction of many of Garfield's "most cited lists", 
which receive such wide publicity, not even the whole 
SCI database is used. Instead a much smaller subset is 
constructed, with misleading results. One example of 

the confusion this causes involves Pierre Biscaye, a 
geochemist. A couple of years ago, Biscaye asked to 
have a citation search done on a geologist for whom he 
had been asked to write a letter of recommendation. 
After being advised about the limitations of SCI, 
Biscaye asked to have a search on one of his papers, 
which he had been told was heavily cited, for 
comparison purposes. Biscaye's paper, "Mineralogy 
and sedimentation of recent deep-sea clay in the 
Atlantic Ocean and adjacent seas and oceans" 
published in a 1965 GSA Bulletin (Biscaye, 1965) had 
several hundred citations-far surpassing citations to 
the papers of the person he was to evaluate. 

Several years later, in 1987, a Garfield "Journal 
citation study" on oceanography published a "most 
cited papers" for oceanography (Garfield, 1987). 
Biscaye's paper was not included and the explanation 
was not immediately apparent. The essay wasn't on 
the most cited oceanography papers of SCI, it was a list 
of articles that had been cited at least 50 times between 
1955-1986 appearing in 19 oceanography journals that 
Garfield identified as core. So Biscaye's paper, cited 
far more times, was not included on the list because 
GSA Bulletin, the journal in which it appeared, was not 
one of the source publications. So what is the 
significance of the list? When one considers the 
number of oceanography papers, potentially important 
ones, that may appear in journals not in Garfield's core, 
the significance of the list, and the many others 
similarly constructed, is questionable. 

INFLUENCE OF SCI 

At the start of this paper, there were examples 
from publishers' blurbs that were using SCI derived 
information. If it were only for advertising purposes 
that SCI data was being used perhaps there would not 
be a serious problem. But it isn't. A Science article, 
based on SCI data, has the subheading: "New evidence 
raises the possibility that a majority of scientific papers 
made negligible contributions to knowledge," (Palca, 
1990). An article in Science is entitled, "Research 
papers: Who's uncited now?" (Hamilton, 1991) and 
lists fields having the largest number of cited papers 
and those having the most uncited papers despite the 
repeated cautions that citation data should not be used 
to compare fields. 

The subtitle of an article on lSI's new journal, 
Science Watch says it all: "How citation analysis and 
Science Watch, its primary showcase, are turning 
science into a numbers game--and stirring mixed 
feelings among researchers," (Taubes, 1993) Science 
Watch is published 10 times a year, costs $325 a year 
and has 400 subscribers. Research Libraries 
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Information Network (RLIN) lists only three 
subscribers: Library of Congress, Berkeley, and 
Stanford Medical. OCLC lists 12 subscribers including 
3 medical centers, 3 labOratories, 3 companies, and 
Harvard, Northeastern and Thomas Jefferson 
University. One wonders where the other 382 
subscriptions are, and perhaps why universities aren't 
paying much attention. Because surely someone is 
examining this data carefully. 

The sociologist Jonathan Cole, an early user of 
SCI data comments in the article: "Everyone and their 
uncle are interested in using citations as a measure of 
impact". Cole and Susan Cozzens, another SCI data 
user, both point to limitations of SCI data, including 
the lack of resolution, variation between fields and 
other concerns. But Daryl Chubin, senior researcher 
with the Office of Technology Assessment, is 
paraphrased as arguing that "federal funding agencies 
and congressional committees could benefit from 
developing measures of quality and quantity--citation 
impact among them--to gauge what good they've gotten 
out of money spent on research." But the most 
shocking statement was from Garfield himself, who 
"freely admits": "Science Watch is a 'public relations 
vehicle' for lSI and citation analysis". Policy makers 
are using a "public relations vehicle" to make decisions 
about the quality of science in the United States. 

One wonders how Science Citation Index data 
has come to have such a remarkable influence on 
science policy and one can speculate that marketing is 
a primary factor. Eugene Garfield has promoted his 
ideas in Cu"ent Contents on a weekly basis for years. 
He published his ideas regularly in &ience. And even 
when scientists, concerned about the deductions made 
from the data, have written letters to the editor, polite 
responses are returned, frequently admitting the 
limitations of the data. 

· But the press releases continue. The lists of 
"bests" continue. The geologists continue to use SCI 
data in hiring and tenure decisions. Scientists use the 
data to promote their journals. The numerical data 
seem irresistible-an easy, quantitative way to make 
value judgments. Today, editors use SCI data to prove 
what a high impact their journals have. Tomorrow 
will states discontinue their geological survey 
publications because they have a low impact? How can 
we avoid the next step? If the publications are 
irrelevant then how can the research be worth doing? 
If geologists don't take a careful look at SCI and the 
use of SCI data they may wake up one morning to a 
pronouncement that identifies geology as a low impact 
science, less deserving of funding than other sciences-
a pronouncement based on Science Citation Index data. 
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Abstract-ciESIN, the Consortium for International Earth Science Information Network, is a non-profit 
organization whose mission is to facilitate access to, use and understanding of global environmental change 
information worldwide. CIESIN seeks to fulfill its mission through programs such as SEDAC, the 
Information Cooperative, and GCRIO, and is currently developing its library services program. Several 
internal CIESIN functions and their similarities to library functions are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Today I would like to speak with you about 
CIESIN, a new information resource being developed for 
worldwide use. CIESIN, the Consortium for 
International Earth Science Information Network, was 
created in 1989 and funded by a Congressional grant to 
facilitate access to, use and understanding of global 
environmental change information. Founding 
consortium members included Saginaw Valley State 
University, Michigan State University, the 
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM) 
and the University of Michigan. Last winter New York 
Polytechnic University, the University of Maryland and 
Utah State University joined the consortium. CIESIN 
hopes to add other members, including international 
ones, in the future and is also exploring an affiliates 
program to begin in 1994. 

CIESIN is a private, non-profit organization 
governed by a Board of Directors appointed by its 
members and has its headquarters in Saginaw, 
Michigan, with satellite offices in Ann Arbor, 
Washington, D.C., and soon New York City. CIESIN's 
operating funds come from federal grants, membership 
fees, and private contributions. At present NASA funds, 
consisting of $18M for 1993-94, constitute the largest 
part of CIESIN's budget. Other Federal support comes 
from USDA, EPA, DOD and OSTP. CIESIN is working 
to diversify its funding base by securing contracts with 
other governmental units, international organizations 
and additional private sources. 

A high tech organization with an international 
perspective, CIESIN seeks to harness the power of the 
emerging technologies for the benefit of global change 
research and decision making. Aimed at a broad 
spectrum of users, the consortium has selected the 

human dimensions of global change for its thematic 
core. These formative elements are reflected in CIESIN's 
mission statement: 

"To provide access to and enhance the 
use of information worldwide, 
advancing understanding of human 
interactions in the environment and 
serving the needs of science and public 
and private decision making." 

Central to CIESIN's role as an information 
provider is a suite of services commonly found in 
libraries. These include resource selection, archiving, 
cataloging, computing, networking, software 
development, retrieval, reference, and referral. CIESIN 
is committed to offering these services in the distributed 
electronic environment and also to contributing to the 
development of that environment. From among the 
aforementioned services, I have chosen resource 
selection and cataloging to highlight today. I hope that 
delineating their pursuit at CIESIN will put them in 
context, increase understanding of CIESIN among 
librarians, and help librarians assist their users when 
consulting this new information resource. 

RESOURCE SELECTION 

Let me deal first with resource selection. Global 
environmental change is a relatively new and certainly 
broad area of interest to scientists, resource managers, 
policy makers, and the general public. It is an 
interdisciplinary area marking an intersection of natural 
science and social science phenomena. Because of its 
focus on the human dimensions of global change, 
CIESIN does not specialize in the natural sciences but 
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instead concentrates its aH~ntion in the socioeconomic 
arena. In addition, although it includes relevant 
documentation and textual material in its coverage, 
CIESIN's emphasis is on quantitative data. With the 
risks common to generalizations, we can nonetheless 
ascribe some characteristics common to these data: 

• They are developed (generated/collected) external to 
CIESIN. 

• They will continue to be "owned" by their external 
sources. 

• They are already stored digitally and assembled in 
databases. 

• The databases are available, though often to a limited 
audience. 

• The databases will be available via the database 
owners and/or CIESIN, depending on the 
arrangements made. 

• CIESIN will customize data packages upon request. 

Stated conversely, CIESIN does not generate original 
data, assume exclusive ownership of data or databases, 
or serve as the unique archive of data. 

At CIESIN data selection is guided by a Science 
Data Plan which lists eight domains in which CIESIN 
specializes. These are Population Dynamics; Human and 
Environmental Health; Land Use; Agricultural 
Metabolism; Social and Political Structures and 
Institutions; Economic Activity; Industrial Metabolism; 
and Human Attitudes, Preferences and Behavior. As in 
libraries, the selection of resources is a critical function 
in the pursuit of organizational objectives. At CIESIN 
input to selection · decisions comes from domain 
coordinators (i.e. subject experts), Data Selection 
Committee members, and external expert advisors. 
Acquisition often requires extensive negotiations with 
data holders before Memoranda of Understanding are 
signed and holdings made available. 

Data to be loaded into CIESIN's computers can 
come packaged in various ways. Data formatted as 
electronic files, disks, tapes, and CO-ROM's are entered 
directly into CIESIN's UNIX networked server system in 
Saginaw. Less frequently, acquisitions in paper format 
which meet special criteria are scanned and also loaded 
into the servers, with the paper copy archived on site in 
the Information Resource Center. Data currently loaded 
into CIESIN's computers and available to users are given 
in Figure 1. 

It is important to note that the titles in Figure 
1 refer to collections of data rather than individual 
items. Some, such as PUMS, are standard collections. 
Others are more customized. An example of the latter 
is the UNCED collection which includes the data and 
text produced in conjunction with the Earth Summit, 
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Data Sets Held at CIESIN and Available to Usen 
September 30, 1993 

Collection Name 
County & City Data, 1988 

County Business Patterns 

Economic Census 1987 

Envirorunental Subset of Collection 
ofMultilateral Conventions 

March Current Population Survey 
Data, 1968-1992 

National Economic, Social, and 
Envirorunental Databank 

Public Use Microdata Samples 
1940-1990 (PUMS) 

Regional Economic Information 
System 

Register oflnt1 Treaties and Other 
Agreements on the Envirorunent 

UNCED Collection 

USA Counties: A Statistical 
Abstract Supplement 

Producer 
US Bureau of the 
Census 

US Bureau of the 
Census 

US Bureau of the 
Census 

Fletcher School of 
Law and Diplomacy 

US Bureau of the 
Census 

US Department of 
Commerce 

US Bureau of the 
Census 

US Department of 
Commerce 

UN Envirorunental 
Programme 

UN Conference on 
Envirorunent and 
Development et al. 

US Bureau of the 
Census 

World Data Bank II CIA 
Figure I. Data sets held at CIESIN. 

the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment 
and Development held in Rio de Janeiro. In the CIESIN 
collection the UN material is supplemented by related 
documents from other sources selected for their high 
relevance as judged by a CIESIN domain coordinator. 

Users can access all items included in a 
collection or limit access to desired parts of a collection, 
that is, to single files or granules. Currently there are 
over 1200 granules of data, documentation and text 
available for distribution. Items are supplied free of 
charge in electronic format via ftp, on tape or diskette. 
Paper versions are also available in some cases. Ordering 
information is available from CIESIN via any of the 
routes noted in Figure 2. In the near future, CIESIN's 
Catalog Services will also list offerings and fill orders 
online. 



CIESIN User Services 
2250 Pierce Rd. 

University Center, MI 48710 

Phone: 5I7n97-2727 
Fax: 5I7n97-2622 

Internet: ciesin.info@ciesin.org 

Figure 2. Communication routes to CIESIN 

THE CIESIN DIRECfORY 

Librarians have known for a long time that it is 
not enough only to build a collection. regardless of how 
rich it might be. If the collection is to be useful, people 
need to know what it contains. In short, they need access 
to collection records. The same is true, of course, for 
electronic collections. Thus, for the material it acquires 
and, if needed, for material it points to, CIESIN creates 
catalog records. 

Two levels of specificity are offered in a 
hierarchy. The Directory Level, the upper level, contains 
generalized descriptions of collections of data, text, 
multimedia, etc. The second level of hierarchical 
cataloging is the Inventory Level and it is at this level 
that the individual item is cataloged, much as a book is 
cataloged in libraries. An example of an Inventory Level 
record, drawn from the UNCED collection. is the 
National Environmental Reports, each of which can be 
accessed separately. 

Once created, Directory and Inventory records 
are stored in separate files in a relational database at 
CIESIN so that the user can move easily from one file 
(i.e. level of specificity) to the other. Directory Level 
records for items CIESIN holds are also contributed to 
the Global Change Master Directory (GCMD), a Federal 
interagency product designed to share records and avoid 
duplication of effort. 

A major difference between library catalogs and 
the CIESIN Directory is the format of the cataloging 
record. Whereas libraries use MARC format for their 
electronic records, CIESIN cataloging follows the 
Directory Interchange Format (DIF) developed by 
NASA. DIF is a fielded format like MARC and has a 
controlled vocabulary. Unfortunately, DIF fields and 
MARC fields are not equivalent; thus, cataloging data 
cannot currently be shared. Efforts are underway, 
however, to create translations between DIF and MARC. 
Once this is achieved, the rich trove of data catalog 
records will be more readily available in the library 
community as will the data files they represent. 

To this point I have concentrated on collections 
which CIESIN holds and the records it creates to track 
its holdings. Viewed in this way CIESIN would be akin 
to a conventional library, that is, one whose major 
services and functions flow from the material it 
possesses. If CIESIN were such a facility there would be 
little cause to pay it special attention. This may be the 
early phase of the Information Age, but we who work in 
it have already come to expect that our information 
sources perform according to new paradigms and 
contribute to their development. CIESIN has those same 
expectations for itself. CIESIN believes that cooperative 
efforts hold the greatest promise of successfully 
promoting interdisciplinary study on the scale global 
environmental change work requires. Thus, one of 
CIESIN's major thrusts is to identify and point to major 
data holdings which remain external to CIESIN and are 
available electronically. For such sources, if appropriate, 
CIESIN will create catalog records for the CIESIN 
Directory and thus further promote use of the data. 

In effect the CIESIN Directory is quite similar 
to what many research library catalogs are becoming. In 
less than a decade, the power and versatility of the 
OPAC have begun to transform library catalogs into 
customized union catalogs backed up by coordinated 
access services to material not locally held but available 
to users nonetheless. Libraries, such as those at the 
University of Michigan and Ohio State, which load 
records from the Center for Research Libraries into their 
catalogs, are apt examples. A similar situation with 
CIESIN's Directory can be illustrated with MIRIS, the 
Michigan Resource Information System. MIRIS data are 
collected and maintained by the Michigan Department of 
Natural Resources which manages and provides access to 
the database. The catalog record for MIRIS, which 
CIESIN wrote and includes in its Directory, provides this 
information along with an abstract of the database, a list 
of its contents, source references etc. Depending on the 
agreement with the data holder as well as on the 
technical capabilities of both holder . and user, CIESIN 
makes referrals or serves as the intermediary, retrieving 
data, documentation and/or text for the user. 

SEDAC 

Services like collection development, cataloging 
and reference assistance have greatest value, of course, 
when they are aggregated and interrelated to support 
programs. At present two of the most prominent 
programs at CIESIN are SEDAC and the Information 
Cooperative and it is to these that I would like to turn 
briefly. SEDAC, the Socioeconomic Data and 
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DAAC's SPECIALIZATIONS 
Goddard Space Flight Center climate, meteorology, stratosphere, ocean biology, geophysics 

Langley Research Center clouds, radiation, aerosols, tropospheric chemistry 

EROS Data Center land processes 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks radar imagery of ice, snow, sea surface 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory biogeochemical dynamics 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory physical oceanography 

Marshall Space Flight Center hydrologic cycle 

University of Colorado polar oceans & ice 

SEDAC 
CIESIN human dimensions 

Figure 3. DAAC and SEDAC subject specializations. 

Applications Center, was the first CIESIN program and 
it encapsulates CIESIN's role in NASA's Earth 
Observing System. EOS, a component of the US Global 
Change Research Project created by the Federal Global 
Change Research Act of 1990, is a major effort to 
document and understand global change by collecting, 
storing and making accessible pertinent data and 
information. Subject specializations have been assigned 
to eight Distributed Active Archive Centers (DAAC's) 
and CIESIN. [Figure 3] 

In this massive undertaking, SEDAC's role is to 
archive socioeconomic data and to provide access "across 
scientific disciplines to data relevant to the 
anthropogenic causes and impacts of global change for 
use in research, policy making, and education" 
("SEDAC", 1993). 

TilE INFORMATION COOPERATIVE 

The second prominent CIESIN program is the 
Information Cooperative, an organization which 
provides a framework whereby data can be broadly 
accessed electronically. Implicit in Info Coop work is 
the need to identify major collections of socioeconomic 
and health data relevant to global environmental change 
research and to provide mechanisms to access these 
resources. Included in the latter is access to new 
mechanisms such as "Explore" and "Extract", software 
developed with CIESIN sponsorship which dramatically 
expedites manipulation of PUMS data. Among other 
activities, the Info Coop promotes collaborative projects 
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for data analysis and integration, provides user training 
via tutorials and workshops, and performs user needs 
assessments ("The Information Cooperative", 1993). 
Current and prospective Info Coop participants are noted 
in Fig. 4. 

GCRIO 

CIESIN is also initiating new programs such as 
the Global Change Research Information Office. 
GCRIO is a Federal interagency effort mandated by 
Congress to make available to the world, and especially 
to developing nations, scientific research results in the 
area of global environmental change. Published 
literature, and government publications in particular, 
will be its focal point. For the next two years GCRIO 
will be managed by CIESIN. GCRIO is currently 
establishing operations and configuring services but is 
already responding to requests. At present it can be 
reached at CIESIN's Washington office. 

LffiRARY SERVICES 

Another program CIESIN is developing 
involves library services. Still in the early stages of 
design and testing, library services are coalescing around 
three main loci: archives, staff support, and external 
relationships. As noted above, some of the material 
CIESIN mounts on its servers arrives in print form. It is 
then digitized and the paper form archived in CIESIN's 



Current and Prospective Information Coopentive Partnen 

Agency for Toxic Substances & Disease Registry (ATSDR), Atlanta, GA, USA 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention/National Center for Health Statistics (CDC/NCHS), Atlanta, GA, USA 

Centre d'Etudes de Populations, (CEPS), Walferdange, Luxembourg 

Center for Indigenous Knowledge for Agriculture & Rural Development, Ames, IA, USA 

China in Time and Space (CIT AS), Seattle, WA, USA 

Center for International Research (CIR), Washington, DC, USA 

Coordination of Information on the Environment (CORINE), Brussels, Belgium 

Essex Social Research CoWlcil Data Archive (ESRC), Essex, UK 

Food & Agriculture Organization (FAO), Rome, Italy 

Inter-University Consortium for Political & Science Research, Ann Arbor, MI, USA 

International Development Research Center (IDRC), Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

International Union for the Conservation ofNatureiEnvirorunental Law Centre (IUCN/ELC), Bonn, Germany 

Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy 

National Institute ofPub1ic Health & Envirorunental Protection (RIVM), Bilthoven, The Netherlands 

Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSSDS), Bergen, Norway 

Roper Center for Public Opinion SUJVey, Storrs, CT, USA 

Statistical Office of the European Communities (Eurostat), Luxembourg 

United Nations Envirorunent Programme/Global Resource Information Database (UNEP/GRID), Nairobi, Kenya 

World Bank, Washington, DC, USA 

World Conservation & Monitoring Centre (WCMC), Cambridge, UK 

World Health Organization (WHO), Geneva, Switzerland 

World Resource Institute (WRI), Washington, DC, USA 

Zentralarchiv fur Empirische SozialforschWlg (ZA), Cologne, Germany 

Figure 4. Current and Prospective Info Coop Partners as of Dec. 1, 1993 (Cicone and Abreu, 1993). 

library, the Information Resource Center. The IRC is 
likewise the logical place to archive CIESIN 
publications, reports and working documents. Like many 
special libraries the IRC may also eventually be tapped to 
preserve the organization's history by providing records 
management. 

To date, however, primary activity in the IRC 
has focused on developing its capacities to provide 
library services to staff in support of their work. Efforts 
have centered on basic organizational activities: 
designing services and processes, establishing 
procedures, organizing materials, developing policies, 
setting standards, etc. From the start the work has been 

shaped by the belief that resources developed for internal 
use would likely have value well beyond CIESIN. 
Notions of how to enhance and exploit that value 
through external relationships are currently being 
explored. Though embryonic, the programmatic 
offerings will likely echo the distinctions of other 
CIESIN programs. Operating in the distributed 
electronic environment, external library services will 
focus on the human dimensions of global environmental 
change, support interdisciplinary inquiry, and emphasize 
cooperative efforts aimed at sharing resources 
worldwide. 
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CHALLENGES 

The foregoing is only a cursory overview of 
CIESIN. As a new information provider CIESIN has 
substantial development work ahead of it. Further, it 
faces fonnidable challenges. The principal focus of its 
activity, global environmental change, is an enormous 
realm whose content remains to be established and 
whose parameters remain to be fixed. At the same time 
effective methods to integrate social science data and 
natural science data need to be devised. Likewise, 
vigorous efforts must be applied to the developing 
electronic environment where advances in technology 
offer powerful capabilities for managing, accessing and 
using information resources but where rapid change is 
the prevailing constant. 

To a large extent. research libraries face 
strikingly similar challenges in the 1990's. 
Interdisciplinary inquiry, as a significant area of 
research, continues to grow at a remarkable rate as does 
the demand for more and richer sources available 
electronically. The intrinsic relationship between 
literature and data is also becoming more evident, 
prompting libraries to increase their acquisition of and 
access to data sources once regarded largely as lying 
outside the library's purview. To address these 
challenges libraries, fortunately, have successful 
precedents upon which to draw. These include notable 
experience with computerized systems, impressive 
achievements in cooperative efforts involving collection 
development. cataloging, preservation and resource 
sharing, and an unswerving service ethos. 

CONCLUSION 

These traditions of course do not guarantee 
success. Like others working in the information services 
field, librarians will need to learn and master new 
paradigms and information sOurces which are ambitious, 
complex and constantly evolving. CIESIN, I believe, is a 
pertinent example. It has been my experience that people 
encountering CIESIN for the first time often feel 
overwhelmed by its breadth and bewildered by the 
concepts which shape it. These reactions, of course, can 
preclude understanding the resources CIESIN offers and 
the value which they have. In many respects such a 
situation is a ready-made opportunity for librarians to 
demonstrate one of their long-standing specialties, that 
is, connecting users to appropriate sources of 
information and assisting in their use. I hope that the 
remarks I have offered today will serve as an initial step 
in increasing your knowledge of CIESIN so that you can 
better assist your patrons. At the same time I hasten to 
note that CIESIN and organizations similar to it offer 
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librarians the additional opportunity to participate in the 
development of new paradigms and services. As the 
opportunities unfold I am confident librarians will be 
eager to accept the challenge and bring their fonnidable 
expertise to bear. 
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LAYER UPON LAYER: MYSTERY UPON MYSTERY 

David A. Cobb 

Harvard Map Collection 
Harvard University 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Abstract-The role of GIS technology in library infonnation services is not a concept for the future. Planning 
for it is happening now. The Association of Research Libraries is coordinating a project to evaluate this 
significant technology in research libraries. What are the implications of this technology for the librarian and the 
researcher? Will it change the services that geoscience libraries have to offer? What are the technological 
requirements that libraries should be aware of in the future? These, and other topics, will be discussed as we view 
into the next generation of infonnation service to geosciences. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dateline: Reston, VA, December 30, 1999 

"The U.S. Geological Survey announced 
today that their last paper product, a geologic map of 
Boston's earthquake zones, was being printed and 
would be available to the public early next year. As of 
January 1, 2000 all products will be available in digital 
form only and in a variety of formats which can be 
used with the many desktop mapping and mainframe 
softwares. This will include the new 1:10,000-scale 
topographic/orthophoto/satellite image coverages 
which have been made possible through the 
conversion of all files to digital format." 

Is the library community prepared for such an 
announcement? Is the geoscience community? Are 
either of us preparing ourselves for this possibility? 

Does it really sound that preposterous? 
Consider that our colleagues in Great Britain had 
better be prepared for this situation since the Ordnance 
Survey has already made such a pronouncement to 
take effect in 1997. It may be said this impact will be 
less in Britain as there are only five depository 
libraries and other libraries must already purchase 
coverages from the OS. However, how many of them 
are prepared for the transition from analog to digital? 

GIS IMPLICATIONS 

I would like to discuss some of the possible 
implications of this transition. You will read some fact 

and a lot of opinion. All is offered not as "this is right" 
or "that is wrong," but rather to invite you to 
contemplate what a digital world might mean for you. 

Some of you may feel as I did not long ago 
and say: "There Will always be paper maps." I know 
there will be in the Harvard Map Collection as we 
have no intention of discarding thousands of maps 
despite our attempt to digitize many of them and I will 
address that later. But will paper maps be relegated 
only to those libraries that have collected them in the 
past? I would say "no" because I believe there will be a 
perceptive vendor that will purchase the digital copies 
from USGS, DMA, Census, etc., convert them to 
analog paper files and then sell them to us! What I do 
wonder, however, is what happens to the depository 
library programs? Do you think these vendors will 
consider distributing over 1,000 copies of each 
topographic map to our libraries? Do you think they 
will distribute the digital copies and free of charge? 
Therefore, Implication No. 1 may be that there will be 
no more depository library program or free distribution 
of materials as we know it today, either in analog or 
digital form. We are already witnessing the selective 
distribution of certain electronic products such as the 
digital orthophotoquads on CD-ROM. 

I can remember meeting someone by the 
name of Gary North at the U.S. Geological Survey 
nearly fifteen years ago and he was telling me of the 
digital world and I would say to myself: "Yeh, yeh." 
Well, I now work in a library that a year and a half 
ago had no computers, not one, and now has five; a 
library that a year and a half ago was worried about 
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updating its street maps for New England and the 
Northeast and now uses DeLorme's MapExpert CD
ROM to produce detailed street maps for Bozeman, 
Montana, Tolono, Illinois and other towns that had 
never been represented in sheet map form in our 
collection. Implication No. 2 is that digital technology 
will allow us to store and access far greater amounts of 
information at scales that were previously financially 
beyond our means. 

It is also important to emphasize that I am no 
computer whiz. no programmer, and no GIS specialist. 
I received my M.A. in Geography when cartography 
was pen and ink and I still proudly have my block 
diagram ofMt. Mansfield in Vermont. 

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS 

So what happened to me and others? Did we 
suddenly find ourselves in a GIS religious school? No, 
I believe there have been several developments that 
have convinced me, and others, that this technology 
can fundamentally change the way that we use 
geoscience information. First, I believe that we cannot 
overemphasize the impact of the personal computer 
and its continual increase in power and decrease in 
price. From accounting to zodiacs, there are numerous 
programs available and at many levels of 
sophistication. 

After the PC, I believe that the development 
of CD-ROM technology has had a significant impact 
on information storage. Related to this is the U.S. 
government's choice of CD-ROM as one of its main 
formats, if not the primary one, for distributing data. 
The sudden ability to place 500 MB of data on one 
small disk instead of 500 little floppies was a major 
change for the distribution of information. 

Thirdly, the development of geographical 
information systems and their ability to organize, 
store, access, and analyze large amounts of data is 
critical. While there remain numerous choices to 
choose from, it is my opinion that there are fewer than 
just a few years ago and even less when you look at the 
desktop applications. Furthermore, the firms are 
beginni~g to specialize; that is one group is 
concentrating on software, others are working with 
just geographic boundary data, while yet another 
group is working with the processing of socio
economic data, and so forth. 
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Fourth, the development of the TIGER line 
file system provided the United States with the first 
national seamless geographic database. We can talk 
about all of the problems, the lines that don't meet. the 
inaccuracies, etc. but it still remains a marvelous 
accomplishment. Its importance can be simply 
reflected in that every major GIS vendor offers TIGER 
line files as one of their products. And, to be sure, 
there are firms whose sole reason for existence is to 
enhance and improve TIGER line files on national, 
state, and/or local levels. 

The fifth reason that converted me is the 
quality and range of the GIS vendors themselves. 
While the large examples remain, such as ESRI and 
Integraph, a number of smaller and medium sized 
companies have formed such as Atlas GIS, Maplnfo, 
Sammamish. IDRISI, and others. And even ESRI has 
developed a desktop mapping system as we shall 
discuss in a moment. 

These various developments have allowed 
governments and vendors to compile and produce 
datasets that are beyond those initial micro-study areas 
of the early days of GIS and electronic mapping. 
While I was always intrigued by the detailed maps 
produced for a specific watershed or archaeological 
site, I could not envision its particular library 
applications. However, as the data soon began to show 
state, national, and world maps and the spatial 
relationships for a profusion of data it became all too 
apparent that libraries could and should play a role in 
the access to and use of this valuable data. 

It is important that these systems or datasets 
be integrated into the reference process. Specifically, 
an electronic mapping system should be considered 
simply as one choice of information options that we 
may bring to a query or decision-making process. 
Some organizations have failed to successfully 
introduce this technology because it was an "either/or" 
decision; there was either too much emphasis on the 
technology or it was simply offered with little training 
in its appropriate applications. 

My own view of how this technology would 
be used has also evolved. As we entered this electronic 
environment I thought that we should place all of our 
datasets on the computer's hard disk realizing that 
access was slower from the CD or floppy disk. It soon 
became apparent that, regardless of the size of my 
hard disk, I was soon going to run out of room and 
processing speed was going to deteriorate. If I may use 



some library tenns, I now think of the hard disk as my 
reference collection - those items which I use the most 
- and the majority of the CO-ROM's I think of as the 
library stacks. Now, it may be possible to have several 
gigabytes of storage at your disposal, but I suggest that 
eventually you too will find that space is a premium 
and the above scenario is an alternative you may wish 
to consider. 

Similarly, as the number of external databases 
increases along the Internet - almost geometrically -
we are going to be faced with accessing data that we 
have no control over. Specifically, I want you to think 
of the difference between Access and Ownership. 
Libraries have traditionally collected what they wanted 
and what their users needed, be it a special geology 
collection, a separate map library, or a Shakespeare 
library. Today, not only are the financial restraints 
affecting our collection development but the ability to 
access documents, images, and data from around the 
world is going to fundamentally change the way 
libraries operate. Interlibrary loan was a tiny baby step 
in this direction; photocopying of documents was a 
next step in this evolution; and FAX technology has 
also improved communication and document delivery. 
Today, not tomorrow, we can not only reach out and 
touch each other for information but we can go into 
each other's library catalogs; we can use Gophers as 
guides to information; and we can go into specific 
databases, review documents, and have them sent to 
our individual computers. Implication No. 3 is that 
there will be many other people out there offering 
information services in addition to libraries. What 
does this mean for libraries and geoscience 
information? I'm not sure and one of the interesting 
things about the future is that we don't know much 
about it. To put it mildly, we are in a period of 
transition. However, it is important that we be players 
in the information service field and the availability of 
desktop power, data, and software should allow us to 
do just that. 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Specifically, what are the current hardware 
requirements to provide these functions? One of the 
first cautions is to be wary of 'minimum requirements.' 
When you submit such definitions to a financial officer 
or administrator you will usually receive the 'minimum 
requirements.' A well-known GIS company, for 

example, has suggested that to run its desktop software 
you need the following configuration: a 386 micro
processor running at 25 Mhz, 8MB RAM, 100MB 
hard disk, a CD-ROM reader, and NO MENTION of a 
color monitor much less a color printer. First, I've seen 
black and white geology maps and they just don't 
compare with similar color editions. Second, if you 
have a color monitor to display images and then print 
these in black and white you are not going to have too 
many repeat customers. Currently, as of October 26, 
1993, I would suggest the following as real world 
minimums if you are going to deal with the storage, 
access, and use of geoscience electronic data: a 486 
micro-processor running at 33 Mhz, 12 MB RAM, a 
320MB hard disk, the fastest CD-ROM reader that 
money can buy, a 17 inch Super VGA color monitor, 
and a color printer which does not need to be a laser 
nor produce plotter size maps. Therefore, Implication 
No. 4 is that specialized equipment is required and 
imagery requires power, speed, and space. 

Beyond such implications, I believe the 
Number One issue that we are going to face in the 
future is one of access. Access to information is not 
easy, not straightforward, and seldom without 
financial cost. First, let us ask the question: "Should 
GIS information be accessible to the public?" Most of 
you would say unequivocally, yes. But, we can cloud 
the issue when the GIS system shows specific locations 
for rare Native American artifacts; or specific 
locations for endangered species; or address specific 
locations for cancer incidence in a town. The latter 
could result in economic undevelopment in that area, 
and yet, what is the public's right to know on such 
issues? 

The issue of cost is one that all levels of 
government are wrestling with. Some have written 
public information laws that allow free and unabated 
access to information although few of these laws have 
been revised to reflect the age of electronic 
information. And exactly what is the cost of recovery? 
Is it simply the cost of a floppy disk and perhaps a 
clerk's 10 minutes processing time as it is in one New 
England state? Or is it pro-rated to also include the 
access, storage, and use of the mainframe computer as 
in another New England state? And, should there be 
minimum charges as in another New England state? 
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ACCESS TO GIS DATA 

However, what is more disturbing is 
assuming that it is not sensitive data by whomever's 
definition; that you can afford it; and you even have 
the requisite software; there is no guarantee that you 
will or can get it. While most state laws require that 
you should have access to it regardless of format, it is 
sad but true that most governmental GIS systems are 
"closed" to the public. 

While attending a GIS meeting in New 
England recently, I was appalled to hear an official 
from an unnamed state respond to a question of public 
access by stating, and I'm summarizing: "While we 
have the information in digital form we only release it 
in paper form because the public would not know how 
to use it any other way." Now when was this 
bureaucrat nominated 'Ruler of Information,' and 
given the omnipotence to determine that anyone 
outside of his 6' x 4' cubicle was simply too 
incompetent to work with a computer? 

Such bureaucratic obstacles challenge 
libraries to embrace this technology and become 
partners in its access and distribution. So much of the 
information in any GIS system was supposedly 
gathered for the public good to aid in decision making 
and planning. What better avenue is there than the 
library to provide this information for citizen 
involvement in the decision making process and to 
provide students and faculty with current information 
in an academic environment to study this process? 

It is precisely for these reasons that the 
Association of Research Libraries, in cooperation with 
the Environmental Systems Research Institute, 
developed a project in which ESRI shared software 
and data to evaluate the applications of GIS 
technology in a research library environment. Using 
Arc View software, libraries have been able to access 
various national and world datasets to produce images 
and data tables. Each of the libraries eagerly awaits the 
release of Arc View 2 which will allow direct access to 
TIGER files and 1990 census information. 

There are currently 65 libraries across the 
nation participating in this project. Soon, several 
libraries in Canada will join in this venture. It was 
assumed that each of the libraries would acquire the 
specialized equipment outlined earlier and such an 
assumption thus required the support of the library 
administration from the outset. 
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I am confident that the final evaluation of the 
ARL project will reveal that this technology definitely 
should be included in the services of any research 
library. Our students, our faculty, our public are 
visually oriented and graphic computer images are in 
tune with their media lives - whether we approve of 
that technology excess or not. 

A HARVARD PLAN 

Finally, I want to discuss a particular 
application that we are considering at the Harvard 
Map Collection. The Harvard College Library is 
beginning to think of our future role as a gateway to 
information; a gateway which may be electronic; and a 
gateway which may lead to Harvard or away. With 
that in mind, we in the Harvard Map Collection are 
thinking of developing one particular route which 
would be a 'Gateway to the Past.' In essence, we hope 
to provide better access to our historical collections on 
the New England region by cataloging them by 
traditional library means; treating several items of 
artifactual value by various conservation and 
preservation methods, and then creating digital images 
of these maps. It is to this later point that I would like 
to address myself for a few moments. 

Our initial concerns were related to 
preservation of this fine collection as it represents 
numerous manuscript holdings and printed maps from 
the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. 
A preservation survey revealed the ravages of time, 
identified some unknown items, and essentially 
defined the scope and significance of this segment of 
our collection. 

Discussions soon began to consider how we 
might create digital images in order to preserve these 
materials for future scholars both at Harvard and 
beyond. It soon became apparent that an electronic 
image of an original early map could be viewed and 
studied in the future. More importantly, such an image 
could be easily shared with scholars beyond the 
Harvard community. Furthermore, it is my contention 
that given quality photography, an image could be 
scanned so that a scholar could study it using zoom 
features that would be impossible with the human eye. 
It should be noted that many of our users, misguided 
as they may be, are not in the least bit interested in the 
map itself. We might have art historians studying the 
cartouche or illustrations in the map border, a 



zoologist studying the early engravings of animals, or 
an engineering archaeologist studying ship 
architecture through map illustration. 

Therefore, we are moving forward with grant 
applications and establishing goals for a workflow 
plan. It has also been proposed that we will mass
deacidify the majority of the 20th century collection 
including the USGS quads using the AKZO process in 
Texas. The pre-1900 collection will be color 
photographed with 35 mm or 4 x 5 color 
transparencies depending upon their original size and 
these negatives will then be scanned to create a digital 
graphic image. Therefore, when visiting the Harvard 
Map Collection in 199?, and requesting the 1722 
Bonner map of Boston, you may very well be handed a 
3.5 inch floppy disk or directed to a specific file on our 
computer system. 

There remains discussions on acquiring a 
possible image file server which would store this 
specific database and provide Internet access and also 
the possibility of producing a CD-ROM. Furthermore, 
even before we begin this initial phase, a second phase 
involving the Sanborn Fire Insurance maps of Boston 
and surrounding region has been proposed. This would 

be apropos since Sanborn began his career in this area, 
coming from Somerville, and his first insurance atlas 
was an 1867 volume of Boston which is in our 
collection. 

CONCLUSION 

So, we are all in an age of transition. How we 
position ourselves in these interesting times will be 
most important. Digital libraries and digital 
information should not be .considered as different. We 
now have layers upon layers of information, and we 
can produce customized maps on demand, but the 
mysteries of access and the future remain before us. 
Also remember, few people want MORE information; 
they are already bombarded with more than they can 
absorb. Therefore, the successful geoscience 
information specialist is going to be the one who can 
filter the information and provide the appropriate data 
choices for future decision making. We must all strive 
to be imaginative; the greatest danger in times of 
turbulence is not the turbulence but acting in 
traditional ways. 
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COMMUNICATING WITH CONGRESS: 
TilE INTERFACE BETWEEN GEOSCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY 

Craig M. Schiffries 
American Geological Institute 

4220 King Street 
Alexandria, VA 22302 

Abstract-Geoscience information plays an increasingly important role in a growing range of societal 
issues. Congress requires accurate and timely geoscience information to make informed policy decisions 
regarding global climate change, energy and mineral resources, environmental protection, waste disposal, 
water pollution, geologic hazards mitigation, and land-use planning. The reshaping of national science 
and technology policy at the end of the Cold War has created a critical window of opportunity for the 
geosciences. Federal agencies and national laboratories are redefining their mission and restructuring 
their operations in response to recent domestic and international developments. These changes have 
profound implications for the geosciences. The geoscience community needs to communicate effectively 
with Congress during this critical period, as decisions made in the next several years may have a major 
impact on science and technology policy for the next several decades. 

CROSSROADS IN SCIENCE POLICY 

The United States is at a crossroads in science 
and technology policy. National security 
considerations have been a primary justification for 
federal support of science since World War II. 
Congress and the executive branch are developing a 
new rationale for federal support of science in the 
post-Cold War era. Senator John D. Rockefeller (0-
W.Va.), chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on 
Science, Technology, and Space, summarized the 
paradigm shift as follows: 

For most of the past half century, winning the 
Cold War was the national priority that 
shaped most federal science and technology 
policy and the agencies both civilian and 
defense that implemented it. 

... the old era is over .... You scientists and 
engineers who helped win the Cold War, and 
those of you who get funding from the federal 
government are getting a new assignment 
help foster long term economic growth that 
creates jobs and protects the environment. 
(Speech at the National Academy of Sciences, 
October 1993) 

There is a growing consensus in Congress 
and the executive branch to link science and 
technology to national goals. Representative George 
E. Brown (0-Calif.), chairman of the House 

Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, 
outlined a strategy to "improve linkages between 
federally funded research programs and national goals 
such as energy security, [and] environmental 
protection ... " (U.S. House of Representatives 
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, 1992). 
The concept of linking science and technology to 
national goals has been explored in a series of recent 
reports by the Carnegie Commission on Science, 
Technology and Government (1992, 1993), National 
Academy of Sciences (1993), National Science Board 
(1992), U.S. Senate Committee on Appropriations 
(1993), and other groups. The ongoing paradigm shift 
in national science and technology policy has profound 
implications for the geosciences. 

A WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY FOR TilE 
GEOSCIENCES 

The reshaping of national science policy at 
the end of the Cold War has created a critical window 
of opportunity for the geosciences. The geosciences 
play an increasingly important role in a growing range 
of societal issues. Many federal agencies and national 
laboratories are redefining their mission and 
restructuring their operations with new or expanded 
geoscience and environmental components. For 
example, President Clinton established a new White 
House Office on Environmental Policy, and he 
supports legislation to elevate the Environmental 
Protection Agency to cabinet status and to create a new 
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National Biological Survey in the Department of the 
Interior. 

The geosciences are well-positioned to benefit 
from the emerging shift in national science policy. 
Geoscience research and information enhance society's 
ability to make wise policy decisions on responsible 
development of water, energy, and mineral resources; 
environmental protection; natural hazards reduction; 
waste disposal; and land-use planning. Federal 
investments in geoscience R&D continue to pay 
enormous dividends. In addition to recognizing the 
return on federal investments in earth sciences R&D, 
it is important to emphasize the need to maintain the 
health of the basic science on which applications and 
policy decisions must be ultimately based. 

The disastrous earthquake that struck Los 
Angeles on Jan. 17, 1994, and the devastating floods 
that inundated the Midwest in 1993 provide powerful 
reminders of the vital role the geosciences play in an 
ever growing range of national goals. Recent 
earthquakes and floods have resulted in more than $10 
billion in emergency supplemental appropriations and 
even larger private losses. The societal benefits of 
geoscience R&D on earthquakes and other geologic 
hazards extend to such areas as housing, 
transportation, commerce, agriculture, and human 
health and safety. If recent history is a reliable guide, 
then federal investments in R&D on geologic hazards 
will be repaid many times over by reduced losses, 
reduced loss of tax revenues, and reduced expenditure 
for federal emergency and disaster relief funds. 

The rationale for geoscience research and 
education has never been greater, but society does not 
fully recognize the role of the geosciences in 
addressing major national concerns. Effective 
communication between the geoscience community 
and policy-makers is critical now, and the reason is 
clear. Decisions made in the next several years may 
have a major impact on science and technology policy 
for the next several decades. 

RECENT AND PENDING GEOSCIENCE 
LEGISLATION 

Congress is actively involved with science 
and technology issues in general, and geoscience 
issues in particular. In addition to the emerging 
paradigm shift in national science policy and changes 
in the missions and structure of federal agencies, 
Congress is considering an unusually large number of 
major bills that have significant geoscience 
components. Examples of recent and pending 
legislation with major geoscience components include: 
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• National Geologic Mapping Act of 1992 

• Landsat Policy Act of 1992 

• Energy Policy Act of 1992 

• Mining Law of 1872 Reform 

• National Earthquake Hazards Reduction 
Program Reauthorization 

• National Flood Insurance Act 

• National Science Foundation Reauthorization 

• Appropriations for federal geoscience 
agencies and programs 

Most environmental legislation has 
significant geoscience components. Major 
environmental bills pending before Congress include: 

• Clean Water Act Reauthorization 

• Safe Drinking Water Act Reauthorization 

• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
Reauthorization 

• Superfund Reauthorization 

• Elevation of EPA to Cabinet Level 

• Formation of National Biological Survey 

Congress requires accurate and timely 
geoscience information to make informed policy 
decisions regarding these and other geoscience issues. 
Because few members of Congress or their staff are 
geoscientists, Congress relies heavily on outside 
expertise to evaluate geoscience issues. Scientific and 
professional societies can play an important role in 
facilitating the flow of geoscience information to 
Congress. 

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS PROGRAM 

One of the most direct and effective 
mechanisms for geoscience societies to foster 
communications with Congress and federal agencies is 
government affairs programs that are staffed by full
time professionals. Compared with societies in other 
scientific disciplines, geoscience societies place 
relatively little emphasis on professional government 



affairs programs. For example, the American 
Chemical Society's government relations program has 
an annual budget of approximately $1 million and a 
staff of about a dozen people; the American Chemical 
Society's program is roughly ten times larger than the 
American Geological Institute's government affairs 
program. Few geoscience societies have even a single 
full-time professional devoted primarily to government 
affairs, although some societies view their education 
and public affairs programs as a proxy for government 
relations. 

Given the relatively small size of their 
Washington-based government relations programs, it 
is not surprising that geoscience societies are 
frequently underrepresented at congressional hearings 
and other important meetings. For example, a recent 
hearing on the reauthorization of the National Science 
Foundation included representatives of physics, 
chemistry, and biology societies, but no representative 
of a geoscience society. It would be relatively easy to 
achieve more adequate representation for the 
geosciences if earth-science societies strengthened 
their Washington-based government relations 
programs. 

The American Geological Institute has been 
very active on Capitol Hill in the past two years. 
Representatives of AGI have testified at four 
congressional hearings regarding appropriations for 
the U.S. Geological Survey, National Science 
Foundation, and Department of Energy. In addition to 
formal testimony, AGI has established a growing 
presence on Capitol Hill through dozens of meetings 
with members of Congress and their staff, who do not 
always recognize the role of the geosciences in 
addressing major national concerns. 

AGI's government affairs program monitors 
and analyzes legislation, communicates policy 
information to the geoscience community, fosters the 
flow of geoscience information to policy-makers, and 
convenes workshops to draft statements on geoscience 
policy issues. AGI cooperates closely with other 
science policy programs in the Washington area, 
including the Coalition for National Science Funding, 
the Intersociety Working Group of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, and the 
National Research Council. AGI routinely interacts 
with senior management of the leading federal 
agencies involved with the geosciences. 

CONGRESSIONAL SCIENCE FELLOWS 

The Congressional Science Fellows Program 
is an important mechanism for bringing geoscience 
expertise to Capitol- Hill. The program is a 

cooperative effort of about 20 national scientific 
organizations. They select and sponsor scientists who 
work for one year as special legislative assistants in 
the office of a Senator, Representative, congressional 
committee, or congressional support agency. The 
program, which is coordinated by the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, 
celebrated its twentieth anniversary in 1993. The 
Geological Society of America and the American 
Geophysical Union each support a Congressional 
Science Fellow, and the Soil Society of America 
jointly sponsors a fellow with several agricultural 
societies. Geoscientists are also eligible to apply for 
fellowships sponsored by the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science and the Congressional 
Office of Technology Assessment. 

The Congressional Science Fellows program 
has made important and valuable contributions to the 
scientific community and the nation. It is both a 
public service and a highly effective long-term 
investment for the sponsoring societies. 
Approximately one-third of the former fellows have 
continued working in science and technology policy, 
and many of them hold powerful and influential 
science policy positions in Congress, the executive 
branch, and non-governmental organizations. 

Several former Congressional Science 
Fellows have become staff directors of key 
congressional committees and subcommittees, such as 
the Senate Energy Committee and the House Science 
Committee. One fellow who served in Senator Gore's 
office as a Congressional Fellow is now Deputy 
Assistant to the President and Director of the White 
House Office of Environmental Policy. Other former 
fellows hold key positions in the White House Office 
of Management and Budget, where they oversee the 
budgets of federal science agencies and programs. 
Former fellows have also served as Director of the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology; U.S. 
ambassador to NATO; and acting director of the 
National Science Foundation. 

The Congressional Science Fellows Program 
is a highly effective mechanism for facilitating 
geoscience education and improving geoscientific 
literacy on Capitol Hill. Just as few Senators and 
Representatives have an extensive formal education in 
the geosciences, few geoscientists have an extensive 
formal education in public policy. The Congressional 
Science Fellows Program serves to improve the 
geoscientific literacy of Congress, and to improve the 
policy literacy of the geoscience community. 
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CONCLUSION 

The United States is at a crossroads in science 
and technology policy. The ongoing policy shift has 
profound implications for the geoscience community 
and for the nation. The geoscience community needs 
to communicate effectively with Congress and the 
executive branch during this critical period, as 
decisions made in the next several years may have a 
major impact on science and technology policy for the 
next several decades. Congress requires accurate and 
timely geoscience information to make informed 
policy decisions regarding global climate change, 
energy and mineral resources, environmental 
protection, waste disposal, water pollution, geologic 
hazards mitigation, and land-use planning. Scientific 
and professional societies play a growing role in 
facilitating the flow of geoscience information to 
Congress. 
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Abstract-The Internet offers new opportunities for geoscience information providers to expand and 
innovate their services. The transfer of information via the Internet is becoming widespread among both 
experienced and novice users and new search tools provide improved access to geoscience information 
resources now available on the networks. The explosive growth of the Internet along with increasing 
availability of geoscience information in electronic format means re-addressing current concerns in 
collection management, resource allocation and reference services, and critically examining traditional 
ways of doing business in light of the Internet's capabilities. Librarians should be active as end-users, 
instructors, mediators and electronic publishers in this environment. In addition to the necessary computer 
literacy, proactive management strategies must be developed to determine priorities for the "library 
without walls." 

INTRODUCTION 

A continuous state of change is the normal 
operating environment for many geoscience 
information providers. Changes in research, client 
populations, technologies and especially shifting 
resource allocations are having dramatic impacts on 
the manner in which geoscience information is 
produced, managed and disseminated. The 
development of the Internet and electronic formats for 
information are playing a large part in this 
environment of change. 

With the authorization of the National 
Research and Education Network (NREN), the 
Internet has made the popular news and is being 
brought to the attention of ali information providers as 
a fast-growing resource. According to a much
publicized quote from John Markoff (1993}, "In 
January 1993, there are 10 million people from 102 
countries connected to the 9000+ networks that 
comprise the Internet. The number of people is 
continuing to double annually." The debate and 
passage of the National High Performance Computing 
Technology Act of 1989 authorizing NREN (Flanders, 
1991; Polly, 1993) as well as the continuing debate 
over privatization of government-subsidized 
networking (Henderson, 1992; DeLoughry, 1993) has 
helped point out the stakes in networked electronic 
communication. All indications are that the Internet or 
something like it will be part of the world's 
information future. This, like many aspects of change, 
can be uncomfortable as well as exciting. While 

geoscience information providers are often 
enthusiastic proponents of new technology, the actual 
application can involve a scramble to implement the 
unfamiliar as well as radical adjustments in ways of 
doing business. This paper will address three 
questions: 

What is the Internet? 
What impacts will it have on 

geoscience information? 
What effective responses should 

we be prepared to make as 
information providers? 

WHAT IS THE INTERNET? 

The "Internet" is the loosely organized 
international network of thousands of separate 
computer networks. These networks share in common 
protocols, or sets of rules, which allow them to operate 
and pass information along easily from network to 
network (something that those who have experienced 
hardware compatibility problems will appreciate). 
Internet's protocols are TCPIIP (Transmission Control 
ProtocoVInternet Protocol). IP handles the addressing 
of information being sent and received along the 
networks. TCP handles the manner in which 
information is packaged and transmitted. For a history 
of the Internet's development, see "The Internet 
Companion" (Laquey, 1993) or "The Whole Internet 
User's Guide and Catalog" (Krol, 1992). 

The act of using the Internet has been 
variously described as navigating, exploring, surfing, 
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piloting or even groping around in a dark closet. For 
the geologist, the Internet can be thought of as a large 
unexplored landscape. It has topography that makes 
"travel" easy or difficult and reflects an underlying 
structure and bedrock composed of industry standards, 
government regulations and site hardware/software. 
The Internet Landscape is divided into a variety of 
discrete territories hosting other travellers with 
different customs and varied experiences. Some of 
these territories maintain electronic resources on the 
network and allow fellow travellers access. 

The Internet Landscape, like an actual place, 
is interactive and the best way to become familiar with 
it is to visit. To begin exploration it is necessary to 
gain access to a network that is part of the Internet or 
that can communicate with it. Instructional guides 
usually offer advice on access. Excellent articles in 
professional journals have also addressed the subject 
(Notess, 1992; Page, 1993). Computing departments 
in organizations can provide good contact people to 
get the novice started and recommend commercial 
services and public access networks such as the 
Colorado SuperNet or Cleveland Free-Net (freenet-in
a.cwru.edu). 

Instructional manuals provide a "base map" 
and act as field guidebooks, giving novices a sense of 
the area and leading them through sample routes to 
representative outcrops of information. [See Appendix 
1 for an annotated list of Internet guides.] For the 
rugged individualist (or the explorer with no other 
options) manuals can help you intuit your way into 
network environments and out of problems. It is also 
useful to find an Internet mentor. In a survey on how 
special librarians use the Internet, Ladner and Tillman 
(1992) found that 59% of respondents reported 
learning informally from colleagues. Individuals 
willing to act as mentors can be found among the 
ranks of professional organizations, workshop 
presenters, local network providers or (again) 
computing departments. Having a mentor is a little 
like having AAA for the network. Mentors can help 
you through temporary glitches or when the manuals 
don't make sense in terms of your local system. 

There are three commonly 
described Internet functions: 

logon). 
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Electronic mail; 
Transfer of electronic files 
(ftp); 
Remote access to other computers (remote 

Electronic Mail 

Electronic mail (e-mail) allows you to 
exchange messages rapidly with others on the Internet. 
This method is especially useful over time zones or 
international boundaries. Group communication and 
computer conferencing also become possible. (For a 
detailed treatment of the differences in person-to
person and group communication via computer, see 
"The Network Nation" (Hiltz and Turoff, 1993).) E
mail can be used to transmit text in electronic format 
for further manipulation or downloading to hard copy. 
With the spread of e-mail access, electronic discussion 
groups and newsletters have developed, allowing 
individuals and groups to reach potentially wider 
audiences in a more timely fashion. The discussion 
group Geonet-L (listserv@iubvm.ucs.indiana.edu), 
for example, addresses issues of interest to geoscience 
librarians and information specialists. 

Transfer of Files (FTP) 

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) offers an 
alternate means of transmitting electronic information 
through the networks. Sites that act as archives for 
electronic information are becoming common and 
electronic files of text, graphics or software can be 
retrieved for use. Examples of reported ftp use include 
retrieval of review articles, technical reports, 
shareware, Internet guides, directories and government 
documents (Ladner and Tillman, 1992). 

Remote Access to Other Computers 

Remote logon allows access to a remote 
computer from your own site by establishing a 
connection with the telnet command. Computers 
acting as archive sites are accessible in this manner 
and their files can be inspected and retrieved by 
anonymous ftp. A common service offered by remote 
sites is the ability to search for information in 
electronic indexes. Access to online public catalogs 
such as CARL (carl.pac.org) is becoming common as 
automated libraries post their holdings on the Internet. 

Finding Information 

Finding information on the Internet is very 
much a mystery at this point: We know resources are 
out there but we don't know where or even what they 
are. Internet manuals often provide lists of sample 
resources with "addresses." Directories and address 
lists are available through interest groups or on the 



Internet itself, such as the NSFs Internet Resource 
Guide (nnsc@nnsc.nsf.net). Appendix 2 is a selective 
list of geoscience resources on the Internet. However, 
because of the Internet's rapidly changing environment 
it is difficult to maintain a complete and up-to-date 
catalog of information resources. In response to a need 
for indexing tools, software has been developed to 
provide some access to network resources by subject. 
Archie, veronica and jugbead are examples of 
software tools designed to search for character strings 
(words) at various levels of the network. Software that 
acts as a more user-friendly interface is also being 
developed. Gopher allows users to design custom 
menus for convenient access to Internet resources. 
(fhe application of these and other tools are described 
fn most Internet manuals.) 

Electronic networks are moving through a 
period of development comparable to that of the 
personal computer at the time of its first widespread 
use. Standardization of site hardware and software is 
uncommon, user-friendly applications are not the 
norm, and some knowledge of computer operating 
systems is highly desirable. Many applications are 
either very technical or else trivial compared to the 
cost and effort of using them. The personal computing 
environment has changed dramatically for the better 
since its introduction, and already we are seeing the 
same trend in the Internet environment. The 
introduction of user-friendly interfaces is making the 
Internet's resources more readily accessible to the 
average person. Resources are becoming more diverse 
and more relevant to users. Commercial activities on 
the Internet will have impacts on these developments 
as new markets are created and new services driven by 
market demand appear. 

WHAT IMPACT DOES THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE INTERNET HAVE ON COMMUNICATION 

OF GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION? 

Technological innovations in communication 
and information handling tend to accelerate change in 
the information environment. The Internet as a 
medium of communication has the potential not just to 
increase the quality and quantity of our professional 
interactions, but to alter their very nature. The 
resources to which the geoscience librarian has access, 
the library services and user population, and 
interactions with peers are all affected by the Internet's 
spreading popularity. 

Access to Resources 

One of the most obvious changes that Internet 
access brings is in the quantity and variety of resources 
that become available to the information provider. [See 
Appendix 2.] These range from the exotic 
(paleoclimate data sets on tree rings) to the familiar 
(library catalogs). Remote access to commercial online 
databases and bibliographic utilities has been available 
for many years now. For information providers, the 
Internet is another telecommunications link (Keays, 
1993). It is also a logical continuation of online public 
access catalogs and their networks, providing access to 
library catalogs that OPAC visionaries could only have 
dreamt of in the past. 

Characteristically, libraries maintain 
collections with specialized emphases reflecting a 
geographic concentration and/or needs of their 
primary clientele. Some libraries are repositories for 
government agencies or societies that generate large 
amounts of valuable geoscience literature. Companies 
and academic institutions maintain collections of in
house publications such as technical reports or 
dissertations. Some sites house collections on related 
subjects such as chemistry, environmental science or 
engineering. 

Of course, online catalogs do not constitute 
the only, or even the majority of resources available on 
the Internet. Others are contributed by professional or 
amateur organizations, academic institutions, libraries, 
government agencies and private individuals. 
Resources may include primary information as well as 
indexes, bibliographies and catalogs. Full-text 
publications, statistical databases, software and 
graphics are retrievable through ftp from host sites. 

Geoscience libraries, archives and museums 
may maintain unique and diverse uncataloged 
collections indexed by in-house means. These may 
include technical reports, paleontological or 
mineralogical specimens, photos, well and core logs, 
personal papers, manuscripts and other materials that 
are important sources of primary information. 
Technological advances in personal computers and 
familiarity with commercial databases have assisted 
librarians in developing their in-house resources in 
electronic format and made it possible to post them on 
the Internet. 

The resources appearing on the Internet are a 
good indication of what each site has available 
electronically and what it considers worth the cost of 
administration. Many of these resources were 
originally developed for specialized purposes and their 
characteristics reflect their practical origins by a 
combination of the "stripped down" and the extremely 
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detailed. As would be expected, user-friendliness 
varies and some could accurately be described as user 
vicious. Issues of use and availability at this point 
seem to revolve around copyright and intellectual 
property, but materials that are in the public domain or 
for which the copyright holder has chosen wide 
dissemination over exercising copyright are most 
commonly available. 

If getting access to more information is your 
goal, the Internet is nothing but a plus for geoscience 
information providers. Geoscientists range widely in 
their need for information (Bichteler and Ward, 1989), 
and increasingly across sub-discipline and discipline. 
No geoscience library can own everything needed by 
all of its patrons. The geosciences cover a broad range 
of sub-disciplines and many information resources are 
not likely to be widely duplicated by other geoscience 
libraries due to expense, subject coverage or priorities 
in collection development. The combined diversity of 
each geoscience library's holdings added to other 
Internet resources creates an extensive "electronic 
library." Although the various "collections" and 
indexes posted on the Internet may seem relatively 
fragmented and overly specialized, they can provide 
information not available from other more "complete" 
sources that are unattached to a specific collection and 
are meant to serve a broader user population in the 
geosciences. A resource isn't overspecialized if you 
need what's in it. 

The Internet does provide some new slants on 
old issues in collection development. Critical 
judgements on quality become confused when it is 
difficult to determine the scope of a resource, the 
originating agency or even the host site that has posted 
the item. As information providers know, the identity 
of the author and publisher of a work provides 
valuable clues concerning its quality. Preservation is 
another issue for electronic formats. It is important to 
remember that Internet-posted resources are there only 
as long as the hosting site chooses to maintain them. If 
these resources do not also exist elsewhere, when they 
are removed from the Internet they are gone forever, 
truly a "last copy." 

Services and Patron Population 

The market for information services is 
expanded by the Internet. As a communications 
medium it has obvious reference applications (Still 
and Campbell, 1993). E-mail can be used for some 
patron requests instead of phone or postal services. 
Responses in text or graphic format can be transmitted 
instantaneously. For example, "Ask Dr. Dino," a 
question-and-answer service provided by the 
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Cleveland Museum of Natural History, fields reference 
questions on the Cleveland Free-Net (Wasman, 1993). 
Any time or effort-saving applications are particularly 
useful for librarians in one-person or short-staffed 
libraries. 

Patrons increasingly have interdisciplinary 
needs or needs too specialized or transient to be met by 
the site collection or the expertise of the local 
geoscience librarian. The Internet makes referrals and 
end-user access to off-site specialized collections easier 
for both librarian and patron. As patrons become more 
computer literate and more sophisticated in their 
information needs, expectations will grow that 
information providers be able to provide reference 
services from resources outside of the collection and 
improve tum-around time for responses and retrieval 
of materials using the Internet. The information 
provider will be expected to have knowledge of and to 
interact with a wider variety of search mechanisms 
and database characteristics to gain this access and 
have a working knowledge of Internet resources that 
match and supplement in-house collections. 

Increased access to bibliographic information 
will have impacts on demand for remote retrieval: Ask 
any librarian who installs a new CD-ROM. The 
Internet worsens this situation but provides some relief 
as well. As a delivery medium the Internet can make 
"just in time rather than just in case" more than a 
catchy phrase for those who can't afford rush 
document delivery. Copyright issues do need to be 
addressed in this environment since an electronic copy 
is still a copy. Some libraries are experimenting with 
systematic Internet delivery of scanned documents 
(Jackson, 1993), but this is still not a feasible 
procedure for all materials. 

If the materials themselves cannot be 
delivered via the Internet, then requests for materials 
can be sent that way. The Arthur Lakes Library at 
Colorado School of Mines has posted interlibrary loan 
"forms" on their campus network which is in turn 
accessible over the Internet (Larson and others, 1993). 
Those affiliated with the University may order 
materials from remote sites, for example while on 
business trips or at their homes, and have the materials 
delivered to the library for pick up. As online catalog 
networks implement end-user item requests (Chames, 
1993), patrons will routinely be able to use the Internet 
to extend contact with their affiliated library system 
and order materials to be held for them or delivered by 
mail to a library of their choosing. 

As patrons become active end-users in 
finding and retrieving information on the Internet, 
they will look to the information provider for 
instruction and guidance. While others may be 



initially more qualified, the high profile and 
accessibility of the librarian makes him or her a 
logical choice by the patron. Just as geoscience 
information providers are expected to supply insights 
and useful tips on their collections, they will be 
expected to act as current awareness resources in their 
specialties to inform the patron on new and useful 
Internet resources. 

The Internet serves a population whose 
overall diversity is unmatched by the patron 
population of any library in the world. For geoscience 
information providers, these users represent a 
challenge. Information providers in institutions whose 
primary mandate is to serve the public or disseminate 
information as widely as possible will find their 
resources strained by this sudden ballooning of the 
user population that can "reach" their library's services 
a:nd holdings. 

Professional and Peer Interactions 

Geoscience librarians often staff one-person 
libraries or are alone in their subject specialties within 
the organization and are distanced geographically 
from their peers. The Internet provides the means to 
maintain a close-knit peer network. The librarian can 
find groups to share a particular interest as well as 
maintain contact with the general library profession. 
Communication directly with peers can decrease 
feelings of isolation (Ladner and Tillman, 1993) and 
improve the information pool on which the librarian 
relies to meet new situations. A typical series of 
messages on Geonet-L included the following: 

Information on user statistics; 
Requests for marketing advice; 
Discard lists; 
Questions on government 

agencies' publishing policies; 
Circulation and access issues. Solutions that 

were found effective in one library may work in others 
if communicated in time. Specialists are at your finger 
tips for assistance when you may suddenly be called on 
to act as an instant specialist yourself. For these 
queries the information provider can contact 
individuals, target a group or broadcast their message 
to a wide audience. 

The information professional is not limited to 
library groups, of course. Through the Internet contact 
can be maintained with other subject- specific 
audiences (Kovach, 1992) for a relatively small 
investment of time that is easily justified to the 
reporting agency. Geoscience librarians, who often 
have second graduate degrees or have developed 
expertise in the physical sciences, can actively 

participate in this manner with groups with whom 
they share a common interest. They can also subscribe 
to newsgroups or discussion lists to educate themselves 
on the issues of unfamiliar disciplines or inter
disciplinary studies (technological applications of 
spreadsheet software; ground water contamination; 
policy issues in geographic information systems). 

Professional organizations are important 
sources of information and career development for 
geoscience information providers, but diminishing 
resources make active participation increasingly 
difficult. The Internet offers communication 
alternatives. Librarians can deliver announcements of 
activities, maintain continuity of communication, and 
"reach out" to expand their professional organizations' 
spheres of influence without large impacts on the 
budget. Professional development activities can be 
organized on the Internet and in some cases can take 
place there. Library conferences and workshops can be 
supplemented by Internet activities, reducing costs and 
travel time for hard-pressed professionals. 

WHAT ARE EFFECTIVE RESPONSES TO THE 
INTERNET'S IMP ACf ON GEOSCIENCE 

INFORMATION? 

The phrase "library without walls" has been 
used (and over-used) frequently in the information 
literature. However, the development of the Internet 
has actually put this concept within sight, if not within 
reach, of the average librarian and a disturbing sight it 
can be. Have information providers really planned for 
the library without walls? Strategies to meet the future 
are even more imperative in the rapidly changing 
technological environment that geoscience librarians 
inhabit. 

We as information providers will have 
unprecedented access through the Internet to 
information in electronic format. This can be 
wonderful. We have the power and freedom to do 
things that just weren't possible before. However, the 
situation can rapidly lead to a feeling of "too much:" 
Too many, too unfamiliar and too changeable. Having 
accepted the Internet, we no longer have control over 
our accessible information resources (our "collection," 
if you will) as we do in the sense of having made a 
decision to purchase, maintain and acquire the 
knowledge to use an item. 

Our reach to users is also unprecedented. We 
can communicate directly or indirectly with the 
millions of people on the Internet. Each library's 
patron population has the potential to become at once 
much larger and more diverse, more potentially 
demanding. The geoscience librarian may not have the 
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time to assist all remote users or the knowledge to 
meet growing demands from users for Internet 
instruction. Technologically literate patrons with 
increased expectations to match will assume, rather 
than just wish. that their needs be met more rapidly. 

Responses to change can be those of degree or 
of kind, or, "Will we have to do more or will we have 
to do things differently?" Those who have dealt 
effectively with change would probably respond, 
"Both." The Internet will make it possible to shift 
priorities in some areas and will actually cause shifts 
in others that will affect our allocation of resources. 
Other things we do now will be eliminated or altered 
either because of how we use the Internet (which we 
control) or because of how the Internet changes our 
environment (which we can't control). 

Keeping Up-to-Date 

The information provider must first 
acknowledge that be or she cannot, of course, know it 
all. We must adapt our information-gathering 
strategies to the Internet environment. An important 
part of the information-gathering network will be 
patrons who through their own exploration discover 
new resources. Fellow information providers are 
another important source, and the best means of 
disseminating this information will be through e-mail 
and discussion groups on the Internet. 

Working with Information Providers 

Geoscience librarians do need to make 
themselves known to the resource producers to prevent 
themselves from remaining an anonymous, faceless 
market. This is a more unstable and uncertain 
relationship than the traditional one of author 
publisher-buyer. On the Internet anyone with a 
relatively small investment in technology can become 
publisher as well as author, and just who are the 
"buyers"? Input from users can let information 
producers know what client population they serve. 
Clients in turn can encourage producers to supply 
user-friendly interfaces, online documentation and 
contact persons. Geoscience librarians, with strong ties 
to professional earth science organizations, are in a 
position to act as leaders in this area. Information 
professionals are also in a position to advise both users 
and producers on issues of privacy and confidentiality. 

Actively Contributing Information Resources 

At the "risk" of adding more to the Internet, 
geoscience librarians should be active contributors of 
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resources that reflect their unique and sometimes 
uncataloged collections. We have a lot of value to add 
in this area beyond compiling endless electronic lists 
of materials. Librarians who are active contributors to 
the Internet as well as being active users will 
understand the issues involved in networked 
communication better. The Colorado Academic 
Library Committee encourages librarians to work with 
other academic information providers such as 
computing centers or museums to plan integrated 
listings of information resources (Allen, 1993). 
Information providers can lobby within their own 
organizations for posting in-house materials. Of the 
physical sciences the geosciences are in a particularly 
good position to exploit the Internet because of the 
importance of literature generated by the U.S. 
Government (USGS, USBM. EPA, NOAA) and by 
actively publishing geological societies and 
associations. As an added benefit, as resources on the 
Internet become more substantial and appeal to larger 
user populations, it will become easier to justify 
support for its use. 

Defining User Populations 

Most libraries have clear statements 
identifying their primary user populations. These 
statements need to be reviewed in light of the 
Internet's capabilities. In some cases user populations 
may be restricted by physical barriers. It may be 
possible to expand the user population with minimum 
effort, but expanding service is usually much more 
difficult. Librarians will need to define levels of 
electronic service according to user ·population. If 
librarians have increased the public's access to their 
holdings by posting them on the Internet, they should 
wherever possible develop complementary services 
that allow users access to those materials. There is 
little sense and less satisfaction in telling someone that 
an item exists if they are going to be allowed no 
practical access to it. ("Practical" does sometimes 
include a fee.) 

Allocating Resources 

Priorities drive resource allocation. Just as 
information providers cannot know it all, nor can they 
do it all. If we are going to use the Internet effectively, 
resources must be allocated (from a usually static or 
shrinking total) to support this use. Some of these 
resources will go to upgrades for technology. A usable 
product should be the end result of an information 
search. whether by the Internet or by other means. 



While some patrons may be computer-literate enough 
to accept material in electronic format. others will 
desire hard copy. After all, a geologic map on disk 
isn't very useful for the field. Input/output devices that 
can handle color graphics and non-standard paper 
sizes or software that "cleans up" data will be 
important for the provision of photos, maps, data sets 
or well logs that are received in electronic format. 
These tools may be available elsewhere in the 
organization, but why require patrons to go elsewhere 
when provision of information is such an integral part 
of your library's services? 

Staff time and expertise are among the 
geoscience library's most valuable resources. They 
should be allocated for formal and informal Internet 
education on a regular basis. This is often a matter of 
finding time for updating skills and for exploration 
rather than formal education. Internet instruction to 
patrons will allow end-users to develop the knowledge 
to function independently in the information society. 
Indeed, librarians familiar with the networks make 
good mentors. We are aware of the pitfalls, issues and 
trends and can develop working familiarity with the 
local system's access characteristics. We can identify 
those resources that would be most useful or user 
friendly and in general act as we would when using 
the more traditional resources that the library has to 
offer. There will be a growing demand for these 
services and this is an opportunity for librarians to 
market themselves and their libraries as leaders in 
Internet use. 

CONCLUSION 

Just as priorities drive resource allocation, 
organizational goals determine priorities and goals are 
implemented by the act of management. The decision 
whether to use the Internet seems clear, but the 
decision on how to use the Internet most efficiently 
and effectively is not as easily made. Most of the 
strategies described here are ones that geoscience 
information providers are already implementing in 
response to their changing environment: Issues in 
collection development, resource sharing, budget 
allocation, services. The Internet puts a new twist on 
these issues. (Of course, the Internet will also change 
our profession in ways we cannot foresee or may not 
notice until after the fact.) In the "wall-less" 
environment generated by the Internet. proactive 
management of the library will be vital. Clear and 
frequently reviewed mission statements and policies 
based on these will not only guide the information 
provider but act as a communications tool to the 
reporting agency and users alike. In a library without 

walls someone has to provide a reality check 
concerning what is possible given available resources 
and that someone should be the geoscience librarian. 

The Internet as a developing communications 
medium has applications for the whole range of 
information services. For individuals, integrating the 
Internet into their professional activities means 
acknowledging both the environment of change and 
the "library without walls" as a practical concept. Our 
professional boundaries have just shifted and barriers 
imposed by outdated technology and pre-technological 
modes of service are dissolving. It will be our 
determination on how far we want to push those 
boundaries and where we want to go. 
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APPENDIX 1. 
Annotated list of selected resources about the Internet. 

Engle, Mary E., and others, 1993, Internet 
connections: A librarian's guide to dial-up access and 
use: LITA Monograph #3. 

Not available for review. 
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Kehoe, Brendan, 1993, Zen and the art of the Internet: 
A beginner's guide (2nd ed.): New York, Prentice-
Hall. 

Originally available by ftp over the Internet, this 
popular guide was published as a hard copy 
alternative. It contains an overview of the Internet 
environment in addition to information and advice. 
This can be used as both a guide and a reference work. 

Krol, Ed, 1992, The whole Internet user's guide and 
catalog: Sebastopol CA, O'Reilly & Associates, Inc. 

This manual is divided into sections on use, 
resources and information about the Internet in 
general. The introduction offers advise on how to use 
the manual and the order in which to read sections of 
the book. The back section contains a catalog of 
resources. 

Laquey, Tracy, with Ryer, Jeanne C., 1993, The 
Internet companion: A beginner's guide to global 
networking: New York, Addison- Wesley. 

This is a short guide to the Internet, arranged in 
manageable bites. Computer/Internet novices may find 
it easier to use this guide as an introduction before 
moving on to more detailed manuals. It contains 
numerous examples and anecdotes on the Internet's 
use. 

Notess, Greg R, 1992, Gaining access to the Internet: 
Online, v. 16, no. 5, p. 27-34. 

Along with an overview of the Internet, this article 
provides examples and suggestions. Included is a 
section on common access routes (including prices) 
and a list of free nets. 

Page, Mary, 1993, A personal view of the Internet: 
C&RL News, v. 54, no. 3, p. 127-132. 

Page discusses capabilities of the Internet and the 
use of navigation tools such as gopher and W AIS. A 
list of network providers is included. 

Tennant, Roy, Ober, John, and Lipow, Anne G., 1992, 
Crossing the Internet threshold: An instructional 
handbook: Berkeley CA, Library Solutions Press. 

This is supposed to be a low-tech how-to guide 
rather than a reference manual. Not available for 
review. 

Tuss, Joan, 1993, Easy online access to helpful 
Internet guides: Online, v. 17, no. 5, p. 60, 62, 64. 

This article provides an annotated list of Internet 
guides actually available through ftp on the Internet. 
Retrieval procedures are included. 



APPENDIX2. 
Selected geoscience resources on the Internet, 

compiled by L. Dunn, 
ldunn@flint.mines.colorado.edu 

Unless otherwise indicated, logon to these resources as 
anonymous and use your Internet address as a 
password. (Note any "break" key messages.) The 
following were major sources for this list: 

Thoen, Bill, 1992, Internet resources for earth 
sciences: sci.geo.geology newsgroup F AQ 
(bthoen@teal.csn.org). 

Kovach, Warren L. , 1992, Conversations in the ether: 
Geotimes, v. 37, no. 7, p. 21-22. 

alum.wr.usgs.gov 
Source: USGS 
Description: Archive site containing digitized database 
of geologic faults, and of California earthquake 
locations. 
Access: 

ftp alum.wr.usgs.gov 
Files in map/* and summary/* 

ames.arc.nasa.gov 
Source: NASA 
Description: Images from Magellean, Viking missions 
etc. 
Access: 

csn.org 
Source: 

ftp ames.arc.nasa.gov 

Description: Data sets, geologic, gis, mapping, earth 
science software 
(COGSnet). 
Access: 

ftp csn.org 

cs. toronto.edu 
Source: 
Description: Includes files for directory of CIA world 
map database. 
Access: 

ftp cs.toronto.edu 
doc/geography/CIA_ World_Map 

earth.eps.pitt.edu 
Source: 
Description: Paleomagnetic data archive. 
Access: 

ftp eartb.eps.pitt.edu 

ftp.uu.net 
Source: 
Description: Digitized outline of the U.S. 
Access: 

ftp ftp.uu.net 
graphics/USmap.Z 

Global Land Information System 
Source: USGS 
Description: Information on land use, topography, 
geological data, weather information, etc. 
Access: 

telnet glis.cr.usgs.gov 

International Ground Water Modelling Center 
Source: IGWMC, Colorado School of Mines, Golden 
CO. 
Description: Descriptions of software, workshops and 
technical publications. 
Access: 

gopber.mines.colorado.edu 
Under menu "Colorado School ofMines" 

kiawe.soest.hawaii.edu 
Source: 
Description: Mapping tools, map projection software, 
contouring, etc., in C. 
Access: 

ftp kiawe.soest.hawaii.edu 
pub/gmt 

Lunar and Planetary Institute resources 
Source: LPI Center for Information and Research 
Services, Houston TX. 
Description: Resources on geology, geophysics, 
astronomy, astrophysics. 
Access: 

telnet lpi.jsc.nasa.gov 
Login as LPL 
Menus and online help are 
available. 

Example: Lunar and Planetary 
Bibliography. 

NASA-JSC SN2 Curatorial Databases 
Source: NASA-Johnson Space Center 

Description: Databases on lunar samples, 
meteorites, Data Center holdings, etc. 

Access: 
telnet curate.jsc.nasa.gov 
Login as pmpublic 
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NASA SSEOP (Space Shuttle Earth Observations 
Project) Photography Database 
Source: Flight Science Support Office (FSSO), NASA 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston TIC 
Description: References to over 80,000 photos, and 
some digitized Space Shuttle Earth observations 
photos. 
Access to references: 

telnet sseop.jsc.nasa.gov 
Login as photos and use photos 
for password. 

Access to digitized photos: 
ftp sseop.jsc.nasa.gov 
Login as anonymous and use 
guest for password. 

NGDC/WDC-A World Data Center-A for 
Paleoclimatology 
Source: World Data Center, Boulder CO. 
Description: Data sets for pollen, ice cores, forams, 
tree rings, varves, isotopes. 
Access: 

ftp ngdcl.ngdc.noaa.gov 

NSSDC Online Data and Information Service 
Source: National Space Science Data Center. 
Description: Earth and planetary sciences services, 
includes NASA Master Directory. 
Access: 

telnet nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov 
Login as nodis 

Ocean Network Information Center Source: ONIC. 
Univ. Delaware College of Marine Studies 
Description: Oceanographic research programs. 
Access: 

delocn.udel.edu 
Login as info 

USGS <Denver) Publications 
Source: U.S.G.S., Geologic Division 
Description: Online publications originating from 
USGS Denver. 
Access: 

ftp greenwood.cr.usgs.gov 

E-MAIL DISCUSSION LISTS AND 
NEWSGROUPS 

Aquifer 
Description: pollution and ground water recharge 
Access: listserv@ibacsata. earn 
Class-L 
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Description: Classification, clustering, phylogeny 
Access: listserv@ccvm.sunysb.edu 

comp. infosvstems. gis 
Description: Geographic Information Systems 
Access: Usenet 

comp. graphics 
Description: Graphics and image processing 
Access: Usenet 

Geograph 
Description: Geography 
Access: listserv@finhutc.hut.fi 

Geonet-L 
Description: Geoscience Information 
Librarians hip 
Access: listserv@iubvm. ucs.indiana.edu 

subscribe geonet-1 [your 
name] 

GIS-L 
Description: GIS and computers in geography 
Access: listserv@ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu 

Imagrs-L 

and 

Description: Digital image processing of remotely 
sensed data. 
Access: listserv@csearn.earn 
Ingmfi 
Description: Cartography, information graphics, 
scientific visualization. 
Access: listserv@psuvm. psu.edu 

Maps-L 
Description: Maps and air-photos. 
Access: listserv@uga.cc. uga.edu 

Palaeobotany 
Description: Palaeobotany 
Access: listserv@vax.rhbnc.ac.uk 

sci. geo.fluids 
Description: Oceanography 
Access: Usenet 

sci.geo.geology 
Description: Geology 
Access: Usenet 

sci. geo. meteorology 
Description: Meteorology 
Access: Usenet 
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Abstract--Recent papers have evaluated the importance of academic serials through citation studies or 
use statistics. Science Citation Index journal citation rankings are not sufficient to assess the value of 
serials in a collection. Circulation figures are useful, but they do not give the whole picture. This paper 
shows that theses citations, faculty publications, faculty citations, and in-house use data all give further 
evidence of which serials are used. Data from the geoscience libraries at Stanford University and UCLA . 
are used to determine the most valuable measures of use. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are two ways to measure use of the 
serial literature: 1) survey the users of the literature, as 
Bichteler and Ward (1989) did; or 2) measure one or 
more types of use of materials in a geoscience 
collection. The second course was chosen to obtain use 
figures for specific serial titles. General results from 
the UCLA and Stanford use studies were presented in 
1991 (Derksen and Noga, 1992). This paper will focus 
on what specific information can be gained from these 
studies on in-house use, circUlation, theses citations, 
faculty citations, faculty publications, and Science 
Citation Index citations. 

The use studies were perfonned at the UCLA 
Geology/Geophysics Library and the Branner Earth 
Sciences Library at Stanford University. The UCLA 
Earth and Space Sciences Department does research in 
geophysics, geochemistry, geology, space and 
planetary sciences, and paleobiology. The research foci 
at the Stanford School of Earth Sciences include 
geophysics, geology, geochemistry, petroleum geology 
and petroleum engineering, hydrogeology, and ore 
deposits. The use studies should reflect these research 
interests. 

The previous paper (Derksen and Noga, 
1992) investigated total use as measured by a 
combination of in-house use and circulation. The 
current study builds upon the separate measures of in
house use and circulation to find out who is using the 
collections. Furthennore, measurement of multiple 
years of some of the use factors indicates that one 
year's use does not give an accurate picture. 

IN-HOUSE USE 

In-house use (i.e. use within the library) and 
circulation of serials were measured in 12-month and 
18-month periods at UCLA and Stanford respectively. 
The UCLA study included monographic serials such 
as memoirs, professional papers, and reports, as well 
as journals. The Stanford study did not measure 
circulation or in-house use of monographic series. Use 
was recorded from volumes left on tables or near 
photocopiers. Sweeps were generally made on a daily 
basis. Use was tabulated as a tick mark on the back 
cover of unbound journals or on the pockets of bound 
volumes. Users were asked not to reshelve materials, 
but some did so anyway. As Seith, Koller, and Briscoe 
have suggested in their study (1992), use was 
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undoubtedly undercounted. In fact, Stanford faculty 
members and graduate students were observed 
reshelving even though signs requested, "Please do not 
reshelve materials." When questioned, they invariably 
replied, "Oh, but you would not consider canceling 
this title." 

In the accompanying tables, the most used, 
highest circulated, and most cited flfty titles are listed 
for each institution. UCLA data are listed in the left 
hand column and Stanford in the right. Monographic 
series titles in the UCLA column are in bold print, 
because there are no corresponding Stanford data. The 
tables do not include exactly the same number of titles 
for each institution, because there were ties in the 
rankings. Finally, the cumulative percentage of total 
use (or circulation or citation) for each institution is 
given in each table. 

As expected, several titles appear in the top 
50 of both lists for in-house use (Table 1). The 
italicized titles indicate those that are heavily used at 
only one of the institutions. Some of the higher 
rankings, such as Oil & Gas Journal or World Oil at 
Stanford, are easily explained because of the focus of 
the insitution. However, the relatively high use of the 
Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences and the Scientific 
American at UCLA were surprising. The high use of 
the Scientiflc American may have come from users 
outside of the geosciences, because it is 
interdisciplinary. 

Solar Geophysical Data and Continental 
Shelf Research appear high on the UCLA in-house use 
list, though each circulated only once during the use 
study. Review of Paleobotany and Palynology and the 
Northern Miner did not circulate at all, though both 
were used heavily within the UCLA library. Solar 
Geophysical Data was probably consulted by a few 
users for a few pieces of data in each volume. 

A comparison of just this small part of the 
data makes it clear that one cannot employ use data 
from one institution to predict use at another, without 
taking into account local research interests. Also, 
examination of the in-house use and circulation data 
for each title demonstrates that it is not possible to 
predict circulation based on in-house use and vice 
versa. 

CIRCULATION 

In Table 2, the circulation flgures from the 
two institutions appear to be quite different; the UCLA 
numbers are lower, because the checkout period at 
UCLA is much longer than that at Stanford. The titles 
in these two lists are also quite different. In the UCLA 
data. the importance of the monographic series, which 
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were not measured in the Stanford study, is apparent. 
Two examples are the USGS Professional Paper and 
Bulletin. The high circulation of the Journal of 
Foraminiferal Research and Icarus (at UCLA) and 
Chemical Geology and a Society of Petroleum 
Engineers journal, SPE Formation Evaluation, (at 
Stanford) reflect the divergent research interests of the 
two institutions. 

Circulation of speciflc titles also differs from 
their in-house use, contrary to the results of the 
University of Pittsburgh study (Bulick, Sabor, and 
Flynn, 1979). For example, the Journal of 
Foraminiferal Research circulated frequently, though 
its in-house use was low. On the other hand, the 
AAPG Bulletin and Geochimica et Cosmochimica 
Acta were both used to a greater extent in the library 
than outside, as reflected by circulation. Clearly, the 
use of circulation or in-house use alone would give 
different interpretations of the value of these titles to 
the primary user group. 

THESES CITATIONS 

The bibliographies from geoscience theses for 
the years 1990 and 1991 were analyzed at both 
institutions. To complete the subject coverage, some 
additional theses outside these years were included. In 
this way, all the research groups were represented. The 
UCLA sample included 19 geology theses, 11 
geophysics and space physics theses, 5 physical 
geography theses, and 1 geochemistry thesis. The 
Stanford sample included 40 geology theses, 22 
geophysics theses, 32 applied earth science theses, and 
24 petroleum engineering theses. This paper reports 
on only citations to journals and monographic series 
that are held by the respective geoscience library. 

The top two titles in Table 3, the Journal of 
Geophysical Research and the Geological Society of 
America Bulletin, are type indicators for geoscience 
collections. The remaining titles in the table reflect the 
research interests of each institution. Geochemistry 
and geophysics titles are well represented on both lists, 
though there is divergence in the speciflc titles 
represented. The importance of the hydrogeology and 
petroleum geology programs is reflected on the 
Stanford list, whereas the appearance of Astrophysical 
Journal on the UCLA list reflects the importance of its 
space physics program. Notice also the high ranking of 
GSA Abstracts with Programs. The importance of this 
title to users at Stanford would have been missed if 
just in-house use and circulation data were used. For 
many journal titles, there is little correlation between 
use in the library and theses citation rate. Appendices 
I, Ila and lib show that some of the titles that rank 



highest in the in-house study are cited very 
infrequently. The trade journals World Oil and Metals 
Week are examples of this category. It appears that 
users also tend to browse, but not cite, titles such as 
Precambrian Research and the International Journal 
of Remote Sensing. 

On the other hand, Table 3 shows that several 
Stanford titles had no in-house use or circulation. 
They were cited by a significant number of graduate 
students. Interestingly enough, many of these are 
paleontology journals. Several of these highly cited, 
but otherwise little-used titles, were not titles to which 
individuals would hold subscriptions, such as Neues 
Jahrbuch fuer Geologie und Mineralogie, 
Monatshefte , and Chung-kuo Ti Chih K'o Hsueh Yuan 
Yuan Pao (Bulletin of the Chinese Academy of 
Geological Sciences). This result supports the 
hypothesis that neither in-house use nor circulation 
studies accurately represent the total use of titles in 
any collection. 

In addition to better characterizing the total 
use of the serial titles, theses citations are useful for 
differentiating between serials used by the primary 
user population and those used also by faculty, 
students, and staff from other parts of campus and off
campus. For example, both Nature and Science are 
ranked lower on the UCLA and Stanford theses 
citation lists than on either the circulation or in-house 
use lists. The Scientific American is not even in the 
UCLA top fJ.fty theses citation list, though other use 
measures indicate that it received heavy use. 

FACULTY CITATIONS 

Bibliographies from all publications by 
Stanford geoscience faculty during 1991, and 
bibliographies from publications by UCLA geoscience 
faculty in 1990 and 1991 were examined. Both journal 
and monographic serial use were recorded. The most 
striking result (Table 4) is that 39% of the UCLA 
citations were to two journals: the Journal of 
Geophysical Research (JGR) and Geophysical 
Research Letters. Moreover, geophysics and 
geochemistry journals dominate the top flfteen of both 
lists, which indicates a concentration of geophysics, 
geochemistry and space physics literature in a few 
journal titles, compared to that of the geological 
literature. 

Faculty and graduate student use of the 
literature, as seen in bibliographies of faculty . articles 
and graduate theses, are different. Both faculty and 
graduate students at each institution cited primarily 
society publications. However, graduate students at 

UCLA tended to cite government publications at six 
times the rate of the faculty. 

Conference proceedings cited by Stanford and 
UCLA graduate students concentrated on the abstracts 
and proceedings of the large national societies: 
Geological Society of America; American Geophysical 
Union; Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE); and 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists. Faculty tended 
to cite proceedings of specialized conferences, such as 
the Lunar and Planetary Science Conference and the 
Symposium on Rock Mechanics. Note that the Lunar 
and Planetary Science Conference Proceedings is 
ranked number three on the list of UCLA faculty 
citations. 

FACULTY PUBLICATIONS 

The number of UCLA faculty publications 
was compiled for 1986 through 1991 and for 1991 for 
Stanford (Table 5). Faculty of both institutions publish 
most often in JGR, which is not surprising. The 
second hightest place of publication for UCLA faculty 
is Geophysical Research Letters, which was also the 
second highest source of faculty citation. Further down 
the list, there are the specialized journals that UCLA 
and Stanford faculty edited, e.g. Meteoritics, 
Geophysical and Astrophysical Fluid Dynamics, and 
Tectonics. These lists also reflect the interests of the 
two institutions. Notice the three SPE publications and 
Water Resources Research on the Stanford list, and 
Icarus and Physics of Fluids on the UCLA list. 

lSI CITATIONS 

Science Citation Index (SCI) contains 
bibliographic citations to the publications indexed by 
the Institute for Scientific Information (lSI). In a 
separate study, Stanford librarians examined citation 
patterns by all Stanford authors in flve years of SCI. 
Looking at some of this data (Table 6), it appears that 
faculty citation rates are not consistent from one year 
to the next. Data from more than one year are needed 
to get a more accurate picture of use. For example, if 
one were to use just the 1990 data, there would be 
evidence for canceling AAPG Studies in Geology but 
not the journal Ofioliti. However, during the flve-year 
period, the AAPG title was cited more often than 
Ofioliti. 
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DISCUSSION 

Overall Trends 

The dominance of JGR in almost every 
assessment is striking. This result might be expected, 
because JGR is the most prolific geoscience journal, 
with between 18,000 and 23,000 pages published 
annually in recent years. However, the use is 
concentrated in certain sections. Stanford users are 
primarily interested in the Solid Earth Section, while 
UCLA faculty and graduate students focus on the Solid 
Earth, Planets, and the Space Physics Sections. This is 
one journal that should be in every geoscience 
collection. 

The use studies show that geoscientists tend 
to need a comparatively large number of serial titles. 
Table 7 lists how many titles are needed to satisfy 
50%, 80%, and I 00% of the user needs, according to 
each use measure. The percentages are cumulative, 
starting with the most heavily used serial titles and 
proceeding to the least-used titles. Comparable results 
from the Columbia University Scientific Information 
Study (1993) are included. 

Twenty biology titles, twenty electrical 
engineering titles, and only twelve physics titles were 
needed to satisfy 80% of the use at Columbia, as 
measured by faculty citations. In contrast, thirty-one 
titles were needed at UCLA and sixty titles were 
needed at Stanford to satisfy the same use. 242 titles 
were needed to satisfy 80% of the in-house use at 
UCLA. Fewer titles were needed at Stanford, probably 
because monographic series were not included in the 
Stanford in-house and circulation studies. 

Libraries faced with reduced resources have 
considered canceling their least-used titles and relying 
on interlibrary loan and document delivery services to 
handle user requests. An examination of the use 
figures of the least~used titles in the UCLA and 
Stanford studies (Table 8) shows that this option 
should be undertaken carefully. 

The first two columns in Table 8 show the 
number and percentage of serial titles that fall into the 
bottom 20% and 10% of the total UCLA use as 
measured by each statistic. · The next two columns 
show the same data for Stanford journals and 
monographic serials. The last four columns break 
down the Stanford data for journals and then 
monographic series. The use data, especially from the 
in-house use and circulation studies, show that a 
substantial amount of use is attributed even to low-use 
titles. Interlibrary loan and document delivery services 
would have to be expanded greatly to meet this 
demand. Morever, many of these serial titles come 
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from foreign geological surveys and societies. They are 
the very titles which document delivery vendors 
cannot obtain easily. Also, they tend to be the least 
expensive subscriptions. 

Comparisons Between Use Methodologies 

Serial use at both UCLA and Stanford was 
measured with circulation statistics, in-house use data, 
citations in graduate student theses, citations in faculty 
articles, and faculty publications. lSI citation data 
were also measured at Stanford. Each methodology 
gives a different result and indicates another aspect of 
serial use. 

Table 9 compares the use studies according to 
the number of serial titles that would be missed if the 
other studies were not performed. Some libraries 
might consider retaining only the core 80% or 90% of 
titles and disregard the least used titles. Consequently, 
the group of titles in the top 80%, 90%, and I 00% of 
the cumulative use result was compared with the same 
percentage groups from the studies that were not used. 
The larger number of titles in the UCLA data reflects 
the measurement of monographic series in both the in
house use and circulation studies and its absence in the 
same studies at Stanford. 

Circulation data are commonly gathered in 
use studies, because they can be collected easily. Also, 
circulation has been considered a proxy for all use, as 
stated in the report of the University of Pittsburgh use 
study: "We conclude that in terms of whether or not a 
book or monograph is ever used, it is sufficient to 
examine the external patron circulation data (Bulick, 
Sabor, and Flynn, 1979, p. 29)." On the contrary, this 
study shows that circulation data are definitely not 
sufficient. In-house use is very significant, as Seith, 
Koller and Briscoe (1992) have noted. Table 9 shows 
that the addition of an in-house use study significantly 
reduces the number of serial titles that do not circulate, 
but are used in other ways. When theses citations are 
measured with circulation and in-house use, even 
more titles are identified. An effective use study would 
measure circulation, in-house use, and theses citations. 
If resources are not available for a complete study, 
then an in-house use and circulation study would be 
appropriate. If only one study could be undertaken, 
then in-house use should be measured. The greatest 
number of titles are missed if just theses citations, 
faculty citations, or faculty publications are measured. 
These measures focus on the interests of primary 
clientele and exclude titles that may be used by 
students doing term papers or class reading 
assignments, by faculty preparing lectures, by external 
users or through interlibrary loan. Also, titles that are 



browsed, but cited infrequently, may be missed. The 
UCLA and Stanford data (fables 1, 2, 7, and 9) show 
that circulation does not predict in-house use and vice 
versa. Theses citations and faculty citations (fables 3, 
4, 7, and 9) do not predict each other either. Each 
measure brings another perspective to the analysis. For 
example, the circulation data provide an initial group 
of titles. In-house use adds titles which are primarily 
browsed. Theses citations and faculty citations indicate 
the titles that are used by the two primary user groups 
of research libraries. 

There is an additional advantage to looking at 
bibliographies of theses and faculty publications. 
These studies identify serials that geoscience 
researchers use from other collections. This aspect of 
the UCLA and Stanford data awaits further analysis. 

Dynamic Nature of Use Studies 

The period in which use is recorded can 
influence the results. The Stanford lSI citation data 
provide a good example. Looking at just the five-year 
average of lSI data, several titles appear in the core 
group of serials, i.e. titles which are responsible for the 
top 80% or 90% of use, but they do not appear in the 
top 80% or 90% of the use for a single year (fable 1 0). 
Consequently, some titles would be missed if just one 
year of lSI data were studied. For example, the 
Journal of Physical Oceanography might be cancelled 
if just 1989 data were used, but the data for 1988 or 
1991 would justify its retention (fable 6). On the other 
hand, 19 to 62 titles would appear to be unused, if just 
the top 80% or top 90% of the five-year averge of lSI 
citations were examined (fable 10). This is good 
evidence for being careful in the interpretation of use 
for specific titles, especially at the lower ranks. 

Use studies are subject to the changing 
interests of the library's clientele. For example, the 
high circulation of the Initial Reports of the Deep Sea 
Drilling Project in the UCLA data can be attributed 
primarily to one graduate student. The Journal of 
Foraminiferal Research had almost the same 
circulation level, but it was not cited at all by faculty 
or graduate students a few years later, after the UCLA 
paleontology program changed focus. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Serial use was measured in five ways at 
UCLA and in six ways at Stanford University. None of 

the method$ give an accurate representation of the 
complete piCture of use. One method does not predict 
the use pattern that would be found with a different 
type of use study. This is particularly true with citation 
data. Actual citations show how primary clientele use 
the collection and external sources. Circulation and in
house use data can be biased by use from external 
patrons and interlibrary loan. 

The data for both institutions as a whole show 
the importance of a large serial collection to support 
geoscience research programs. This result contrasts 
with the data for electrical engineering, biology, and 
physics in the Columbia University Scientific 
Information Study. 

Serial use is dynamic. Use studies are affected 
by the choice of study period and by the changing 
nature of research interests. Current awareness of the 
research interests of faculty and graduate students 
through formal and informal interactions provides a 
context with which the data can be interpreted. 
Geoscience has a broad and complex literature, and its 
use patterns are no less complicated. 
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TABLE 1: UCLA AND STANFORD: TITIES MOST USED (IN LIBRARY) 

I UCLA # % CUM STANFORD # I %CUM 

RANK TITLES USES USES RANK TITLES USES USES 

1 J. OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 507 4.31% 1 NATURE 891 7.08% 

2 NATURE 441 8.05% 2 ). OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 693 12.59% 

3 SCIENCE 335 10.90% 3 SCIENCE 585 17.24% 

4 GSA BULLETIN 282 13.30% 4 Oll.AND GAS f. 503 21.24% 

5 AAPG BULLETIN 258 15.49% 5 WORLD OIL 430 24.65% 

6 GEOCHIM ET COSMOCHIM ACT A 173 16.%'X 6 GEOCHIM ET COSMOCHJM ACT A 381 27.68% 

7 AMERICAN ). OF SCIENCE 172 18.42% 7 EARTH & PLANETARY SCI. LETTERS 326 30.27% 

8 EARTH & PLANETARY SCI. LETTERS 170 19.86% 8 AMERICAN). OF SCIENCE 270 32.42% 

9 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 135 21.01% 9 GSA BULLETIN 256 34.45% 

10 USGS PROFESSIONAL PAPER 131 22.12% 10 TECTONOPHYSICS 240 36.36% 

11 TECTONOPHYSICS 118 23.13'X 11 GEOLOGY 221 38.12% 

12 CANADIAN). OF EARTH SCIENCES 117 24.12% 12 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 213 39.81% 

13 GSA ABSTRACTS PROGRAMS 112 25.07% 13 GEOPHYSICS 206 41.45% 

14 PHYSICS EARTH & PLANET. INTERIORS 103 25.95% 14 GEOPHYSICAL). INTERNATIONAL 201 43.05% 

15 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 102 26.81% 15 CONTRIB. TO MIN. & PETROLOGY 1801 44.48% 

16 GEOLOGY 94 27.61% 16 BULL SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. 179 45.90% 

16 ). OF GEOLOGY 94 28.41% 17 SOIL SCIENCE SOC. OF AMERICA.). 168 47.23% 

18 SOC. GEOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE. BULL 90 29.18% 18 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 167 48.56% 

19 CHEMICAL GEOLOGY 89 29.93% 19 METALS WEEK 157 49.81% 

19 ICARUS 89 30.69% 20 AAPG BULLETIN I 1491 50.99'ro 

21 GEOPHYSICAL). INTERNATIONAL 87 31.43% 21 AM. CERAMIC SOC. f. I -,42 1 52 12% 

22 INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGY REVIEW 86 32.16% 22 GSA ABSTRACTS PROGRAMS f 137 1 53.21'X, 

23 SOIL SCIENCE SOC. OF AMERICA. ). 85 32.88% 23 f. OF HYDROLOGY 133 54.27'Yu 

24 CONTRIB. TO MIN. & PETROLOGY 83 33.59% 24 A/ME TRANSACTIONS 131 55.31% 

25 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 81 34.27% 25 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 128 56.33% 

25 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 81 34.96'Yo 26 MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY 126 57.33% 

27 ASTROPHYSICAL f. 78 35.62% 27 PHYSICS EARTH & PLANET. INTERIORS 121 58.29% 

28 SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA 70 36.22% 28 SPE FORMATION EVALUATION 118 59.23% 

29 ). OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 69 36.81% 29 JPT.J. PETROLEUM TECH. 113 60.13% 

30 PALAEO, PALAEO, PALAEOECOLOGY 68 37.38% 30 E & MJ. ENG & MINING J. 101 60.93% 

30 MARINE GEOLOGY 68 37.96% 31 CLAYS AND CLAY MINERALS 99 61 .72% 

32 RIVIST A IT ALlAN A PALEONTOLOGIA STRA T 67 38.53% 32 PURE AND APPUED GEOPHYSICS 98 62.49% 

32 CAUFORNIA GEOLOGY 67 39.10"/o 33 CANADIAN). OF EARTH SCIENCES 94 63.24% 

34 EOS 66 39.66% 34 CHEMICAL GEOLOGY &ISOTOPE G 92 63.97% 

35 WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 64 40.20% 35 WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 91 64.70% 

36 GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE 60 40.71% 36 ). OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 90 65.41% 

37 USGS BULLETIN 58 41 .21% 37 EOS 85 66.09% 

38 AUSTRAUAN J. OF EARTH SCIENCES 57 41 .69'r. 38 PRECAMBRIAN RESEARCH 75 66.68% 

39 REV. OF PALEOBOTANY & PALYNOLOGY 56 42.17"!. 39 MINERALOGICAL MAGAZINE 68 67.22% 

39 BULL. SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. 56 42.64% 40 REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT 67 67.76% 

39 GEOLOGISTS' ASSOC. PROCEEDINGS 56 43.12% 40 ). OF GEOLOGY 67 68.29% 

42 PHYSICS OF FLUIDS 55 43.59% 42 f. OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 63 68.79'Yo 

43 GEOLOGICAL SOC. OF LONDON. f. 54 44.04% 42 ACTA CRYSTALLOGRAPHICA. A 63 69.29'Yo 

43 CDMG. SPEC. REPORT 54 « .SO% 44 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 62 69.78% 

43 CDMG. BULLETIN 54 44.96% 44 PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF MINERALS 62 70.27'Yo 

46 NORTHERN MINER 53 45.41% 44 ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 62 1 70.77% 

47 CONTINENTAL SHELF RESEARCH 51 45.85% 47 COMPUTERS & GEOSCIENCES 61 j 71.25% 

47 SOIL SCIENCES 51 46.28% 48 TRANSPORT IN POROUS MEDIA 59 ! 71.72')(, 

49 COMPUTERS & GEOSCIENCES 50 46.70% 49 f. OF PETROLOGY 56 72.17% 

50 !QUATERNARY RESEARCH 49 47.12% 50 TNT f. NUMER.&ANAL. METHODS GEOMECH 54 1 72.60'r.. 

j GSA. MEMOIR I ·- 54T --
50 49 47.54% 50 EUROPEAN f. OF MINERALOGY 73.02% 
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TABLE 2: UCLA AND STANFORD: TITLES MOST CIRCULATED 

UCLA # % CUM STANFORD # 1"/.. CUM 
RAN K TITLES CIRC CIRC RANK TITLES CIRC : CIRC 

1 USGS PROFESSIONAL PAPER 217 4.85'Y. 1 J. OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 968 j 7.23% 
2 J. OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 153 8.27"/. 2 EARTH & PLANET. SCI. LETTERS 5881 11.62% 
3 NATURE 128 11.13'X 3 CONTRIB. TO MIN. & PETROLOGY 568! 15.86% 
4 GSA BULLETIN 110 13.59"/. 4 GEOCHIM ET COSMOCHIM ACTA 505 ! 19.64% 

5 SCIENCE 100 15.82'X 5 0/L ANDGASJ. 448 22.98% 
6 CONTRIB. TO MIN. & PETROLOGY 92 17.88"/. 6 TECTONOPHYSICS 4001 25.97% 
7 INITIAL REPORTS ..• DSDP 82 19.71 "/. 7 BULL. SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. 311 28.29% 

8 f. OF FORAMINIFERAL RESEARCH 81 21.52% 8 CHEM. GEOLOGY / ISOTOPE GEOL. 304! 30.56% 
9 USGS BULLETIN 68 23.04"/. 9 GEOPHYSICALJ.INTERNATIONAL 304 32.84% 
10 GEOL. SOC. AM. MEMOIR 64 24.47"!. 10 GSA BULLETIN 297! 35.05% 

11 GEOPHYSICAL J. INTERNATIONAL 63 25.88"/. 11 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 290 37.22% 

12 USGS. WATER SUPPLY PAPER 62 27.26"/. 12 NATURE 2791 39.30% 

13 ICARUS 59 28.58"/. 13 AMERICAN J. OF SCIENCE 2781 41.38% 

14 GEOLOGY 58 29.88% 13 GEOLOGY 2781 43.46% 

15 AAPG BULLETIN 56 31.13"/. 15 WORLD OIL 2421 45 .26% 

16 CDMG BULLETIN 54 32.34"/. 16 WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 2341 47.01 % 

17 J. OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 52 33.50'X 17 AAPG BULLETIN 230 48.73% 

18 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 51 34.64"/. 18 GEOPHYSICS 191 50.16% 

19 USGS OPEN-FILE REPORT 51 35.78'X 19 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 187 51.55% 

20 CDMG SPECIAL REPORT 49 36.87"/. 20 SPE FORMATION EVALUATION 1831 52.92% 

21 GEOCHIM ET COSMOCHIM ACT A 48 37.94"/. 21 J. OF GEOLOGY 175 54.23% 

21 f. OF PALEONTOLOGY 48 39.02"/. 22 J. OF PETROLOGY 1661 55.47% 

21 BULL. SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. 48 40.09"/. 23 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 141 1 56.52% 

21 GSA SPECIAL PAPER 48 41.16'X 24 CANADIAN J. OF EARTH SCIENCES 140! 57.57% 

25 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 47 42.21"/. 24 GSA ABSTRACTS PROGRAMS 140 ~ 58.61 % 

26 DOKLADY EARTH SCI SEC 46 43.24"/. 26 SCIENCE 136 j 59.63% 

27 J. OF GEOLOGY 45 44.25'X 27 /NT f. ROCK MECH & GEOMECH. ABS I 1331 60.62% 
-- ·-- --· 

28 CANADIAN J. OF EARTH SCIENCES 44 45.23"/. 28 METALS WEEK 1301 61.59% 

29 CUSHMAN FDN FO RAM. RES. SPEC 43 46.19"/. 29 BUL. GEODESIQUE 119 62.48% 

30 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 42 47.13'Y. 30 ]. OF STRUCTURAL GEOL. I 1181 63.36% 

30 SEPM SPECIAL PUBLICATIO N 42 48.07"/. 31 fPT. f. PETROLEUM TECH. 117! 64.24% 

32 AMERICAN J. OF SCIENCE 41 48.98'Y. 32 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 116 65'.10% 

32 PHYSICS EARTH & PLANET. INTERIO 41 49.90"/. 33 f. OF HYDROLOGY 114 65 .95% 

34 SOIL SCIENCE SOC. OF AMERICA. J. 40 50.79"!. 34 J. OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 113 1 66.80% 

35 EARTH & PLANET. SCIENCE LETTER 38 51.64"/. 35 TECTONICS 1031 67.57% 

36 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 37 52.47"/. 36 AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY. f 95 i 68.28% 

37 f. OF FLUID MECHANICS 36 53.27"/. 37 SOIL SCIENCE SOC. OF AMERICA. J. 92 68.96% 

38 AAPGMEMO IR 33 54.01 "/. 38 MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY 891 69.63% 

39 EOS 31 54.70"/. 39 GROUND WATER 88 70.29% 

40 PLANETARY & SPACE SCIENCE 28 55.33"/. 39 ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 881 70.94% 

41 J. OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 27 55.93'X 41 PURE & APPUED GEOPHYSICS 87 71.59% 

41 QUATERNARY RESEARCH 27 56.54'X 42 f. OF METAMORPHIC GEOLOGY 86 72.24% 

43 MICROPALEONTOLOGY 26 57.12"/. 43 GEOLOGICAL SOC. OF LONDON. ]. 84 1 72.86% 

44 GEOLOGICAL SOC. OF LONDON. J. 25 57.68"/. 44 PHYS. EARTH & PLANET. INTERIOR 761 73.43% 

45 MARINE POLLUTION BULLETIN 24 58.21'Y. 45 AIME TRANSACTIONS 75 1 73.99% 

45 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 24 58.75'X 46 COLLECTION STRUCT. GEOLOGY 70 74.51 % 

47 GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE 23 59.26'X 46 SEISMOLOGY & GEOLOGY 70 75.04% 

47 J. OF PETROLOGY 23 59.78"/. 48 CLAYS AND CLAY MINERALS: 641 75.52% 

49 CHEMICAL GEOLOGY 22 60.27"/. 49 f. VOLCANOLOGY & GEOTHERM. RES 63 ; 75 .99% 

49 TECTONICS 22 60.76% 50 INT f. NUMER. & ANAL. METHODS Gf.l 62 : 76.45% 

50 PRECAMBRIAN RESEARCH I 621 76.91 % 
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TABLE 3: UCLA AND STANFORD: TITLES MOST CITED IN THESES 

UCLA II CUM % STANFORD ' II CUM 'Yo 

RANK TITLES CITES CITES RANK TITLES ! CITES I CITES 

1 ). OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 373 12.89% 1 ). OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 628 8.20% 

2 GSA BULLETIN 197 19.70% 2 SPE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS I 408 13.52% 

3 ASTROPHYSICAL). 120 23.85% 3 GSA BULLETIN I 366 18.30% 

4 GEOCHIM. ET COSMOCHIM. ACT A 119 27.96°!. 4 WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH I 239 21.42% 

5 GEOLOGY 104 31.56% 5 AAPG BULLETIN i 225 24.36% 

6 NATURE 82 34.39% 6 GEOCHIM. ET COSMOCHIM. ACT A 209 27.09% 

7 CONTRIB. TO MIN. &: PETROLOGY 74 36.95% 7 GEOLOGY 183 29.47% 

8 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 66 39.23% 8 GSA ABSTRACTS W PROGRAMS 179 31.81% 

9 GSA ABSTRACTS W PROGRAMS 62 41.38% 9 GEOPHYSICS 172 34.06% 

10 AAPG BULLETIN 61 43.48% 10 USGS PROFESSIONAL PAPER 171 36.29% 

10 EARTH &: PLANETARY SCI. LETTERS 61 45.59')1 11 ]PT.]. OF PETROLEUM TECH. 161 38.39% 

12 AMERICAN J. OF SCIENCE 58 47.60o/o 12 CONTRIB. TO MIN.&: PETROLOGY 157 40.44% 

13 ). OF GEOLOGY 55 49.53% 13 SEPM PACIFIC SECTION PUBLICATIONS 157 42.49% 

13 SCIENCE 55 51.43'Y. 14 AMERICAN ). OF SCIENCE 151 44.46% 

15 J. OF FLUID MECHANICS 54 53.34% 15 AIME TRANSACTIONS 147 46.38% 

15 USGS PROFESSIONAL PAPER 54 55.20% 16 USGS OPEN FILE REPORT I 145 48.27% 

17 ). OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 52 57.07% 17 TECTONOPHYSICS I 134 50.02% 

18 EOS 49 58.87% 18 GEOPHYSICAL). INTL. I 129 51.70% 

19 INITIAL REPORTS ... DSDP 46 60.56% 19 EARTH &: PLANETARY SCI. LETTERS I 128 53.37% 
20 GEOPHYSICAL).INTERNATIONAL 43 62.15% 20 EOS I 121 54.95% 
21 PLANETARY AND SPACE SCIENCE 36 63.64% 21 BULL SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. l 109 56.38% 

22 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 34 64.88% 22 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY ' 108 57.79% 

23 ). OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 33 66.06'Y. 23 USGS MF SERIES ~ 58.92% 

24 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 32 67.20% 24 GSA MEMOIR 86 60.04% 

25 TECTONICS 30 68.30'Y. 25 OIL AND GAS f. 86 61.17% 

26 CHEMICAL GEOLOGY 28 69.34% 26 INITIAL REPORTS ... DSDP I 84 62.26% 

27 ). OF PETROLOGY 25 70.31'Y. 27 ). OF PETROLOGY 82 63.33% 

28 BULL SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. 24 71.17'Y. 28 TECTONICS I 73 64.29% 

28 USGS BULLETIN 24 72.00'Y. 29 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST i 71 65.21% 

30 GEOL SOC. LONOON. SPECIAL PUBLICA TIC 23 72.83% 30 NATURE l 66 66.07% 

30 GEOPHYSICAL MONOGRAPH 23 73.63% 31 ). OF GEOLOGY I 64 66.91% 

30 USGS OPEN-FILE REPORT 23 74.42% 32 SCIENCE I 61 67.71% 

33 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 22 75.22% 33 J. SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY ! 60 68.49% 

34 GSA SPECIAL PAPER 21 75.98% 34 MICROPALEONTOLOGY I 53 69.18% 

35 GSA MEMOIR 20 76.70')1 35 MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY I 52 69.86% 

35 ICARUS 20 77.39% 36 AAPGMEMOIR I 51 70.53% 

37 PHYSICS EARTH & PlANET. INTERIORS 19 78.09"/o 37 USGS BULLETIN 50 71 .18% 

37 QUATERNARY RESEARCH 19 78.74% 38 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 49 71.82% 

39 REVIEWS IN MINERALOGY 18 79.40% 39 J. OF FORAMINIFERAL RESEARCH 45 72.41% 

40 CANADIAN ). OF EARTH SCIENCES 16 -80.02% 39 SOIL SCIENCE SOC. OF AMERICA. J. I 45 72.99% 

40 GEOPHYS. & ASTROPHYS. FLUID DYNAMICS 16 80.57% 41 USGS CIRCULAR I 44 73 . .57'Yo I 

40 SEDIMENTOLOGY 16 81 .13% 42 SEPM SPECIAL PUBLICATION I 41 74.10% 

43 CDMG BULLETIN 15 81 .68% 43 GSA SPECIAL PAPER 
' 

40 74.62% 

44 PRECAMBRIAN RESEARCH 13 82.20% 43 SPE FORMATION EVALUATION : 40 75.15% 

44 SEPM SPECIAL PUBLICATION 13 82.65% 43 SPE RESERVOIR ENGINEERING ' 40 75.67% 

44 USGS GQ SERIES 13 83.10% 46 J. OF PALEONTOLOGY ! 39 76.18% 

47 ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 12 83.55')1 47 GEOLOGICAL SOC. OF LONDON J. I 36 76.65% 

48 ANNUAL REV. EARTH & PLANET. SCIENCES 11 83.96% 48 CANADIAN). OF EARTH SCIENCES I 34 77.09% 

48 EARTH SURFACE PROCESSES & lANDFORM 11 84.34% 49 CUSHMAN FDN. FORAM. RES. CONTRIBUTJ: 33 77.52% 

48 NATO AS/ SERIES C 11 84.72% 49 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 331 77.95% 

48 NEVADA BUR MINES&GEOL. BULLETIN 11 85.10% 51 SOIL SCIENCE --- · J2! 78.37% 
48 PURE & APPLIED GEOPHYSICS 11 85.48% 52 CDMG BULLETIN 27 1 78.72% 
48 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY 11 85.86% 53 ROYAL SOC. LONDON. PHIL TRAN., SER.A: ~ 26 1 79.06'¥.. 
48 WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 11 86.24% 54 AGU GEODYNAMICS SERIES 25! 79.39'X. 

54 ). OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY -~~ -79.72'r. 

I 54 J. VOLCANOLOGY&GEOTHERM. RES. 25 • 80.04% 
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TABLE 4: UCLA AND STANFORD: TITLES MOST CITED BY FACULTY 

I UCLA # CUM% STANFORD i # I CUM'Yo 
RANK TITLES CITES CITES RANK TITLES I CITES 1 CITES 

1 J. OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 1076 31.10% 1 J. OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 155 11.18% 

2 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 264 38.73% 2 SPE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 1 73 16.44'¥. 

3 LUNAR & Pu.NET. SCI. CONFERENCE PRO( 133 42.57% 3 EARTH & PLANET. SCIENCE LETTERS 46 1 19.75% 

4 SCIENCE 118 45.98% 3 NATURE I 46 23.07'Yo 

5 GEOCHIM ET COSMOCHIM ACTA 116 49.34o/. 5 GSA BULLETIN 43 1 26.IO'Y. 

6 NATURE 115 52.66o/. 6 CONTRIB. TO MIN. & PETROLOGY 41 29 .06% 

7 f. OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES 90 55.26% 7 GEOCHIM ET COSMOCHIM ACT A 37 31.n'Yu 

8 ICARUS 80 57.69% 7 GEOLOGY i 37 34.39'X, 

l-:-:8:;--t;P:-;u.N:=:;;E;-;T;-A;;;RY;-;-;AN-=D:-;S-;;P~A:-;:CE=SC;;-I-;;EN:;;:C;-;E-==:;;;-t-----;:8;;;-0 t-6;:0;-:;.00o/.;;;;;-Hr;-;;9 :-I-;-G-;:EO:::'::PHY:=:'S::':IC~A:-::L~RE':'S:..:E:::..AR::..:..::C::.cH:..:L=ETT:...:..:..E=.:RS=-. __ Li _=-'33 j 36.77'1.. 
10 EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCE LETTERS 79 62.31'Y. 10 f. OF PETROLOGY 1 301 38.93'1., 
11 TECTONOPHYSICS 58 64.60o/. 11 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST --r--2si-4iJ~9S~Y~ 
12 PHYSICS OF FLUIDS 49 66.27'Yo 11 TECTONOPHYSICS I 28 1 42.97'Yo 
13 GEOPHYSICALJ. INTERNATIONAL 41 67.69% 13 J. GEOLOGICAL SOC LONDON 27 44.92'Yo 
13 GEOPHYSICAL MONOGRAPH 41 68.87'Yo 14 USGS PROFESSIONAL PAPER 25 46.n'Y. 
13 f. OFFLUID MECHANICS 41 70.06o/. 15 TECTONICS 24 48.45% 
16 GEOLOGY 40 71.24'Y. 15 USGS OPEN ffiE REPORT 24 50.18% 

l-7.16~rM~E~TE~O~RI~T~1~C~S~~~~-----t-~4~0t-n~.4~0o/.~olri~1~7:-I~G7SA~A~BST~RA~CTS~~W~ITH~~P=ROG~::.c· ___ ~I~~D/_~~·~~ 
18 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 37 73.55'Y. 18 AMERICAN J. OF SCIENCE I 221 53.42% 
19 GEOPHYS. & ASTROPHYS. FLUID DYNAMI( 36 74.62'Y. 18 SCIENCE 22 / 55.01% 
19 SPACE SCIENCE REVIEWS 36 75.66'Y. 20 GEOL. SOC. LONDON. SPECIAL PUB. 20 56.45% 
21 EOS 33 76.71% 21 GSA. MEMOIR 19 57.82% 
22 GSA BULLETIN 31 77.66% 22 EOS 17 59.05% 
23 CHEMICAL GEOLOGY 30 78.55'Y. D GEOPHYSICAL J. INTERNATIONAL 16 60.20'Yo 
24 EARTH MOON AND Pu.NETS 28 79.42% D USGS US EARTHQUAKES 16 61 .28% 
25 NIPR SYMP. ANTARCTIC METEORITES. PRC 27 BO.n •;. 25 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 15 62.36% 
26 ASTROPHYSICAL J. 26 81.01% 25 USGS BULLETIN 15 63.37'Yo 
27 REVIEWS IN MINERALOGY 25 81.76% 27 BULL SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. 14 64.31'Yo 
28 PHYSICS EARTH & PLANET. INTERIORS 24 82.49"/. 28 f. OF METAMORPHIC GEOLOGY 13 65.25% 
29 AMERICAN J. OF SCIENCE 22 83.18% 28 ROYAL SOC. LONDON. PHIL. TRANS., SER.A 13 66.11% 

29 GSA ABSTRACTS WITH PROG. 22 83.82o/. 30 INT f. ROCK MECH & MINING SO & 12 66.91% 

29 f. OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 22 84.45% 31 AAPG BULLETIN 11 67.70'l'o 
32 GEOMAGNETISM & AERONOMY 20 85.09% 31 SEG EXPANDED ABSTR. .. TECH PROG. 11 68.42% 

33 CONTRIB. TO MIN. & PETROLOGY 19 85.66o/. 33 MEDDELELSER OM GRONU\ND. GEOSCIEN 10 69.07'Yo 

34 ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 17 86.21% 34 GEOL. ASSOC. CANADA. SPEC. PAPER 9 69.n % 
35 J. OF GEOLOGY 16 86.71% 34 GEOPHYSICS 9 70.37'Yo 

36 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 15 87.17o/. 34 SEPM PACIFIC SECTION PUBL. 9 70.94% 

36 BULL SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. 15 87.60o/. 37 GSA DNAG. GEOLOGY OF NO. AMERICA 8 71 .52'Yo 

38 ANNUAL REV. EARTH & PLANET. SCIENCE 13 88.03'Y. 37 INffiAL REPORTS ... DSDP 8 n.10'Yo 

38 GSA SPECIAL PAPER 13 88.41% 37 J. OF GEOLOGY 8 n.67'Yo 
38 f. GEOMAGNETISM & GEOELECTRICITY 13 88.79% 37 SPE RESERVOIR ENGINEERING 8 73.25% 

38 NATO ASI SERIES C 13 89.16'll 37 USGS CIRCULAR 8 73.76% 
38 PRECAMBRIAN RESEARCH 13 89.54'r. 42 GEODYNAMICS SERIES 7 74.26% 
43 ASTROPHYSICS & SPACE SCIENCE 12 89.91'Y. 42 BULLETIN OF VOLCANOLOGY 7 74.m o 
44 AAPG BULLETIN 11 90.26'Y. 42 CANADIAN]. OF EARTH SCIENCES 7 75.27'Yo 
44 GEOL. SOC. LONDON. SPECIAL PUB. 11 QO.SS'r. 42 CHEMICAL GEOLOGY & ISOTOPE GEO. 7 75.78% 
46 CANADIAN J. OF EARTH SCIENCES 10 90.90'r. 42 GEOL. SOC. SOUTH AFRICA SPEC.PUB 7 76.28% 

46 GSA. MEMOIR 10 91.18'Y. 42 GSA SPECIAL PAPER 7 76.78% 
46 PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY MINERALS 10 91.47% 42 /. VOLCANOLOGY & GEOTHERM. RES. 7 77.29% 

49 DEEP SEA RESEARCH 9 91.76'r. 42 PHYSICS EARTH & PLANET. INTERIORS 7 77.n % 

49 USGS OPEN ffiE REPORT 9 92.02'Y. 50 CIRCUM-PACIFIC COUNCIL...EARTH SCIENC 6 78.15% 

51 J. SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 8 92.28'Y. 50 DEVELOPMENTS PRECAMBRIAN GEOLOGY 61 78.59% 

51 PURE AND APPLIED GEOPHYSICS 8 92.51% 50 GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE 6 79.02% 
50 GEOPHYSICAL MONOGRAPHS 6 79.45% 

50 f. OF HYDROLOGY 6 79.88'Yo 
50 MINERALOGICAL MAGAZINE 6 80.32% 
50 PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY MINERALS 6, 80.75% 
50 PROC. OCEAN DRILUNG PROG. PART A 6 81.18% 
50 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 6 81 .61% 

50 SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA. /. 6 82.05% 
50 USGS I SERIES 6 82.48'Yo 

50 USGS MF SERIES 61 82.84% 
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TABLE 5: UCLA AND STANFORD: TITLES IN WHICH FACULTY MOST FREQUENTLY PUBLISH 

UCLA # CUM % STANFORD # ' CUM % 

RANK TITLES PUBS PUBS RANK TITLES PUBS ! PUBS 

1 J. OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 216 36.80'¥., 1 J. OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 82 ' 11.60% 

2 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 91 52.30'X 2 GSA BULLETIN I 44 17.82% I 

3 GEOCHIM ET COSMOCHIM ACT A 39 58.94"/. 3 GEOLOGY I 43 23.90% 
4 SCIENCE 22 62.69"/. 4 SPE RESERVOIR ENGINEERING I 40 29.56% 

5 GEOPHYSICAL J. INTERNATIONAL 16 65.42"/. 5 GEOCHIM ET COSMOCHIM ACT A 32: 34.09% 

6 GEOPHYS&ASTROPHYS FLUID DYN. 15 67.97"/. 6 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 27; 37.91% 
7 NATURE 13 70.19"/. 7 GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 231 41.16% 
7 PHYSICS OF FLUIDS 13 72.40"/. 7 NATURE 231 44.41% 

7 METEORITICS 13 74.62'X 9 SPE FORMATION EVALUATION 201 47.24% 

10 EARTH & PLANETARY SCI. LETTERS 11 76.49o/. 10 GEOPHYSICS 17j 49.65'Yo 

11 ICARUS 10 78.19o/. 10 TECTONICS I 17' 52.05% 

12 AMERICAN MINERALOGIST 9 79.73"/. 12 fPT. f. PETROLEUM TECH. 16: 54.31% 

13 CHEMICAL GEOLOGY 8 81.09"/. 12 MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY 161 56.58% 
13 ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 8 82.45"/. 12 SPE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 16i 58.84% 
13 TECTONOPHYSICS 8 83.82"/. 12 WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 16· 61.10"/.. 
13 f. OF FLUID MECHANICS 8 85.18'X 16 ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 15 : 63.22% 
17 GEOLOGY 7 86.37"/. 17 SCIENCE 14 j 65.21% 
17 PHYSICS& CHEMISTRY OF MINERAL 7 87.56"/. 18 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 131 67.04% 
17 ASTROPHYSICAL f. 7 88.76"/. 19 CONTRIB. TO MIN. & PETROLOGY 10! 68.46% 
17 LUNAR & PLANET. SCI. CONF. PROCE 7 89.95"/. 19 GEOPHYSICAL]. INTERNATIONAL 10 69.87% 
21 ANN ALES GEOPHYSICAE: ATMOSPH 5 90.80o/. 19 TECTONOPHYSICS 10 71.15% 
22 MARINE CHEMISTRY 4 91.48"/c 22 EARTH & PLANETARY SCI. LETTERS 9 72.42% 

22 PLANETARY& SPACE SCIENCE 4 92.16o/. 22 EURO. f. OF MINERALOGY 91 73.69% 

22 APPLIED GEOCHEMISTRY 4 92.84"/. 22 SEPM PACIFIC SECTION. PUBLS. 9 j 74.82% 
22 SPACE SCIENCE REVIEWS 4 93.53"/c 22 USGS OPEN FILE REPORTS I 9 i 75.81% 

22 GEOPHYSICAL MONOGRAPH 4 94.21o/. 26 J. OF PETROLOGY 8' 76.80% 
27 f. OF GEOMAGNETISM& GEOELECTR 3 94.72'Yc 27 AMERICAN f. OF SCIENCE 7' I 77.65% 
27 PALAEOGEOGRAPHY, PALAEOCLIMI 3 95.23"/. 27 PRECAMBRIAN RESEARCH I 7 78.50% - -- -·-· - i. 
27 f. OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES 3 95.74'X 27 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 7 7'135'V., 

- --- ----r-·-
30 AAPGBULL. 2 96.08% 30 AAPG BULL 6 80.20'::. 

30 J. OF PETROLOGY 2 96.42% 30 BULL. OF VOLCANOLOGY I 6: 81.05% 

30 LIMNOLOGY& OCEANOGRAPHY 2 96.76"/. 30 EOS I 61 81.75% 

30 TECTONICS 2 97.10"/c 30 INITIAL REPORTS ... DSDP 6! 82.46% 

30 GEOCHEMICAL f. 2 97.44"/. 30 PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY OF MINERA 61 83.17% 
35 GSA BULLETIN 1 97.61'Yc 35 GEOTHERM. RESOURCES COUNCIL. 51 83.88% 

35 GEOLOGICAL SOC. OF LONDON. JO 1 97.79% 35 f. OF METAMORPHIC GEOLOGY I 5· 84.44% 

35 J. OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGY 1 97.96"/c 35 BULL. SEISMOLOGICAL SOC. AM. I 5: 85.01% 

35 J. OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 1 98.13o/. 38 ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMI 41 85.57% 
35 MINERALOGY AND PETROLOGY 1 98.30"/. 38 ]. OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 4! 86.00% 

35 PHYSICS EARTH & PLANET. INTERIC 1 98.47"/c 38 LITH OS 41 86.42% 

35 REVIEWS OF GEOPHYSICS 1 98.64"/. 41 AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY. f. 31 86.85% 

35 SEDIMENTOLOGY 1 98.81% 41 f. OF GEOLOGY 3 87.27% 

35 SOUTH AFRICAN J. OF GEOLOGY 1 98.98"/. 41 J. OF PETROLEUM SCI. & ENGINEE_~ 31 87.69% 

35 TERRANOVA 1 99.15"/. 41 f. OF SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 3 88.12% 

35 AMERICAN SCIENTIST 1 99.32"/c 41 J. VOLCANOLOGY&GEOTHERM. RE~ 3 88.54% 
35 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 1 99.49"/. 41 MINERALOGICAL MAGAZINE 3 j 88.97% 
35 ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS 1 99.66'Y. 41 OFIOLITI 31 89.39% 
35 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 1 99.83"/. 41 REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMEN 31 89.67% 
35 GEOLOGIE EN MI]NBOUW 1 100.00"/. 41 SEDIMENTOLOGY 3 , 89.96% 
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TABLE 6: TITLES WITH WIDELY VARYING RESULTS IN THE STANFORD FACULTY lSI CITATION STUDY 

1988 1989 19911 1991 1992 5 YR AVE 
Till~ - - --------CITES - --;;;.:;- ·- RANK- ""ciTES --- "/.-.--RANK- -OTES- - % RANK- -CITES --.y,~-- - RANK -criis- ---;;;.- RANK- -CITES 

-- -- --- ---- ---- --- - -- - ------ - -- ·-- -- - ---:------t-------- ---- - --- ------- ---------- - - ---- --------
1-_of g_e?phrsical resear~h -- --- --- -- _ _}~6 -- -- -~-~3'7. _ _ 843~ ___ ______!~ __ _!94% _ _ 9~~!~ ____ _!I~_!_ 32.1\4";.. ~2~·y~ ____ !~8 __ 8 :~-~~ _!~~~~~ 230 _ _!_0 :~?~• _10.~5% _ :107.5 14 .03~ .. 
c:;eop~r~~·l_!v~n?t:':'P-~ _ __ __ -----~ _ 0.43"1. _ 74.45% 14 0.86% 60.99% __ ___]~ _ _ !!:__~ ? .. __ ~?:«!8~ 20 _1~ 5602'7~ _ __ 2_5 1.14% 49.45% 17.1 _ 0_!8_:: ., 

RANK 

14 .0~% 

55.95% 

Ofi_o.~------ _ ... ___ 1 o.o5% 98.33% 2 o.12% 92.22%_
1
_______:; __ '!,20:) .. _ ~.08% ___ o r--- ---- ____ o 2.2 o. to~ .. ~ 89.16% 

~~_s:;~ S~•_d!~__i •_'_l;e_?lo_gL_ ___ 10 0.54% 71.58% 7 0.43% 7420% ----~- _ ___ ___ ---~r-----r---- _ _ ~ 0.18% 84.14% 4.5 _ !!;~~: . !_ 78.91 % 

Ll)!__p_!oysi_caloc~a-'-lOSra~hy - ~ 0.43% _ 75.74% ____ I --'!:_06~~53% ---~ --~~!'· _ ~!E.~ _ _! _ _ 0.42% ~~~ __ ~ 0.14% 90.50% 5.3 _ 0:24: :·[ 76 . 57':~ 
Advances in soil science 0 8 0.49% 70.86% 3 0.12"!.. 89.90% 12 0.63% 67.86% 17 0.77% 60.73% 8.5 O.:l9~ .. ! 7U.26% ---- - ·---- -- -----------~----1--------- --- ----- ----- -·- ·- -- - --- ____ , __ 61.90% 
L_'!.!_I_!~C::co!I)~C~I5?':..!::'>~~on 12 _ 065% 67.48'Y~ ___ 1_1 _ 0.68% _ 66.17% - --c! -~~· _ ~.97% _ _ _!_~ 0.63%~75% 16 0.73% 62.95% _!_~~ - _ 0_?.6!-'j . 

C::!.~~~~~·~·--- _ -----------~ _ _Q~,_~1.14% ___ s -~31% 78.58!? _ __ 1~ _ 1!:5~).. ~ :~!!~ ___ J_4 ~ __ o:~~~ ~64~:'? __ _ -~ _ 0.77% _ _ 6.~~· ____ I_O! _ ~:49:::-; 
~~~- Soc-~ond_o.n_:_ Sp_ccial£~~~--_2 0.38% _ 76.93% __ ._1_1 ~~ 64.81~ _ _ _ __? __ ~~· _ 8549'~ __ __ 1_4 0.74% 65 .75'~ ___ _!!! 0.82% 59.95% 11 .6 _ ~:??:~ : 'l -
~.0·~t__r~I0 __ U_~i-~~ G:_<>1Dep!~~~ _ __ o _______ _____ 8 0.49"/.?. 73.33"/~ ___ _!! _____ _____ . _ ____ o __ ___ __ o 1.1 oo8_::.

1
_ 

65.04% 

63.54% 

90.88% 

·- --------- ~------ - ------ - -i-----+----1--- ------1-----1---f---- - -------r--- - - __ ,_ - - -



TABLE 7: COMPARISON- NUMBER OF TITLES "USED" IN EACH TYPE OF STUDY 

CUM% INHOUSE CIRC THESES FAC CITES , FAC PUBS 
r---- - --

OF USE #TITLES #TITLES #TITLES # TITLES 1 # TITLES 

I 
I 

UCLA SO% 58 34 15 6 2 

SERIALS 80% 242 153 55 31 15 

90% 338 210 67 44 24 

TOTAL# mLES: 858 100% 697 462 195 165 49 

Total Number uses: 11770 4475 2893 3460 587 

STANFORD 

SERIALS SO% NA NA 17 16 11 

(JOURNALS+SERIESJ 80% NA NA 56 60 31 

TOTAL# TITLES: 799 90% NA NA 117 98 52 

100% NA NA 381 185 104 

Total Number uses: NA NA 7661 1387 707 

JOURNALS 50% 20 18 12 10 8 

TOTAL# TITLES: 508 80% 94 79 46 41 24 

90% 152 123 73 57 42 
100% 404 381 214 98 [ 84 

508 12582 13388 5572 %2 648 

Total Number uses: I 

! 
SERIES 50% NA NA 9 10 4 

TOTAL# TITLES: 291 80% NA NA 44 41 10 

90% NA NA 72 61 16 

100% NA NA 163 89 22 

Total Number uses: NA NA 1681 441 69 

COLUMBIA UNNERSITY* 

BIOLOCY 50% 5 

JOURNALS 80% 20 

90% 33 

95% 46 

100% 61 

ELEC.ENG. 50% 7 

JOURNALS 80% 20 

90% 30 

95% 36 

100% 42 

I 

PHYSICS 50% 4 

JOURNALS 80% 121 
90% 20 1 

95% 26 ; 

100% 341 

*SEE: Columbia University Scientific Study I 
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TABLE 8: DATA FOR LEAST "USED" SERIAL TITLES 
IN EACH CATEGORY 

UCLA STAN FORD 
·-- ,.___ - - --- - - 1- - - ----- - - --

ALL SERIALS ALL SERIALS Jour nals Ser ials 

-----·--·-·-·-~ == =---_ = ~ ~ ----l--L_o_w_ er_ 1_ B_o_tt_om __ 11_ . =L~we:__~!!~~ ~ =~~er _ j~o~l~!_ _ Lo~!:_ . Bott~n~-
20% 10% 20% 10% 20% : 10% 20% 10% 

------·· ·- -- ---- - - --l----+----11 - -----·- - ---- ·-- ----------
--·- ------- ·- ---·-- --- - ---1-----1----·11 -
In-house Use: 

1--------------- --- - --+----t-----11- --·---1------ ------- - -11----~----
Number of Titles Used: 486 359 303 228 303 , 228 NA NA 

--·------··------- - - ·--+----t----·11- - - ------- - -- -·-·--! - - -- ---------
_!o o!_Total Number of Titles: _ - - -l---5_6_.7 __ 0/c-lof--_4_1._9_0_/c _ 61.7% 46.4% 61.7% .Ji_6..:.4% NA NA 

Number of uses: 2111 1019 2512 1256 2512 1256 NA NA 1------------------- ----l---- -1--- -·11-

---·----------- - ·- --+--- -j-----11- ··---1------ ---------11----11------
+ + Circulation: 

----------···--·---------- - ·---- 1------ ---- -· ···- ·--·--- ·-- ----- ··-·- -- --- --------
Number of Titles Circulated: 330 252 315 270 315 270 NA NA 

·-- - -----··----------·- ----+-----------· - ------1------- ···- --- -- .. -·- ··--·· ---· - --·--
%of Total Number of Titles circulated: 38.5% 29.4% 64.2% 55.0% 64.2% 55.0% NA NA 

--·1------- - -- --·-1----- ------ ---··---
804 434 2671 1335 2671 1335 NA NA --------------------+----- ·- ---

Number of circulations: 

Theses Citations: 
.. .. ·-·---------··· ·--·--· ---·-·-- ·------- ·-1------ - - ---·-· ---- · ------·- ------. ----·- ··- - f- --· 
Number of Titles Cited: 128 312 254 179 152 133 102 --

14.9% 45.7% 21.6% 36.5% 31.0% 69.3% 53.1% 
- - --- -- -- - - ·-·- ----- ·--

Number of citations: 285 1450 725 1114 557 336 168 
--- -------- 1-----1----11 -· 

·------------------t-------1----11- ·- -----1------- ·-- - -- ---------

67 121 67 51 48 
Fac~~y citations ___________ +---+----ll- ll·----+-----l---- ----- -----1-----

Number of Titles Cited: 134 99 140 
- --------- -·--------- - - ·-- ··---·- ----~-----···- - ------ -------- -------- · -; ·- ----·--
%of Total Number of Titles: 16.3% 14.1°/c 19.6% 8.4% 13.6% 10.4% 34.9% 25.0% 

----- -----
Number of citations: 684 33'1 266 133 192 96 

---1---
74 37 ----- ---------------· ---- ----- ---

------------ · -· .. --------·· 
Faculty Publications: 

·------
Number of Titles in which Published: 36 28 66 46 60 40 6 6 --------- - ---·-· 
%of Total Number of Titles: 4.2% 3.3°/c 9.7% 3.9% 12.2% 8.1 % 1.2% 3.1% --- -·----
Number of Publications 111 54 136 38 129 32 7 6 

Total number of titles used, 857 85/ 683 1174 491 491 192 192 --------------------- - -- - --- ·- --- ---- - ---------
circulated or cited at least once. 

------------ - · 

- -·-----·--------__i ____ L ___ _II_ -------'---·-- -----1--- --- ---·--

*Stanford Data does not contain in-house use or circulation data for monograph series. 
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TABLE 9:- COMPARISON OF COLLECTION USE MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGIES 

I 
UCLA STANFORD STANFORD STANFORD 

SERIALS SERIALS 
- - F-Total number of titles that comprise top JOURNALS SERIES 

80%/90%/100% for all categories : 246 396 858 137 243 681 87 157 489 50 I 86 - i92 -

~ -- --

If you did just this/these study/ies: You would miss lose data for this number of titles: L --
UCLA STANFORD STANFORD STANFORD 

--
SERIALS SERIALS JOURNALS SERIES 

-
~~~~g at this part of the results: TOP TOP ALL TOP TOP ALL TOP TOP ALL TOP TOP ALL 

---- - - -
80% 90% 100°/c 80% 90% 100% 80% 90% 100% 80% 90% 100% 

-------

--
In-house use & eire 3 5 36 4 13 19 4 13 19 NA NA NA 
-- --- ------- - -------

----- --- --- -
In-house use & eire & theses citations 3 1 13 1 2 0 1 2 0 NA NA NA 
--- --- -

-
In-house use & theses citations 32 51 62 7 11 49 7 11 49 NA NA NA 

-- -------- --------- ---- --- ----- --- ... 

-
In-house use 33 57 94 10 25 87 10 25 87 NA NA NA 

Circ & theses citations 123 173 287 22 38 79 22 38 79 NA NA NA 
----

Circulation 124 183 328 22 51 112 22 51 112 NA NA NA 

Theses & faculty citations 198 319 541 48 88 263 45 85 261 3 3 2 

Theses citations 206 329 598 66 112 325 51 93 293 15 19 32 

Faculty citations 221 352 628 73 154 495 52 109 391 21 45 104 

Faculty publications 230 375 744 93 189 568 54 115 405 39 74 163 



TABLE 10: lSI CITATIONS BY STANFORD AUTHORS TO SERIAL TITLES 
A COMPARISON BY YEAR 

Total number of titles cited between 1988 -1992: 478 titles 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Total number of titles cited per year: 255 245 276 252 290 

% of All Titles in Study Cited in year: 53.3% 51.3% 57.7% 52.7% 60.7% 

I 

If you only did this study for one year, you would lose data for this number of titles: 

I 

Looking at the top ranked 80% of each study: 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

Ranked in top 80% for the 5 year average 

but in lower 20% for this year: 32 26 35 29 20 

Ranked in top 80% for the 5 year average 

but not cited at all in this year : 2 3 2 2 1 

Not in top 80% for the 5 year average 

but in top 80% for this year: 5 8 0 1 5 

I I 

Looking at the top ranked 90% of each study: 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

90% 90% 90% I 90% 90% 

Ranked in top 90% for the 5 year AVE I I 

but in lower 10% for this year: 49 37 46 48 28 

Ranked in top 90% for the 5 year AVE 

but not cited at all in this year : 12 18 81 12 12 
I 

i 

Not in top 90% for the 5 year AVE 

but in top 90% for this year: 18 13 6 5 10 

I I 
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APPENDIX I- UCLASElUALDATA 

SERIAL 1TI1..E INMCLR .. CIRC .. TIIESE.5 .. FAC. li.FAC FAC. li.FAC 

USE USE CIRC CITES THESES CITES CITES PUBS PUBS 

A N GRUZINSKOI SSR. TRUDY 5 O.D4ll 0 0 0 0 

A N SSSR. GEOLOGICHESKJIINsrrrtrr. TRUDY 7 O.ll6ll 3 OJrnl 0 0 0 

AN SSSR. !Nsrrrtrr GEOL. I GEOF!Z. TRUDY 18 O.!Sll 11 0.2Sllo 0 0 0 

A N SSSR. IZVESTl!A. FlZllCA A TMOS. I OICEAN A 2 O.ll2ll 2 O.D4llo 0 0 0 

A N SSSR. IZVESTl!A. FlZllCA ZEMU 7 O.ll6ll 1 O.ll2llo 0 0 0 

A N SSSR. IZVESTllA. PHYSICS SOUD EARTH 4 O.oJll 10.1l2llo 0 0 0 

A N SSSR. IZVESTl!A. SERllA GOO LOG. 24 0.20!1 13 0.2911: 0 0 0 

AN SSSR. KOMI FlLIA!.. INST GEOLOGIT. TRUDY 1 0.01!1 0 0 0 0 

AN SSSR. PALEOI'IT. INST. TRUDY 7 O.ll6ll 4 O.D91!. 0 0 0 

A N TUJU<.'I{ENSKOI NAUCH. SOVET- 1 0.01ll 2 O.D4llo 0 0 0 

A N URSR. DOI'OV!DI. SERB COOL IO!!M. 22 0.1911: 2 O.D4llo 0 0 0 

AAI'G BULLETIN 158 2.1911: 56 1.2Sllo 61 2.11llo 11 0.32llo 2 0.34llo 

AAI'G MEMOIR 29 0.25!1 33 OJ4llo 2 OJrnl 1 0.03llo 0 

AASP. PROC. ANNUAL MEEllNG s O.D4ll 0 0 0 0 

ABHD. GEOLOGISCHEN BUNDESANST ALT 3 O.oJll 10.1l2llo 0 0 0 

ACT A GEOD. GEOI'HYS.oi.MOI'IT ANlSTlCA 0 0 0 0 0 

ACT A GEOL. ok GEOCR. UNJV COMENlANAE 3 O.oJll 0 0 0 0 

ACTA GEOLOGICA HJSP ANlCA 9 O.OSll IO.Il2llo 0 0 0 
ACTA GEOLOGICA HUN CARICA s O.D4ll 20.D4llo 0 0 0 

ACTA GEOLOGICA Ln.LOAN s O.D4ll 10.1l2llo 0 0 0 
ACTA GEOLOGICA I'OLONlCA 13 O.llll 3 O.o7llo 0 0 0 

ACT A GEOLOGICA TAIW ANlCA 4 O.oJll 0 0 0 0 

ACT A GEOPHYSICA POLONlCA 3 O.oJll 0 0 0 0 
ACTA GEOPHY51CA SlNlCA. 3 O.oJllo S 0.11llo 0 1 0.03 .. 0 

ACTA MICROPALAEONTOLOGICA 2 O.ll2ll. 30~ 0 0 0 

ACTA PALAEONOTOLOGICA POLONICA 23 O.lOll 10.1l2llo 0 0 0 

ACT A PALAEONTOLOGICA SINlCA 27 0.23ll. 4 O.D9ll 0 I O.OJ'Ifo 0 . 

ACTA SEISMOLOGICA SINICA. 0 0 0 0 0 
ACTA UNJV SZEGEDIENSIS.ACTA MIN.·PETR. 2 O.ll2ll. 1 0.1)2ll 0 0 0 
ACTA UNIVERSITATISCAROUNAE. CEOL. 1 O.ll6ll. 1 O.D2ll 0 0 0 

ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS 3 O.oJllo 10 0.22ll 0 4 0.12ll 1 0.17ll. 

AOV ANCES IN PETROLEUM GEOCHEMISTRY 5 O.D4ll. 2 O.D4ll 0 0 0 

AOV ANCES IN X·RA Y ANALYSIS 8 OJrnl 0 I O.oJll 0 0 

AKITA DAIGAJ<ll KOZAN CAKllBU._ 6 O.OSll. 0 0 0 0 
AlABAMA. COOL. SURV. INFO. SERIES I 0.01ll. 0 0 0 0 
Al.ASKA GEOLOGJCAL SOCIETY.). 1 0.01llo 1 0.1)2!1 0 0 0 
ALASKA. D!V CEOL CEOI'HYS SURVS. PROF RPT. 0 4 O.D9ll 0 0 0 
ALBERTIAN A 0 0 0 0 0 
ALOIER!NGA 27 0.23ll. 3 O.D7ll 2 om• 2 0.0611 0 
ALPENSVEREINS)AHRBUCH 1 O.Dlll 0 0 0 0 
AMERICAN). OFSOENCE 172 1.4611 41 0.92. sa 2.DOll 22 0.64ll 0 
AMERICAN MALACOLOGICAL UNION. BULL. 3 O.oJll 0 0 0 0 
AMERICAN MINERAto:::Isr II 0.6911 24 0.54ll ~ !.!Ill 15 0.43ll 9 l.SJll. 
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS.AMC ). 20 0.17llo 0 0 0 0 
AMERICAN SOEl'ITIST 15 0.1311 7 0.16ll 1 O.oJll 1 0.03ll 1 0.17llo 
ANN ALES ACA0.5CIE.FENN1CAE. COOL-GEOCR 4 O.oJll. 2 O.D4ll 0 0 0 

ANN ALES DE PALEOI'ITOLOGIE 32 0.27llo 3 O.D7ll 0 0 0 
ANN ALES CEOto:::IQUES PAYS HE!.LENlQUES 7 0.06llo 0 0 0 0 
ANN ALES GEOPHYSICAE: ATMOS.HYDRO.SPACE 13 0.11ll. 0 1 O.oJ'Ifo 7 0.2()_ll. 5 0.85 .. 
ANN ALES SCI UNJV 8ESANCON.4EME SER:CEOL. 2 0.1)2!1 0 0 0 0 
ANN ALES TECTONlCAE 0 0 0 0 0 
ANNALS OFCl.AQOLOCY 2 om• 3 om• 0 0 0 
ANNUAL REVIEW ASTRONOMY&ASTROI'HYSICS s 0.04'1 8 0.1811 .5 0.1711 2 0.06 .. 0 
ANNUAL REVIEW EARTH & PLANIIT ARY Sci. 10 O.OS'I 16 0.3611 11 0.3811 13 0.38 .. 0 
ANNUAL REVIEW FLUID MECHANICS 3 O.oJ!I 12 0.27'1fo 2 Omll. 3 0.0911 0 
Al'ITARCTlC ). OFTIIE UNITED STATES 3 O.oJ'I 2 O.D4'1fo 0 0 0 
Al'IT ARCTIC SCIENCE 10 O.OS'I 0 1 O.oJll. 0 0 
ANT ARKTIKA.Al'IT ARCTIC. 1 0.01'1 10.1)2llo 0 0 0 
APEA). 18 0.15'1 3 Omll. 0 3 0.09lb 0 
APPUEDGEOCHEMISTRY 4 0.03'1 1 0.0211 3 0.10'1 1 0.03'1 4 0.68'1fo 
ARCHAEOMETRY 28 0.24'1 1 0.1)2llo 0 0 0 
ARCHJV LAGERSTATTGEOL BUN DES. W!EN 0 0 0 0 0 
ARCTIC 4 O.o311: 0 0 0 0 
ARCTIC & ALPINE RESEARCH 21 0.1811: 0 0 0 0 
ARGUMEI'IT A PALAOOBOT A.'IICA 0 0 0 0 0 
ARIZONA GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. D!GEST 9 0.08ll 3 0.07lb 8 0.28'1 1 0.03ll 0 
ARIZONA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. BULLETIN 16 0.14'!1 2 0.04 .. 0 0 0 
ARIZONA GEOLOGY 19 0.16ll 1 0.02lb 0 0 0 
ASOaAQON GEOLOGICA ARGEI'IT!NA. REV. 32 0.27ll 0 0 0 0 
ASTRONOMIC ALALMANAC a om 'I 0 0 0 0 
ASTROPHYSlCAL J. 78 0.6611: 19 0.42 .. 120 4.15'1 26 0.7:s'lfo 7 l.I9ll. 
ASTROPHYSlCAL ). SUPPL. 5 0.04ll 5 0.11'1 1 0.03ll 1 0.03'1; 0 
ASTROPHYSICS & SPACE SCIENCE 7 0.0611: 1 0.02ll 2 om!' 12 O.JS,; 0 
A TLAl'ITIC GEOLOGY 0 0 0 0 0 
ATOLL RESEARCH BUUETh'\1 7 0.06'!1 4 0.0911: 0 0 0 
AUFSCHLUS5 9 0.0811: 0 0 0 0 
AUSTRAUA BUR MIN RES GED & GEOPH. BULL 8 O.D7ll 9 0.2011: 0 0 0 
AUSTRAUA BUR MIN RES CED & GEOPH. RPT. 8 0.07 .. 4 0.09 .. 0 0 0 
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SERJAL TITLE INHCUAI .. CIRC .. trnEsES .. FAC . lloFAC FAC. li.FAC 

USE USE CIRC CITES THESES CITES CITES PUliS PUliS 

AUSTI(AUAN I. EARTH SCIENCES 'Sl 0.4811 II 0.2511. 1 O.Q311 0 0 

AUSTI(AUAN J. MARINE & FRESHWATER RES 17 0.1411 1 O.o211 0 0 0 
AUSTRIA. GEOL. BUNDESANSTALT. JHRB 1 0.0111 0 0 1 0.0311 0 

AUSTRIA. GEOL. BUNDESANST ALT. VERH. 4 O.Q311 0 0 1 0.0311 0 
BASIN RESEARCH 0 0 I O.Q311 0 0 
BA YERISCHE STAAT. PALAEO HlST CEO. MITT 4 O.Q311 0 0 0 0 
BAYLOR GEOLOGICAL STUDIES 6 O.OS11 0 0 0 0 
BEITRAGE ZUR MEERESKUNDE 3 O.Q311 0 0 0 0 

BELG:rUM. SERVICE GEOLOGIQUE. MEMO IRE 2 O.Q211o 0 0 0 0 

BERLINER GEOGRAPHISCHE ABHN 1 O.Qlll 0 0 0 0 

BIOSCIENCE 46 0.39'11 4 O.D911 0 0 0 

BMR J. OF AUSTRAUAN GEOLOGY 13 O.llll 2 0.1)411 0 I 0.03ll 0 

BOL. GEOCIENaAS PETROBRAS 4 O.Q3ll 0 0 0 0 

BOL.GEOFlSICA TEORECA EDAPPUCATA 1 O.Qlll 0 0 0 0 

BOL. GEOLOGIA. REV UNIV INDUST SANT AND 1 0.0111: 0 0 0 0 

BOL.IC.USP. SERlE CIENTlFICA a om.. 0 1 O.Q3ll 0 0 

BOL. PARANAENSE DE GEOCIENCIAS 4 O.Q3ll 0 0 0 0 
BOREAS a O.Q1ll 1 O.Q211 0 0 0 
BRGM (FRANCE). MEMOIRE 16 0.1411 4 O.D911 0 0 0 
BRGM (FRANCE). PRINC. RESULTATS SCI. 1 0.01ll 0 0 0 0 
BRJGHAM YOUNG UNIV. GEOLOGY STUDIES a om.. 3 O.Q111o 3 0.1011 0 0 

BRfllSH COLUMBIA. EN. MIN.PETR RES. PAP. 0 0 0 2 0.06'11. 0 

BRfllSH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. ANNUAL RPT. 3 O.Q311 1 O.o211. 0 0 0 

BRITISH GEOl.OG!CAL SURVEY.BGS RPT. 4 O.Q311 0 0 0 0 

BULETIN PERSATUAN GEOLOGI MALAYSIA. 4 O.Q311 4 O.D9'11. 0 0 0 

BULGARIAN GEOPHYSICAL J. 1 0.01'11. 0 0 0 0 

BUlL POliSH ACAD. SCIENCES. EARTH 4 O.Q311o 0 0 0 0 

BUlL ASSOC ENGINEERING GEOLOGISTS 21 0.18'11. 3om.. 1 O.Q311o 0 0 

BUlL BRJT MUSEUM (NAT HlST) GEOL. SERlES 32 0.2111. 0 0 0 0 

BUlL CANADIAN PETROLEUM GEOLOGY 19 0.1611. a o.l 8ll a 0.28'11. 0 0 

BULL. GEODESIQUE s 0.1)41!; 3 O.Q1ll 0 0 0 

BULL. INST OF EARTH SCI. ACAD SINIC 4 O.Q311o 0 0 0 0 

BUlL NAMING INST CEO MIN RESOURCE 5 0.1)411 0 0 0 0 

BUlL NTERN AT AS50C ENG GEOLOGISTS 3 O.oJll I O.Q211 0 0 0 

BUlL SEISMOLOGICAL SOCIET{ AMERICA 56 0.48'11 481.o7ll 24 0.8311: 15 0.4311 0 

BULL llffiGEOL SOCFINLAND 3 O.Q3'11 0 0 0 0 

BUlL VOLCANOLOGY 14 0.12'11 1 0.1611 1 O.o311 2 0.0611 0 

BULLETINS AMERJCAN PALEONTOLOGY 77 0.2311: 2 O.ll411o 1 O.o311 0 0 

BUTSURJ-T ANSA (GEOPHYS. EXPLORATION) 0 0 0 0 0 

CAHIERS DE MICROPALEONTOLOGIE 9 O.D811 s 0.1111 0 0 0 

CAHIERS GEOLOGIQUES 4 O.Q3t; 0 0 0 0 

CAHIERS ORSTOM. SERlE PEOOLOGIE 1 O.Ql11 10.Q211o 0 0 0 

CAUR)RNIA Dtv MINES &.CEO!. SPEGAL RPT. 54 0.4611 49 1.D911 9 0.3111 0 0 

CAuroRNIA DIY MINES&CEOL. BULL. 54 0.4611 54 1.2111 15 0.5211. 0 0 

CAUR)RNIA DIY MINES&CEOL. COUNTY RPT. 0 2 0.0411 1 O.Q311 0 0 

CAuroRNIA DIY MINES&CEOL. RPT STATE CEO 14 0.1211: 15 0.3411 2 om.. 0 0 

CAuroRNIA DIY OIL&GAS. ANN REP STATE On. 0 14 0.3111. 0 0 0 

CAUR)RNIA GEOLOGY 61 0.5711 12 0.2111o 3 0.1011. 0 0 

AllR)RNIA. DEPT WATER RES. BULL 16 0.1411 13 0.2911. 4 0.1411. 0 0 

CANADA. GEOL. SURV. BULLETIN 15 0.1311 6 0.1311 0 0 0 

CANADA. GEOL. SURV. ECON CEO!. RPT. 3 O.Q311 1 0.02'11. 0 0 0 

CANADA. GEOL. SURV. MEMOIR 1 0.0111 3 0.0711. 3 0.10'11. 0 0 

CANADA. GEOL. SURV. OPEN-ffiE RPT. 0 0 0 5 0.14'11. 0 

CANADA. GEOL. SURV. PAPER 25 0.21'11. 13 0.2911: 4 0.14'11. 6 0.17'11. 0 

CANADIAN !NST MINING& METAL CIM BULL 10 O.D8ll 1 0.02ll 0 0 0 

CANADIAN J. OF EARTH SCIENCES 117 0.9911 44 0.98'11 16 O.SS'll. 10 0.2911. 0 

CANADIAN MINERALOGIST II O.D911 3 0.0711: 0 1 0.03ll. 0 

CANADIAN MIN!NG j. 13 0.1111. 2 0.0411: 0 0 0 

CANADIAN SOC PETROL GEOL. CSPG RESERVOIR 1 0.0111. 2 0.1)411: 0 0 0 

CANADIAN SOC PETROL GEOL. MEMOIR 0 0 0 3 0.09'11 0 

CARBONATES& EVAPORJTES 0 0 0 0 0 

CARNEGIE INST. WASHINGTON. YEARBOOK 2 O.Q211o 1 O.Q211 s 0.1711: 1 0.0311: 0 

CASOPIS PRO MINERA!.OGn A GEOLOGII 14 0.1211. 2 0.0411 0 0 0 

CATENA 0 0 0 0 0 

CAVE SCIENCE 9 0.0811: 1 0.02'11. 0 0 0 

CAVES &.CAVING 1 0.014 0 0 0 0 

CCOP NEWSLETTER 1 0.0111: 0 0 0 0 

CCOPTECHNICAL BULLETIN 2 0.0211: 0 0 0 0 

CELESTIAL MEOIANICS & DYNAMICAl ASTRON. 1 O.Dlll 1 0.1611. 0 0 0 

CENT RECH SED MARIN PERPIGNAN. RECUEI!. 4 O.Q3ll 0 0 0 0 

CHEMICAl GEOLOGY 89 0.7611: 22 0.49ll 28 0.97% 30 0.87'11. 8 1.36'ro 

CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 3 0.03ll 1 omor. 0 0 0 

CHEMIE DER ERDE 2 0.02ll I 0.0211. 0 1 0.03'11. 0 

CHlKYU KAGAKU (EARTH SCIENCE) 18 0.1511: 2 0.04'ro I 0.03'11. I 0.03'11. 0 

OUNA SCI.& TECH ABS.CHEM, EARTH SCI EN 9 0.08'1: 0 0 0 0 

OUNESE j. OF GEOCHEM15111Y 2 O.D2ll 2 0.0411. 1 0.03ll 0 0 

CHINESE J. OF GEOPHYSICS 0 0 0 0 0 

CHISHITSU CHOSAJO. BULLETIN 35 O.JOll 0 I 0.03'10 0 0 
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CH!SHITSU OiOSAjO. CRUlSE RPT. 0 & 0.18'!1 0 0 0 

CHRONIQUE DE lJ\ REQffiRCHE MINTERE 4 0.113'!1 0 0 0 0 

CLA.USTHALER GEOLOG!SCHE ABH. 0 1 O.D2'!1 0 0 0 

CIA Y MINERALS 13 0.11'!1 0 0 0 0 

COAL 19 0.16'!1 6 0.13'!1 0 0 0 

COASfAL RESEARCH 2 O.D2'!1 0 0 0 0 

COLORADO SOiOOL MINES. PROF.COr-m!IB. 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

COLORADO SOiOOL MlNES. QUARTERLY 14 0.12'!1 9 0.20'!1 I 0.113'!1 0 0 

COMMISSlON GEOL MAP WORLD. BULL 4 0.113'!1 0 0 0 0 

COMPASS 6 O.OS'!I 0 0 0 0 

COMP\Jf A TIONAL SEISMOLOGY 0 5 0.11'!1 2 O.D7'!1 1 0.03'11. 0 

COMPIJTERS & GEOSCIENCES so 0.42'!1 3 O.D7'!1 I 0.113'!1 I 0.03'11. 0 

CONTINEI'IT AL SHEil' RESEAROi 51 0.43'!1 I 0.02'!1 0 0 0 

COJIITRJBUTIONS GEOLOGY NW TERR. 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 

COI'ITRIBUTIONS GEOLOGY, UNJV WYOMING 9 O.OS'!I I O.D2'!1 0 0 0 

COI'ITRJBUTIONS MINERALOGY & PETROLOGY &3 0.71'!1 92 2.D6'!1 74 2.56'!1 19 0.55'11. 0 

COPENHAGEN. GEOTEl<NISK INSTIT\JT 0 1 O.D2'!1 0 0 0 

pET ACEOUS RESEAROi 47 0.40'!1 3 O.D7'11. 0 0 0 

CRYSTAL RESEAROi & TECHNOLOGY 39 0.33'!1 1 O.D2'11. 0 0 0 

CUADERNOS DE GEOLOGIA lliERlCA 4 0.113'!1 2 O.D4'11. 0 0 0 

CURRENT TOPICS CHINESE SCI.SECT F.EARTI! SCI. 0 1 O.D211 0 0 0 

CUSHMAN FND R:>RAM RESEAROi. SPEC. PUB 11 O.D9'!1 43 0.96'11. 0 0 0 

DANISH l'O!J\R CENTER. NEWSLETTER 2 O.D2'!1 0 0 0 0 

DANMARKS GEOL. UNDERSOGELSE. ARBOG 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

DANMARKS GEOL. UNDERSOGELSE. RAPPORT 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

DANMARKS GEOL. UNDERSOGELSE. SERlE B. 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

DANMARKS GEOL. UNDERSOGELSE.n RAEJ<ICE 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

DANSK GEOLOG!SK R:>RENING. ARSSKRIFr 2 O.D2'!1 0 0 0 0 

DANSK GEOLOG!SK R:>RENING. BULL . 11 O.D9'!1 0 0 0 0 

DEEP SEA RESEARCH 33 0.28'!1 12 0.27lfo 0 9 0.26'!1 0 

DEUTSCHE GEOL.GESELLSCHAFr. NAOiRIOiTEN 4 0.113'!1 0 0 0 0 

DEUTSCHE GEOL.GESELLSCHAFr. ZEITSCHRIFT 24 020'!1 40.D911 0 0 0 

DIATOM RESEARCH 2 O.D2'!1 0 0 0 0 

EARn! & MINERAL SCIE."'CES 0 0 0 0 0 

EARn! & P!J\NETARYSCIENCE LETTERS 170 1.44'!1 38 0.&5'11. 61 2.11'11. 79 2.28lfo 11 1.87'11. 

EARn! EVOLUTION SCIENCES 0 1 0.0211 1 0.113'!1 0 0 

EARn! MOON & PLANETS 13 0.11'!1 2 O.D4'!1 0 28 0.81'!1 0 

EARn! SCIENCE· T. GIINA UNJV. GFOSC!ENC 34 0.29 ... 5 0.11'!1 0 0 0 

EARn! SCIENCES DISC 0 0 0 0 0 

EARn! SCIENCES HISTORY: T. HlST EARTH 3 0.113 ... 1 0.0211 0 0 0 

EARn! SURFACE PROCESSES & LANDR:>RMS 26 0.22'!1 5 0.11'!1 11 0.38'!1 1 0.03'11. 0 

EARnl·SCIENCE REVIEWS 28 0.24'J1, 6 0.13'!1 4 0.14'!1 0 0 

EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION RES.: EPR 5 O.D4'JI, 1 0.02'!1 0 0 0 

EARn! QUAKE RESEARCH IN C HINA 2 om ... 0 0 0 0 

EARTI!QUAKES & VOLCANOES 17 0.14 ... 0 0 0 0 

ECLOGAE GEOLOG!CAE HEL VETIAE 40 0.34'!1 2 0.0411 4 0.14'!1 0 0 

ECOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS 18 0.15'!1 4 O.D911 I 0.11311 0 0 

ECOLOGY 16 0.14'!1 4 O.D9'J1, 4 0.14'!1 0 0 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 81 0.69'!1 47 l.OS'JI, 32 1.11 ... 3 0.~ 1 0.17'J1, 

EESTI NSV TEADUSTE AKAD.TOIMET. GEOl. 4 0.113'!1 0 0 0 0 

EGYPTIAN J. OF GEOLOGY 4 0.03'!1 0 0 0 0 

E!SZE!T ALTER UNO GEGENW ART 0 0 0 0 0 

EU'·AQUlT AlNE CENT .REO'! EXPL·PROD .. BUll. 9 0.08'!1 1 0.02 ... 0 0 0 

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 10 O.OS'!I 3 O.D711 0 0 0 

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY & WATER SCI. 11 O.D9'!1 0 0 0 0 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 7 O.D6'!1 2 O.D4'J1, 0 2 0.06'11 0 

EOS 66 0.56'11 31 0.69'J1, 49 1.69'J1, 33 0.95'11 0 

EPISODES 27 0.23'!1 1 0.02 ... 0 1 0.03'!1 0 

ER!J\NGER GEOLOGlSCHE ABHD 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

ESCAP MINERAL RESOURCES DEV. SERIES 5 O.D4'!1 0 0 0 0 

ESTUAR!NE,COASfAL. & SHEil' SCIENCE 43 0.37'!1 7 0.1611 1 0.113'11 4 0.12'!1 0 

ESTUDIOS GEOLOGIC OS 14 0.12'!1 0 0 0 0 

ETH (SWTTZERU\ND).INST GEODAS!E. MITT. 0 1 O.D2'J1, 0 0 0 

EUROPEAN J. OF MINERALOGY 29 0.25'!1 0 9 0.31'11 4 0.12'11 0 

EVOLUTION 24 0.20'!1 5 0.11 ... 0 0 0 

EVOLUTIONARY THEORY 2 o.ou 1 0.02 ... 0 0 0 

EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICS 5 0.04'!1 1 0.02 ... 0 0 0 

FACIES 13 0.11'!1 1 O.D2'J1, 0 0 0 

FIELDIANA: GEOLOGY 5 O.D4'11 2 0.04 ... 0 0 0 

FlN!J\ND. GEOLT1.JI'K. TO!MINT AKERTOMU 0 0 0 0 0 

FINLAND. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. BULI.£T1N 4 0.0311 5 0.11 ... 0 0 0 

F!SICA DE lJ\ TIERRA 0 0 0 0 0 

FLORIDA BUR. GEOLOGY. BULLETL'I 0 3 0.07 ... 0 0 0 

FLORIDA BUR. GEOLOGY. !NRJ. C!RCU!J\R 1 0.01'!1 1 0.02 ... 0 0 0 

FLORIDA BUR. GEOLOGY. SPECIAL PUB. 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

FL\110 INCLUSION RESEARCH 0 0 0 0 0 

IOUJT ANI KOZI.ONY 6 0.05'!1 3 0.07 ... 0 0 0 

RJRTSCHRITTE GEOLOGIE RHEINLANDI. WES 2 0.021t 0 0 0 0 
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SERIAL TITLE lNKOU!II .. CIRC .. trnESES .. FAC . .. FAC FAC. !IFAC 

USE USE CIRC CITES 1HESES CITES CITES l'U1IS l'U1IS 
RJSSI!lUMCATALOCUS. I:ANIMAUA 21 0.18!1 0 0 0 0 

RJ5S1UUM CA TALOCUS. ll: J'L6.NI" AE 0 0 0 0 0 

FREillERGERroRSCHUNGSHEFTE.REIHE C:GEOW. 6 O.OSll 1 O.OZll 0 2 0.06!1 0 

GAN1COJ. JAPANESE ASSOC.MIN PET&ECONGEOL. 4 0.03!1 0 0 0 0 

GEO KATALOC 0 0 0 0 0 

CEO-MARINE LETTERS 40 0.34!1 0 0 0 0 

CEO-PROCESSING ' 0 3 0.1)7!1 0 0 0 

GEOARotAEOLOGY 0 0 0 0 0 

GEOBIOS 39 0.33 .. 2 O.G4!1 1 0.03!1 0 

GEOBYTE 21 0.18ll 3 0.1)7!1 0 0 0 

GEOCHEMICAL J. 17 0.14ll 2 O.G4 .. 2 0.1)7!1 1 0.03!1 2 0.34!1 

GEOCHEMISTRY INTERNATIONAL 44 0.37ll 7 0.1611. 3 0.10!1 1 0.03ll 0 

GEOCHIMICA m CH1U HUA HSUEH) 4 0.03ll 2 O.G4ll 0 0 0 

GEOCHIMICA ET COSMOCHIMICAACT A 173 1.4711 411.1)1!1 119 4.11" 116 3.35. 39 6.64!1 
GEOCHRONIQUE 3 0.03ll 0 0 0 0 
GEOCIENCIAS {UNlV EST ADUAL PAUUST A) 12 O.!Oll 0 0 0 0 
GEODERMA 7 O.D6ll IO.OZll 0 0 0 

GEODES! A 2 O.OZll 0 0 0 0 

GEODEZIIA I KARTOGRAF1lA 1 0.01!1 0 0 0 0 

GEODINAMICAACT A 7 O.D6!1 0 0 0 0 
GEODYNAMIQUE I 0.01ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOFISICA INTERNAOONAL 1 0.01!1 4 O.Q911 0 0 0 

GEOFIZII<Al KOZI..EMENYEK 1 0.01!1 10-02!1 0 0 0 
GEOFORUM 7 O.D6!1 10.0Zll 0 0 0 

GEOGRAPH GEOLOC.UNIV PALACICEHO OLOMOUCI 2 O.OZ!I 0 0 0 0 

GEOKHIMIIA 11 0.09lli 20.G4!1 0 1 0.03!1. 0 

GEOL SOC. otiNA. BULLETIN 0 5 0.11!1 0 0 0 

GEOL SOC. INDIA.). 39 0.33 .. 13 0..2911 0 0 0 

r.EOL SOC. JAMAICA. J. 0 0 0 0 0 

GEOLSOC. )APAN.J. 46 O.JK 20.G4ll 3 0.1M. 0 0 

GEOL SOC. LONDON. J. 54 0.46ll 25 0.56!1 10 0.35!1 7 0.2011 1 0.17!1 

GEOL SOC. LONDON. SPECIAL PUB. 0 0 23 0..!1011 11 0.3211 0 

GEOL SOC. LONDON. SPECIAL Rl'T. 5 O.G4!1 13 029 .. 0 0 0 

GEOL SOC. NORFOLK. BULLETIN 2 o.oz• 0 0 0 0 

GEOL SOC. SRI LANKA. J. 0 0 0 0 0 

GEOL SOC.LONDON. MEMOIR 2 O.OZll 3 O.D1ll 0 0 0 

GEOL SOCGLASGOW. PROCEEDINGS 0 3 O.D1ll 1 0.03ll 0 0 

GEOL. MINlNG&METAL. SOC INDIA. QUART). 3 0.03~ 0 0 0 0 

GEOL. SURV. EGYPT. ANNALS 5 O.G4" 0 0 0 0 

GEOL. SURV. INDIA. NEWS 9 O.OSll 1 O.OZll 0 0 0 

GEOL. SURV. INDIA. RECORDS 29 0.25!1 9 0.20!1 0 1 0.30!1 0 
GEOL. SURV. IRELAND. BULLETIN 4 0.03!1 0 0 0 0 

GEOL. SURV. SOUTH AFRICA. BULL. 9 0.08!1 1 0.0211 0 0 0 

GEOLOC 4 0.03 .. 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOG LANDES. BADEN WURTTEMBERG. )HRT 5 O.G4ll 10.0Zll 0 0 0 

GEOLOGIA COLOMBIAN A 2 O.OZ!I. 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGIA SUDETICA 0 1 o.oz .. 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICA BALCANICA 26 0.22ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICA BAV ARICA 1 0.0111 1 O.OZll 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICA CA.RPATinCA 21 0.18ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICA ET PALAEONTOLOGICA 5 O.G4ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICA HUNGARICA. SERIES GEOL. 1 0.01ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICA ROMAN A 4 0.03ll 20.G4ll 3 O.!Oll 0 0 

GEOLOGICAL ASSOC. CANADA. PROGR. ABS. 0 0 0 7 0.20ll 0 

GEOLOGICAL ASSOC. CANADA. SPEC. PAPER 7 O.D6ll 6 0.13 .. 1 0.03'1'. 0 0 

GEOLOGICAL CORRELATION 2 O.OZll 1 O.OZll 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICAL CURATOR 3 0.03ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICAL). 14 0.12ll 2 O.G4ll 2 0.1)1'1'. 1 0.03'1!0 0 

GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE 60 0.51'1!0 23 0.51'JI 6 0.21'1'. 0 0 

GEOLOGICKE PRACE 5 O.G4ll 2 O.G4'JI 0 0 0 

GEOLOGICKY PRUZKUM 6 O.OSll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGIE DE LA FRANCE a 0.1)7!1 3 0.1)7ll 0 0 0 

GEOLOGIE EN MI)NllOUW 23 0.20'1!0 40.o9ll 1 0.03'1!0 0 1 0.17ll. 

GEOLOGIE MEDITERRANEENNE 0 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGl!A I GEOFIZIKA 21 0.18 .. 1 O.OZ!I 0 0 0 

GEOLOGl!A RUDNYKH MESTOROZHDENn 4 0.03ll. 2 0.0411. 0 0 0 

GEOLOGIIA smiRI I DAL'NEGO VOSTOKA 12 0.1011 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGISCHE ABHANDLUNGEN HESSEN 0 1 O.OZll. 0 0 0 

GEOLOGISCHE BLATTER NORDOST-BAYERN&ANGRENZ 8 0.07ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGISCHE RUNDSCHAU 26 0.22ll 4 0.09!1 4 0.14ll 4 0.12'1' 0 

GEOLOGISCHES )HRB.A:ALLGEMEINE&REGIONALE 16 0.14ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGISCHES Jl-IRB.B: REGION ALE GEOL. AUSLA 2 0.02ll 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGISCHES )HRB.C:HYDROG .. INGENTEURG 2 0.02_11 0 0 Ol 0 

GEOLOGISCHES JHRB.D: MIN PET GEOot LAGERST A 0 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGISCHES )HRB.E: GEOPHYSII< 4 0.0311. 1 0.02.,. 0 0 0 

GEOLOGISCHES )HRB.F: BODENKUNDE 3 0.03.,. 0 0 0 0 

GEOLOGISTS' ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS 56 0.48'1!0 3 0.07ll 5 0.17ll. 1 0.03'1'. 0 

GEOLOGY 94 O.BO!I 58 1.30ll 104 3.59'1'. 40 1.16!1 7 1.19ll. 
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APPENDIX I· UCLA SERIAL DATA 

SERIAL TITLE INHOUS1I lfo CIRC lfo THESES lfo FAC. lf.FAC FAC. lf.FAC 

USE USE CIRC cm;s I THESES cm:s cm:s I'U1IS PUBS 

GEOLOGY TODAY 36 0.31lfo 3 O.D7lfo 0 0 0 

GEOl06KI Gl.ASNlK. BUll. GFOl..OGlQUE 1 0.01lfo 0 0 0 0 

GEOL06KI VjESNlK. BUll. GEOLOGIQUE 4 0.(13'11 10.D2lfo 0 0 0 

GEOMAGNETISM & AERONOMY 9 0.08'1 13 0.29lfo 0 20 0.5811 0 

GEOMAGNETIZI."-1 I AERONOMJIA 0 0 0 2 0.0611 0 

GEOMICROBIOLOGY J. 6 O.OS'II 2 O.o4lfo 2 O.D7lfo 0 0 

GEOMORPHOLOGY 2 O.D2'1 0 0 0 0 

GEOPHYSICAl &ASTROPHYS FliJID DYNAMICS 16 0.14'11 0 16 0.55'1 36 1.0411 15 2.5611 

GEOPHYSICAl J. (GEOF!ZlCHESK!l ZHURNAl) 0 0 3 0.10'1 1 0.03!{. 0 

GEOPHYSICAl J. INTERNATIONAl lfl 0j411 63 U1lfo 43 UH 41 1.18lfo 16 2.73lfo 

GEOPHYSICAl MAGAZINE 0 3 O.D7'1 1 0.(13'1 0 0 

GEOPHYSICAl MONOGRAPH 24 0.20'1 0 23 0.10'1 41 1.18'1 4 0.68!{. 

GEOPHYSICAl PR06PECTING 13 0.11'1 0 0 0 0 

~EOPHYSICAl RESEARCH LETTERS 102 O.lfl'l 37 0.&3'1 66 2.2811 264 7.63'1 91 15..50!{. 

~EO PHYSICS 33 0.2811 13 0.29'1 1 0.(1311 3 0.09'1 0 

k;J;OPHYSICS, 11iE lEADING EDGE 6 O.OS'I 0 0 0 0 

~EOPHYSIK UND GFOl.DGIE 1 0.01'1 0 0 0 0 

GEOPHYTOLOGY 8 O.D711 6 0.13'1 0 1 0.03'1 0 

~EOREF 0 0 0 0 0 

k;J;ORGIAGFOL&WATER RES. DIY. BULLETIN 2 O.D2 0 0 0 0 

<OE06 2 0.112'1 0 0 0 0 

GE06 (ENERGY,MINES,&RESOURCES CANADA) 5 0-04'1 1 0.11211 0 0 0 

GE05CIENCE CANADA 32 0.27'1 1 0.112'1 1 0.(13'1 0 0 

GE06CJENCE INTO. SOC. PROCEEDINGS 3 0.(13'11 1 O.D2'1 0 0 0 

GE06CJENCE J. (lUCKNOW, INDIA) 4 0.(13'1 4 O.o9'1 0 0 0 

GE06CJENCE WISCONSIN 2 O.o2'1 I O.o2'1 0 0 0 

GEOSCJEm15J' 8 O.D711 0 0 0 0 

GE06TANDARDS NEWSLETTER 4 0.(13'1 0 0 1 0.03'1 0 

GEOTECTONJCS I 0.01'1 2 0-04'1 0 3 0.09ll 0 

GEO'ICICJ'ONISCHE RJRSCHUNGEN 0 0 0 0 0 

GEO'Il!ERMAl RESOURCES COUNCil BUll. 2 O.o2'1 2 0-04'1 0 0 0 

!GEOTHERMAL RESOURCESCOUNOLSPEC.RPT. 0 0 2 O.D7ll 0 0 

~EOIHERMAl SERVlCE CANADA.GEOTHER.SERIES. 1 0.01'1 0 0 0 0 

GEarHERMICS 9 0.08ll 1 0.02ll 1 0.03ll 0 0 

GEcmMES 34 0.29'1 3 O.D711 0 0 0 

~ERLANDS BEITRAGE ZUR GIDPHYSIX 1 O.D1ll 2 O.o4ll 0 0 0 

GFF: GEOlOGISXA FORENINGERHANDUNGAR 32 0.27'1 2 O.o4ll 2 O.D7ll 0 0 

!GHANA. GEOlOGICAl SURVEY. BUllETIN 0 4 O.o9ll 0 0 0 

GIORN ALE 01 GEOLOGIA 6 O.OSll 0 1 0.03ll 0 0 

leLA FACHBERICHTE 0 0 0 0 0 

GlOBAl BIOGEOCHEMICAl CYCLES • O.D711 0 0 0 0 

GLOBAl TECTONJCS & METALLOGENY 0 0 0 0 0 

k;oNOWANA NEWSLETTER 1 O.D1ll 0 0 0 0 

GOSUDARSTVENNOGOOKEANOGRAF.JNST.TRUOY 2 O.D2ll 0 0 0 0 

k;RANA 6 O.OS'I 10.D2ll 0 0 0 

IGROENLANDS GEOL UNDERSOEGLSE. BUll. 0 0 1 O.a:llfo 0 0 

GROENLANDS GEOL UNDERSOEGLSE.RAPI'ORT 0 0 1 0.03lfo 0 0 

<ORONDBOOR EN HAMER 6 O.OSll 1 O.olll 0 0 0 

~A AIISTRACTS W PROGRAMS 112 0.9Sll 19 0.42ll 62 2.14'11 22 0.6411 0 

~A BUlLETIN 282 2.40'1 110 2.4611 197 6..11'1 31 Q.9011 1 0.17lfo 

GSA MAP & CHART SERIES 0 0 0 1 0.0311 0 

GSA MEMOIR 49 0.42'1. 64 1.63'1. 20 0.69'11 10 0.2911 0 

GSA SPEOAL PAPER 29 0.25!{. 48 1.D7'1o 21 OjJ'II 13 0.3811 0 

<:;Ul.FCOAST ASSOC.GEOL.50CIET1ES. TRANS. 14 0.12'1. 2 0-04!{. 0 0 0 

HAMBURG UNIV. GEOLOG-PALEONT INST.MJTT. 16 0.14'1. 3 O.D7ll 0 0 0 

HANNOVER UNJV. GEOLOG INSTITUT. MITT. 5 0-04!{. 20-04'1. 0 0 0 

HERCYNJCA 6 O.OS'Io 0 0 0 0 

HIGH PRESSURE RESEARCH 0 0 0 0 0 

HIMALAYAN GEOLOGY 3 0.0311 2 0-0411 0 0 0 

HISTORICAL BIOLOGY 0 0 0 0 0 

HOKI<AIDO DAIGAICU.RIGAKUBU. J FAC.SO.GEOL 3 0.03ll 0 2 O.D7'!1 0 0 

HOLOCENE 0 0 0 0 0 

HSIEN T AITI 1<'0 YUN TUNG YEN CHJU 3 0.03!{. 0 0 0 0 

HYDROLOGICAL PROCESSES 0 0 0 0 0 

HYDROLOGICAl SOENCES J. 3 0.0311 0 0 0 0 

IAHS • AISH PUBUCATION 0 0 1 0.03'11 1 0.03'11 0 

ICARUS 89 0j611 59 1.32!{. 20 0.69'11 80 2.31'11 TO 1.70!{. 

ICE 4 0.0311 0 0 0 0 

ICHNOLOGY NEWSLETTER 13 0.11!{. 3 0.o7!{. 0 0 0 

IDAHO BUR. MINES & GEOLOGY. BUll. 0 0 1 0.03'11 0 0 

n.LINOIS GEOL SURVEY. CIRCUlAR 3 0.03lfo 0 0 0 0 

ILUNOIS GEOL SURVEY. GUIDEBOOK 2 O.o27. 0 0 0 0 

ILUNOIS GEOl. SURVEY. OCCASIONAL PAPER 1 0.01!{. 0 0 0 0 

INDIAN GFOLOGISTS ASSOC. BUll. 0 0 0 0 0 

INDIAN J. OF EARTH SCIENCES 4 0.03'!1 0 0 0 0 

INDIAN J. OF GEOLOGY 0 0 0 0 0 

INDIANA GFOL SURVEY. SPEOAl-RPT. 2 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 

dO 
INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 63 0.377. 4 0.09'11. 0 0 0 



APPENDIX 1- UCLA SERIAL DATA 

SERIAL TITLE IN1tCUn .. C!RC .. trnEsES .. FAC. li.FAC FAC . li.FAC 

USE USE C!RC CITES THESES CITES CITES PUliS PUliS 
lNTTIAL RI'TS DEEP SEA DRILUNG PROTECT 20 0.1711 112 1.83llo 46 1.5911 s 0.1 411 0 
!NST ROY SCI NAT DE BELG. BUll. SCI TERR 1 0.0111 10.D2llo 0 1 0.0311 0 
IN ST. GEOLOGIE BASSIN D" AQUIT AINE. BULL 4 O.D311 0 0 0 0 
!NSTITUr A OKEANOLOGO 1M P .P. SHlJISHOV A. 1R 3 O.D311 0 0 0 0 
INSTITUrO ANT ARCTlCO Clffi.ENO. SER.OENT. 0 1 O.D211 0 0 0 
!NSTITUrO CEOFISICA UNAM MEXICO AN AlES 0 1 0.0211 0 0 0 
!NSIYilJI" CEOLOGICZNY BIUL. 2 O.D2llo 2 0.11411 0 0 0 
!NSIYilJI" CEOLOGICZNY.I'RACE 3 O.DJll. 2 0.11411 0 0 0 
INl"ERNATlONAl GEOLOGY REVIEW 16 0.73llo 10 0.2211 0 0 0 
INl"ERNATlONALJ.OFCOALGEOLOGY 0 4 O.D91fo 0 0 0 
INl"ERNATlONAL J. ROCX MECH.I.GEOMECH. 4 O.DJllo 10.D2llo 0 0 0 
INl"ERNATlONAL NANNO!"V.NXTTN ASSOC.NEWS. s 0.11411 20.114llo 0 0 0 
INl"ERNATlONAl SEISMOI.OGICAL CENTRE. BULL 0 6 0.13llo 0 0 0 
lOP NEWSLETTER aNT .ORG PALEOBOTANY) 0 0 0 0 0 
IRISH J. OF EARTH SCIENCES 4 O.D311 0 0 0 0 
ISOCHRON /WEST 7 O.D611 10.D2llo 3 0.1011 0 0 
ISRAEL J. OF EARTH SCIENCES 30 0.2511 30~ 0 0 0 
ITALY. SERVIZIOCEOLOGICO. 80lLE111NO 0 2 0.114'11 0 0 0 
!TOG! NAUlCII TEICHNlJCI: STRAT, PALEO 2 O.D211 0 0 0 0 
IZVESl1lA VYSS.UCHEBZA VEDENO.GEOLI RAZ 20 0.1711 3 O.D711 0 0 0 
J. OF AFRICAN EARTH SCl & MIDDLE EAST II 0.1511 S 0.1111 0 1 0.0311 0 
J. OF APPL!ED GEOPHYSICS 1 0.0111 10.0:Z 0 0 0 
J. OF ATMOSPHERIC & TERREST1UAl. PHYS!CS 12 0.10.: 10 0.2211 1 O.D311 s 0.1411 0 
J. OF ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY 0 0 0 0 0 
J.OFCOASTAl RESEARCH 0 0 0 0 0 
J. OF CONCHOLOGY 4 O.DJllo 2 0.11411 0 0 0 
J. OF EARTH SCIENCES (NAGOYA. JAPAN) 3 O.DJllo 1 O.D2llo 0 0 0 
J. OF FlUID MECHANICS 33 0.21llo 360.1011. 54 1.1711 41 1.18llo • 1.36llo 
J. OF FORAMINIFERAL RESEARCH s O.ll4llo II 1.11llo 0 0 0 
J. OF GEOCHEMICAL EXPLORATION • O.D711 17 O..Jillo 0 0 0 
J. OF GEODYNAMICS s 0.11411 2 O.ll4ll. 0 0 0 
J. OF GEOLOGICAl EDUCATION 2S 0.2111 10.D2llo 0 0 0 
J. OF GEOLOGY 94 0.1011 45 l.Oillo 55 1.9011 16 0.4611 0 
J. OF GEOMAGNETISM & GEOELECTRIC!TY • O.D711 9 0.20'11 4 0.14llo 13 0..3111 3 O.S1llo 
J. OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 507 4.3111 153 3.4211 373 12.8911 1076 31.1011 216 36.8011 
. OFGV.OOI.OGY 11 0.1411 14 0.3111 0 0 0 

J. OF GREAT lAKES RESEARCH 4 O.D311 S 0.1111 0 0 0 
. OF HIMAV. Y AN GEOLOGY 0 0 0 0 0 
. OF IRREPRODUOBLE RESULTS 11 O.D91fo 0 0 0 0 
. OF JAPANESE ASSOC PETROLEUM TEO!NOL. 4 O.DJllo 40.()911 0 0 0 
. OF MARINE RESEARCH 6 O.OS11 1 O.D211 0 6 0.1711 0 
. OF METAMORPHIC GEOLOGY 13 0.1111 3 O.D7ll 7 0.2411 0 0 
. OF MICROPALEONTOLOGY 14 0.1211 4 O.D91fo 0 1 0.0311 0 
. OF MOLLUSCAN STUOIE5 2 O.D2llo 10.D211 0 2 0.06 .. 0 
. OF NATURAl DISASTER SCIENCE 1 0.0111 0 0 0 0 

J. OF PALEOLIMNOLOGY 0 0 0 0 0 

J. OF PALEONTOLOGY 36 0.2911. 411.D7ll 9 0.3111 s 0.1411 0 

J.OFPALYNOLOGY 2 O.D211 1 0.0211 0 0 0 

J. OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGY • O.D7ll s 0.1111. 1 O.D311 1 0.0311 1 0.17'1. 

. OF PETROLEUM TEO!NOLOGY 0 0 0 0 0 

J. OF PETROLOGY 11 0.0911 23 0.51'1. 2S 0.1611 4 0.12ll 2 0.3411 

J. OF PHYS!CS OF THE EARTH • O.D711 3 O.D711 I 0.2111 3 0.0911 0 

J. OFSEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 69 0.5911 52 1.1611 52 1.1011. • 0.2311 0 
J. OF SOUTH AMERICAN EARTH SCIENCES 2 O.D211 0 0 0 0 
J. OF SOUTH-EAST ASIAN EARTH SCIENCES 5 0.0611 0 0 0 0 

J. OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 2S 0.2111 21 0.6011 33 1.1411 22 0.6411 1 0.1711 

J. OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES 10 O.D811 • 0.1811 2 0.0711 90 2.6011 3 0.5111 

). OF THE GEODETIC SOC JAPAN I 0.0111 3 0.0711 0 0 0 

J. OFTHE PAV.EOSOC.INDIA 3 0.0311 4 0.0911 0 0 0 

J. OFTHEGEOL SOC!RAQ I 0.01'1. 0 0 0 0 
J. OF VOLCANOLOGY&GEOIHER. RES. 2S 0.21ll 14 0.3111 4 0.1411 3 0.09ll 0 
)OEKULL 0 3 0.07l(, 0 0 0 

KANSAS GEOL SURV. BULLETIN 3 0.0311 2 0.114'1. 0 0 0 

KAZAN CBULL VOLCANOL SOC JAPAN) 2 0.0211 4 0.09llo 0 0 0 
KWART ALNIK CEOlOGICZNY 13 0.1 UI 0 0 0 0 

KYUSHU DAIGAI<U RIGAKUBU. MEM GEOL 0 1 0.0211 0 0 0 
KYUSHU DAIGAI<U RIGAKUBU. SCl REPTS DEPT.GEO 4 0.0311 1 0.0211. 0 0 0 
V.MONT·DOHER1Y CEOL OBSERV. YEARBOOK 5 0.11411 1 0.02_'11 0 0 0 
lETHAIA 17 0.1 4ll 10 0.2211 2 O.D711 3 0.0911 0 

UMNOlOGY & OCEANOGRAPHY 47 0.40ll 12 0.2111 0 0 2 0.3411 

liTHOLOGY & MINERAL RESOURCES 6 O.OSll 3 O.D711 0 0 0 
liTH OS 17 0.14ll 4 0.0911 5 0.17"- 1 0.03'1: 0 

UTOLOGOA I POLEZNYE ISKOPAEMYE 8 0.07ll 0 0 0 0 
LUNAR & PU.NE1ARYSCIENCECONF.ABS. 0 0 3 0.10~ 14 2.43'1: 0 
LUNAR & PlANE1 ARY SCIENCE CONF. PROC. 0 0 2 0.07"- 133 3.14'1: 7 1.19ll 

MADEN TETKIX VE ARAMA ENSITTIJSU. BULL 4 0.03ll 0 0 0 0 
MAGYAR ALV.MI FOLDT ANI !NTEZ!iT. EVK. 2 0.02ll 0 0 0 0 
MAGYAR GEOFIZIKA 0 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX I- UCLA SERIAL OAT A 

SERIAL TITLE INitOUSI llo CIRC llo trnE.sES llo FAC. li.FAC FAC. li.FAC 

USE USE CIRC CITES nrESES CITES CITES PUBS PUBS 

MAINZER GEOWISSENSCHAF11.101E MITT. 2 Om '!I 0 0 0 0 

MALACOL(X;!A s O.G4'JI 8 0.1811. 0 0 0 

MANUSCRli'T A GEODAETICA s 0.04'!1 I Omll. 0 0 0 

MAPPING SCIENCES & RE."'OTE SENSING 28 0.24'!1 0 0 0 0 

MARINE & PETROLEUM GEOLOGY 9 0.08'!1 I 0.0211. I O.lXlllo 0 0 

MARINE OIEMISTRY 22 0.19'!1 2 0.0411. 2 0.0711. 3 0.09llo 4 0.6811. 

MARINE GEOLOGY 61 0.58'!1 17 0.3811. 4 0.14'!1 0 0 

MARINE GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCHES I O.OI'JI 0 0 0 0 

MARINE POLLUTION BliU.EilN 21 0.1811 24 0.54llo 0 1 0.03llo 0 

MARINEMICROPALEONTOLOGY 19 0.1611 17 0.38'!1 0 0 0 

MA1HEMATICAL GEOLOGY 9 O.o811 0 0 3 0.09llo 0 

MEDDELELSER OM GROENU.ND. COOS. 0 0 0 0 0 

MEDEDEUNGEN Rlj1<S GEOL. !XENST I 0.0111. 0 0 0 0 

MEMOR!E SC!ENZE GEOL. (UNTV PAOOV AJ 7 O.D611 0 0 0 0 

MERC!AN GEOLOGIST 8 O.D711 0 0 0 0 

METEORITICS 3 O.ll311 4 0.0911 0 40 1.16llo 13 2.21!1. 

METEORITIKA 0 1 0m11 0 I 0.03llo 0 

MEYN!ANA 2 O.D211 2 O.G4'JI 0 0 0 

MICROPALEONTOLOGY 25 0.2111 26 0.58!1 0 0 0 

MINERAUUM DEPOSITA 17 0.1411 7 0.1611 0 0 0 
MINERALOGICA ET PETROGRAI'HlCA ACT A 0 1 0m11 2 O.D711 0 0 

MINERALOGICAL ABSTRACTS 0 0 0 0 0 

MINERALOGICAL). 4 O.ll311 0 0 0 0 

MINERALOGICAl MAGAZINE 35 0.3011 8 0.18!1 s 0.1711 2 0.06'11 0 

MINERALOGICAL RECORD 37 0.3111 4 O.o911 0 0 0 

MINE.RALOGICHESKII ZH\JRN AL 1 0.0111 2 O.D411: 0 0 0 

MINERALOGY &. PETROLOGY 8 O.o711 0 0 2 0.06'!1 I 0.17!1. 

MINING ANNUAL REVIEW I O.o711 0 0 0 0 
MINlN G J. 2a 0.24!1 0 0 0 0 
MINING MAGAZINE 19 0.1611: 8 0.18!1. 0 0 0 

MINNESO!"A GEOL SURV. BULLETIN 0 0 1 0.03llo 0 0 

MINNESO!"A GEOl SURV. RPT. INVEST. 2 0.0211: 1 om.: I O.ll311: 0 0 

MISSISSIPPI BUR. GEOLOGY. BULLETIN 0 1 Omll. 0 0 0 

MISSISSIPPI GEOLOGY 1 0.0111: 1om.: 0 0 0 

MISSOURI GEOl. SURV. RPT.INVEST. 1 O.D1_11: 0 0 0 0 

MITIEILUNGEN OSTERREIOIISCH1: GEOL GESEL 1 0.0111 0 0 0 0 

MODERN GEOLOGY 10 O.D811 2 0.()411: 0 1 0.03!1 0 

MOLE~ PHYlOGENETICS &. EVOLUTION 0 0 0 0 0 

MONT ANA BUR.MINES & GEOLOGY. BULL. 0 10 0.2211 0 0 0 

MONT ANA BUR.MINES &. GEOLOGY. MEMOIR 1 O.D111 4 ·O.o911 1 O.lXlllo 0 0 

MONTANA BUR.MINES &. GEOlOGY. SPEC. PUB. 2 O.D211: 0 I O.ll311: 0 0 

MONTEVIDEO.MUS NATHIST. COMM. PALEO. 3 O.ll311 0 0 0 0 

MOROCCO. SERV. GEOL. NOTES ET MEMOIRES 1 O.D111 7 0.1611 0 0 0 

MORSKOI GIDROF!ZIOlESKII ZHURNAL 0 1 0.0211 0 0 0 

MOSCOW UNJV. GEOLOGY BULI.ETlN 25 0.2111 0 0 0 0 
MOSCOW. GOSUD. OKEANCGRAFINST. TRUDY 2 0m11 0 0 0 0 

MOSKOV GOSUD UNJV .LOMONOSOVA.VEST. 11 O.o911: 0 0 0 0 

MOSKOVSKOE OBSHCH.ISP PRIRODY. Bll/Ll. 12 0.1011 8 0.18!1. 0 0 0 

MOUNTAIN GEOLOGIST 14 0.1211 0 0 0 0 

MUNSTERSCHE FORSCHUNGEN GEOL.&.PAL. 9 O.o811 I om11 0 0 0 
MUSEE ROY AFRIQUE CENT.DPT GEOL.RAI'T ANN. I O.olllo I om11 0 0 0 
MUSEOPI.J\TA.REVISTA.NUEVASER!EJ'At.EO. 2 O.D211 0 0 0 0 

MUSEUM NATIONAl DHIST NAT. BULL. 8 O.o711 0 0 0 0 

MUSEUM NATIONAl DHIST NAT. MEMOIRES 1 O.Oillo 0 0 0 0 
NATO A5l SERIES C 0 0 11 0.38'!1 13 0.3811 0 
NATURAL HAZARDSo ). !NT SCX: PREV /MITIG HAZAR 0 0 0 0 0 

NATURAl RESOURCES FORUM I O.Oillo 0 0 0 0 

NATURE 441 3.75!1. 128 2.86!1. 82 2..83'!1 115 3.32'!1 13 2.21!1. 

NAll11lU5 19 0.1611 30.D7llo 0 0 0 

NEOTECTONICS 1 0.0111 1 0.02llo 0 0 0 
NEUES ]HRB GEOL(X;!E&.P AlAO ABHD 29 0.2511 2 0.04!1. 0 0 0 

NEUES ]HRB GEOLOG!E&.PALAO. MONT. 43 0.3711 4 0.09llo 0 0 0 

NEUES ]HRB MINERALOGIE. ABHD. IS 0.1311 5 0.11ll. I O.ll311 I 0.03!1 0 

NEUES ]HRB MINERALOG!E. MONT. 9 0.0811 2 0.0411 I 0.0311 4 0.12!1 0 
NEVADA BUR. MINES &GEOLOGY BULLETIN s 0.0410 19 0.4211 II 0.3811: 0 0 
NEVADA BUR. MINES &GEOLOGY MAP 0 0 0 3 0.09llo 0 
NEVADA BUR. MINES &GEOLOGY RPT. 0 0 2 O.D711: 0 0 

NEVADA BUR. MINES &GEOLOGY SPEC. PUB 0 0 2 O.D711: 0 0 

NEW MEXICO BUR MINES &MIN RES. MEMOIR I O.Oillo 5 O.llllo 0 0 0 
NEW MEXICO GEOLOGY 6 O.OSllo I 0.0211 0 0 0 
NEW YORK MUSEUM&. SCI SERV. MEMOIR 0 0 I O.ll311 0 0 
NEW ZEALAND GEOL.SURV. PALEO . BULL. I 0.0111 8 0.1811 0 0 0 
NEW ZEAI.J\ND ]. GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS 13 O.llllo 30.D711 0 0 0 
NEW ZEAI.J\ND ]. MARINE&FRESHW A TER RES. 5 O.D4llo s 0.1111 0 0 0 
NEW ZEALAND NAT SCX: EARTHQUAKE ENG.BULL. I 0.0111 0 0 0 0 
NEW ZEALAND SEISMOLOGICAl RPT. I O.Oillo 0 0 0 0 
NEWSLETTERS ON STRA TIGRAI'HY 16 0.14llo 4 0.09llo 0 0 0 

82 NIPR SYMP. ANT ARCTIC METEORITES. PROC. 0 0 0 27 0.7811 0 



APPENDIX 1- UCLA SERIAL DATA 

SERIAL TITU ....,... ~ CIRC ~ irnEsES ~ FAC. ~FAC FAC. ~FAC 

USE USE CJRC CITES n!ESE5 CITES CITES PUBS PUBS 

NOAA 0 1 om~ 0 0 0 

NOMEN NUDUM 6 o.os~ 0 0 0 0 

NON·FERROUS METAL DATA 1 0.01~ 0 0 0 0 
NORDIC HYDROLOGY 3 O.o3~ 1 0.0211 0 0 0 

NORCESGEOL UNDERSOKELSE. BULL. - 9 O.o811 0 0 0 0 

NORCES GEOL. UNDERSOKELSE. SKRIFTER 7 0.()611 0 0 0 0 
NORCES GEOL UNDERSOKELSE. SPEC. PUB. 0 0 0 0 0 

NO~KG&Xne~KTI~~ 10 O.o811 3 O.o7ll 0 0 0 

NO~K POLAR-INSTITUT. ARBOK 4 O.o311 2 O.o4~ 0 0 0 

NO~K POLARINSTITUTT. SKRIFrER 2 O.D2ll 2 0-0411; 0 0 0 

NORnl CAROLINA. GEOL SURV. SECTION. BULL 0 4 0.()911; 0 0 0 

NORnl DAXOf A GEOL SURV. BULL. 0 9 0.2011; 0 0 0 

NORlBEASTERN GEOLOGY 8 O.o7ll 0 0 0 0 
NORTHERN MINER 53 0.4511; 0 0 0 0 

NORTIIWEST GEOLOGY 1 O.D111 0 0 0 0 

NOVINKY UTERATURY: GEOL. GEOGRAF 1 O.D111 0 0 0 0 

NOVYE DANNYE MINERALAJ<H 1 0.01ll 5 0.1111 0 0 0 

NSS BULL NATIONAL SPEOLOGICAL SCX:. 3 O.o311 1 O.D2ll 0 0 0 

NUCUAR GEOPHYSICS 0 0 0 0 0 

OBERRHEINlSCHER GEOL VEREIN. JAHRESB. 4 O.o311 0 0 0 0 

OCEAN DRILLING PROGRAM. !'ROC. SCI. RI'T. 0 0 1 O.o311 2 0.0611 0 

OCEAN DRILLING PROGRAM. PROC.JNITIAL RPf 0 0 1 O.o311 0 0 

OCEAN YEARBOOK 1 0.0111; 0 0 0 0 

OCEANOGRAPHY & MEICOROLOGY 2 O.D2 0 0 0 0 

OCEANOLOCICAACTA 16 0.14• 1 O.D2ll 0 1 0.0311; 0 

OCEANOLOGY ACAD. SCIENCES USSR 11 0.1511 4 0.0911 0 1 0.03ll 0 

OCEANUS 12 O.lOll ' 0.13ll 0 0 0 

OFFSHORE SERVICES" TEOINOLOGY 1 0.0111 0 0 0 0 

i<>FIOUII 10 o.on 3 O.o7ll 0 0 0 

OHIO STATE UNJV. INST POLAR Sl1JDIES. RI'T. 2 O.o2ll 0 0 0 0 

O!L .. GASJ. 41 0.4111 0 0 s 0.14~ 0 

OKEANOLOGIIA. OCEANOLOGY 7 0.()611 0 0 0 0 

OKLAHOMA GEOL SURV. BULLETIN 0 6 0.1311; 0 0 0 

OKLAHOMA GEOL SURV. CIRCULAR 1 O.Dlll 1 0.0211 0 0 0 

OKLAHOMA GEOL SURV. GUIDEBOOK 0 1 O.D211 0 0 0 

OKLAHOMA GEOLOGY NOTES 10 0.0111; 6 0.13 0 0 0 

ORE GEOLOGY REVIEWS 3 O.o311 3 Omll 0 0 0 

OREOON DEPT GEOL&.MIN. JNOOST. BULL 3 O.o311 0 1 O.o3ll 0 0 

OREOON DEPT GEOL&.MIN. INDUST. SPEC PAP. 3 O.o311 0 0 0 0 

OREOON GEOLOGY 3 O.o3ll 0 0 0 0 

ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 43 0.31ll 11 0.4011 12 0.41ll 17 0.49~ 8 1.36lr. 

ORIGINS OF LIFE "EVOLUTION BIOSPHERE 0 0 0 0 0 

OVERSEAS GEOLOGY" MIN. RESOURCES 2 O.D2ll 0 0 0 0 

PAOFIC PETROLEUM GEOLOGIST NEWS. 0 0 0 0 0 

PALACKY UNJV. GEOGRAPHJCA GEOLOCICA 2 O.D2ll 0 0 0 0 

PALAEOBOTANlST 6 O.OSll 5 O.ltll 0 0 0 

PALAEOGEOG.I'ALAEOCUM.PALAEOECOL. 61 0.53ll 14 0.31ll 3 0.10lr. 2 0.06'11 3 0.51lr. 

PALAEONTOGRAPHICA AMERICANA 3 O.o3ll 2 O.o4ll 0 0 0 

PALAEONTOGRAPHICA IT ALICA 4 O.o3ll 1 O.D2ll 0 0 0 

PALAEONTOGRAPHICA.ABT. BPALAEOPHYT 17 0.14ll 0 0 1 0.03lr. 0 

PALAEONTOGRAPHICA. ABT .A PALAEOz...sffiAT 29 0.2Sll 17 0.38ll 0 0 0 

PALAEONTOGRAPHICAL SCX: MONOGRAPHS 0 0 0 0 0 

PALAEONTOLOGIA AFRICAN A 1 0.0111 0 0 0 0 

PALAEONTOLOGIA Jl.IGOSLA VICA 2 0.02ll 0 0 0 0 

PALAEONTOLOGIA POLONlCA 8 O.o7ll 2 O.o4ll 0 0 0 

PALAEONTOLOGISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT 11 0.0911. 6 0.13ll 0 0 0 

PALAEONTOLOGY 16 0.14ll 7 0.16ll 1 O.o3ll 1 0.03~ 0 

PALAIOS 9 O.Oill 2 0.04ll 0 0 0 

PALEOBIOLOGIE CONTINENT ALE 2 O.D2_ll 2 0.0411 0 0 0 

PALEOBIOLOGY 22 0.19ll 11 0.2511 0 5 0.14ll 0 

PALEOBIOS 3 0.0311; 1 O.D2ll 0 0 0 

PALEOCEANOGRAPHY 11 0.1511; 0 0 1 0.03'!1 0 

PALEONTOLOGIA MEXICANA 4 O.o3ll 0 0 0 0 

PALEONTOLOGICAL J. 33 0.2811; 0 0 0 0 

PALEONTOLOGICAL so::::tETY. MEMOIR 1 0.01lr. 0 0 0 0 

PAUONTOLOGICHESKJI ZHURNAL 16 0.1411 12 0.27ll 0 0 0 

PALYNOLOGY 4 O.o3ll 2 O.o4ll 0 0 0 

PAPERS IN METEOROLOGY" GEOPHYSICS 1 0.01ll 1 O.D2ll 0 0 0 

PENN BUR TOPO&.GEOL SURV. INFORM. C!RC . 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

PENN BUR TOPO&.GEOL SURV. MIN. RES RI'T 1 0.01ll 0 0 0 0 

PENNSYL V ANlA GEOLOGY 2 O.D2ll 0 0 0 0 

PESQUISAS UNIV FED RIO GRANDE SUL INS.GEO 8 0.07ll 3 0.07ll 0 0 0 

PETROLEUM GEOLOGY 4 O.o3ll 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 0 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY OF MINERALS 21 0.18'!1 IS 0.34ll 8 0.28'!1 10 0.29"- 7 1.1911; 

PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY O F THE EARn! 3 0.03ll 0 9 0.31"- 1 0.03"- 0 

PHYSICS EARn! & PLANETARY INTERIORS 103 O.llllll 41 0.92ll0 19 0.66'!1 24 0.69'11. 1 0.17lr. 

PHYSICS OFFUJ1DS 55 0.47'!1 13 0.29lr. 6 0.21 49 1.42"- 13 2.21lr. 
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SERIAL TITLE ,....;ua ~ CIRC ~ rnmses ~ FAC. ~FAC FAC. ~FAC 

USE USE ClRC crn:s THESES CITES CITES PUliS PUliS 

PLANETARY & SPACE SCIENCE 47 0.~~ 21 0.63~ 36 1.24~ 80 2.31'!1 4 0.68~ 

POLAR & GLAOOLOGICAL ASTIV.CTS 0 0 0 0 0 

POLAR RESEARCH 1 O.ot~ 0 0 0 0 

l'OLSKA A N. PRACE MUZEUM ZIEMI 4 0.(13~ 0 0 0 0 

l'OLSKA INST. GEOFIZYl<l.I'UBUCATIONS 2 O.D2~ 0 0 0 0 

POLSKA INST. GEOFIZYICI. PUliS 0: ATMOS PHYS 0 1 O.D2~ 0 0 0 

POWDER D!FFRACTION 5 O.D4~ 0 0 0 0 

PRECAMBRIAN RESEARCH 16 0.14~ 19 0.42~ 13 0.45'!1 13 0.38~ 0 

PREUMINARY RI'T. HAKUHO MARU CRUISE 2 O.D2~ 0 0 0 0 

PROBLEMS OFlHE ARCTIC&. 1HE ANT ARCTIC 0 1 O.D2~ 0 0 0 

PROBLEMY OSVOEN!IA l'USTt'N 1 0.01~ 2 0.04~ 0 0 0 

PROC Im" SYMP REMOTE SENSING ENV!R. 6 o.os~ 0 0 0 0 

PROGRESS IN EXPERIMENTAL PETROLOGY 1 0.01~ 0 0 0 0 

PROGRESS IN OCEANOGRAPHY 15 0.13~ 2 0.04~ 0 4 0.12~ 0 

PROGRESS IN PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 0 0 0 0 0 

PRZEGLAD GEOFIZYCZNY 2 O.D2~ 0 0 0 0 

PRZEGLAD GEOLOGICZNY It O.DK 6 0.13~ 0 0 0 

PUBUCA TIONS USGS CO. ROM 0 0 0 0 0 

PURE & APPUED GEOPHYSICS 20 0.1~ 9 0.20~ It 0.38~ • 0.23~ 0 

QAZAQ GHYL YM AKAD. IZVESlllA. SER. GEOL .5 O.D4~ 1 O.D2~ 0 0 0 

QUARTERLY J. OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 5 O.D4~ 4 O.DK 1 0.(13~ 0 0 

QUARTERLY NOTES GEOLSURV NEW SO. WALES 0 0 0 0 0 

QUATERNAIRE 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

QUATERNARY AUSTRALASIA 0 0 0 0 0 

QUATERNARY~NATIONAL 0 0 0 0 0 

QUATERNARY RESEARCH 49 0.42'!1 riO~ 19 0.66~ 2 0.06'11 0 

QUATERNARY SOENCE REVIEWS 9 o.oa• 6 0.13~ 3 0.10~ 0 0 

QUEENSLAND GEOLOGY 0 0 0 0 0 

RADIOCARBON 11 0.23'11 2 O.D4~ • 0.21~ 1 0.03'11 0 
RECENT PROG. NATURAL SO. JAPAN 2 O.D2ll 0 2 OJm<o 0 0 

REGIONALCATALOCUEOFEARTI!QUAKES 1 0.01~ 3 om• 0 0 0 

REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT 7 O.D6~ 0 0 0 0 

REVIEW OF PALEOBOTANY&. PALYNOLOGY S6 0.41'11 0 0 0 0 

REVIEWS IN ENGINEERING GEOLOGY a o~ 2 O.D4ll 2 om~ 0 0 

REVIEWS IN MINERALOGY 0 0 II 0.62!1 25 0.72~ 0 

REVIEWS OF GEO!'HYSICS 46 0.39'11 42 0.94!1 22 0.76'11 37 1.07~ 1 0.1~ 

REVIST A BRASILE!RA DE GEOSCIENOAS 23 0.2011 0 0 0 0 

REVISTA DE GEOFISICA 2 O.D2~ 0 0 0 0 

REVISTA ESPANOLA MICROPALEONTOLOG!A 14 0.12~ It 0.25!1 0 0 0 
REVISTA ESPANOLA PALEONTOLOG!A 2 O.D2~ 0 0 0 0 

REVIST A GOOLOG!CA DE CHILE 4 0.(13~ 0 0 0 0 

REVISTA INST. DE GEOLOGIA Y MINER !A 2 O.D2~ 0 0 0 0 

REVISTA INST. GEOLOGICO SAO PAULO 1 0.01~ 0 0 0 0 

REVISTA INST. MEXICANO DEL PETROLEO 1 O.ot~ 10.D2~ 0 0 0 

REVUE DE GEOMORPHOLOGIE DYNAMIQUE 3 0.(13'11 0 1 0.(13!1 0 0 

REVUE DE MICROPALEONTOu:x::IE 15 0.13~ a o.ts~ 0 0 0 

REVUE DE PALEOBIOu:x::IE s O.D4~ 0 0 0 0 

RlvtSTA ITALIAN A DIGEOTECNlCA 0 2 O.D4~ 0 0 0 

RlvtSTA ITALIAN A Dl PALEO. E STRAT. 67 0.57~ 6 0.13~ 0 0 0 

ROC!( MECHANlCS &. ROCK ENGINEERING It 0~ 20.D41f; 0 0 0 

ROC!( MECHANlCS IN JAPAN 0 0 0 0 0 

ROCZNIK l'OLSK!EGO TOWARZYSTW A GEOL. 16 0.14~ 0 0 0 0 

ROMAN!A.INST GEOL. 51 GEOF. ANUARUL 6 o.os~ 0 0 0 0 

ROMANIA. INST GEOL 51 GEOF. DAR! DE SE s O.D4ll. 20.D4llo 0 0 0 

SAMMLUNG GEOLOGISCHER FUHRER 0 2 0.04!1. 0 0 0 

SAN jOAQUIN GEOL SOC. SELECTED PAPERS 4 0.(13!1. 0 0 0 0 

SBORNIK GEOL.VED: GEOLOGIE It O.o9~ 0 1 0.(13!1. 0 0 

SBORNII< GEOL.VED: PALEONTOLOGIE a omll 2 0.04~ 0 0 0 

SBORNIK GEOL.VED:HYDROGEOLJNZEN GEOL 0 0 0 1 0.03'!1 0 

SCHWEIZERISCHE MINERAL PETROL MITT. 4 O.o3ll 3 om• 0 1 0.03'11 0 

SCIENCE 335 2.&5!1 tOO 2.23'11 ss 1.90llo 118 3.41'!1 22 3.75!1. 
SCIENCE NEWS 0 0 0 0 0 

SCIENCES DE LA TERRE. INFORM. GEOL. a 0.07'11 0 0 0 0 

SCIENCES GEOLOGIQUES. BULL. UN1V LOutS PASTEUR a om• 6 0.13'11 0 0 0 
SCIENTIA GEOLOGICA SINlCA 14 0.12!1 3 0.07'11 0 0 0 

SClENTIFIC AMERICAN 135 1.1511 51 1.14'!1 4 0.1490 3 0.09!1. 1 0.17'ro 

SCOTTISH J. OF GEOLOGY 33 0.28'11 7 0.16'11 0 0 0 
SCRII'I'S INST OCEANOGRAPHY. 1 O.otll 0 0 0 0 

SCRII'I'S INST OCEANOGRAPHY. ANNUAL RPT. 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
SCRII'I'S INST OCEANOGRAPHY. BULLETIN 0 3 0.07~ 0 0 0 
SCRIPT A GEOLOGICA 6 o.os~ 0 0 0 0 

SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY 44 0.37~ 13 0.29lt 11 0.38!1 1 0.03'!1 0 

SEDIMENTOLOGY 39 0.33lt 14 0.31'!1 16 0..55!1. 3 0.09,. 1 0.17'1'. 

SEISMIC INSTRUMENTS 1 0.01lt 0 0 0 0 

SEISMOLOGICAL RESEARCH LETTERS 1 O.Ol'JI 4 O.o9lt 0 0 0 

SEISMOLOGY & GEOLOGY m CHE."' TI CH!Hl 3 0.03lt 0 0 0 0 

SENCKENBERG!ANA LETHAEA a om~ 6 0.13~ 0 0 0 
SENCKENBERG!ANA MARmMA 5 0.04'!1 1 0.02'!1 1 O.oJ"' 0 0 
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SERIAL TITLE """""" ~ CIRC ~ irHEsES ~ FAC. ~FAC FAC. ~FAC 

USE USE CIRC ens TiiliSES CITES ens PUllS PUllS 
SEPM SPECIAL PUIIUCATION 12 0.1011 42 O.IN'It 13 0.45'1t 1 0.03'1t 0 
SHALE SHAKER 6 O.llS'!II 0 0 0 0 
SHORT COURSES IN PALEONTOLOGY 0 0 0 1 0.03'1t 0 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYS.OBSERV. SPEC. RPT 2 0.02'!11 0 0 0 0 
SMITHSONIAN CONTRIB. EARTH SCIENCES 1 0.01'!11 0 0 1 0.03'!(, 0 
SMITHSONIAN CONTRIB. PALEOBIOLOGY 6 O.llS'!II 4 O.oK 0 0 0 
SOC GEOL FRANCE.REUNION ANUEllE sa TER 1 0.01'!11 0 0 0 0 
SOC GEOL NOR MANDIE& MUS DU HA VRE.BULL 2 0-02'!11 0 0 0 0 
SOC GEOLOGIQUE DU NORD. ANNAtES 12 0.1011 10-02~ 0 0 0 
SOCJEDAD ARGENTINA MIN &GEOLOGIA REV. 1 0.01'1t 0 0 0 0 
SOCIEDADE GEOL PORTUGAL. BOLETIM 0 20-04~ 0 0 0 
SOCIETA GEOLOGICA IT AllAN A. BOLL 9 O.OI'It 40.DH 8 0.28!1 0 0 

SOCIETA GEOLOGICA IT AllAN A. MEMORIE 8 Omll 10 0.22'!11 s 0.17'!11 0 0 
SOCIETA NATURAUS11 NAPOll80LL. 4 O.oJ'It 10.02'!11 1 O.oJ'!II 0 0 
SOCIETA PALEO. ITAL!ANA. 80l.I.. 12 0.1011 2 0-04'!11 0 0 0 
SOCIETE BELGE DE GEOLOGIE. BULL 22 0.1K 0 4 0.14!1 0 0 
SOCIETE GEOLOG. BELGIQUE. ANNALES 11 O.oK 5 0.11'!11 0 0 0 
SOCIETE GEOLOG. FRANCE. BULLETIN 90 0j6'1t 5 0.11'!11 4 0.14'1t 0 0 
SOCIETE GEOLOG. FRANCE. C R SOMMAIR 5 0-04~ 0 0 0 0 
SOCIETE GEOLOG. FRANCE. MEMOIRES 14 0.12!1 1 O.Ol'lt 0 0 0 
son. SOENCE 51 OA3ll 11 0.25'!11 0 0 0 
SOIL saENCE SOC. AMERICA.). 85 072'!11 40 O..IK 3 0.10'1t 0 0 
SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA 70 0..5911 10.02'!11 0 0 0 

SOLAR PHYSICS 20 0.17!1 40-0911: 0 4 0.12!1 0 
SONDERVEROFFENn.IOiUNGEN. GEOL INST 3 O.oJll 0 0 0 0 

SOUTH AFRICAN). OF GEOLOGY 24 0.2011 6 0.13'!11 0 0 1 0.17 .. 

SOUTH CAROUNA GEOLOGY 7 O.D6ll 0 0 0 0 

SOUTH DAJ<OT A GEOL SURV. BULL 1 O.Dlll 0 0 0 0 

SOUTH PAOFIC MARINE GEOL NOTES 0 10.02 .. 0 0 0 

SOUTHEASTERN GEOLOGY 7 0.116'!11 0 0 0 0 

SOUTHERN CAI.IRJRN!A PAL SOC. BUll 17 0.14'!11 0 0 0 0 

SOVETS ANTARKTIOIESK EKSPEDIT. INFO. B!Ul.L 1 O.Dl'!ll 0 0 0 0 

SOVETSKA!A GEOLOGI!A 34 0.2K 4 O.oK 0 0 0 

SOVIET GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS 39 0.33'1t 0 0 0 0 

SOVIET). OF REMOTE SENSING 5 O.o4'1t 0 0 0 0 

SPACE SCIENCE REVIEWS 7 O.D6'1t 16 0.36!1 8 0.28!1 36 1.04!1 4 0.68 .. 

SPECIAL UBRARY ASSOC.GEO&MAP DIV. BULL 5 0-04 .. 1 0.112'!11 0 0 0 

SPECIAL PAPERS· PALAEO. SOC JAPAN 2 0.02 .. 0 0 0 0 

SPEC!AL PAPERS IN PALAEONTOLOGY 3 0.03 .. 30mll 0 0 0 

SPISANlE. ZEIT. BULGAR GEOLOG GESELL 5 0-04 .. 0 0 0 0 

STANFORD UNIV PUBS. GEOLOGICAL sa. 3 O.oJ"' 3 0-07ll 2 om"' 0 0 

STATE GEOLOGISTS J. 0 0 0 0 0 

STEREO-ATLAS OF OSTRACOD SHEllS 2 0.02'!11 0 0 0 0 

STERI<!ANA 1 0.01'!11 0 0 0 0 

STOCKHOLM CONTRIBUTIONS IN GEOLOGY 3 O.oJ'!II 1 0-0211: 2 O.o7'1t 0 0 
STUD!A GEOLOGICA POLON!CA 6 O.llS'!II 0 0 0 0 

STUD!A GEOPHYSICA ET GEODAET!CA 5 0-04'!11 0 0 0 0 

STIID!A UNIV BABES-BOLY AI. GEOL-GEOG 14 0.12!1 0 0 0 0 

STUDII 51 CERCET ARI GEOL GEOFIZ GEOG.GEDL 4 O.oJll 0 0 0 0 

SURTSEY RESEARCH PROGRESS RPT. 0 4 O.oK 0 0 0 

SURVEYS IN GEOPHYSICS 1 O.Dl'!ll 1 O.OZ'It 0 1 0.03'!(, 0 

SVERIGES GEOL. UNDERSOEKN!NG ARS80K 0 30mll 0 0 0 

SVERIGES GEOL UNDERSOEKN!NG SERA 0 0 1 O.oJ'!II 0 0 

SYSTEMATIC ZOOLOGY 18 0.15'!11 10.02"' 0 0 0 

TEACHING EARTH SClENCES 7 0.116'!11 0 0 0 0 

[TI:CTON!CS 24 0.2011 22 0.4K 30 1-04!1 5 0.14'11 2 0.34"' 
[TI:CTONOPHYSICS 118 1-0011 20 0.45 .. 56 1.1Nll 58 1.68'11 8 1.36 .. 

TELL US s 0.04ll 8 0.18"' 0 0 0 

TENNESSEE DIV. GEOLOGY. BULLETIN 0 1 0-02_'1! 0 0 0 

TERRANOVA 21 0.18'1t 0 3 0.10'1t 2 0.06'11 1 0.17'!(, 

TEXAS BUR. ECON. GEOLOGY. GU!DEBOOK 1 0.01'1t 2 0.04'11 0 0 0 

TEXAS BUR. ECON. GEOLOGY. RPT INVEST. 12 0.1011 0 0 0 0 

TEXTURES & MICROSTRUCTURES 0 0 0 1 0.03. 0 

TI CHlH HSUEH PliO .ACTA GEOLOGICA SI1';1CA. 21 0.18"' 7 0.16!1 0 1 0.03'1t 0 

TIKHOOKEANSKAIA GEOLOGnA 0 4 O.DH 0 0 0 

TOHOKU UNIV. SCI. RPTS. SER 2: GEOLOGY 3 O.o3'11. 18 0.40ll I 0.03'!(, 0 0 

TOHOKU UNIV. SCI. RPTS. SER 3: MIN PET ECON 6 0.05~ 0 0 0 0 

TOKYO DAIGAJ<U BULL EARTHQUAKE 3 0.03'11 3 Omll 4 0.14ll 4 0.12'll 0 

TOKYO DAIGAJ<U RIGAKUBU. BULL. 0 2 0.04ll 0 0 0 

TOKYO DAIGAJ<U. J. OF FAC OF SCI. GEOI._ MIN, 0 10.0Z'It 1 O.oJ'!(, 0 0 

TRANS. & PROC PALAEONTOL SOC JAPAN 13 O.ll'lt 2 O.o4'1t 0 0 0 

TRANS. DOKLADY EARTH SCI SEC 47 o . .w. 46 1.oJ'It 0 0 0 

TRANS. INST OF MINING METAllURGY 13 0.11!1 S O.llll 1 0.03'11 0 0 

TRANS. ROY SOC EDINBURGH. EARTH sa. 19 0.16'1t 6 0.13"' 1 O.oJ'II 0 0 

TRYONIA 0 0 0 0 0 

TULANE STIIDIES GEOL. & P A LEON. 1 0.01'1t 0 0 0 0 

UN! ON GEOFISICA MEXICAN A. RESUMENES. 0 2 O.o4'1t 0 0 0 

UNlTED STATES EARTHQUAI<ES s 0.04!1 0 0 0 0 
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SERIAL TITLE INitCl.R .. CIRC .. jrHESES .. FAC. lloFAC FAC. l!OFAC 

USE USE CIRC CITES THESES CITES CITES PUBS PU8S 
UNIV. AZ tUN AR&PLANEr ARY LAB. COMM. 0 0 3 O.IOllo 0 0 

UNIV. CAUroRNIA PUBS GEOLOCICAL SCI. 32 0.27110 13 029'11 4 0.14llo 2 o.on 0 

UNIV. CLAUDE BERNARD. DOC. LAB GEOL. 0 I O.OZ'!I 0 0 0 

UNIV. COIMBRA. MUSEU LAB MIN&GEO. PUB. 10 O.D8llo 0 0 0 0 

UNIV. KANSAS PALEONTOLOGICAL CONTR. s 0.()4llo 0 0 I 0.03'11 0 

UNIV. KANSAS PALEONTOLOGICAL CONTRARCTIC I O.Dillo 3 0~ 0 0 0 

UNTV. MARIAE CUR!E·SKLODOWSKA.ANN.B:GEOG.GEO 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

UNIV. MIOiiGAN. MUSEUM PALEO. CONTR. 0 6 0.13'11 0 0 0 

UNIV. NAC AUTON MEXICO. INST GEOL BOt 4 0.03llo I O.OZllo 0 0 0 

UNIV. NAC AUTON MEXICO. INSTGEOL REV. 2 O.OZllo s 0.11 .. 0 0 0 

UNIV. PADUA !STGEOLMIN MEMOIR 0 0 0 1 0.03'!1 0 

UNIV. QUEENSLAND. DEPT GEOLOGY. PAPERS 3 0.03llo 0 0 0 0 

UNIV. SHEFFIELD GEOLOGICAL SOCIEIY. J. 0 I 0.02llo 0 0 0 

UNIV. SO CAL DEPT CIVIL ENG. RPT. 0 13 0.291' 0 0 0 

UNIV. STUTTGART INST GEOL&PALAEO. ARB. 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 

UNIV. TSUICUBA. INST GEOS. SCIENCE RI'TS 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 
UNIV. UPPSALA. BULL GEOLOGICAL INSTIT 0 30~ 0 0 0 

UNIV. WROC:U.W. PRACE GEOL·MINERAL 2 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 

UNIV .AMSTERDAM. FYSIOI-<;EOG. PUB. 1 O.Oill 0 0 0 0 

UNIV.GRANADA. CUADERNOS DE GEOLOCIA 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 
US BUR. MINES. MINERAI.S YEARBOOK 16 0.14'!1 20.o4llo 0 0 0 
USGS BULLETIN 58 0.49'11 61 1.52'11 24 0.&3llo I 0.03 0 
USGS CIRCULAR 14 0.12'!1 16 0.36'11 I 0.03llo 0 0 
USGS GEOLOGIC QUADRANGLE MAP 0 0 13 0.4Sllo 0 0 

USGS MISCELLANEOUS FIELD STUDIES 0 0 4 0.14llo 2 0.06'11 0 
USGS MISCELLANEOUS GEOLOGIC INVEST 0 0 5 0.17'11 s 0.14'11 0 
USGS OPEN-FILE RPT. 20 0.17'!1 Sl 1.14'!1 23 ~ 9 026'11 0 
USGS PROFESSIONAL PAPER 131 1.11'!1 217 4.&5'!1 54 U7llo 6 0.17'11 0 
USGS WATER RESOURCES INVESTIGATION 0 0 3 O.lOl!. 0 0 
USGS. WATER SUPPLY PAPER 31 0.26'11 62 139'11 4 0.14'11 0 0 

USSHER sa::::IElY. PROCEEDINGS 14 0.12'!1 2 O.D4'11 0 0 0 
USTREDNI UST AV GEOL(CZEO!) J<Nn!OVNA 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 
USTREDNI UST AV GEOL(CZEO!) ROZI'RA VY I 0.01'11 3 O.D7'11 0 0 0 
USTREDNI UST AV GEOL.(CZECH) VESTNlK 15 0.13'11 0 0 0 0 
UTAHGEOL.& MINERALSURV. BULLETIN 7 0.06'11 7 0.16'11 0 0 0 

UTAH GEOL.& MINERAL SURV. CIRCULAR 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 
UTAH GEOL.& MINERAL SURV. SPEC. STUDIES 0 I 0.02'11 5 0.17'11 0 0 

UTAH GEOLOGY 0 0 2 O.D7'!1 0 0 

UTRECHT MICROPALEONTOLOGICAL BULI.5 1 0.01'11 7 0.16'11 0 0 0 
VEUGER 8 O.D7'11 0 0 0 0 

VENUS. KAIRUIGAKU ZASSHI 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
VERMONT GEOLOGY 2 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 
VESTN1X LENINGRAOS. UNIV. GEOL I GEOG 14 0.12'11 0 0 0 0 

VIRGINIA MINERAI.S I 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
VOPROSY MIKROPALEONTOLOGII a O.D7'11 1 0.02'11 0 0 0 
VSES. MINERAL. OBSHOIESJVO. ZAPlSKI 1 O.DI'II 10.02'11 0 0 0 

VSES. l' ALEONT. OIISHCHESTVO. ERZEGODNIX 3 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 
WART A GEOLOCI 0 0 0 0 0 

WASHINGTON DIV CEO &EARTH RES. BULL 2 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 

W ASH!NGTON DIV CEO &EARTH RES. Rl'T !NV. 1 O.DI'II 0 0 0 0 
WATER RESOURCES DATA CAI..JR)RNIA 13 0.11 .. 16 0.36'11 0 0 0 

WATER RESOURCES RESEAROI 64 0.54llo 12 0.27'11 11 038'11 0 0 
WATER. AIR. & SOILI'OLLUTION 10 O.D8'11 0 0 0 0 

WEST VIRGINlA GEO &ECON SURV. Rl'T !NV. 3 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 

WESTERN A5SOC MAP UB.INFORM.BULL. 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 

WESTERN AUSTRAUA.GEOL.SURV. BULL 6 O.OSllo 0.16'!1 0 0 0 
WISCONSIN GEOL&NAT HIST SURV.INFO CIRC. 3 0.03'!1 0 0 0 0 
WORLD DATA CNTR A SOUD EARTH GEOI' .RPT SE 0 1 0.02'!1 0 0 0 
WORLD DATA CNTR A:GLAC. GLAOAL OAT A Rl'T I 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
WYOMING CEO-NOTES 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 
WYOMING GEOLOGICAL ASSOC.EARTH SCI. BULL 8 O.D7'!1 0 0 0 0 
WYOMING GEOLOGICAL ASSOC.GDBK 10 0.08'11 0 0 0 Ol 
WYOMING. GEOL. SURV. MEMOIR 0 0 I 0.03llo 0 0 
WYOMING. GEOL. SURV. Rl'T. INVEST. 2 0.02'!1 2 0.()4'11 0 0 0 

X-RAY SPECTROMETRY 7 0.06'11 0 0 0 0 
YORKSHIRE GEOL. sa::::IE1Y PROC. 19 0.161 14 031'!1 0 0 0 

ZAI'ADNE KARP ATV. SERIA GEOLOGIA 0 I 0.02'!1 0 0 0 

ZETTSCHRIFT ANGEWANDrE GEOLOGIE 19 0.16'11 I O.OZ'JI 0 0 0 
ZETTSCHRIFT ANGEWANDrE GEOWISSE.>J. 0 0 0 0 0 

ZETTSCHRIFT GEOLOGISCHE WISSEN. 30 0.25'!1 0 0 0 ol 
ZETTSCHRIFT GEOMORPHOLOGIE 8 O.D7'!1 s 0.11'!1 s 0.1711, 0 0 
ZETTSCHRIFT GLETSCHERKUNDE&Gl.AZIALGEOL 2 0.02l'i 0 0 0 0 
ZETTSCHRIFT KRIST ALLOCRAPHIE 27 0.23'11 II 0.25'11 2 O.D7ll. 3 0.09'11 0 
ZENTRALBLATT GEOL&PALAEO: TElL I GEOL. 15 0.13'11 1 0.0211, 0 2 0.06'11 0 
ZENTRALBLATTGEOL&PALAEO:TEIL II PAL 13 0.11'!1 0 0 0 0 
ZISIN. !.SEISMOLOGICAL SOC OF JAPAN 2 0.02'11 0 0 0 ol 
ZITTEI..lAN A 0 0 0 0 Ol 

11738 4459 2893 3460 536 1 
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JOURNAL TITLE INHOla .. aRC .. lHESES .. FAC '!I.FAC FAC PUB lSI 
USE USE aRC c:m;s lHESES arES arES PUB '!I.FAC AVE. 

AAPG Bulletin 149 1.18'!1 230 1.72'!1 225 4.()4'!1 II 1.14'!1. 6 0.93'!1 17.8 
AA.PG explof'l'r 24 0.19'!1 13 0.10'!1 0 0 1 0.15'!1 0.4 
Abotncu. Am. Quatemuy Asooc. 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 c 
Acu cryst•llographia. Soction A. 63 0.50'!1. 29 0.22'!1 14 0.2.5'!1 2 0.21'!1. 0 19.8 
Acto ayot•llognphica. Soction B 40 Q.32'll 13 0.10'!1 0 1 0.10'!1. 0 21.8 
Acto cyst•llognphica. Soction C 1 0.01'!1. 1 0.01'!1 2 0.()4'!1. 2 0.21'r. 0 4.2 
Acto Geodaetia goophysic• &c montanistia 2 0.02'!1. 0 0 0 0 0.2 
Acto goologia hungoria 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0 
Acto goologica sinia 3 0.02'!1 2 0.01'!1. 0 2 0.21'1'. 0 0 

Acto Geophysia Polonia 0 1 0.01'!1. 0 0 0 0 
Acto Coophysia Sinic• 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0 
Acta micropa.lieontologtca sinia 0 2 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 
Acto polooontologic• polonia 0 0 3 O.OS'll 0 0 0 

Acto polooontologic• sinia 1 0.01'!1 4 o.m'll 0 ' 0.42'!1. 0 0 
Acto Petrolei Sinia 10 0.08'!1 9 0.07'!1 0 0 0 0 
Aaa seismologia sinia 33 0.26'!1 44 Q.33'll 0 0 0 0 
AlME Trons. 131 Ul4'll 7S 056'!1 147 2.64'!1 4 0.42'!1. 1 0.15'!1 25 
Alchering• 0 0 1 0.112'!1 0 0 0.4 
AMC)oumill 3 0.02'!1 11 0.08'!1 0 0 0 0 
Amoghinlono 1 0.01'!1 0 1 0.11211 0 0 c 
Amorian Cu A.saociation Monthly 2 0.0211 0 0 0 0 c 
Anvrican Joum•l of Sdencr 270 2.15'!1 278 2.08'!1 151 2.7111 22 2.29'!1. 7 l.(lfl'll 29.6 
American MineralogUt 213 1.6911 290 2.17'!1 71 1.2711 2ll 2.91'!1 27 (.17'!1 26.6 
Amorian socioty of photogrommotry. l'roaedings. 4 o.m'!l. 3 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 
Ann•les de 11nstitut oc .. nognphique 5 0.0411 0 0 0 0 0 

Ann•les de llmnologio 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0 

Ann•les de pilloontologie 6 O.QS'!I 0 3 O.OS11 0 0 0 

Ann•Jes des Mine 5 0.04'!1 2 0.01'!1 0 0 0 1 

Annates tectoniae 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 
Annuol meelin_!j>~pers. Am. Petrol Inst. Prod. Dept. 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 0 

Annuol meeting. Isroel Geol soc. 0 I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

Antarctic ~nee- British Antarctic Swv. 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 

AOSTRA joumol of res .. rch 15 0.12'!1 IS 0.11'!1 0 0 0 0 

APEA journill 3 0.02'!1 12 0.09'!1 I 0.112'!1 0 0 0.6 
Applied cloy odence I 0.01'!1 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

Applied goochemistry 16 0.13'!1 19 0.14'!1 0 0 1 0.15'!1 I 

Applied Specti"QICX)py 16 0.13'!1 12 0.09'!1 0 1 0.10'!1 0 I 

Aquatic Jd.ences I 0.01'11 4 o.m" 0 0 0 0 
Arizon• goologial oodety. Digest I 0.01'!1. I 0.01'!1 13 0.23'!1 I 0.10'!1. I 0.15'!1 1.8 
ARPEl.. boletin tecnico 0 I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

~odon geologia Argentino revist• 0 11 0.0811 0 0 0 0 

Atlontic geology 11 0.09'!1 I 0.0111 0 0 0 _0 
Atmospheric &c oce•nic physics 37 0.29'!1. 6 0.04'11 0 0 0 0.8 

AusiMMPnx. 9 0.0711 0 0 I 0.10'!1. 0 1.2 

Austnllon journ•l of euth sdences I 0.01'!1. 9 0.0711 1 0.112'!1 0 0 2 
Austnllon )oumol of Soil Sciences 3 0.02'!1 2 0.01'!1. 5 0.09'!1 0 0 0.2 

Austrio. Geol. Bundesonmll J•lubuch 0 1 0.01'!1. 0 0 0 0 

llorcelona. lnst.lnvestigadones Cool. Publiadones 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 0 

llosin research 0 2 0.01'!1. 0 0 0 0 

Boy •rea ng. eorthquou prep•redness proj. 0 I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

BMR J. A us. geolosr &c !OOI'hysics 0 1 0.0111 0 0 0 0 

Bolet!m de geociendas d• PElROBRAS. Petroleo Bruileiro, S. 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 0.8 

Bolletino di geofLOia, teoria ed •pplicata 0 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Bollettino. Soc. geologia it• I. I 0.01'11 2 0.01'11 0 1 0.10'!1. 0 0.6 
Bore., 2 0.02'!1 2 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

Bre5lau. Uniwersytet. Prac:e g~logiczno-mineralogiczne I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0 
Brit. ceromic tronsoctions &c journill 17 0.14'11 12 0.09'11 0 0 0 0 

Brusoels. Sciences delo tern 0 1 0.01'!1 3 O.OS'll 0 0 0 

Bulgorion geol'_h)'Sicol journ•l 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 0 

Bulgarsl<o • n. Ceol.lnst. Poleo, strotignfilo i lltologilo 0 0 I 0.112'!1 0 0 0 

Bull. Amerian Ceromic Society. 32 0.2S'JI. 50 0.37'11 1 0.112'!1. 0 0 0.6 

Bull. Assoc. Engineering Geologists. 2 0.02'!1 5 0.04'!1 0 0 I O.!S'JI. 0.2 

Bull. Con. lnst . Mining &c Meta II. 20 0.16'JI. 23 0.17'111 4 0.07'!1. I 0.10'r. 0 2 

Bull. Chlnese Aad.Ceol.5cl. Series!. 1 0.01'!1 4 0.(1)'!1. 1 0.02'!1 0 0 0 
Bull. Chlnese Aad.Ceo1.5cl. Series II 0 0 2 0.04'!1 0 0 0 

Bull. Chinese Acad.Ceo1.5cl. Series X 0 0 20 0.36'!1 0 0 0 

Bull. Eorthquou Res. lnst. Tokyo Univ. 12 O.IO'll 9 0.07'!1. II 0.20'!1 I 0.10'!1. 0 2.4 

Bu U. geode5ique 16 0.13'11 119 0.89'!1. 0 0 0 0.2 

BulL Geologico! Soc. Malaysia. 0 I 0.01'!1. 0 0 0 0 
BulL Geothenn. .Resourcn Council . 0 0 1 0.02'11 0 0 0 
Bulllnterstate OU&Cas Compact Comm. 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 0 
BulL :-l•njing lnst.Geoi.&Min. Res. 2 0.02'!1 0 1 0.02'!1 0 0 0 

BulL of C.n. petroleum geology 5 0.04'!1 4 0.(1)'!1. 7 0.13'11 0 0 0.4 
BuU. of volcanology 30 0.24'11 46 0.34'1: 9 0.16'!1 7 0.73'!1. 6 0.93'1'. 3.6 
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USE USE CIRC crn:s ~ CI1ES cnr:s PUB 'IIFAC AVE. 

Bull. Soctl:Geologie~ del• Froncr.2eme ,.r 2 O.Cl2'11 0 0 0 0 0 

Bull S.iomologial Soc:. America. 179 1.4.2'11 311 2.32'11o 109 U6'11o 14 1.46'11o 5 0.77'11 22.6 

Bull Soc:. Geologique de Fnnoo. 12 0.1_0'11 1 O.t!i'llo 1 0.13'11o 4 0-42'11o 0 3 

~iforni.i geology 13 0.10'11 2J D.21'11 0 0 0 1.8 

~iforni.i. Div .Oii&Gu. AM nov. of C.llfomi• oil I< gu prod 0 I 0.01'11 4 om• 0 0 0 

C.udi.in geophysical bulletin 2 O.Cl2'11 0 0 0 0 0 

Con•di.in journo.l of e•rth ocien<e 94 0.75'11 140 l .t!i'll ~ 0.61'11o 1 0.73'11o 1 0.15'11 15.2 

Con•di.in journo.l of remote ,.nsing 0 16 0.12'11 0 0 0 0 

Con•di.in mineralogist 34 0.27'11 41 o.JI'II 15 0.27'11o s O.S2'11o 0 5.6 

Con•di.in mining joum•l 6 O.t!i'll 0 0 0 0 0 

c.rbon•tes ~d ev•porite 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Coribbe~ joumo.l of science 4 O.<D'II 4 O.!D'II 0 0 0 0.2 

C..Opio pm minero.logii • geologii 1 0.01'11o 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Cote no 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 0.2 

C.ves ond aving 30 Q.24'11o 0 0 0 0 0 

Centres de recherches exploration-production Elf-Aquit•ine. E 1 0.01'11o 3 O.Cl2'11 1 O.D2'11 0 0 0 

Chemic.! Geology 92 0.13'11o 306 2.27'11 10 0.18'11 1 0.73'11o 1 0.15'11 IU 

Chemie der Erde 14 0.11'!1 1 O.t!i'!l 5 O.D9_'11 0 0 0.6 

Chin• Univ.Geoociencn.Wuhon:Euth sci. 5 0.04'!1 1 0.01'11o 0 0 0 0 

Chin ... joum•l of geochemistry 5 0.04'!1 6 0.04'11o 0 0 2 o.J1'11 0.2 
Chmnique de I'U.G.GJ. l.U.G.G. chronicle 2 0.(12'!1 I 0.01'11o 0 0 0 0.2 

Chronique de loA recherche miniere 4 Q.(D'IIo 0 0 0 0 0 

Cloy minerals 12 0.10'11o 9 0.07'!1 2 O.ll4'!1 0 0 1 

Cloy .CenCI!- Cl•y Sci. Soc:. of J•pon 2 O.Cl2'!1 I 0.01'11o 0 0 0 0 
Cloys I< cloy minerals 99 0.79'!1 64 0.48'11o 9 OJ6'!1 3 0.31'11o 0 1.6 

Climatic chong• 15 0.12'!1 12 0.09'!1 0 0 0 4.2 
Couto I research 6 O.t!i'llo 0 0 0 0 c 
ccx;s computer contribu.tk>ns 9 0.07'11o 0 0 0 0 c 
ccx;s~ett:er 0 1 O.Ol'llo 0 0 0 c 
Cold regions science •nd technology 2 O.Cl2'11 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0.2 
Collection of structural geology I 0.01'11 :70 0.52'!1 0 0 0 c 
Commission Ore-forming fluids inclusions. Proc. I 0.01'11 2 0.01'!1 0 0 0 c 
Composo of Sigmo G•mmo Epsilon 0 2 0.01'!1 1 O.D2'!1 0 0 c 
Comput•tional seismology. 2 0.(12'!1 4 O.!D'!I 0 0 0 _(J 
Computer ap_E_Uc:&tiona 0 1 0.01'11o 1 O.D2'!1 0 0 c 
Computers I< geooden<e 61 0.48'11 49 0.37'!1 13 Q.23'11 3 0.31'!1 2 0.31'!1 3.6 

Congreso Geologico Argentino. Aetas 0 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 c 
Continental shelfreoearch 9 0.07'11 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0.8 
Contrib. terti.iry I< quaternary geology 0 I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

Contrib. to minero.logy I< petrology (Med.woergroep. tert. qua 180 1.43'11 568 4.24'11 157 2.82'!1 41 4.26'11 10 1.54'11o 42.2 
Cretaceous research I 0.01'11 I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 
Cllrftnt Tapia Chin ... SciSec.F Earth Science I 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 1..< 
D•nslt geologiok forening Bull. Geologia! Soc:. Denmark 0 0 9 0.16'!1 2 0.21'!1 1 0.15'11 1.6 
Deep-sea neoearch. Part A. 5 0.04'11 19 0.14'!1 0 0 0 1.6 

Deutsche Geoi.GeseUschaft. ZeiDchrift 3 O.Cl2'11 0 1 O.D2'!1 0 0 1.2 
Doklady. Earth sciences sections 35 D.28'11 5 0.04'11 2 O.ll4'!1 3 031'11o 0 0 
E & MJ mining activity digest 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 

E & MJ. Eng. & mining journal 101 Q.80'II 0 2 0Jl4'11 0 0 0 

Earth 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 

Earth and minenl sciences 0 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 
Earth and pl~etary science letters 326 2.59'11 588 4.39'11 128 2.30'11 46 4.78'11o 9 1.39'11 42 
Earth ocienc:e (Chikyu kagaku) 2 O.Cl2'!1 4 O.!D'!I 0 0 0 0 
Earth surlacr proc ..... I< londforms 9 ~0.07'!1 13 0.10'!1 0 0 0 0.6 
Earth, moon •nd plmets 3 0.(12'11 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0.4 
Earth-ocienoo revirws 13 0.10'!1 13 0.10'11 7 0.13'11 0 1 0.15'11 3.6 
Earthquake prediction ,...,arch: EPR 5 0.04'!1 3 O.Cl2'11 2 O.ll4'!1 0 0 2 
Earthquake .....,arch in China 12 0.10'!1 3 O.Cl2'!1 0 0 0 0.4 
Earthquakes ~d Vola noes 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0 
Eclog .. geologiae Helveti.ie 1 0.01'!1 5 0.04'11 2 0.04'!1 1 0.10'!1 0 3.8 
Economic geology 128 l.Cl2'11o 187 1.40'!1 108 1.94'11 15 I.S6'11o 13 2.01'11 16.8 
I Egyptian joum•l of geology 0 0 6 0.11'11 0 0 0 
Energy explor.ttion and exploitation 2 0.(12'11 3 O.Cl2'11 0 0 0 0 
Engineering geology 28 0.22'11 6 0.04'11o 0 0 0 0.6 
Environ . geology & Wilter scienc::rs 25 0.20'11 13 0.10'!1 0 0 0 I 
EOS: traM. Am. Geophys. Union 85 0.68'11o 52 o.J9'11o U1 2.17_'!1 17 1.77 .. 6 0.93'11. 52 
Epiood .. 14 0.11'11 4 O.!D'!I 0 1 0.10'11. 0 1.6 

Erzmetall I 0.01'11 I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0.2 
Estud ios geologicos 0 1 0.01'11o 0 0 0 0 

Eura5ian !OilsdenCJ! 3 O.Cl2'11o I 0.01'11o I O.D2'!1 0 0 0 
European journal of mineralogy 54 0.43'11 49 0.37'11o 13 0.23'11o s O.S2'll I 0.15'11 9.4 
Evolution 3 O.Cl2'11o 0 0 0 0 0 
Exploration geophytio 0 I 0.01'11. 0 0 0 0 
First break 26 0.21'11. 17 0.13'11o 2 0.()4'11 0 0 0 
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USE USE CIRC CITES lHES£S CITES OTES PUB 'liFAC AVE. 

Fizio-Tekhnichrskle probl. rozr>botkl poleznykh iskop .. mykh 3 0.02'5 0 0 0 0 c 
Ceo-heat utilization 0\tr quart. bullmn I 0.01 '5 0 0 0 0 c 
Geo-m~rine lette~ 14 0.11'5 0 0 0 0 0.2 
Ceo-procrsoing 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 c 
Ceo-procrssing - 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 0 
Geoarchaeology 6 0.05'11 IS 0.11'!1 3 O.OS'!I 0 0 0 
Geoblos I 0.0!'!1 I 0.0!'!1 2 0.()4'!1 0 0 0 
Ceo byte 35 o.28'!1 19 0.14'11 0 0 0 0 
Geochemical journal 9 0.07'!1 5 0.0&'!1 0 0 0 0.8 
Geochemisny international 16 0.13'!1 12 0.09'5 2 0.()4'5 0 0 1.4 
Geochimia et ccarnochimia acta 381 3.cn'!l 505 3.n'5 209 3.75'5 "¥1 3..&5'5 32 4.94'11 46.6 
Geochronique 2 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 0 
GeodenN 43 o.34'5 31 o.28'5 I 0.02'5 0 0 3.6 
GeodiMmiCI Kt& 3 0.02'!1 6 0.0&'5 0 0 0 0.2 
Geoe•plontion 2 0.02'!1 5 0.0&'!1 4 0.07'!1 0 0 OA 
Geoflsia intemidonal 3 0.02'!1 3 0.02'5 0 0 2 o.3111 0.8 
Geofizichesl<.il zhurnal [English] I 0.0!'5 3 0.02'!1 0 0 0 c 
GeofiziiW kozlemonyek:A Magyor Allami EDtv011 Lonnd I 0.0!'!1 I 0.01 '5 0 0 0 c 
Ceo forum 4 O.CX1'5 2 0.0111 0 0 0 0 
Geognphlcalanalysis 6 0.05'5 I 0.01'!1 6 0.11'!1 0 0 0 
GeokhlmiL11 16 0.13'5 u 0.09'!1 2 0.()4'11 0 0 OA 
Geologico C.rpathlca 0 I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 
Geologica rorrana 2 0.02'!1 I 0.0111 0 0 0 0 
Geologico! joumol 5 0.0&'!1 s 0.0&'!1 I 0.02'!1 2 0.21'11 0 1.2 
Geologico! mogozine 36 Q.29'!1 43 0.32'11 II 0.20'!1 6 0.62'1!. 0 7 
Geologie Afriaine. Bulllnformotlon 1!1 de U.ison 4 o.cn'!l 0 0 0 0 0 
Geologie en mijnbouw 14 0.11'!1 17 0.13'!1 I 0.14'!1 0 0 3.4 
Geologie mediterraneenne I 0.0!'11 I 0.01'!1 I 0.02'!1 0 0 1.2 

Geologila I geofizW 0 3 0.02'!1 4 O.IT/'!1 0 0 0.2 
Geologiio nefti I gazo 2 0.02'!1 4 o.cn'!l 0 0 0 0.4 
Geologisch• Rundschau 22 0.17'!1 24 0.11'!1 4 O.IT/'!1 0 0 2.a 
Geologischos Johrbuch. Rei he 0 4 o.cn,. I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 I 
Geologisk.o fo~ningen Stockholm. Forhindlingor I 0.01'5 5 0.0&'5 0 0 0 I 

Geolo~ 221 1.76'!1 :m 2.CII_'!l 183 3.28'!1 "¥1 3..&5'1!. 43 6.64'11 44.4 
Geology of Podfk Oc:eon 2 0.02'!1 I 0.01'5 0 0 0 _0 
Geology studies. BYU. 0 3 0.02'11 2 0.()4'5 0 0 0 

Geology todoy u 0.10'11 0 0 I 0.10'!!. 0 0.2 
Geomimot. Aooc.lng. minas, motolurgistu y geologos de Mul 0 0 I 0.02'11 0 0 c 
Geomorphology 5 0.0&'11 0 ·o 0 0 c 
Geophysial Exploration I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 c 
Geophyslal journill (intemotional) 201 1.60'11 30& 2.27'11 129 2.32'11 16 1.66'4 10 1.5411 33.8 

Geophysial magazine 7 0.06'11 I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 c 
Geophysical prospecting 0 40 0~ 18 0.32'11 0 0 c 
Geop~ial prospecting petroleum. 2 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 2.8 

Geophysical rneorch letteB 167 1.33'11 116 0.87'11 49 0.88'11 33 3..43'7. 23 3.55'1: 56.8 

Geophysio 206 1.64'11 191 1.43'11 172 3.Q9'11 9 0.94'1!. 17 2.62'11 16 

Geophytology I 0.0!'11 0 I O.o2'!1 0 0 0 
Geos I 0.0!11 0 0 0 0 0 
Geoscience Cant~da I 0.01'!1 7 0.05'11 6 0.11'11 0 0 2.2 

Geost.lndords newsletter I 0.01'!1 9 0.07'!1 0 0 0 0 
Geotectonics 7 0.06'!1 13 0.10'!1 I 0.14'!1 0 0 2 

Geothennal en•~- I 0.0!11 0 0 0 0 0 
Geothermol hot line 4 o.cn_'ll 2 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 

Geotherm.~l science 1.nd technology 5 0.0&'5 2 0.0!11 0 0 0 0 
Geothennio (MocMIIL11n) 22 0.17'5 28 0.21'11 0 0 2 0.31'!1 1 
Geotlmos 37 0.29'5 47 o.JS'll 3 0.05'1!. 0 I 0.15'1: 0.8 

Gerlonds Beitr>ge zur Geophysik 2 0.02'!1 2 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0.2 

Global blogeochemlal cycleo 5 0.0&'1!. 3 0.02'5 0 0 0 3.8 

Global Tectonio ond Motallogeny 0 2 0.01'5 0 0 0 0 

Gluck.ouf (with English tr>nslotion) 10 O.CII'5 12 0.09'5 0 0 0 c 
Grano 0 2 0.01 '5 6 0.11'5 0 0 0 
Ground water 24 0.19'11 88 0.66'11 II 0.20_'1 0 2 0.31 '1: 10.2 

GSA todoy 26 0.21'!1 0 0 0 0 0 

GSA. Abstr>cts with prognms 1"¥1 1.0911 140 1.05'!1 179 3.21'!1 23 2.39'1!. 0 58.6 
GSA. Bulletin 2.56 2.CX1'11 297 2..22'!1 366 6.57'11 42 4.37~ 44 6.79'1!. 60.2 
H ..... Lind. boedenforschung. Abhd. 2 0.02'1: 0 0 0 0 0 

High tempen.tu~ sdena 4 o.cn'!l 0 0 0 0 1.4 

Hokk.oido Daigaku. Foc.Sc:i.). S.rN. Geology ond minera logy 0 0 1 0.02'0 0 0 0 
Hydroarbon processing 31 0.30'0 I 0.01'0 0 0 0 0 
Hydrogeologie I 0.01'11 I 0.0111 0 0 0 0 
Hydrological procosses 16 0.13'1: 14 0.10'0 0 0 0 0 
Hydromotallurgy 6 0.05'0 1 0.01'5 0 0 0 0 
Ice 5 0.0&'0 0 0 0 0 0 
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In situ 7 0.06'11 2 0.01"' 0 0 1 0.15'11 0.8 

India. ~logical Survoy. Records 0 1 0.01"' 0 0 0 0 

Indian journal of earth sdences 1 0.01"' 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 c 
lnd tan minenlogi., 1 0.0111. 0 0 0 0 c 
lndwtrUI mineraLs 24 0.19'11 7 O.C!i"' 0 0 0 0.4 

Indwtrie cer.unique 0 1 0.01"' 0 0 0 c 
Inst. ~leum. Quarterly J. tech. papers 6 O.C!i'll 0 0 0 0 c 
Int. geology review 23 0.18'11 10 0.07"' 5 0.1)9'!1 2 0.21"' 0 1.6 

Int. ). num. & anal. methods in geomechanio 54 0.43'11 62 0.46'11 0 0 0 1.2 

Int. J. of coal geologr_ 5 0.04'11 0 0 2 0.21'!1 0 0.2 

Int.). of minenl processing 8 0.06'!1 6 0.04"' 0 0 0 0.2 

Int.). of remote ..,nsing 50 0.40'11 57 0.43'11 2 0.114'11 0 2 0.31'11 3.2 

Int. J. of speleology 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 0 

Int. J. roclr. mech. & mining sd. & Geomech. abo. 18 0.14'11 133 0.99'11 16 0.29'11 12 1.25"' 2 Q.31"' 9.4 

Irish journal of earth sdences 0 1 0.01'!1 0 2 0.21"' 0 0.2 

JSOCHRON /WEST 5 0.04'11 10 0.07'11 • 0.14'11 0 0 1.8 

ISPRS J. photogramrnetry&remote sensing 14 0.11'!1 6 0.04'!1 0 0 0 0 

Israel journal of earth-ociences 2 0.02'!1 3 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0.2 

lzvestita. Seriia geologichesuta 3 0.02"' 1 0.01'!1 2 0.114'!1 1 0.1~ 0 0 

lzvestita. Serita Nault o Zemie 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 0 
). Aluu Geological Society 2 0.02"' 0 5 0.1)9'11 1 0.1~ 0 0 

J. American Crnmic Society 142 1.13'11 95 0.71'11 2 0.114'11 4 0.42"' 3 0.46"' 16.4 

. Con. Soc. Exploration ~physicists 4 0.03"' 0 0 0 0 0.2 

). Conadtan ~leum technology 10 0.011"' 41 Q.31'11 23 0.41'11 0 2 Q.31"' 1.4 

). China Univ. ofGeaociences 5 0.04"' 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0.6 
). geochem. exploration {Elsevier) 27 Q.21"' 11 0.08'11 1 0Jl2'!1 0 0 0.8 

J. ~logical soc. India. 1 0.01'11 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0.4 

• ~logical Soc. Japan. 14 0.11'11 5 0.04'!1 6 0.11'11 0 0 1 
J. Geological Soc. London 48 0.38'!1 114 0.63'11 36 0.65'11 27 2.81'!1 I 0.!5'11 11.8 
). Korean Inot.Mineral&Mining Eng. 2 0.02'11 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

. of African earth sdenoes 18 0.14'11 19 0.14'!1 0 0 0 2.6 

). of applied aystA]Iognphy 50 0.40'11 19 0.14'!1 1 O.O:Z'!I 0 0 10 

). of coastal re..anch : JCR 7 0.06'11 1 0.01'!1 4 om" 0 0 0.4 

). of earth sdences (Nagoya, Japan)· Nagoyo Univ. 0 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

J. of for.uniniferal....,arch 1 0.01'!1 1 0.01'11 45 0.81'!1 0 0 1.2 

J. of geodynamio 8 0.06'11 • 0.06'!1 5 0.1)9'11 0 0 3.6 

). of geological education 31 Q.25'!1 26 0.19'11 0 0 1 0.15'11 c 
J. of Geology 67 Q.53'11 115 1.31'11 64 1.15" • 0.83'11 3 0.46'11 22 
). of geomaanetlsm and geoelectricity • 0.06'!1 9 0.07'!1 . 3 O.OS'!I 2 0.21'11 0 4.8 

). of geoph}'>ical res .. rch 693 5.51'11 968 7.23'!1 628 11.27'11 155 16.11'11 82 12.65"' 3072 
). of glaciology 2 0.02'!1 8 0.06'!1 0 0 0 OA 
J. of hydrology 133 1.06'11 114 0.85'!1 24 0.43_'11 6 0.62'11 2 Q.31'll 4A 

). of metals 22 0.17"' 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 3A 
]. of metamorphic geology 19 0.15'11 86 0.64'!1 9 0.16'!1 13 1.35"' 5 0.77'11 8 
). of micropaleontology 0 0 10 0.18'11 0 0 0 
J. of paleontology 0 8 0.06'!1 39 0.7011. 0 0 0.8 

). of petroleum geology 12 0.10'11 15 0.11'!1 4 om" 2 0.21"' 0 1.2 

J. of petrology 56 0.45 .. 166 1.24'11 IZ 1.47'11 30 3.12'11 8 1.23'!1 19 

). of physical oceanography 49 0.39'!1 38 0.28'11 1 0.02'11 0 0 4.6 

). of physio of the eorth 34 0.27'11 32 0.24'11 5 0.09'11 0 0 1.4 

). of roclr. and minenlonolysis 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0 

J. of sed imentory petrolo!Y 90 0.72'11 113 0.&1'11 60 1.0S'II 2 0.21'11 3 0.46'11 10.2 

) . of soil sdence 25 0.20'11 13 0.!0'11 6 0.11'!1 1 0.!~ 0 2.2 

). of South American earth sciences 12 0.10'11 4 0.03'!1 0 0 0 0.2 

J. of :tOUthe~!t As~n urth science 7 0.06'11 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 0.4 
). of stratigraphy. (Chinese) 1 0.01'!1 2 0.01'11 0 1 0.1~ 0 1 

). of structurol geology 63 O.SO'II 118 0.88'11 25 0.45'11 4 0.42'11 4 0.62'11 11.4 

J. of vertebrate paleontology 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 0.4 

J. of volcanology & geotherm. res. 38 ().3()'!1 63 0.47'11 25 0.45'11 7 0.73'11 3 0.46'!1 8.4 

). petroleum sd. and engineering 30 Q.24'11 0 1 0Jl2'11 0 3 0.46'11 0.2 
). Soil Science Soc. of Americo 168 1.34'11 92 0.69'11 45 0.81'11 6 0.62'11 0 7.2 
). South African ln., Mining&Metoll. 0 1 0.01'!1 2 0.0411. 0 0 0 

] .. Mineralogical Soc. of japan. 6 O.C!i'!l 0 0 0 0 0.2 

Japon. Geological Survoy. Bulletin. 0 3 0.(12'!1 1 0.02'!1 0 0 0 

Japanese Assoc.Mineni.PetroLEcon.Geol. The ·. 8 0.06'11 6 0.04'!1 0 0 0 0.8 
jolcull I 0.01'11 0 3 0.05'11 0 0 0.4 

]PT. joum•l of ~leum technology 113 0.90'11 117 0.87'!1 161 2.8~ 3 0.31'!1. 16 2.47'11 8.6 

Kozan chishitsu 11 0.09'!1 0 3 0.05"' 0 0 0.2 
Kyoto Oaigaku. Rlgakubu.. Memoirs. Ser. geol.&m.ineralogy. 0 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
Kyoto. Univ. Di.!.il.ster Prevention ReseilTCh Institutt. Bulletin 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0 
Kyushu Univ. Dept.Geol Sci. reports 1 0.01'!1 0 1 0.02'!1 0 0 0 
leading edge of explon.tion 2 0.02'11 13 0.10'!1 0 0 0 0.6 

Letha !a: int. LealaeontoloK)'&strati&raphv 2 0.02'11 5 0.04'!1 5 0.09'!1 0 0 0.2 
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Appendix II~ STANFORD JOURNAL DATA 

JOURNAL TITLE JNK)(.a ~ CJRC ~ iHESES ~ FAC ~FAC FAC PUB lSI 

USE USE CJRC cm;s iHESES CITES crn:s PUB ~FAC AVE. 
Umnology illld Oaanography 26 o.2l~ 21 0.16~ 0 0 0 12.2 
Lithology illld Minenl Rnources 4 0.00~ 6 0.04'11 0 0 0 0 
Uthoo 17 0.14~ 43 0.32'11 12 0.2211 3 0.31'J. 4 0.62'!1 5.2 
Log analy>t 13 0.10'J. 38 0.28'!1 3 0.0511 0 1 0.15'!1 1.4 
MalacolOKia 4 0.00~ 7 O.C6'!1 0 0 0 0.2 
Malacological rn'iow - 2 0.02~ 0 0 0 0 0 
Mapping sdenc:es and remote "'nsing 1 0.0111 0 0 0 0 0 
Mmno illld petroleum geology 11 0.14'J. 9 0.07'!1 0 3 0.3111 0 4 
Mmno geodesy 3 0.02'J. 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
Mmne_goology 30 o.24~ 33 0.25'11 17 0.31'11 2 0.2111 1 0.1511 3.8 

Mmne goophyoic:al """•rches 8 0.06'!1 6 0.04'!1 I 0.02'!1 1 0.10'll 0 0.6 
Mmne micropaleontology 9 0.07'!1 15 O.lllli 17 0.31'!1 0 1 0.15'11 1.6 
Mmnemining 1 0.01ll 2 0.0111 0 0 0 0 
Mmtit=o 0 1 0.0111 0 0 0 0 
Mathematical geology 126 1.00'11 119 0.66~ 52 0.93'!1 3 0.3111 16 2.47'11 6.2 
Mercian Geologist 1 0.01'!1 0 1 0.()2~ 0 0 c 
Metalsw..,k 157 1.25'11 130 0.97~ 0 0 0 0 
Meteor forschung...rgebnW.. Reihe A/B: Allgemelnes, Phyo& 1 0.01ll 0 0 0 0 c 
Metooritia 13 0.10'!1 0 0 0 0 lA 

Mexico Univ. Nac.lnst. Goal. Revista 1 0.0111 0 1 0.()2~ 0 0 0 

Meyni.;lna 0 0 2 O.D4~ 0 0 0 

Miaopaleontology 2 0.02'!1 • 0.06~ 53 0.9511 0 0 0.4 
Mineralium deposita 5 o.on; 13 0.10~ 0 0 0 1.2 
MinenlogY. polonica 2 0.02~ 0 0 0 0 0 

Minenlogica et ~t>_hic:a acta· Univ. of Bologna 0 0 1 0.0211 0 0 0.4 
Minenlogical journal 3 0.02~ 1 0.01'!1 1 0.()2~ 0 0 0.6 

Minenlogical mag.J.Zine 61 0.54'J. 47 o.JS'II 16 0.29'11 6 0.6211 3 0.46'11 8 
Mlnenlogical record 17 0.14~ 5 0.04ll 0 0 0 0 

Mineralogy and petrology 16 0.1311 11 0.08'11 0 I 0.10'll 0 0.2 

Minerals Industry International 4 0.0011 0 0 0 0 0.2 
Mining engineering 12 0.10~ 32 o.24'11 3 O.OS'II 0 1 0.15'11 0.4 

Mining GeollcMetaUJnstJndLa. Trans. 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Mining journal 21 0.17'J. 2ll 0.15'11 0 0 0 0 

Mining magazine 33 0.26'11 2ll 0.15'!1 0 0 0 0.2 

Modem geology 6 O.C6'!1 21 0.16'1 4 0.07'!1 0 0 1 
Mooc:ow Univ. Geology Bulletin 4 0.00'!1 2 0.01'!1 0 0 0 c 
Moskovsskogo obsh.Js_pytatelei prirody. Otedel goologichesld 0 2 0.01~ 0 0 0 _C 
Mountain geologist 0 3 0.02~ 0 0 0 c 
Namibia. Goouurv. Comm.mic:ations of tho Geological survO) 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0.2 
NatturufraDlngurinn 1 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 c 
Nature 891 7.08'!1 279 2.0811 66 1.1811 46 4.7811 23 3.55'!1 827.6 

Nature &c Rnources 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 

Nederlands Geol.Mijnbouwkundig Gen0013Chap. VerhandeliJ 0 0 2 O.D411 0 0 0 

Neues Jhrb geol.paLaoo. Abh. 0 0 22 0.3911 1 0.10'll 0 0 

Neues Jhrb goo!. paLaeo. Montuhefte. 0 1 O.OI'J. 12 0.22'11. 0 0 _c 
Neues Jhrb Mineralogie. Abh. 2ll 0.16'!1 26 0.19'J. 1 0.()211 0 0 3.2 

Neues Jhrb Mineralogie. Monatshefte 19 0.1511 10 0.0711 5 0.0911 0 0 3 

New Mexico geology 7 0.06'!1 1 0.0111 0 0 0 0.2 

New ZeaLand J. geology & goophyoia 4 0.00'!1 1 0.01'11 4 0.07'11. 0 0 2.2 

Newsletters on otratigra phy 1 0.01'11 4 0.00'11 1 0.02'11 0 0 0.2 
Norsk goologlsk tidsskrlft 2 0.02'11. 7 O.C6'!1 0 0 0 0.8 

Northeastern geology 1 0.0111 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Northern miner 9 0.0711 3 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 

Northw.., geology magazine 6 O.C611 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 

Ocranologica Kta 5 0.0411 2 0.01'11 1 0.02'!1 0 0 I 

Oaanoiogy 0 3 0.02'!1 0 0 0 0 

Oaans 17 0.14'11 10 0.07'11 I 0.()2'11 0 0 0 

Ocranus 21 0.17'11 21 0.16'!1 3 O.OS'II 0 0 1 

Ofiollti 2 0.02'11 2 0.01'!1 1 0.02'11 0 3 0.46'11 1.6 

OU and gas geology-Petroleum Geol. Comm.- Goal. Surv. Chit 8 0.06'11 6 0.0411 0 3 0.3111 0 0.4 

OU and gas journal 500 4.00'11 448 3.35'!1 86 1..5411 1 O.IO'r. 2 0.31'11 1 

Oil geophyoical prospecting 5 0.04'11 6 0.04'!1 0 0 2 0.31'11 0 

Oilfield review (Schulumberger) 8 0.06'!1 I 0.01'10 0 0 I 0.15'11 0 

OkLahoma Geology notes I 0.01'!1 0 0 0 0 0 

Oro geology roviewo 6 O.C6'!1 13 0.1011 0 0 0 0 

Oregon geology 6 0.(6~ 3 0.02'11 I 0.02~ 0 0 0.4 

Organic geochemistry 62 0.4~ 88 0.6611 6 0.11 '!I 2 0.2111 15 2.31'!1 5.6 

Osaka Shiritsu Daigaku. Fac Sd. Journai of geosciences 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 

Osterreichix:he geol.gesellschaft. Mitteilungen 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 

Pacific oil world 5 0.0411 21 0.16'!1 0 0 0 0 
Pacific petroleum geologist 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
Paiaeography, palaeocl imatology, palaeoecology 24 0.19'11 23 0.17'11 20 0.36'!1 5 0.5211 I 0.15'11 3.8 

PaLaeontographica. Abteilung A I 0.01 '!I 6 0.04 ... 8 0.14'!1 0 0 0 
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Appendix II~ STANFORD JOURNAL DATA 

JOURNAL TITLE ..,..,.... 
"' ORC "' THESES "' FAC 11FAC FAC I'UB lSI 

USE USE ORC ens THESES ens CITES I'UB 11FAC AVE. 

P•Luontognphia. Abteilung 8 12 0.10'1i 16 0.12'li 24 OA311 0 0 0 

P•Luontologiocho Zeitschrift 1 O.Ol'li 3 0.02'li 4 O.o7'li 0 0 c 
P•l .. ontology i.Dndon Poluo. As5oc:. 0 3 0.02'li 16 O.l!'li I 0.10'11. 0 0.4 

P•I.Jioo I O.Ol'li 6 0.04'li 0 0 0 0.6 

P•loobiology 2 0.0211 0 0 0 0 2.4 

P•leoc:r•nogn phy 18 0.1411 16 0.1211 0 0 0 2.4 

P•loontologio c.thoyono • N•njing ln ... P•loontology 0 I O.OI'li 0 0 0 0 

P•loontologial joum•l 3 0.0211 2 O.OI'li 0 0 0 0.2 

Paloorient 10 O.!JI'li 0 0 0 0 0 

P•lynology 0 0 21 0.38'11 0 0 0 

Pan Arn. lnot.C.Og.Hlst. Revista geoftsia 4 0.03'li 0 0 0 0 0.2 

P•ris. MUMUm Not.Hist.N•t. Bull4. 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

PennoylvuU. Goology 1 O.OI'li 0 0 0 0 0 

Period Ia> dl minorologia -Institute dl Minerologla IS 0.12'li 0 0 0 0 0 

Petroleum engin .. r international 33 D.26'li 29 o.22'11 4 O.o7'li 0 0 0.2 

Petroleum goology 1 0.01'11 0 1 0~ 0 0 1.2 

Petroleum goology of Taiwan 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 

Petro Iogie 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Ph eng. &. remote ,.nsing 211 0.16'11 36 027'11 5 0.11911 0 2 0.3111 I 
Phy>. earth &. pi.Jnotary Interiors 121 0.96'11 76 0.57'11 16 0.2911 7 0.7311 2 O.ll'll 13 

Physical goognphy 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 0.8 

Physia and chemistry of mlMrob 62 0.49'11 400.30'11 5 O.D9'1i 6 0.62'li 6 0.93'1.: 11.8 

Physia of tho solid earth 6 0.!5'11 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0.4 

Pipeline •nd gu journal 2 0.02'11 5 0.04'11 0 0 0 c 
Polar raurch. - Nonlc. Poll.r Institut 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0.4 

PoUslt aadOITI)'_ of science. Bulletin. Eorth science 0 I 0.01'11 0 0 0 c 
PoUen et spores 2 0.02'11 6 0.04'11 0 0 0 0.2 

PortugoL S..V.gool. CornJnicacoos 0 I 0.0111 0 0 0 c 
Powder diffraction 0 6 0.04'11 0 0 0 c 
Proambrian roooan:h 1S 0.60'11 62 0.46'li 1 O.Dl'li 0 7 I.!JI'li 5.2 

Pri~ naia geoflzib 0 2 O.OI'li 0 0 0 ~ 

Proc. C.OiogJsts' Assoc., i.Dndon. 0 1 O.OI'li I O.Dl'li 0 0 _c 
Proc. Ofbhoro Tocll . Con f. 21 0.17'li 1 O.OI'li I O.Dl'li 0 0 0..6 

Proc:.. C.Oiogial Soc. China. 2 0.02'11 I O.OI'li 0 0 0 0.4 

Proc:.. Son Diogo Soc. of Nat. hist. 2 0.02'li 1 O.OI'li 4 O.o711 0 0 ~ 

Proc:.. Yorlcshino geol. soc. 0 I 0.01'11 I O.D211 0 0 ~ 

Progw/obo. Geol. Assoc. ofunada. 3 0.02'li 2 O.OI'li 1 O.D211 2 0.2111 0 2..< 

Progress in physial geography 4 0.03'11 0 1 O.Dl'li 0 0 0 
Proyecto Energetico 1 0.01'11 1 O.OI'li 0 0 0 0 

Pure and applied geophysics 98 0.78'11 tf1 0.65'11 14 0.25'11 1 0.10'11. I 0.1511 10.4 

Qu.;orterly ~ of ensifteering geology 5 0.04'li 11 0.!1111 0 0 0 0 

Qu.;otomuy roooarcll 12 0.1011 19 0.14'li 9 0.16'li 0 0 2.2 

Quitemary Kience I"''Vie~ 8 0.06'11 4 0.0311 I O.Dl'li 0 0 0.2 

!Udloarbon 12 0.10'11. 2 0.0111 11 0.2011 0 0 0.2 

JUzvodu i okhrona nedr 2 0.02'!: 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 

~nt developments world seismology 24 0.1911 19 0.14'!: 0 0 0 0 

Regional goolos;y of China 24 0.1911 6 0.0411 0 0 0 1.8 

Remote sensing of environment 67 0.53'!: 41 0.3511 9 0.16'11 0 3 0.46'll 1.8 

Remote !lensing revi~ 8 0.06'!: 11 Q.(JI'll 0 0 0 0.4 

Report. japan. Not.Res.Cent.D!sa.,or ~ontion. I O.OI'll 0 0 0 0 _0 

Resource C.Oiogy 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Rev. palaoobotany and palynology 3 0.02'!: 11 0.!11'11 17 0.31'11 0 0 0 

Reviews of geophysics 62 0.49'li 141 1.!5'11 33 0.59'11 6 0.62'll 5 0.77'11 30.4 

Revista Bruileino do Geoci.endas 3 0.02'11 5 0.04'li 0 0 0 1 

Revista de geofbica 0 2 O.OI'li 0 0 0 0 

Revi.su esp.tnola de miaopaleontologia 0 3 0.02'11 5 O.D9'll 0 0 0 

Revista geologica de Chile 5 0.04'11 6 0.04'11 0 0 0 0.2 

RevUta.. ln!t. Muicano del Petroleo. s 0.04~ 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 0.2 

Revue de geomorphologie dynamique 1 O.OI'll 0 0 0 0 0 

Revue del1nstitut francais potrole 3 0.02'11 2 0.01 'II 2 0.04'll I 0.10'11. 0 1.4 
Revue de microp~l~ntologie 0 2 0.01'11 8 0.14'li 0 0 0 

Revue roumoine geol.geop.goog.Geophysique 1 O.OI'll 0 0 0 0 0 

Rivista lta.U.tn.a. ~eon e stnt. I O.OI'll 3 0.02'll 1 O.D2'li 0 0 0 

Rock lT"eCha.n ia and rock engineering 3 0.02'll 6 0.04'11 0 0 0 0.4 

Rocks and minerals 29 Q.23'll 18 0.13'11 0 0 0 0 

Romania. Anu~oNllnst. geol si geofizica. 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 

Royol Soc. Edinbu_rgh. Trons. Eorth Sd Section 0 0 3 O.OS'li 3 031'll 0 5.2 

Roy•l soc. New Zeai.Jnd . J. 0 1 0.01'11 1 O.D2'li 1 0.10'11. 0 0.6 

Roy~lscx. Western Australia. J. 0 0 2 0.04'll 0 0 0 

Russi• Izvestti• vy.shikh uchebnykh zavednei l. Neft I gu 0 0 1 O.D2'll 0 0 0 

Rus..liln geology •nd geophysics 10 0.!11'11 13 0.10'll 1 0.02'll 0 0 0 

RU55ian journ~ol of remote JeMing s 0.04'11 2 0.01'1: 0 0 0 0 

Rw.si~on mining science 7 0.06'll 1 0.01'1: 0 0 0 0 
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Appendix IIa: STANFORD JOURNAL DATA 

JOURNAL TITLE ....,.,. .. aRC .. THESES .. FAC 'l!oFAC FAC PUB lSI 
USE USE CIRC O!ES THESES O!ES an:s PUB 'IIFAC AVE. 

Russion ph)"ia. Crystollognphy 13 0.1011 12 0.09. 2 0.1)4'11 0 0 2.6 

RUMu~ geologiiL Moskva I 0.01'11 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 
Sbomik geologickych ved . !Udal..G Lozi>kova geologe, mine" 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 
Schweizrrischr min. petro. mitt. - 17 0.14'11 IS 0.11'11 I O.D2'11 I 0.10'11 0 I 
Sd. reports. Second Ser. (Ceolo~tY) s 0.04' 2 0.01'11 3 0.05'11 0 0 1.4 
Sd. reports. Fifth .. r. (Ceoph)"ia) 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 
Sd. reports. Third .. r. (Minerology, petrology, economic geolo I 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
Science .585 4.65'11 136 t.ai• 61 l.ll9~ 22 2.29'11 14 2.16'11 785.4 
Sciences geologiques. Bull. Univ.Stnsbourg 0 I 0.01'11 0 0 0 c 
Scctti>h puma! of J!ee>loiO' 6 0.05'11 6 0.06'11 3 O.OS'il I 0.10'11 I 0.15~ I 
Sedimentary geology 42 Q.33'11 21 0.16'11 2 O.ll4'!1 0 I 0.15'11 3.4 

Sedimentology 31 Q.2S'II 61 0.46'11 9 OJ6'11 0 3 0.46'11 3.8 
Seis. res. letters. Sei>. Soc. Am. E. oection. 29 0.2:3'11 26 0.19' I o.m I 0.10'11 0 I 
Seismic instruments- 0 . Yu. Shmidt lnst. Ph)". Eanh 1 0.01'11 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 
SeismolOIO' ond geoioiO' 211 0.22'11 70 0.52'11 0 0 I 0.15'11 0.6 
Senckenbergiana maritima 0 2 0.01'11 0 0 0 c 
SEPM annUill midyear 11\H'ting. Abstncts 7 0.06'11 I 0.01'11 6 0.11'11 0 0 0.2 
Shale shaker 3 0.02'11 15 0.11'11 0 0 0 c 
Skillings' mining review 6 0.05'11 45 o.J4'll 1 O.D2'11 0 0 c 
Sociedade geologia Portugal Bol 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 
Sociote Beige de geologie. Bull. I 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 c 
Societe geologique de Belgique. Ann ales 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Sociote geologique d u Nord, Lillo. Annales 0 1 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Soil science so 0.4011 41 0.31'11 32 0.57'11 0 0 3.2 

South Afrian Journal ol Geology I 0.06'11 9 0.07'11 0 1 0.10'11 I 0.15'll I 

South Afrian mining It eng. journal 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 a 
Southeastern geology 0 1 0.01'11 3 0.05~ 0 0 a 
SPE drilllng engineerinK 22 0.17'11 19 0.14'11 3 0.05'11 0 I 0.15'11 3.2 

SPE formation evaluation Ill 0.94'11 113 1.37'11 40 0.72'11 I 0.10'11 20 3.09'11 4.6 

SPE production engineering 29 0.2:3'11 10 0.07'11 I O.D2'll 0 I 0.15'11 3.8 
SPE reervoir engineering 40 Q.32'11 so 0.37'11 40 0.72'11 I 0.83'11 40 6.17_'11 5.4 

Studt. geoph)"ia ot geodaetica I 0.01'11 I 0.01'11 I 0.02'11 0 0 0.4 

Studilsi cerotari geol geof geog Soria geofizica 0 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0 

Surtsey reoean:ll progress report 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 

SurvO)" in Ceoph)"ia 3 0.02'!10 1 0.01'11 2 0.1)4'!10 0 0 c 
Tectonics 41 o.J7'11 103 0.77'11 73 1.31'il 24 2..49'11. 17 2.62'11 25.2 

Tectonoph)"la 240 1.91'11 400 2.99'11 134 2AO'IIo 211 2.91'11. 10 1.54'11 36.2 

Tellus. Series A 17 0.14'11 16 0.12'11 0 0 0 2 

TeUus. Series B 9 0.07'11 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 2.6 

Terro Nova· European Union Cecoci. II 0.14'11 4 0.03'11 12 0.22'11 I 0.10'11 1 0.15'11 3.8 

Texuenergy I 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 0 

The lTC journal 19 0.15'11 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 

Tokyo. O.igaku.J. SectlL Ceol.minerology 1 0.01'11 I 0.06'11. 0 0 0 0.8 

Irons. Am. Crystallographic Assoc. 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 0 

Trans. Gulf coast uooc. geol soc. 6 0.05'11 11 O.Ql'llo a OJ4'll 0 0 0 

Trona. !nit. Mining It Mt'tall. London. a 0.06'11 23 0.17'11. 5 0.1)9'11 0 0 0.8 

Trons/proc. Pal.aeontological Soc. Japan I 0.01'11 1 0.01'11. 0 0 0 c 
Tronsport In porous mod~ 59 0.47'11 36 0.27'11 0 0 0 2 

Trovawr del1nstiNt de Speologie 6 0.05'11 1 0.011 0 0 0 0 

Tsukubo Dalgaku. Sd rpts lnst .Ceo 3 0.02'11 0 0 0 0 0 

Venus. japan ... j. of mat.cology 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 

Verelniguns Schweizerischer Potroi-Geo~lngen . Bull. 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 

w~trr reOu.n:zs rese;arch 91 a.n• 234 1.751 239 4.29• 5 0.52~ 16 2.47'11 23 

World mJning equipment 17 0.1n 0 0 0 0 0.2 

World oil 430 3.42~ 242 1.81' a 0.14'11 0 0 1.2 

Wyoming Ceol Assoc. Earth Science Bulletin 2 0.02'11 2 0.011 0 0 0 0.2 

Wyoming. Univ.O.pt.geol. Contrib.geoiogy 0 2 0.011 0 0 0 0 

Zapiski. Y!I!SOiuznor miner.~logichnkoe obshchestvo 17 0.14'11 0 0 0 0 0 

Zeitschrift fur anJ!ewandte Geologie 1 0.01'11 2 o.O!"' 0 0 0 0.2 

Zeitschrift fur geol. Wi>oenschal\en 0 I 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 

Zeitschrift fur geomorphologie. Annals of geomorph. 2 0.02'11 4 0.03'11 0 0 0 0.4 

Zeitschrift fur giotscherkundelcgt.zt.lgeologie 3 0.02'11 I 0.01'1i 0 0 0 0 

Zeitschrift fur Kristallogrophie- Au. Verlag .... 45 0.36'11 18 0.13'11 I 0.02'11 4 0.42'11. 0 6.4 

Zisin. Sei>mologial Soc. Jap•n. J. 1 0.01'11 1 0.01'11 0 0 1 0.15'11. 0.4 

Zittel ian• I 0.01'11 0 0 0 0 0.2 
12559 13353 5571 962 648 3237 
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SERIES TITLE rnESES "' FAC '!I.FAC FAC '!I.FAC lSI '1!.151 

CITES THESES CITES CITES PUBS PUBS AVE AVE 

A.AP(; Continuing Eduation COUJ"3e' note series 7 Cl.3411 1 0.2311 1 1.45'1!. 0.00 

AAPGMemoir 51 2.44'1!. 5 1.13'1!. 0 931 2.07'1!. 
AAPG P.1dfic Section. Crou S«'tton 3 0.1411 1 0.23'!1. 0 0.00 

AAI'C Studies In _&_eology 8 0.38'!1. 1 0.23'1!. 0 4.43 0.99'!1. 

Acta nii!Uralia islondlca 1 O.CI5'1!. 0 0 0.00 

Advanl%5 in urtll&plonetary ~nero 0 1 0.23'1!. 0 1.73 039'1!. 

Advancrs in geop_ll)"ical dota prc.,.ing I O.CI5'!1. 0 0 038 O.Q8'1!. 

Advances in ~a 0 0 0 4.17 0.93'1!. 

Advances in hydrooc!encz I O.CI5'!1. 0 0 OAO 0.09'1!. 

Adv~nce in organic geochemistry 0 I 0.23'!1. 4 5.sJ11 2.36 0.52'!1. 

Advanas in soil JCience 0 0 0 837 1.86'!1. 

Advance in x-noy anillysis 1 O.CI5'11 I 0.23'!1. 0 1.13 0.25'1!. 

AUd. Wetenschappen Amoterdam. Proc..5er.B:Phys.5cl. I O.CI5'11 0 0 2.09 0.47'!1. 

AUd. -n.ochoften Gottlngen ~th-phys kluse. Abh. 0 0 0 038 0.08'1!. 

Alobomo. GeoL surv. Alios oeria 0 0 0 038 O.Q8'1!. 

Alobomo. GeoL surv. Bulletin 0 0 0 038 0.08'!1. 

Alosko. Olv.geol.& geopnys.surveys. Annu.Jlreport. 2 0.10'11 0 0 0.00 

Alosko. Oiv.geol.& geopnys.surveys. Geologic report 3 0.14'11 1 0.23'11 0 0.00 

A losko. Dlv .geol.& geopnys.surveys. Open file reports a 0.38'11 0 0 0.38 0.08'1!. 
Alosko. Dlv.geol& geopnys.surveys. Spodolreport 0 0 0 038 O.Q8'1!. 
Alberto. Researcn <XIWICil oi Alberto. Bulletin 5 Q.2A'II 0 0 0.00 
Am. Muoeum of Nat. Hlst. New York. lUnd book oeries I O.CI5'11 0 0 0.00 
A Males geologiques de ~daga.scar I O.CI511 0 0 0.00 

AMUJireport geopnysicilllob. Carnegie lnst. I O.CI5'11 1 0.23'1!. 0 0.00 
AMUJI review of urtn & planetary sdence 17 0.8111 s 1.13'!1. 0 14.17 3.1511 
Arizona. Bur. Ceo! .&Min. Tech. Bulletin 1 O.CI511 0 0 OAO 0.0911 
Arizona. Bur. Ceo! .&Min. Tech. Sped>! paper 0 0 0 1.16 0.26'1!. 
Aooc:.geolargentina. Series B. Old act lea y cornple.,.,.,t•ria. 0 0 0 0.58 0.!3'!1. 

Auotralulan lnst.Mining&met.allufR)'. Conf. oeries 0 0 0 0.56 0.12'!1. 
Auotralulan lnst.Mlning&met.allurgy. Monog. series 0 1 0.23'!1. 0 0.40 0.09'!1. 
Australia. Bur. Mineral Res. Ceo!. & Geoph. BMR 0 0 0 0.58 0.13'!1. 
Australia. Bur. Mineral Res. CooL & Geoph. Bulletin 2 0.10'11 0 0 0.00 
Australia. Bur. Mineral Res. CooL & Geoph. Report 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'!1. 

Australia. CSIRO. Land reoearcn series 1 O.CI511 0 0 0.00 
Bettraege zur geologischen K.orte der Schwetz 0 1 0.23'!1. 0 0.40 0.09'1!. 
Brighom Young Univ. Dopt.GeoL Geology stud !a. Spec. pub. 0 0 0 0.58 0.!3'!1. 
British Ant.arcttc Survey. Sdontlftcroports 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'!1. 
British Conrnlc Society. Proc. 0 0 0 0.38 0.09'!1. 
British ColumbiL Dopt.Mlna6d'etrolourn Res. BulL 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'!1. 
Britilh GeoL survey BGSreports 4 0.!911 0 0 0.00 
British Museum (Not. Hiotory). BulL Geology series 5 Q.2A11 0 0 0.00 
British Musuem <Nat. Hiltory). BulL Geology. Suppl. 11 D.5311 0 0 0.00 
BulLczntros rech.expl-prod. elf-Aquttillne. Memoiro 3 0.1411 0 0 0.00 
Bullettns of American paleontology 5 Q.2A11 0 0 0.56 0.12'1!. 
Cillifornla Acad. Sci. San Fnondoco. Proc. 10 0.4811 0 0 1.16 0.26'!1. 
Cilliforni.a Acad. Sci. San Fnndoco. Occasionill papers 1 O.CI511 0 0 0.00 
Cillifomi.a. Dept. of Water Resourczs. Bulletin I O.CI511 0 0 0.00 
Cillifomi.a. Oiv. Mines & Cool Bulletin 27 1.2911 3 0.6811 0 3.B2 O.BS'!I. 
Cillifomt.a. Olv. Mines It Cool Geologic dat.amop I O.CI5'11 1 0.23'1 0 0.00 
Cillifornt.a. Dlv. Mines & GeoL ~p snoet 3 0.!4'11 I 0.23'!1. 0 0.00 
Cilliforni.a. Dlv. Mines It Ceo!. Spocllllpubs. 3 0.14'11 0 1 1.45'!1. 2.29 0.51'1!. 
Cilliforni.a. Dlv. Minos & CooL Spoci.al report s o.24'11 2 0.45'1: 0 2.47 0.55'!1. 
Cilliforni.a. Oiv.OU & GasSum. .. CA.oil f"'lds: ann. rpt. 6 0.29'11 0 0 038 0.09'1!. 
C.. ada. Geol. survey Economic geology report 0 0 0 0.78 0.!7'1!. 
C.. ada. Ceo!. survey Geological Survey builetin IS 0.72'1: 0 0 0.00 
C..ada. Cool. survey Memoir 0 0 0 1.15 0.25'!1. 
C..ada. Cool. survey Paper 15 0.72'1: 3 0.68'lfo 0 4.67 1.04'1!. 
C..adi.an lnst. Mining&metilllurgy. Spociill volume 3 0.14'1: 0 0 0.40 0.09'1!. 
C..adi.an Soc. Petroleum Geologists. Memoir II D.5311 0 0 3.22 0.72'lfo 
C..adt.an Soc. Petroleum Geologists. Spociill pub. 0 0 0 136 030<r. 
C;oribboan Geological Conferencz. Tnn..rnons 4 0.1911 0 0 0.00 
c.megielnstitution of Wasnlngton Pub. 6 0.29'1: 0 0 11.0! 2.45'1!. 
c.megielnstitution oiWasnington. Yearbook 2 0.10'11 2 0.45'!1. 0 3.25 0.72<r. 
Circum-Padlic Co. Energy&Mtn.Res. Eartn sd.serios. 5 0.24'1: 6 !.36'1!. I 1.45'11 1.74 039<r. 
Circum-PadRe M>p Pro~ Cool mop 0 0 0 !.55 034'1!. 
Circum-Padfic Map Proj. Min.-res. map 0 0 0 OAO 0.09'1!. 
Colorado School ol Minos. Prof. contributions I O.CI5'l: 0 0 0.00 
Colorado School ol Mines. Qumerly I O.CI5'l: 0 0 0.78 0.!7<r. 
Colorado. Ceo!. survey Bulletin 0 0 0 039 0.09'1!. 
Colorado. State Unlv. Ft Collins. Hydrology papers 4 0.!9'11 0 0 0.00 
Contributions in petroleum geology & e!"'g. 0 0 0 039 0.09<r. 
Contributions to sedimentology 2 0.10'11 0 0 039 0.09'1!. 
Crysu.l chemi.5try of non-meta llic materi~s 0 0 0 038 0.08'1!. 
Cwhman Fd n. Foraminiferal Res . Contributions 33 1.58'1!. 0 0 132 0.29'1!. 
Cusnman Fdn. Foraminiferal Res. Speciill pub. 6 0.29'1!. 0 0 133 030'1!. 
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CITES TiiESES CITES CITES PUBS PUBS AVE AVE 

Danmarlc.s Geologiske Unde""S"I ... S.rie A 0 I 0.23. 0 0.00 

Danmarlc.s Geologiske undersogebe. S.rie 8 I O.!!i'll 0 0 0.00 

O.~ware. Geol !IUI"Vey Rpt. lnvestiKiltions 3 0.1" 0 0 0.00 

Developments In Keotectonia 0 0 0 0.39 0D9'!1; 

Developments in pal...ontology&stntigrophy I O.!!i'JI 0 0 0.00 

Developments in petToioJO' 0 3 0.68'JI 0 0.95 0.21'11; 

Developments in Precambri.&n Ktology 0 6 1.3611 0 0.77 0.17'11; 

Developments In oedlmentoloJtY 3 0.14'JI 0 0 0.38 0.D8'!1; 

Developments In oolid earth Ktophysia 0 0 0 0.39 O.il9'!1; 

Economic geology. Monognpha 0 0 0 076 0.17'11; 

Ehevier OCI!onognphy IM!ries 0 0 I 1.45'11 0.59 0.13'11; 

Fleld~na: geology 2 O.IO'JI 0 0 0.00 

F1n~nd. Geolo~n Tut. Bulletin 0 0 0 0j7 0.17'11; 

Fln~nd . Geolo~n Tut. Rpt. lnvestiotions 0 0 0 0.95 0.21'11; 

Fin~nd. Geolo~n Tut. Sped.ll poper 0 0 0 0.38 0.08'11; 

Florid .. Geol swvey Bulletin I O.!!i'JI 0 0 0.00 

Foooils&stnu 0 0 0 0.59 0.13'11; 

France. BRGM Documents du BRGM I O.!!i11 0 0 0.00 

France. BRGM M>.nueia et method .. 0 0 0 0.38 O.Q9'!1; 

France. BRGM Memoire 3 0.14• 0 0 0.57 0.13'11; 

Frana. CNRS. C.hiers de micropoleontologie 3 0.14'11 0 0 0.00 

Ceodynunics series. 25 1.20'11 7 1.5911 0 3.81 0.85.,. 

Geologic.al AM. C.nad .. Field Guide&Ref. M>.nuol,.ries 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'11; 

Geolollic.al A•. C.nad L Sped .a! Paper 7 a.34'JI 9 Ult'JI I 1.45'11 674 1.50'11; 

GeoioKic.al Society of Austnlio. Sped.al pubs 0 2 OAS'JI 0 0.00 

GeoioKic.al Society of Indio. Memoir 0 0 0 0.38 0.09'11; 

GeoloJ!ic.al Society of London. Memoir 0 3 0.6811 0 2.27 0.51'11; 

GeoioJ!ic.al Society of London. Sped.al pub. ll Q.62'JI 20 4.5d 2 2m 11A5 2.55'11; 

Geoiol{ic.al Society of London. Speci.al report 0 0 0 2.28 0.51'!1; 

Geologic.al Society of Nevad .. S~l pub. I O.!!i'JI 3 0.68'11; 0 0.38 0.1)9'11; 

Geologic.al Society of South Afria. Special pub. 0 7 1.59'11 0 3.31 074'11; 

Geoiogisches jhb. Rethe B: Rel{ionale Geoio!lle Ausland 1 Q.(!j'JI 0 0 0.38 O.Q9'!1; 

Geologisches jhb. Rethe E: Geophystk 0 0 0 0.57 0.13'11; 

Geophysical monoKfaph 15 0.7211 6 I~ 2 2.m 16.93 3j7'!1; 

Geoad.enoe&man (Louislonasute University) 15 0.7211 c 0 0.00 

Geothermol reooun:zo C<lWidl Transoctiono 6 Q.29'!1; 0 s 7..2511 2.70 0.60'11; 

Global cl•anJI!O-lGBP 0 0 0 0.59 0.13'11; 

Great Briboin. Geol JUrVey Bulletin 0 0 0 0.39 0.Q9'!1; 

Greot Britain. !.-. geologial sdences. Report I Q.(!j'JI 2 OA511 0 0.00 

Greenl.tnd. Gronlands geol. undersogebe. Bulletin 4 0.19'JI 0 0 0.59 0.13'11; 

Green~nd . Gronlands KeQL undersogebe. Ropport 2 0.10'JI 2 OA511 0 0.57 0.13'11; 

GSA ONAG. Continent Scale map. 0 1 0.2311 0 0.00 

GSA DNAG. Cent. continent-ocean transect 1 Q.(!j'JI 0 0 076 0.17'11; 

GSA DNAG. C.ntenni.al field KUide 0 I 0.2311 0 0.00 

GSA DNAG. C.ntennl.alspecial volume 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'11; 

GSA DNAG . DNAG s~l pub. 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'11; 

GSA DNAG. GeoiOJO' of North America 4 0.19'11 8 1.81'!1; 0 1.53 0.34'11; 

GSA Map & chart IM!ries 3 0.14'JI I 0.2311 0 2.32 0.52'11; 

GSA Memoir 86 4.12'JI 19 4.31'11; 1 us11 22.00 4.89'11; 

GSAMemori.als 0 2 0A5'!1; 0 0.00 

GSA Special papers 40 1.92'JI 7 1.5911 0 17.32 3.85'11; 

Gulf Coast Asooc. Geological Sodeties. Special pub. 0 0 0 0.97 0.22'11; 

lUnd book of environmenW isotope geochemistry 0 0 0 0.39 0.09.,. 

!Uwilii. Univ. Institute of Geophysia. l-OG 0 1 0.23'11; 0 0.39 0.09'11; 

Hlm.alayan Geology 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'11; 

Hungary. A Magyar AU.mi Foeldtani lntezet evokonyve I O.!!i'll 0 0 0.00 

Idaho. Bur. Mines & Geology. Bu lletin 0 0 0 0.20 0.04.,. 

DUnois. Geol !lUrVey. Bulletin 1 O.!!i'!l 0 0 078 0.17'11; 

llllnois. Geol !lUrVey. CircuLtr I O.!!i'JI 0 0 0.00 

Illinois. Geol !lUrVey. Environmental geology notes I Q.(!j'JI 0 0 0.00 

lndoneslo. Direktorat Geologt. Pub.tek. S.ri geofisib 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'11; 

ln~ iol Repom of the Deep Sea Drilling Project 84 4.02'!1 • 1.81'11; 6 1.70, 7.12 1.58'11; 

lntemation.al asooc.. sd. hydrologists. Gen . .. oembly 1 O.!!i'JI 0 0 0.00 

lntemational...ac. sd. hydroiol{ists. lAHS pub. 2 0.10'11 , 0.91'!1; 0 1.13 0.25 '11; 

lntemation.al Asooc. Sedimentologists. S~l pub. 11 o.sJ• I 0.23'11; 0 2.31 0.51'11; 

lntemation.al geophyoia series 0 0 0 0.20 0.04 '1. 

Intemation~ C~ncr& re rn:rte sensi ng symp. 0 3 0.68'11; 0 2.30 0.51'1. 

lntem •tlonal Seismological Centre, Edinburgh. Bull. 0 0 0 0.78 0.17'11; 

lntemation.al Union o f GeoloJ!ical Sciences. pubs. 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'!lo 

!5rul Geol survey Bulletin 4 0.19'11 0 0 0.00 

Israel Geol. !lUrvey Report 2 0.10'11 0 0 0.00 

lsnel. Geol survey Speci.al pub. 1 O.!!i'l! 0 0 0.00 

japan. Geo l. survey (Geologic map.) 1:500.000 I o.a;, 0 0 0.00 

KanSils. Ceol. survey M series I O.!!i'll 0 0 0.00 

K~n!as. Ceo!. surv~y Subsurfacr geology series I 0.115'!1 0 0 0.20 0.04'!lo 
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IUn.Ys. Geol. s~ Woter-lrvel d,.nges W-<:. Konsas 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'!1. 

IUn.Ya. Univ. P.Jeontologial contributions. Monographs 0 0 0 0.39 O.ll9'!1. 

Kyoto Daigilku. Repts.res. Southust Asi.t. Not. oci seriH 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'!1. 

Louisiono. Geol. survey Geological bulletin I O.OS'!I. 0 0 0.00 

luMr&:Pianetory Sdence Conference. ?roc. I O.OS'!I. 2 0.45'!1. I US '!I. 3.83 0.115'!1. 

MM!time sediments: Speci.tl pub. 2 0.10'!1. 0 0 0.00 

~land. Geol survey Guidebook I 0.()5'!1. 0 0 0.00 

~land. Geol s~ Rpt.lnve!Jtiotlons 3 0.14'11 0 0 0.00 

Miuria! Ewlllg series 0 0 0 1.97 OA4'!1. 

M«<delri»r om Cronlond 6 1129'11 I 0.23'!1. 0 0.00 

Moddelelser om Cronlond. GeoodenCI! 13 0.62'11 10 2.27'11 1 US '!I. 2.12 0A7'!1. 

Mexico Univ. N~dnst.Cool. Ceofls.Ceodesia. Boletln 4 0.19'!1. 0 0 0.00 

Mexico. Consejo Recur:s<» Not. no Renovables. Boletln 3 0.14'11 0 0 0.00 

Mlchfgon. C.oiOjlic:al Survey Division. Bulletin 0 0 0 0.39 0.09.,.. 

Mlnor~logial Society of Amrria. S~l popu 4 0.19'11 I 0.23'11 0 2.89 0.64'11 

Mlne~oglc:al Society, London. Monogro_ph 0 0 0 0.39 O.ll9'!1. 

Mlnerab&moteriw 0 0 0 020 0-04'!1. 

Mining geoloRY- Speciill lsoue 12 o.57'11 0 0 0.00 

Mlssioaippi. GeoL<oonActopo. survey. Bulletin 0 0 0 0.20 0-04'!1. 
Mlsoourl. Dfv. geolsurvey&.woter res. Blennlill rpt. 0 0 0 0.20 0-04.,.. 

MontiniL Bur. Mln..&Coology. Bulletin 0 0 0 0.78 0.17'!1. 
Notlonill Jn.t. Polar reo&rch. Memoirs. Speciilllssue 0 0 2 2.90'11 0.57 0.13 '!1. 
Noderlonds geol. mijn. genootschop. Verhn. Cool serie 2 0.10'11 2 0.45'!1. 0 0.78 0.17'!1. 

Netherlands. Geol. Dlrnot. Mod.- Rfil<s Geol Dienst I 0.()5'11 0 0 0.59 0.13'!1. 

N~ad•. Bur. Mineo. Bulletin 8 0,38'11 0 0 3.66 0.81'!1. 

N~•d•. Bur. Mineo. Mop seriH 4 0.19'11 I 0.23.,.. 0 0.39 0.1)9"' 

N~ada. Bur. Mines. Report 11 053'11 0 0 0.00 

New Je,..y. Bur. CeoiO&Y&Topography. Bulletin 1 O.Q5'11 0 0 0.00 
New Mexico. Bur.Min~inera) Res. Bulletin 0 I 0.23'!1. 0 o:n 0.17'!1. 
New Mexfoo. Bur.Mineo4tMJneral Res. Hydrologlc_rpt. 0 0 0 0.39 0.09.,.. 

New South Willeo. Geol. survey Memotn. Palaeontology 2 0.10'11 0 0 0.00 

New York Stote Geol Aaoc. Cdbk to flrld excursion. 1 O.a5'11 0 0 0.00 
New York. State Muoeum&Sdena Service. Bulletin 0 0 0 OAO 0.09.,.. 

New boland. geol survey basin studios 0 0 0 0.20 0-04.,.. 

New Zealand. Cool. survey _Bull (now series) 1 O.Q5'11 I 0.23'!1. 0 1.17 0.26'!1. 
New biland. Cool. surwy PolaeontoJosial bulletin 1 O.OS'II 1 0.23'!1. 0 0.00 
Now boland. O<:un0f1raphk: Institute. Memoir 0 0 0 0.39 0.1)9'!1. 

Norway. Norges seologlske undeDOkelse 0 1 0.23'!1. 0 0.00 

Norwoy. Norg., seologlske undeDOkelse. Bulletin 0 0 0 0.97 0.22'!1. 
Oceonologlc:a Acta. Volume spedil 2 0.10'11 0 0 0.00 
Ontario. Ceol survey Report 0 0 0 0.39 0.09.,. 

Ontario. Geol survey Speciil volunv 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'!1. 
Oregon. Dept. Cooi.&Mlne~ Industries. Bulletin 4 0.19'11 I 0.23'!1. 0 0.00 
Oregon. Dept. Ceoi.&Mlne~ Industries. Special poper 1 O.a5'11 0 0 1.16 0.21'!1. 
Oslo. Norsk polarinotltutt. Skrifler I 0.~ 0 0 0.00 
Oxford monographs on geolo&Yitgeophysk:s 0 0 0 0.20 0-04'!1. 
Polaeontognphi.t ~•lic:a 1 0.()5'!1. 0 0 0.00 
P•lieontopphia Ameriana 1 o.a5'!1. 0 0 0.79 0.17'!1. 
P•lieontognphic:al Scxiety, London. (Monograph] I 0.()5'!1. 0 0 0.39 0.1)9'!1. 

P•lieontologii ifric:aM I 0.()5'!1. 0 0 0.00 
Poi.teontologtal A..ac. Speci.J popers in poi.teontology I O.a5'!1. 0 0 0.00 
Physk:sl.clwmiotry of tht earth 5 Q.24'11 0 0 0.78 0.17'!1. 
Polish Ac:ad. Sd. lnst.geoph.pubo.A Phys. eorth"• interior 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'!1. 
?roc. Ooeon Drililng Program P•rt A. Initio I report 0 6 1.36'!1. 0 1.96 0.44'11 
Progress in ooeanop phy 5 Q.24'11 0 0 1.92 0.43'!1. 
Remote !l!n!ting of urth ~nvironment 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'!1. 
Reviews in emnomic geology 11 053'!1 3 0.68'11. 0 2.13 0.47'!1. 
Reviews In engineerins seology 0 2 0.45~ 0 0.00 

Reviews In mineroloRY 11 0.53'!1 5 1.13'11 1 1.45'11 12.98 2.89'!1. 
Rock mognetism&poleogeophysk:s 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'!1. 
Rock mochinic:s. Felsmechonik. Supplementum 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'!1. 
Rock-forming minerols 0 0 0 1.15 0.26'!1. 
Rocky Mountoin Asaoc. Geologists. Guidebook 0 0 0 0.95 0.21'11 
Roy ill soc. London. Phil. tran•. S.r.A: Mith.&phys. sci. 26 1.25'!1 ~ 2.95'!1. 0 25.97 5J8'!1 
S.n Diego Society of Notural History. Memoir 0 0 0 OAO 0.09'!1. 
S.n )ooquin Geologia! Society. Selected p•pen 2 0.10'11 I 0.23'!1. 0 OAO 0.09'!1. 
S.udi Arabi.t. Dep. Min. Minerol Res. Prof. p•pers 0 0 0 0.40 0.09'11 
Schweiz2rische p.Joeontologisch• Abh. I 0.()5'!1 0 0 0.00 
Science de LJ. te!'ft. Memoirn 0 0 0 1.17 0.26'!1. 
Science. geologiques. Memoirt 1 O.Q5'!1 0 0 0.98 0.22'!1. 
Scripps ln•t.Ooeanogrophy. lnittol core descrpns. DSDP 0 0 0 4.59 1.02'!1. 
Sem.in.uio sobre Exploracion Geologico Minero 0 0 0 0.39 0.09'11 
SEPM. P~dfic section. pubs. 157 7.52'll 9 2.04'!1. 9 13.04'!1. 3.23 OJ2'!1 
SEPM. SEPM short course 4 0.19'll 1 0.23'!1. 0 0.00 
SEPM. Sped• I pubs. I 41 1.96'!1. 5 1.13'!1. 2 2.90'!1. 7.51 1.67'11 
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APPENDIX lib: STANFORD SERIES DATA 

SERIES TITLE niESE! .. FAC .. FAC FAC .. FAC lSI '11.151 
cm:s TiiESES cm:s cm:s PUBS PUBS AVE AVE 

Smithson~n contributions to ths e~rth Kiencn 0 0 0 0.99 0.22'11. 
Soc.Explontioft geophy.lcim. Geophysics repriftt seriH - 0 I 0.23'11. 0 0.00 
Soc.Explontioft goophy.ldsb. !fttSEG Mtg. Tech. ~pors 8 Q.38'11o 0 0 0.00 
Soc.Explontioft C..Ophysidsb. Moftogroph seriH I Q.(!;'llo 0 0 0.40 0.09'11. 
Soc.Explontioft ROOphy.idsblftt.SEG Mtg.Ex~dN •bs. 23 1.1011 11 2.4~ 0 0.60 0.13'11. 
Sodota geologia lt.JJ~ .... RDmo. Memorie 0 2 0.45'11. 0 0.38 0.09'11. 
Sodetr de phy.ique et d 'hbtoire ftot. Geftew. MernJino I Q.IS11 0 0 0.00 
Sodete C..Oiogique de Fnnce. MornJino 2 0.1011 0 0 0.78 0.17'11. 
Soutll Africa. C..Oiogical Survey I Q.IS11 0 0 0.00 
Soutll Austnlilt. Cool survey Bun.tift 0 0 0 0.20 01l4'11o 
SPE Conlerncr Proc. 401 19..5411 73 16.55 .. 16 23.1911 9.28 2.Q6'11o 
SPE Mooognph 6 Q.2911 0 0 2.93 0.65'11. 
SPWLA. Loggiftg Sympooium. Tr,.,Nctions 0 0 0 1.37 0.31'11. 
Stonfont Uftiv. Geothermal Prognm. Tech. rpt. 0 0 0 1.37 0.31'11. 
5toftfonl Uftiv. pube. C..Oiogic.ol scieftcrs 22 I.IS11 I 0.23'11. 1 1.4511 0.00 
Stockholm comribut!OftO i.n geology 0 1 0.23 .. 0 0.78 0.17 .. 
Stud~ geologica poloftlca 0 0 0 OAO 0.09'11. 
Swui~ftd. G<Oiogial Survey&Mlnes Dept. Bullfti.n 0 0 0 0..40 0.09'11. 
Sweden. Geologbb Undersookning. S.r. Ac 0 0 0 OAO 0.09'11. 
Swede ... C..Oiogisb Uftdorsookni.ns. Ser. C 0 0 0 0.40 0.09'11. 
[Sympooium on Rock MechOftia. Proc. 1 0.(!5'11. 4 0.91'11. 0 6.21 1.38'11. 
ToM.,_ Uftiv. Knoxville. O.pt.GooLSd. Stud~s i.n gool 0 0 0 0.40 0.09'11. 
Teuo. Bur. Economic Geology. Rpt. i.nvesti•tiOftO 6 Q.29'11 0 0 0.00 
Thomotic conf. C..Oioglc Remote S.ftsi.ng. Proc. 0 5 1.1311 0 0.38 O.OS'II. 

Trudy. C..Oioglch .. kU lruotltut. 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'11. 
Trudy. Sibinkoootdoleftle.lnstttut Goologill Goofizild. 5 Q.2411 0 0 0.38 0.08'11. 
Tul.aM stud~. 1ft seologylcpoloontology 4 0.19'11 0 0 0.00 
Uftlted St•teo. Bur. Minn. Bur. mi.n .. reoeon:h 2 0.1011 0 0 0.00 
Uftlted Stot ... Bur. mi.neo. M!ftenb yeubook 0 0 0 5.77 1.28'11. 
Uruv. C.Ufomia pubs irl geolosicol sciencrs 16 0.7711 I 0.2311 0 2.29 0.51 .. 
Uruv. C.llfomla. Bull ol the MiSrnJgnphlc stations. 0 0 0 0.38 0.08'11. 
Uruv. C.llfomla. Scrippo !ftst.Oc .. nosnphy. Bulletirl 3 0.14'!1 0 0 0.20 0.()4 .. 
Uftlv. Nac. AutoMex. Bol.silm. Date» geolbicoo. Serle D 0 0 0 0.20 0.()411. 
Uppoala. Univ. M!ftenlogbk geololl'"_ka irlstltut. Bull. 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'11. 
USGS. Aftnuol report 3 0.14' 0 0 OAO 0.09 .. 
USGS. Bulletin 50 2..3911 15 3.4011. 0 10.09 2.2511. 
USGS.Cl=lu 44 2.11'11 • 1.81'11 0 6.32 !AI .. 
USGS. C..Oioglc Quodn..sle 6 Q.29'11 1 0.23 .. 0 0.96 0.21 .. 
USGS. C..Ophysicallftvesttsotlons. GP serift 0 1 0.23'11 0 0.39 0.09 .. 
USGS. Hydrologic irlvestisotions. HA serift I Q.IS'II 0 0 0.20 0.04 .. 
USGS. Hydrologic Uftlt mopo 0 0 0 0.40 0.0911. 
USGS. Mirlenl !ftvest!sotloM lleooun:r Mo po 0 1 0.23'11 0 0.00 
USGS. MlooeliOfteouo Field Stud! .. Mopo. MF series 87 4.17'11 6 1.36'11 1 1.45'11 0.00 
USGS. MiooellOftoouo geologic irlv.,tig•tions 17 Q.81'11 6 1.3611. 0 1.53 0.3411. 
USGS. Oillrgu irlvestisotioft&. Mopo 3 Q.14'11 0 0 0.00 
USGS. Open-file reports 145 6.94'11 24 5.44'11 9 13.04'11 25.02 5.57 .. 
USGS. Prellmlft•ry detormi.nation of opicrntors 0 1 0.23'11. 0 0.00 
USGS. Prof .. sioMI poper 171 &.19'11 25 5.67'11 1 1.4511 29.60 6.59 .. 
USGS. Techft. _,._I'OODUlt:O!I i.nvestig•tlofts._ 2 0.10'11 1 0.23 .. 0 OAO 0.09'!'. 
USGS. United St•teo urthquokes 0 16 3.63 .. 0 0.00 
USGS. W•t.or RaDiv. Coliforn~ Dt•rict. 0 0 0 1.35 0.30 .. 
USGS. W•ter-supply poper 15 0.72'11 0 0 1.38 0.31 .. 
Utah. C..OiogiallcMlnoralogical Sur. Bullotirl 0 0 0 0.80 0.18'!'. 
Utah. C..Oiogicai&M!ftonlogial Sur. Speciol stud~ 5 Q.24'11 2 0.4511. 0 1.53 0.34'!'. 
W.uhillgtoft. Oiv.M!fteslcc..ology. Rpb. lnvosttsotions I Q.(!;'ll. 0 0 0.00 
West Tuu C..Oiog!al Society. pub. 4 0.19'11. 0 0 0.00 
West Virg!ft~ . Gool.survey Mlnonl nosources ,.,;., 0 0 0 0.96 0.21 .. 
Western Austnl~ (University). Geology Dept. pub. 0 0 0 1.72 0.3S.. 
Western Austnl~. Geological S.rvey. Bulletin 0 1 0.23'11. 0 1.53 0.34'!'. 
Wi:ocoMirl . C..OI.&N•t..His.Survl :250,000 Gool .. tlos s. 0 0 0 0.40 0.09'!1 
World 0.12 CoftterC2 forGoomognmsm. D••• book 0 l) 0 0.58 0.13'!'. 
World Petroleum Congros 1 O.Qi'll 0 0 3.28 0.7311. 
Wyomlng C..Ol ossoc. Guido book. onnuol field conf. 2 0.10'11 0 0 0.58 0.13'!'. 
Wyoming. C..Ol survey Public irlformotion dn:ul.tr 0 0 0 0.20 0.04'!'. 
Yukoft. Yukoft explontioftlcgeology 0 0 0 OAO 0.09 .. 
Zeibcllrift furC..Omorphologie. Supplomontb.and 0 2 0.45'!'. 0 1.00 0.22'!'. 
Toto! Use 2081 440 68 44924 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE SEISMOLOGY AND VOLCANOLOGY COLLECTION, GEOPHYSICAL 
INSTITUTE LffiRARY, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA FAIRBANKS 

James H. Anderson 

Institute of Arctic Biology and BioSciences Library 
University of Alaska Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-7000 

Abstract-The assessment studied the adequacy of the collection for meeting the needs of the students, 
faculty and researchers who are its major users. It focused on seven problem questions concerning 
collection size, comparison with an authoritative bibliography, local availability of not-held bibliography 
titles, acquisition priorities, user behavior, journal readership and overall user rating. The bibliography 
was compiled from four published sources, and 23 completed survey questionnaires were obtained. Results 
included (1) a relatively high holdings count with numerically good representation in most subject 
divisions, (2) generally favorable comparisons with the authoritative bibliography in terms of held-item 
distributions across subjects, publishers and publication dates, (3) limited local availability of not-held 
bibliography titles, (4) a relatively short list of high-priority titles for acquisition, (5) data on the use of 
various associated print and electronic information sources and other aspects of user behavior, (6) 
determination of 26 journals most important to users including several not in the authoritative 
bibliography, and (7) dominant overall collection ratings for research and instruction of very good, the 
next-to-highest on a five-point scale. The collection was determined to be generally strong and well used 
but with specific minor inadequacies that could be remedied at modest cost. The work demonstrated the 
efficacy of conventional assessment tools adapted to a particular collection and user community. 

INTRODUCTION 

Collection assessment is essential in many 
libraries to insure that users' needs are known and 
being met. The Geophysical Institute Library in the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks, now known officially 
as the Keith B. Mather Library, is responsible to a 
major community of students, faculty and researchers 
who use its seismology and volcanology collection of 
books and journals and associated materials and 
services. Thus the choice of that collection for a 
special assessment project seemed appropriate for the 
author in graduate library school. The project as 
described here might serve as a model for geoscience 
librarians wanting to determine semiquantitatively 
how well they are meeting their users' needs and what 
they might do to meet them better. 

The Collection and Its Users 

The seismology and volcanology collection is 
one of several major collections in the Geophysical 
Institute Library. It includes journals and monographs, 
with most of the latter represented by Library of 
Congress call numbers in the QE class. Some of the 
monographs bear T A and TN numbers, and a few are 
represented by other numbers mostly in the Q and G 

classes. The collection receives heavy research use 
because of the great importance of plate tectonics, 
orogenies, earthquakes, metallogeny and active 
volcanism in Alaska and surrounding lands and seas. 

The community of major users of the 
seismology and volcanology collection consists of 
faculty, government agency personnel and graduate 
students in the Geophysical Institute and allied 
Department of Geology and Geophysics. 
Undergraduate geoscience students also use the 
collection. The University of Alaska Fairbanks catalog 
lists 17 undergraduate and graduate courses potentially 
served by the collection, e.g. Geoscience 120, 
Earthquakes and Volcanoes; Geoscience 418, Basic 
Geophysics; Geoscience 606, Volcanology; and 
Geoscience 613, Global Tectonics. Most agency 
personnel resident in the institute are researchers with 
the Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical 
Surveys near campus and the United States Geological 
Survey with offices on campus. The office of the State 
Seismologist, the Alaska Earthquake Information 
Center and the Alaska Volcano Observatory are in the 
Geophysical Institute. Some of the institute and agency 
scientists who use the institute library are 
internationally recognized. 
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Collection Development Policy 

The development policy for the seismology 
and volcanology collection comprises well defined 
principles and specific criteria, although these have 
not been formally stated in writing. The objective in 
collection development is to make available (1) the 
best journals and monographs from around the world 
dealing with theory, principles, research and 
applications in the field and (2) most published and 
unpublished results of research and service concerning 
seismological and volcanological problems in Alaska, 
neighboring regions and the Arctic and Antarctic 
zones. The Geophysical Institute is a world-class 
center for high-latitude research in seismology, 
volcanology and other geophysical and astrophysical 
disciplines. Its library tries to maintain research 
collections at level four on the Research Libraries 
Group five-level scale of collecting intensity. 

Specific criteria for selection and acquisition 
include the following: 

1. Publishers' fliers, brochures etc. 
2. Publication lists from conferences and other 

meetings 
3. Favorable reviews in the geoscience and library 

science literature. 
4. Requests by teaching/research faculty and 

students, particularly in response to publishers' 
materials. 

Some acquisition for the seismology and 
volcanology and other collections is through gifts, as 
from retiring faculty members. Although gift sets 
generally have to be weeded prior to accession, 
weeding of materials already in the collection tends to 
be conservative. This pushes some collections toward 
level five, exhaustive, on the Research Libraries Group 
scale. 

TIIE ASSESSMENT PROBLEM 

Statement of the Problem 

How adequate is the seismology and volcanology 
collection in the University of Alaska Geophysical 
Institute Library in serving the teaching and research 
needs of the faculty, agency personnel and graduate 
students who are its major users? 

Subproblems 

1. What are the statistical dimensions of the present 
collection in terms of its (a) overall size and (b) 
subject divisions? 
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2. When all of the titles in an authoritative 
bibliography are compared to the titles in the 
collection, 
a) what number and percentage are held in the 

collection? 
b) what numbers and percentages of the held 

items are in the various subdivisions of the 
field? 

c) what differences exist between the items held 
and not held in terms of · their ( 1) subject 
matter, (2) date and (3) publisher? 

3. What is the local availability of titles in the 
authoritative bibliography that are not in the 
Geophysical Institute Library seismology and 
volcanology collection? 

4. In the opinion of the major users with regard to 
items in the authoritative bibliography that are not 
in the collection, which of the titles should be 
acquired and in what priority ranking? 

5. In the opinion of the major collection users, what 
is the pattern of their (a) information-seeking 
behavior and (b) library use? 

6. What journals are most read by the major 
collection users? 

7. In the opinion of its major users, how adequate is 
the Geophysical Institute's seismology and 
volcanology collection in meeting their needs? 

METHODOLOGY 

Assessment Measures That Were Used 

1. Statistics were gathered on the overall size of the 
seismology and volcanology collection and sizes 
of its subject divisions mainly by counting cards in 
the shelf list. 

2. The contents of the collection were checked for 
titles in an authoritative bibliography compiled 
from the following sources: 
a) American Geological Institute. GeoRef, a 

database on CD-ROM. Monographs mostly in 
English dated 1987-1992 indexed under the 
descriptors SEISMOLOGY and 
VOLCANOLOGY. 

b) American Geological Institute. 'GeoRefs List 
of Priority Journals," The GeoRef Newsletter 
14 (May 1992): 2-3. 

c) Books In Print, 1991-1992. Subject Guide. 
New Providence, N.J.: R.R. Bowker, 1991. 
Items listed under seismological and 
volcanological headings dated 1988 or later. 

d) Wick, Constance S. 'Bibliographic Essay. 
Geologic Events: Volcanoes and 



Earthquakes," Choice 30 (November 1992): 
427-435. 

3. Items in the authoritative bibliography not in the 
seismology and volcanology collection were 
checked for availability elsewhere in the· 
University of Alaska Fairbanks library system. 

4. A user survey was conducted among the faculty, 
agency personnel and graduate students in the 
Geophysical Institute and Department of Geology and 
Geophysics who are engaged in teaching, study and 
research dependent to some extent on the seismology 
and volcanology collection. The survey questionnaire 
is embodied in Tables 6 and 8. 

Assessment Measures That Were Not Used 

1. No accreditation or professional collection 
standards were applied because they are not 
known to have been developed for the field of 
seismology and volcanology. 

2. Circulation statistics were not used because they 
were not relevant to the problem and subproblems. 

3. Availability and accessibility measures were not 
used because those parameters are potentially 
evaluable through measures that were used. 

4. Data on rate of growth of or expenditures on the 
collection were not used because they were not 
relevant to the problem and subproblems. 

ASSESSMENT MEASURES AND RESULTS 

Statistical Description 

Subproblem 1 and Procedure 
What are the statistical dimensions of the 

present collection in terms of its (a) overall size and 
(b) subject divisions? Statistics were gathered on the 
overall size of the collection and sizes of its subject 
divisions mainly by counting cards in the shelf list. 

Analysis 
Table 1 shows that the existing seismology 

and volcanology collection included some 549 books 
in five major subject divisions and an other division. 
The divisions were defined from Library of Congress 
classification schedules for Q and T call numbers. The 
estimated number of other books was the equivalent 
proportion of such items in the authoritative 
bibliography. 

Most books in the collection, 36%, 
represented the general subject division earthquakes 
and seismology. Next best represented at 29% was the 
other division which, according to the authoritative 
bibliography, might have included books classified 

with QE, T A and TN numbers different from those 
listed in Table 1, and with CB, F, GB, GC, GF, HV, 
KF, QB, QC, QH, QL, TH and Z numbers. The other 
division. therefore, apparently comprised small 
numbers of books in a variety of subjects more or less 
related to seismology and volcanology. The remaining 
35% of books in the collection were spread across 
three further named subject divisions (Table 1 ), one of 
which, general works in seismic engineering, was 
represented by only two percent of the collection. 
Apparently there were no popular or juvenile works on 
volcanoes and earthquakes among the holdings, which 
was not surprising for a research collection. 

The collection size of around 550 books has 
no particular meaning in terms of comparisons with 
other collections in the absence of data from the latter. 
On the other hand it is well over twice the size of the 
authoritative bibliography. That is fairly impressive, 
although the bibliography is somewhat limited to 
works published after 1985 while the shelf list count 
included holdings of all ages. 

The distribution of books in the existing 
collection across subject divisions was roughly parallel 
to that of titles in the authoritative bibliography. This 
is shown by the second and fourth columns of data in 
Table 1. According to the comparisons, earth's crust 
and isostasy and earthquakes and seismology were 
overrepresented, while the division volcanoes and 
associated phenomena was somewhat 
underrepresented. However it is noteworthy that the 
three least represented subject divisions, with 
percentages of 0, 2 and 11 (Table 1), were practically 
equivalent in proportions to the authoritative 
bibliography. This indicates quality in the present 
collection with respect to its subject distribution, 
which distribution is considered further under the next 
subproblem. 

Authoritative Bibliography (Bibliographical Checklist) 

Subproblem 2 and Procedure 
When all the titles in . an authoritative 

bibliography are compared to the titles in the 
collection, (a) what number and percentage are in the 
collection, (b) what numbers and percentages of the 
library holdings are in the various subdivisions of the 
field and (c) what differences exist between the items 
held and not held in terms of their ( 1) subject matter, 
(2) date and (3) publisher? Titles in an authoritative 
bibliography compiled from the four sources listed 
earlier were checked against the contents of the 
collection. 
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Table 1. Subject distributions by nwnber and percent of books in the seismology and volcanology collection, of books in the 
authoritative bibliography and of bibliography books held and not held by the Geophysical Institute Library. An 

"x" in a call nwnber represents its continuation. 

Call Nwnber Range Present Whole Held Not Held 
and Description Collection Bibliography 

# % # % # % # % 

QE5ll.x 75 14 9 4 4 4 5 3 
Earth's crust and isostasy 
QE521.1-521.3x 0 0 2 I 0 0 2 1 
Volcanoes and earthquakes: 
generaVpopular/juvenile 
QE521.5-529.x 45 8 55 22 28 29 27 19 
Volcanoes and associated phenomena 
QE53I.x-545.x 200 36 56 23 33 35 23 16 
Earthquakes and seismology 
TA654.x 11 2 12 5 0 0 12 8 
Seismic engineering, general 
TN269.x 59 11 34 14 9 9 25 17 
Seismic engineering, exploration, prospecting etc. 
Other related subject divisions 159 29 75 31 22 23 53 36 

Totals 549 100 243 100 96 100 147 100 

Table 2: Size of the authoritative bibliography for seismology and volcanology and representation of its items in the 
Geophysical Institute and Rasmuson Libraries. 

Parameter 

Authoritative bibliography 
Books 
Journals 

Geophysical Institute Library 
Books 
Journals 

Rasmuson Library 
Books 
Journals 

Not on UAF campus 
Books 
Journals 

Analysis 
Table 2 shows that 121 of 273 items in the 

authoritative bibliography, 44%, were held by the 
Geophysical Institute Library. An additional 32 items, 
12%, were in Rasmuson Library, the main University 
of Alaska Fairbanks library, and thereby fairly readily 
accessible to Geophysical Institute personnel. Not 
available on campus were 120 items in the 
bibliography, 44% of the total, although a few of those 
might have been owned by faculty members or other 
personnel. 

Referring back to Table 1, the percentages in 
the sixth column indicate the distribution across 
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Nwnber Percent 

273 100 
243 89 

30 11 
121 44 
96 35 
25 9 
32 12 
30 11 

2 1 
120 44 
117 43 

3 I 

subject divisions of the 96 books in the authoritative 
bibliography held by the Geophysical Institute Library. 
Comparing this distribution with the somewhat 
parallel distribution in the existing collection indicated 
in column 2, it is seen that collection development in 
the library had been fairly regularly focused on 
authoritative books. This was despite the lack of the 
present or any other authoritative bibliography as a 
guide. The only notable discrepancies were, first, in 
the subject division earth's crust and isostasy where 
relatively more titles were held than are in the 
bibliography. Second, the division volcanoes and 
associated phenomena was very well represented at 



Table 3: Nwnbers and percentages by publication date of books in the authoritative bibliography for seismology and 
volcanology held and not held by the Geophysical Institute Library. 

Held Not Held 

Date Nwnber Percent Nwnber Percent 
1970 and earlier 8 8 I I 
1971-1980 8 8 5 4 
1981-1985 20 21 13 11 
1986 5 5 8 7 
1987 13 14 13 11 
1988 8 8 24 20 
1989 22 23 19 16 
1990 10 11 22 19 
1991 0 0 8 7 
1992 2 2 3 3 
1993 0 0 1 1 

Table 4: Publishers and publisher groups of five or more books in the authoritative bibliography for seismology and 
volcanology held and not held by the Geophysical Institute Library. Publisher groups are exclusive of publishers 

listed individually. 

Publisher or Group 

Academic 
American Geophysical Union 
Asian Publishers 
Balkema 
Birkhlluser 
Cambridge University 
Canadian/Australian/New Zealand Pubs. 
Elsevier 
Expro Science 
Freeman 
Geological Society of America 
Kluwer 
Other European Publishers 
Other U.S. Commercial Publishers 
Other U.S. Gov. & Prof Organizations 
Other U.S. University Presses 
Pergamon 
Prentice-Hall 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists 
Springer-Verlag 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Vieweg 

29% among the bibliography items held by the library. 
This says that while the number of titles in this 
division were relatively few in the collection, a 
substantial proportion of those were authoritative vis a 
vis the bibliography, and that implies careful 
collection development. 

Whole 
Bibliography Held Not Held 

Percent Percent Percent 
2 5 0 
4 3 5 
3 1 4 
4 1 6 
2 4 1 
4 6 2 
2 0 3 
3 5 1 
3 3 3 
4 6 2 
5 1 7 
4 7 1 
8 7 9 

18 16 19 
10 9 11 
8 10 7 
2 0 3 
2 2 2 
4 1 5 
3 7 1 
3 3 3 
2 0 4 

Concerning differences in publication dates 
between authoritative bibliography books held and not 
held by the Geophysical Institute Library, Table 3 
indicates a simple pattern. Through 1987 the 
proportions of held books were mostly higher than not
held books, with the biggest differences in the first 
three periods. The totals of percentages through 1987 
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were 56 for held vs. 34 of not-held books. After 1987 
the proportions of held books were less than not-held 
except for 1989. This poorer representation became 
particularly noticeable in 1991. The pattern seen here 
might be a reflection of generally more adequate 
budgets for acquiring books in earlier years. While 
1989 appears also to have been a good buying year, the 
data since then appear to correspond with increasingly 
severe budget constraints on the university campus for 
library as well as other purposes. On the other hand it 
is not possible to be conclusive with this interpretation 
because of the few items in the authoritative 
bibliography published after 1990. 

Table 4 indicates distributions across 
publishers of (1) 243 books in the authoritative 
bibliography for seismology and volcanology as a 
whole, (2) the 96 books in the bibliography held by the 
Geophysical Institute Library and (3) the 147 books 
not held. Publishers of five or more books are listed 
individually while those responsible for fewer than five 
are grouped. For most publishers and groups the 
percentages of held books were practically the same as 
those in the whole bibliography, or they were so low 
that no statistically sound interpretations were 
possible. For example, 3% of held books represented 
the American Geophysical Union, but that cannot be 
said to indicate an underrepresentation of that 
organization's publications in comparison with its 4% 
representation in the bibliography. Similarly, other 
U.S. university presses are represented in the 
bibliography by 8% of the books, but the 10% 
representation among books in the bibliography held 
by the library does not indicate an overrepresentation. 

There was · general similarity between 
proportions by publisher of authoritative bibliography 
books held in the library's seismology and volcanology 
collection with proportions across the whole 
bibliography. This means books had been selected and 
acquired fairly evenly from the publishers of the most 
important books in the field. There were, however, 
several individual publishers and a group from which 
acquisitions had been disproportionately high or low. 
Publishers that appeared overrepresented were 
Academic, Kluwer and Springer-Verlag. Those that 
might have been underrepresented in the collection 
were the group of Asian publishers, Balkema, the 
Geological Society of America, the Society of 
Exploration Geophysicists and Vieweg. In these cases 
comparisons with percentages by publisher of not-held 
books in the right-hand column in Table 4 as well as 
with whole-bibliography percentages confirmed the 
interpretations of over- or underrepresentation. 
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The foregoing discrepancies do not 
necessarily indicate faults in collection development. 
They do, however, call for some consideration of the 
possibility of selecting in the future more evenly across 
the several publishers involved. Of particular concern 
and curiosity is the underrepresentation of material 
published by the Geological Society of America and 
the Society of Exploration Geophysicists. There might 
be no problem with respect to the Geological Society 
of America inasmuch as eight of the eleven of its items 
in the bibliography are held in Rasmuson Library. On 
the other hand, none of the nine books from the 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists appeared to be 
available on campus, and further collection 
development might want to consider that. 

Subproblem 3 and Procedure 
What is the local availability of titles in the 

authoritative bibliography that are not in the 
Geophysical Institute Library's seismology and 
volcanology collection? Items in the bibliography not 
in the collection were checked for availability 
elsewhere in the University of Alaska library system. 

Analysis 
The two other major libraries on campus are 

the BioSciences and Rasmuson L~braries. The former 
(a physically separate part of the latter) was not 
checked for seismology and volcanology items because 
of its non-geological subject orientation. Rasmuson 
Library was checked using the online catalog and 
found to hold 30, over 12%, of the books in the 
authoritative bibliography and two of the five journals 
not held by the Geophysical Institute Library. Data 
concerning those holdings are listed in Table 2. The 
availability of relevant books and journals in 
Rasmuson Library is of some consequence because 
Geophysical Institute Library staff are authorized to 
retrieve items from there on user demand. 

User Survey-Evaluation of Authoritative 
Bibliography Items Not in the Collection 

Subproblem 4 and Procedure 
In the opinion of the major users with regard 

to items in the authoritative bibliography that are not 
in the seismology and volcanology collection, which of 
the titles should be acquired and in what priority 
ranking? A user survey was conducted among the 
faculty, agency personnel and graduate students in the 
Geophysical Institute and Department of Geology and 
Geophysics who are engaged in teaching, study and 
research dependent to some extent on the collection. 
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Table 5: Nwnbers of different books and journals in the authoritative bibliography for seismology and volcanology not held by 
the Geophysical Institute or Rasmuson Libraries and rated essential by nwnbers of major collection users. 

No. Books and Journals 

25 
30 
22 
14 
7 
8 
6 
3 
3 
I 
1 

Total 120 

No. User Respondents 

0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
14 

Table 6: Percentages of 13 faculty members and 10 graduate students responding to the three values each for items under 1 
through 5 on the survey questionnaire for users of the Geophysical Institute Library seismology and volcanology 
collection. Percentage sums are less than 100 for items with fewer than the 13 or 10 total possible responses . 

ow o you m out a ut unportant H d fi d bo " an Journa arttc es . I ? books d . 

Rarely /Never Sometimes Often 

a) Information from colleagues 0 0 38 40 54 60 
b) Browsing through books and journals in the library 15 0 38 60 38 40 
c) Reading book reviews 46 60 38 40 8 0 
d) References and citations in journal articles 0 10 15 0 85 90 
e) Abstracting and indexing publications 46 80 38 10 8 10 
f) Science Citation Index 85 50 8 40 0 0 
g) Gnosis, Lasercat or card catalog 54 10 31 80 8 10 
h) Online searching, e.g. Compu-Serve, Dialog, RLIN 69 90 31 0 0 0 
i) CD-ROM searching, e.g. GeoRef 54 10 31 50 8 40 
j) Other sources (please explain "often" on back) 62 30 8 10 8 10 

2r·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~co~I~Iec~ti~on~~fu~r~eac~h~o~f~th~e~fu~ll~o-~~·~~L----------, 

a) Preparing for class 
b) Keeping up in the field 

Doin research 

Sometimes 

23 40 
38 60 
15 20 

3 Ofth . e JOurna s you rea d I I b ft d regularly, ow o en o you use coptes owne db th t111 )y eo o~g: 

a) Yourself 
b) Colleagues 
c) Rasmuson Library 
d) Geophysical Institute Library 
e) Other sources (please explain "often" on back) 

How often do ou o to another libr 

How often do ou use interlibr 

Rarely /Never 

15 
23 
62 

8 
38 

Rarely /Never 

54 40 

Rarely /Never 

31 60 

70 
10 
50 

0 
30 

~.r,]_ •• 

Sometimes 

8 30 
54 40 
31 40 
31 10 
15 10 

Sometimes 

38 50 

Sometimes 

62 40 

Often 

23 50 
54 40 
77 80 

Often 

77 0 
15 50 
0 10 

62 90 
0 0 
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Analysis 
It was indicated above that 117 books and 

three journals in the authoritative bibliography were 
not held by the Geophysical Institute Library or 
elsewhere on campus (Table 2). Those 120 items 
constituted a list that was distributed with the user 
survey questionnaire. Table 5 indicates user ratings of 
not-held items in terms of numbers they rated 1 as 
essential for addition to the collection. As many as 25, 
21 o/o, of the items were not considered essential by 
anyone. Another 66, 55%, were rated essential by 
three or, mostly, fewer of the 23 survey respondents. 
That left a relative handful of 29 items, 24% of those 
not held, considered essential by four or more 
respondents. Of those only one was seen as essential 
by more than half of the users surveyed. That was 
Cenozoic Volcanism in the Western United States 
published in 1989 by the American Geophysical 
Union, an organization that might be slightly 
underrepresented in the Geophysical Institute Library 
(Table 4). Also fairly popular with the survey 
respondents was Seismicity of the United States, 1568-
1989, a U.S. Geological Survey professional paper 
whose absence from the collection was probably a 
consequence only of its very recent publication. One of 
the three not-held journals, American Journal of 
Science, was rated essential, but by only one 
respondent. 

The low number of items rated essential by 
more than a few of the major collection users indicated 
that collection development was meeting user needs 
fairly well. That indication was corroborated by results 
of the journals survey under subproblem 6 below. The 
few major deficiencies in books were listed in 
decreasing priority by numbers of essential ratings to 
serve as a buying guide to follow however far down it 
funds would allow. 

User Survey-Patterns of Information-Seeking 
Behavior and Library Use 

Subproblem 5 and Procedure 
In the opinion of the major users of the 

seismology and volcanology collection, what is the 
pattern of their (a) information-seeking behavior and 
(b) library use? The procedure was the same as under 
subproblem 4 above. Twenty-three survey 
questionnaires were returned. Those were separated 
into faculty/agency personnel and graduate student 
categories. 

Analysis 
Table 6 is part of the . survey questionnaire 

filled in with summary response data. These data, in 
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the form of percentage pairs, afford indications and 
comparisons of faculty and graduate student 
information-seeking behavior and library use. 

Considering first the left-hand percentages in 
the pairs in Table 6, for the faculty and agency 
personnel, the following are major indications: 

1. There is heavy reliance on colleagues and very 
heavy reliance on references and citations in journal 
articles for information about important books and 
articles. 

2. There is little use of online or card catalogs, 
online searching or CD-ROM searching for finding 
out about books and articles and practically no use of 
Science Citation Index or any other sources for that 
purpose. Science Citation Index is not held in print 
form by the Geophysical Institute Library but is 
accessible in CD-ROM form there. 

3. Browsing through books and journals in the 
library is of modest importance; five faculty members, 
38o/o, responded they do it often and another five 
sometimes. 

4. There is little reliance on book reviews or 
abstracting and indexing publications for information 
on important books and articles, although considerably 
more than on sources f through j under part 1 in Table 
6 and just mentioned after 2 above. 

5. There is little use of the collection to prepare for 
classes, as might be expected of the faculty, but a 
considerable amount for keeping up in the field and a 
great deal for doing research. Ten faculty members, 
77%, said they use it often for research and only one 
responded rarely/never for that purpose. 

6. Most regular journal reading is of personal 
copies and copies owned by the library. There is also 
some use of copies owned by colleagues. 

7. There is very little use of journals owned by 
Rasmuson Library or any other entity outside the 
Geophysical Institute. 

8. Over half of the faculty respondents 
rarely/never go to another library because something is 
lacking in the Geophysical Institute Library, and use 
of interlibrary loan for the same reason is at only an 
intermediate level. Only one faculty member 
responded often to parts 4 and 5 in Table 6 concerning 
the need to obtain library materials elsewhere. 

The foregoing indications from the faculty 
percentages in Table 6 are that in most respects the 
Geophysical Institute Library is doing well in 
providing needed materials and services. Moreover it 
is providing a considerable amount for which the users 
do not perceive much need. However, some of the 
latter, e.g. the catalogs and CO-ROMs, are of an 
indirect importance probably greater than users 



recognize, particularly as they are used by library 
personnel in reference service. 

The right-hand percentages in each pair in 
Table 6 represent responses of graduate students in the 
Geophysical Institute and Department of Geology and 
Geophysics. Major indications and comparisons with 
those for the faculty are the following, listed in parallel 
with the eight indications above. 

1. There is heavy reliance on colleagues and very 
heavy reliance on references and citations in journal 
articles for information about important books and 
articles. Those indications concur with and are even 
stronger than those for the faculty. 

2. There is an intermediate amount of use of 
online or card catalogs by graduate students, 
considerably more than by the faculty. Students 
apparently do no online searching at all, at least not 
for bibliographic purposes, but they do a good deal of 
CD-ROM searching. Four of the ten students said they 
use CO-ROMs often and five said sometimes. This is a 
substantially higher use of those costly resources than 
by the faculty. Students make some use of Science 
Citation Index compared to the faculty but the rate is 
nonetheless low. Neither group obtains much 
information about important books and journal articles 
from any source other than those listed under part 1 in 
Table 6. 

3. Browsing through books and journals in the 
library is of modest to considerable importance for the 
graduate students, somewhat more so than for the 
faculty. 

4. There is very little reliance on book reviews and 
almost none on abstracting and indexing publications 
for bibliographic information. What little there is is 
considerably less than by the faculty. Also, and in 
contrast to the faculty, students' reliance on the two 
sources mentioned is less than their uses of sources f 
through j under part 1 in Table 6. Concerning item j, 
other sources, one student marked often and noted 
displays of new arrivals in the library as an evidently 
major form of information about important new books. 

5. There is a moderate amount of use of the 
seismology and volcanology collection to prepare for 
class, considerably more than by the faculty, as is to be 
expected. However, only half of the students said they 
use the collection often for that purpose. Well over 
half use the collection sometimes for keeping up in the 
field and the rest often. Overall the students' use for 
that purpose appears similar to that of the faculty. Also 
like the faculty, students use the collection a great deal 
for doing research, apparently even somewhat more. 
Eighty percent responded often to that item in Table 6 
and none to rarely/never. 

6. In great contrast to the faculty, most students 
rarely/never read their own copies of journals and 
none often do so. This is probably because they cannot 
afford the high costs of subscriptions. On the other 
hand they make very heavy use of library copies, 
considerably heavier than the substantial use by the 
faculty. The moderately heavy use by students of 
colleagues' copies of journals, roughly equivalent to 
that of the faculty of their colleagues' copies, is a 
curiosity. According to the students' responses just 
mentioned to item 3(a) in Table 6, their colleagues 
have no journals. It might be that here the graduate 
students considered the journal-rich faculty as their 
colleagues, not fellow students. 

7. Students make more use of Rasmuson Library 
journals than the faculty, but the rate is still low. Only 
one student, 10%, responded often to that item, and 
half responded rarely/never. 

8. Like the faculty, few students go often to 
another library because the Geophysical Institute 
Library does not have the needed book or journal. 
However, half said they sometimes do compared with 
fewer than half the faculty members. Students make 
little use of interlibrary loan for items lacking in the 
Geophysical Institute Library, considerably less even 
than the faculty. 

The eight foregoing indications concerning 
Table 6 are that information-seeking behavior by 
graduate students is similar to that of the faculty 
except for their heavier, but still moderate, use of 
abstracting and indexing publications, Science 
Citation Index, library catalogs and CO-ROMs to find 
out about important books and articles. Their use of 
the seismology and volcanology collection is also 
similar in being generally fairly heavy, particularly in 
preparing for classes. Their use of journals owned by 
the library is quite heavy, while that by the faculty is 
moderately so. The only major differences in journal 
use between students and the faculty is in the lack of 
personal copies by the former and apparent ownership 
of some by the latter. Finally, neither students nor the 
faculty often obtain materials from other libraries 
directly or through interlibrary loan. This is not to say 
that all or most needed items are available in the 
Geophysical Institute Library. But the failure to take 
advantage of other sources favors the conclusion that 
they are. 

Subproblem 6 and Procedure 
What journals are most read by the major 

users of the seismology and volcanology collection? 
The survey questionnaire used for subproblems 4 and 
5 asked in addition for respondents to name their five 
or six most read journals. 
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Table 7: Numbers of major users of the Geophysical Institute Library's seismology and volcanology collection who named the 
listed journals as among their five or six most often read. Titles with asterisks are in the authoritative 
bibliography. 

Title 

Journal of Geophysical Research* 
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America 
Geophysical Journal International* 
Journal of Volcanological and Geothermal Research* 
Geology• 
Bulletin of Volcanology• 
Geophysical Research Letters* 
Geological Society of America Bulletin* 
Earth and Planetary Science Letters 
Geophysics• 
Tectonics• 
Contributions to Mineralogy and Petrology 
Geophysical Research Letters• 
Journal of Glaciology 
Nature 
Pure and Applied Geophysics• 
Seismological Research Letters 

Readership 

19 
II 
8 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

EOS, Transactions of the American Geophysical Union• 
Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors• 
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 

2 
2 
I 

Analysis 

Geophysical Prospecting 
IEEE Transactions on Geosciences 
Journal of Volcanology 
Natural Hazards 
SEAN Bulletin 
SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis 

Every title named by the 23 respondents is 
listed in Table 7 in descending order of readership and 
alphabetically within readership classes. Outstanding 
titles are Journal of Geophysical Research and 
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, the 
second of which, curiously, is not among the 30 
journals in the authoritative bibliography. Other major 
titles are Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal 
Research and Geophysical Journal International, 
formerly Journal of Geophysics. 

Of the 26 titles in Table 7, half are not in the 
authoritative bibliography. However, most of those are 
represented by only one or three readers each. None of 
the three journals in the bibliography not held by the 
library were listed by survey respondents. 
Significantly, all titles in Table 7 are held by the 
Geophysical Institute Library except one, Natural 
Hazards with one reader, which was recently dropped 
and two which are held by Rasmuson Library. The 
latter are Contributions to Mineralogy and Petrology 
with three readers and SIAM Journal on Numerical 
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I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 

Analysis with one reader. None of these three is in the 
authoritative bibliography. 

Seventeen of the journals in the authoritative 
bibliography are not among those listed in Table 7. 
However only three of those are, judging by their titles, 
limited to seismology and volcanology. They are 
Earthquakes and Volcanoes, Geotectonics and 
Tectonophysics and are held by the library. 

All journals in the authoritative bibliography 
regularly read by users of the seismology and 
volcanology collection are available in the Geophysical 
Institute Library as are an additional ten regularly read 
by one or more users. This indicates a substantial 
accommodation of user needs in collection 
development. 

Subproblem 7 and procedure 
In the opinion of its major users, how 

adequate is the Geophysical Institute Library's 
seismology and volcanology collection in meeting 
their needs? The survey questionnaire used for 
subproblems 4-6 also asked respondents to rate the 



Table 8: Percentages of 13 faculty members and 10 graduate students responding to items concerning adequacy Wlder part 7 on 
the survey questionnaire for users of the Geophysical Institute Library seismology and volcanology collection. 
Percentages sum to less than 100 where there-were fewer than the 13 or 10 possible responses. 

7. How adequate is the Geophysical Institute Library's seismology and volcanology book and journal collection for your 
purposes? 

a) Instruction 

b) Research 

Poor 

0 0 

0 0 

Fair 

8 0 

0 0 

collection with respect to instruction and research on a 
five-point scale from poor to excellent. 

Analysis 
Table 8 provides straightforward answers to 

this subproblem question. No faculty member, agency 
person or graduate student rated the seismology and 
volcanology collection poor for either instruction or 
research, and there was only one fair rating. For 
instruction half the faculty rated the collection very 
good and one even considered it excellent for that 
purpose. More than half rated it very good for 
research, · although no faculty member or agency 
person gave it an excellent for that. 

The students' views of the collection for 
instruction were similarly distributed across the good, 
very good and excellent ratings. One responded with 
an excellent as did one faculty member. The students' 
generosity in rating the collection for research was 
nearly identical to that of the faculty. However, only 
80% of the students responded to that item compared 
to thefaculty's 100% response. That might be because 
students generally are somewhat less involved in 
research than the faculty and agency personnel. 

The dominant instruction and research 
ratings of the seismology and volcanology collection 
by all its surveyed major users were very good, the 
next-to-highest rating. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The assessment reported here concerned the 
adequacy of the seismology and volcanology collection 
in the University of Alaska Fairbanks Geophysical 
Institute Library for serving the teaching and research 
needs of it major users. It is concluded that in general 
it is serving those needs very well. This conclusion 
derives from comparing the collection with an 
authoritative bibliography for seismology and 

Good 

31 30 

38 40 

Very Good 

54 40 

62 60 

Excellent 

8 lO 

0 0 

volcanology and from a questionnaire survey of 23 
major users. There is substantial agreement between 
the collection and the bibliography in terms of subject 
distribution, publisher and publication date. Although 
many titles in the bibliography were not found in the 
collection, most of those items were not rated essential 
by any surveyed user. Other results from the survey 
suggested that, in some respects, the library as a whole 
more than meets user needs by providing some 
materials and services of which they take little 
advantage. 

It is further concluded that such deficiencies 
as there are in the seismology and volcanology 
collection could be remedied at no great cost. The 
main need is to acquire a few books rated essential by 
several of the survey respondents. Evidently no 
journals need to be added. It seems possible that some 
further education or encouragement of library users 
could lead to greater direct advantage to them of the 
online, CD-ROM and print sources of bibliographic 
information. If it is policy that they need not search 
those sources themselves and may depend on reference 
personnel, then enlightening them further about those 
sources might lead to their stronger advocacy in the 
face of increased budget pressures. 

Finally it is concluded that there are some 
conclusions that cannot yet be made about the 
adequacy of the seismology and volcanology 
collection, at least not from the present assessment. 
This is mostly with respect to the approximately 82% 
of the collection's books that are not in the 
authoritative bibliography. Many of those are 
undoubtedly very important and others considerably 
less so. As long as space for further collection 
development is adequate, it might not be necessary to 
weed any of the latter. But as the need for space for 
new materials increases, as is likely, further 
assessment work might be needed to identify lower 
priority materials for weeding. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

1. The authoritative bibliography used for this 
collection assessment is not necessarily wholly 
authoritative. It is particularly lacking in monographs 
published after 1990, and there might be major, 
perhaps classical works from before 1985 that have 
inadvertently been omitted. A more thorough effort in 
bibliographic checklist construction might be possible. 

2. Comparisons of the present collection against 
the authoritative bibliography in terms of subject 
distribution, publisher and date were mostly limited to 
the books already represented in the bibliography. 
Those 96 bibliography books held by the library were 
only about 18% of the estimated total of 549. A more 
thorough treatment is in order, particularly with 
respect to the possible need for serious weeding in the 
future. 

3. The availability elsewhere of bibliography items 
not held was determined only within the University of 
Alaska Fairbanks library system. That determination 
should be extended locally to the library of the Alaska 
Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys, the 
Fairbanks North Star Borough public library and 
possibly others. It might also be useful to extend that 
determination to libraries in Anchorage and Juneau. 
Much of that work should be fairly easy using online 
catalogs. 

4. There probably are more. than 23 major users of 
the seismology and volcanology collection and 
numerous less frequent users, particularly as the latter 
are major users of adjacent collections and other 
library services. Survey responses from additional 
users should be solicited. 

5. A survey questionnaire more specifically 
customized for the immediate needs of the 
Geophysical Institute Library could be produced. The 
one used was a somewhat modified version of an 
existing general-purpose questionnaire. One question 
thought of only after the questionnaire was distributed 
concerned the value of current displays of new books. 
Other questions might have dealt with interpersonal 
aspects of library service, physical conditions in the 
library, and hopes for a planned expansion of the 
library. 

6. Although users were asked to name their most 
important journals, they were not asked for titles of 
any books not included on the list of 120 bibliography 
items not held by the library. It is possible some 
important recommendations for acquisition would 
have been offered, although it is policy that faculty, 
students and others may submit requests for new books 
any time. 
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7. The survey data presented in this report have 
not been analyzed statistically. Such work, using 
available computer programs, might lead to more 
conclusive interpretations, particularly concerning 
held versus not-held items in the authoritative 
bibliography and library use patterns of faculty versus 
graduate students. 

8. For the present analysis survey responses from 
non-university agency personnel resident in the 
Geophysical Institute were combined with tho~ of the 
faculty. A comparative analysis between those two 
groups as well as between each of them and the 
graduate students might be interesting. It would be 
desirable, however, to survey more than the four 
agency personnel represented here. 

9. Assessments of other collections, e.g. the 
aeronomy and glaciology and permafrost collections, 
should be made. Comparisons of collection 
assessments could provide a more thorough 
determination of the adequacy of the Geophysical 
Institute Library in meeting the needs of its users. 
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Abstract-Authors of 108 articles randomly chosen from ten geology journals were asked to explain 
how they: (1) first became aware of a specific reference which they cited, and (2) how they obtained it. 

Results showed that geologists depend primarily on personal contacts, references in the literature, and 
browsing when discovering journal articles of interest. Of six possible methods of retrieval, library 
subscriptions and obtaining copies from colleagues are most frequently used. 

As well as explaining their methods of access and retrieval, a number of participants in the study 
commented on problems with their journal literature and made suggestions for improvement. These 
unstructured remarks revealed some interesting ideas and provided insight into users' views of the 
ongoing journal crisis. Findings have implications for present and future roles played by the library in 
serving geoscientists. 

INTRODUCTION 

Geoscience librarians and scientists are 
deeply concerned about the future of the scientific 
journal, specifically journal price increases and 
subsequent cuts in library holdings. As a recent study 
from the Association of Research Libraries observed, 
"Many speak of a 'serials crisis' at the heart of library 
difficulties today, and it is prices, and in particular 
science journal prices, that drive the crisis" 
(Cummings, 1992). 

A number of controversial issues dominate 
discussion in geoscience circles: electronic access 
versus paper subscriptions; relative cost of geoscience 
serials in relation to other disciplines; challenges of 
providing appropriate access to photographs, maps, 
and other special illustrations in geoscience literature; 
attitudes of geologists toward the new technologies; 
and options for resource sharing. In such a rapidly
changing environment, it seems useful to investigate 
the current methods preferred by geoscientists in 
accessing and retrieving journal articles which they 
subsequently cite in their own publications. 

Thus, this research focuses on two basic 
questions: (1) How do geoscientists first become aware 
that a particular journal article exists? and (2) How do 
geoscientists actually obtain a copy of the desired 
article? 

METHODOLOGY 

A pioneering study of scientific communication 
in the U.S. by D. W. King and others demonstrated the 
effectiveness of asking scientists directly how they first 
became aware of a particular article they cited and 
how they actually obtained a copy (King, 1977). Since 
that time several researchers have investigated similar 
information-seeking behavior; valuable bibliographies 
appear in the volumes by Nancy Pruett (1986) and in 
Information Technology and the Conduct of Research: 
The User's View (1989). Gould and Pearce prepared an 
excellent summary for all disciplines for The Research 
Libraries Group, Inc. (1991). 

Hallmark used King's methodology, slightly 
modified, to examine journal access and retrieval in 
several scientific disciplines (1994). The present study 
expands that research to include 108 geoscientists 
publishing in 10 journals during 1992-93. Journal 
titles appear in Figure l. The 108 articles were 
selected randomly using the following guidelines: 

All authors must have U.S. addresses. 
The total corpus must include 20% published 
before 1970 and 80% published in 1970 or 
later. 
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AAPG BuUetin 

American Journal of Science 

Canadian Journal of Earth Science 

GSABuUetin 

Geology 

The Journal of Geology 

Journal of Geophysical Research 

Journal of Structural Geology 

Nature 

Science 

Figure 1. Journals used in this study. 

Approximately 75% of the participants were 
in academic institutions, the others working in private 
corporations and government agencies (mostly state 
and federal surveys). Each author received a 
personalized letter, an example of which appears in 
the Appendix. The letter supplied complete 
bibliographic information on the geologist's article 
along with the selected journal citation in exactly the 
format it had been cited. 

The letter requested completion of a "brief 
form" to obtain information concerning: 

how the citation had first come to the 
attention of the geoscientist 
how the article had actually been obtained 

Categories which were included on the form appear in 
Figures 2 and 3 in the section following. The second 
page of the form requested comments on the use of 
GeoRef or other resources in CD/ROM or electronic 
form, problems encountered in accessing or retrieving 
journal articles, and suggestions for improving journal 
access and retrieval. A stamped, self-addressed 
envelope for return mailing completed the packet. 

RESULTS 

The return rate for the study was 82%. 
Approximately two-thirds of the geoscientists 
returning the form offered comments, some quite 
extensive, in which they described problems related to 
journals and suggested solutions. 
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Access 

Results shown in Figure 2 address the first 
research question of how geoscientists first become 
aware of a particular journal article. Taken together, 
personal contacts, references in the literature, and 
browsing journals accounted for 92% of geoscientists' 
access to their cited journal articles, both for older and 
more recent literature. 

<1970 ~970 

Personal contact 21% 

Literature reference 50 

Browsing journals 21 

Seminar/conference 7 

Online or CD-ROM 0 
databases 

Printed abstracting and 
indexing senrices 0 

Current awareness services 0 

Librarian 0 

Don't remember 0 

Other 0 

Figure 2. How geoscientists first become aware of 
journal articles. 

41% 

26 

25 

3 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

Some respondents elaborated on types of 
personal contact, for example, keeping up with work 
of specific researchers over the years; maintaining 
contact with faculty and graduate students from 
university days; acquiring preprints and reprints from 
colleagues around the world; calling a state survey for 
information; and receiving suggestions from their own 
graduate students, reviewers, or collaborators. Typical 
comments illustrate these preferences: "The best way 
to locate articles on very specific topics is to consult an 
authority on the topic and get the latest publications. 
Then you can work back in time using the reference 



lists." "The 'good guys' publish in the same set of good 
journals, so usually there's no problem." 

The differences between pre- and post-1970 
data in the first two categories can perhaps be 
attributed to the early influence of the academic 
environment with its accompanying orientation toward 
references in the literature, as several geologists 
commented on "classic" works which they continue to 
cite. Also, recently accessed older journal articles 
would likely come to a geologist's attention through 
published literature references. On the other hand, as 
time passes and a network of colleagues develops, the 
relative importance of personal contacts increases. 

Browsing journals, somewhat surprisingly, 
accounted for about one-quarter of the cited references. 
And one geologist commented, "Nothing beats 
wandering around and discovering literature in your 
own library, provided it is well stocked. I can't give a 
percentage, but it's amazing how often I just open up a 
book or journal to a relevant reference." And another, 
"All the electronic sources in the world can't replace 
browsing in a good geology library." 

Databases and printed A&I services appear to 
be relatively unimportant in geoscience, in comparison 
to other disciplines such as chemistry. Recent 
research, for example, showed that chemists access 
16% of cited references through online or CD-ROM 
databases or traditional A&I services (Hallmark, 
1994). Many geologists in the present investigation 
criticized electronic sources as being incomplete, 
inaccurate, lacking retrospective coverage, expensive, 
and, in one instance, "horribly arcane." A couple of 
typical comments are as follows: 

"I've never done a literature search; wouldn't 
know how to use these online services if I had to." 

"Electronic sources are not useful for locating 
articles on very specific topics." 

Some participants, however, indicated that 
they have begun using electronic resources such as 
GeoRef on CD-ROM, i.e.: 

33%- 1-2 times per month or more 
frequently 

30%- 3-4 times per year 
37%- not at all 
It was disappointing to this researcher that 

the librarian plays a negligible part in alerting these 
(mostly academic) geologists to articles of interest. 

Retrieval 

Results shown in Figure 3 address the second 
research question concerning the way geoscientists 
obtain journal articles. Library subscriptions and 

copies from colleagues dominate, along with document 
delivery/interlibrary loan for older material. 

<1970 ~970 

Library subscription 46% 474Y. 

Colleague 23 33 

Personal journal 0 12 

Document delivery or 31 3 
interlibrary loan 

Electronic copy 0 0 

Librarian 0 0 

Don't remember 0 3 

Other 0 1 

Figure 3. How geoscientists retrieve journal articles. 

More than 80% of the comments from 
participants concerned physical retrieval of journal 
articles and emphasized slow and inefficient 
interlibrary loan, journal cancellations, and budgetary 
problems. Some typical remarks follow: 

• The basic budget of the Geology 
Department is so small that utilizing 
interlibrary loan is commonly not viable. 
Library budgets are too low and libraries 
cancel journals! 

• Interlibrary loan requests to well-known 
libraries produced no answer. This happened 
to me in several instances. 
Interlibrary loan is very slow, and the library 
is dropping some journals and has never 
subscribed to several important ones in my 
subfield of geomorphology. 

Solutions to Problems of Access and Retrieval 

Most solutions proposed by participants in the 
study fall into one of two categories: (1) Increase 
library budgets and subscribe to an appropriate 
number of journals. (2) Develop electronic resources 
which provide accurate access by keyword, author, and 
title plus convenient online transmission of full text 
and illustrations. 
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Geologists who suggested the electronic 
approach emphasized the necessity of being able to 
obtain paper copies at their own terminals. Using the 
Internet for both access and retrieval was appealing to 
several participants. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This investigation has examined the methods 
used by geoscientists in accessing and retrieving 
journal articles. A relatively conservative picture of the 
geoscientist as information seeker emerges, 
corroborating earlier interdisciplinary· research 
(Hallmark, 1994). They use electronic sources to a 
lesser degree than do scientists in other disciplines and 
may appear unenthusiastic and critical of such options. 
Searching GeoRef on CD-ROM, however, is more 
appealing and cost-effective than online access and is 
increasingly popular with end users. One would 
expect such use to be reflected in future studies as 
providing access to cited articles. 

Geoscientists rely heavily on their personal 
networks, references in the literature, and browsing to 
discover relevant references and are very much 
concerned with their library's budget and journal 
holdings. Many argue that journal cuts are now 
seriously affecting their ability to keep up with the 
literature and, as one geologist suggested, are "cutting 
into the bone." Certainly it is difficult to disagree with 
the argument that browsing in an electronic resource is 
less effective and enjoyable than "settling down with a 
pile of favorite journals for an hour or so," as one 
geologist suggested. 

However, since journal cancellations in 
today's economic climate seem inevitable, we should 
examine the question of how information specialists 
can best support their users? What should be the role 
of the geoscience librarian in the information-seeking 
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process of the library's clientele? Participants in this 
study would answer "fast, inexpensive journal article 
retrieval," since they are clearly not yet on the 
information highway as far as obtaining articles 
electronically is concerned. Slow, ineffective 
interlibrary loan is the major concern of these 
scientists. Thus, they would urge librarians, when 
defining new roles for the "library without walls," to 
give this problem the highest priority. 
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Dr. Jonathan D. Phillips 
Department of Geography and Planning 
East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858-4353 

Dear Dr. Phillips: 

APPENDIX A. Sample Letter 

July 5, 1993 

In your recent article, "Qualitative Chaos in Geomorphic Systems, with an Example from Wetland Response to Sea 
Level Rise," published in The Journal of Geology, you cited the following reference: 

Kearney, M.S., and Stevenson, J.C., 1991, Island land loss and marsh vertical accretion rate evidence for 
historical sea level changes in Chesapeake Bay: Jour. Coast. Res., v. 7, p. 403-415. 

I am investigating the ways by which geoscientists first become aware of and then actually obtain the journal 
articles which they cite. The journal crisis in this country continues unabated with significant increases in 
subscription rates in 1993 along with further massive cancellations by libraries. Studies such as this one which 
contribute to our knowledge of the information-seeking behavior of scientists should provide useful data for 
improving access to the journal literature, so critical to the scientific endeavor. 

Would you please take a moment to complete the enclosed briefform and return it to me in the self-addressed 
envelope? If a co-author came up with the reference, please forward this request to that person. 

Thanks very much for your help. 

Enc. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Hallmark 
Professor 
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THE MINES LffiRARY ENDOWMENT, 
A TEN-YEAR REPORT 

Linda Newman 

Mines Library 
University of Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 89557 

Abstracl-The Mines Library established an endowment exactly ten years ago with fimds raised with annual 
appeals to the local mining companies who use the library. While established primarily to serve the University of 
Nevada's Mackay School of Mines and the Nevada Bureau of Mines & Geology, the Mines Library, as the 
foremost mining/geology collection in the state, also serves as a research library for much of the local 
commercial mining community. Circulation records docwnented over many years indicate a steady one-third use 
by non-university clientele. It is to these local companies and consultants that an annual appeal is made for 
contnbutions to the Endowment. The Endowment was established after several years of annual appeals 
eventually resulting in a sufficient donation base to set up a permanent fund. This paper addresses the histol)' 
and techniques of the drive; the scope of the appeal and related problems in establishing a defacto relationship 
with the public; the demands such an annual appeal places on the hbrary staff and direct expenses of the appeal; 
and the benefits, both immediate and residual. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Mines Library is a branch library located at 
the University of Nevada, Reno, a state supported 
university founded in 1874. Our primary clientele is the 
Mackay School of Mines, the Nevada Bureau of Mines 
and Geology, and any earth science researchers of the 
University. The state of Nevada has long been known as a 
'boom or bust' state brought into the Union at a time its 
mineral wealth and political support was much needed by 
a countl)' tom by civil war. 

As with most state schools. today, state funding 
varies from year to year, legislature to legislature, from 
economic good times and bad. 

Seeking outside funding has become the 
means to level the budget playing field, to borrow 
current political jargon. 

INITIAL DONATIONS 

Maiy Ansari, my esteemed predecessor, who 
most of you know as a past President of GIS, began 
'accepting' donations from grateful commercial users of 
the Mines Library in an informal manner in the mid 
1970's. Shortly thereafter she began a formal appeal to 
our commercial users to donate to the Mines Library. 

WE ARE NOT A PUBLIC LffiRARY 

We are not a public bbrary, but we have long 
functioned as one for the mining companies and related 
businesses in our area. The Mines Library is the only 
substantial source of geoscience research material for 
several hundred miles or more in any direction. As part of 
a regional depositoty, and as a recipient of the US 
Geological Survey and US Bureau of Mines publications, 
we are obligated to make these publications available to 
the public. Approximately one third of our patrons are 
community users; that is, not affiliated with the University 
of Nevada. One third is a vel)' heavy demand on staff and 
resources: reference, use of materials, ILL, and online 
searchin~n with fees. Last year community patrons 
borrowed more volumes than our own faculty! In the past 
two years we have had 279 community borrowers 
registered. These are people with circulation cards; many 
others use our facilities without registering. 

In 1980, during Maiy Ansari's sabbatical, I 
transferred to the Mines Library and focused on 
enhancing our appeal to these commercial users. We were 
facing more serial cancellations and other effects of 
budget shortfull. Little has changed over the years; 
although budgets have sometimes increased, inflation has 
far exceeded legislative funding-and probably always 
will. 
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ANNUAL FUND-RAISING EFFORT 

The first step in our fund-raising effort each year 
is to identify our commercial users. Originally we would 
sort through manual circulation cards for company 
information, review a strategically placed 'sign-in' guest 
book, review circulation application fonns, and, of course, 
review the cards in the 'friendly' business card holder. 
Today, the online circulation system that indicates 
company affiliation makes possible a printout with 
borrowers and companies-although I do still review the 
business cards. Mining companies are notorious for 
opening, closing, merging, etc., and this list must be 
updated before it is used. 

A letter is sent to the CEO of each company. 
The letter explains-as it has for years-<>ur financial 
plight and asks that the company return a check to show 
its appreciation for the use of our facilities during the year. 
State budget shortfalls, including the University's, have 
been well docwnented in the news, reinforcing my plea. 
We have also mentioned some of the benefits of donating 
such as GeoRet: initially purchased with gift funds. The 
letter traditionally has been mailed in the fall. Letters are 
mailed with a 'donor card' included which gives 
instructions for making a donation. The CEO of the local 
office may not be a library user, but most CEO's are 
aware of the School of Mines-and some are graduates. If 
there is no company affiliation, individuals receive the 
letter directly. 

In 1977, the first annual appeal went to 30 local 
mining companies and netted $300 from seven donors. In 
recent years as many as 150 letters have been mailed in an 
annual drive. I have even experimented with a follow-up 
letter after six months to companies that did not respond 
initially. The follow-up letters yielded good results. Last 
year, typical of recent years, letters to 94 companies netted 
a 33% response with an average donation of $255. In 
addition, miscellaneous donations placed in the fund 
come in each year through random sources. The chart 
indicates donor trends over the past 16 years. The yield 
from these letters varies from year to year, depending, in 
part, on the economy and prosperity of the local mining 
businesses. The Library system now has a development 
officer whose efforts will enhance our program. For 
instance, for the first time, the library will conduct a 
telephone campaign for a week this fall asking for pledges 
directly for the library. This will no doubt benefit the 
Mines Library as people may specify our branch to receive 
their gift. I finnly believe that one of the main reasons 
why our direct mail campaign is successful is the close 
relationship between the Mines Library and the 
companies that donate to it. 
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TRACKING DONORS 

Initially, a tidy little donor file was set up to log 
gifts and to provide quick reference. It was very useful but 
it seems so archaic now! It was soon replaced by a file on 
a word processer. It is now time for a more sophisticated 
software database to manipulate the data. 

Our donor appeal actually preceded the 
establishment of the University Foundation which now 
oversees such projects. The Foundation manages the fund 
and produces regular statements. It also reviews our donor 
list and our letter of appeal prior to mailing. While there 
may be some overlap of campus campaigns, ours is based 
on an annual drive to the actual local company which uses 
the library. If a major effort by the School of Mines, or the 
Foundation, is underway for appeal to a parent 
corporation, the local office may be excluded that year 
from our fund drive effort. We had to forgo our annual 
appeal entirely one year in order not to interfere with 
another campaign. Diplomacy with and education of our 
own colleagues is frequently needed. 

DONOR RECOGNITION 

Donor recognition is a major concern of any 
donor program. Sophisticated donor campaigns have 
'levels' of donating. We have not stressed this, except 
lately to encourage companies to donate $1000, the 
'President's' level of giving as established by the 
Foundation. All donations are acknowledged with a letter 
from the Mines Librarian with increasingly effusive 
adjectives for larger and larger donations. A letter is also 
sent from the UNR Foundation. The company name is 
added to the Rainbow Board in the entryway. The 
Rainbow Board is cleared off each fall when the donor 
letters are sent out. Donations accumulating to $5000 are 
placed on the Silver Circle plaque which began in 1983 
and was expanded this summer to accommodate more 
names. When the level of donations reaches $10,000, the 
name is then added to the Gold Circle plaque. 

Acknowledgement by name, but not by amount, 
is also done by listing each donor on the cover page of the 
quarterly 'New Books and Maps' list. The list is 
distributed by the library on campus to the School of 
Mines faculty and grads and other associated campus 
individuals and institutions. Copies are also sent to over 
100 different donors' offices and to any other companies 
that have expressed an interest in receiving a copy. 
Mackay Miner, the once annual yearbook of the students 
of the School of Mines, also included a list of our major 
donors. Special gifts have been noted in the local paper 
and in library publications and even in appropriate 
professional journals. Since 1986, donors of over $300 



have also received a copy of the School of Mines Thesis 
List now in its second edition. We submit a list of our 
major donors who may be invited to join the President for 
brunch and to watch a football game. 

EST ABLISlllNG TilE ENDOWMENT 

After our initial appeals for donations, several 
years passed before sufficient ftmds accumulated to 
establish an endowment-a permanent fund from which 
only interest is used to purchase books, journals, or 
software. The Mines Library Endowment is not restricted 
to particular programs or subjects as some gifts are. The 
ftmds may be spent to enhance any area as defined by our 
collection development statement 

I believe that having the actual donation remain 
intact in the principle of the endowment is an inducement 
to donate. In December 1983, the Mines Library 
Endowment was established. In March of this year the 
principle exceeded $100,000. 

NETTING $100,000 FROM 29 CENTS 

I was tempted to open this presentation with a 
carnival style pitch: 'How would you like to make 
$100,000 for a 29 cent investment?' This sounds like your 
standard pyramid scheme, or the latest telephone scam. 
But grossly simplified, the Mines Library has indeed 
raised $100,000 for the base cost of a postage stamp, some 
stationery, and a lot of the librarian's time. Is it worth the 
effort, the time to create lists of donors each year, write 
inspiring letters and responses, update logs of donations, 
and conduct public relations and maintain plaques? 
Naturally, I would not be here if I did not think so. We do 

----------~-- -

not view this effort in the same light as a capital 
campaign, but then, we do not have a staff for such an 
effort, nor do we have dinners or other extensive or 
expensive reward programs. Yes, it is worth the effort: 
This fiscal year our state monograph budget was 
expended by September 1st We have already encumbered 
an additional $14,000 from our various endowment funds. 

In conclusion, I would like to note that 
authorities acknowledge that there is a definite trend to 
give to a flourishing program. Even a modest public 
campaign helps to set the tone for greater donations. 

The Mines Library Endowment is not our only 
endowment, but one which we are especially proud for 
having created from scratch and nourished. 
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VISITING COMMITIEE IMPLEMENTATION, ARTHUR LAKES LffiRARY, 
COLORADOSCHOOLOFNITNES 

Joanne V. Lerud 

Arthui Lakes Library 
Colorado School of Mines 
Golden, Colorado 80401 

Abstract-Each academic department at the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) bas been asked to 
consult with an external committee of leaders from industry, academia, and government as it determines 
current priorities and plans for the decade ahead. In 1989, the Arthur Lakes Library was asked by the 
Vice President for Academic Affairs to follow the precedent set by the other departments. It was an 
opportunity for additional access to and possible influence on the CSM Administration so that CSM 
students, faculty, staff, and the community associated with the institution might have the services, 
technologies, and programs appropriate for their information needs and the changing world. The Arthur 
Lakes Library viewed the request to develop a Visiting Committee as an opportunity important to the 
forward progress of the Library and the determination of the members of the Visiting Committee was a 
very serious activity. The Visiting Committee would not only champion the interests of the Library but 
would also challenge the views already held by the Library and/or the CSM Administration. This 
advocacy approach is different than a program review, accreditation visit, or self-study activity. The 
Visiting Committee, as a peer group to the institution's Administration, strives to influence the direction 
of the Library and bas been successful in that effort. 

INTRODUCTION 

As one of the world's leading institutions in 
engineering education, the Colorado School of Mines 
(CSM) provides its students with a unique blend of 
technical ability, environmental sensitivity, leadership 
potential, applied research experience, and wise 
stewardship training of the earth and its resources. 
(Colorado School ofMines, 1992, p.1). Graduates are 
sought by the natural resource-based industries and a 
wide range of basic, advanced, and applied technology 
industries. 

Each academic department at the Colorado 
School of Mines bas been asked to consult with an 
external committee of leaders from industry, 
academia, and government as it determines current 
priorities and plan for the decade ahead. The first 
Visiting Committee was developed for the Colorado 
School of Mines' Petroleum Engineering Department 
in 1980-81. In recent years, a more formalized 
structure bas been developed for these Visiting 
Committees so that their deliberations may be of 
immediate assistance to the Administration. In 
1989, the Arthur Lakes Library was asked by Vice 
President for Academic Affairs (VP AA) to follow the 
precedent set by the other departments. It was an 
opportunity for additional access to and possible 

influence on the CSM Administration so that CSM 
students, faculty, staff, and the community associated 
with the institution might have services, technologies, 
and programs appropriate for their information needs 
and the changing world. 

DETERMINATION OF A VISITING COMMITIEE 

Because the Visiting Committees bold an 
important place in the CSM campus culture, the 
policies governing Visiting Committees are outlined in 
the "Procedures Manual" developed by the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the 
Faculty, from which the following paragraphs are 
paraphrased with some additional explanation (Vice 
President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the 
Faculty, October 3, 1989 and March 1991). At the 
request of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the 
department [in this case the Library) prepares a list of 
prospective Visiting Committee members with the 
assistance of the CSM Alumni Office, the CSM Office 
of Institutional Advancement, the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, and the President. The Board of 
Trustees is responsible for the final selection and 
approval of a distinguished group of experts of diverse 
experience and interests from among the nominees 
submitted. The general charge to the Visiting 
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Committee is to review programs, goals, and future 
plans and submit a report to the Board of Trustees. 

The Arthur Lakes Library administrative staff 
met and through discussion determined what member 
representation might produce a vigorous committee. 
Essentially, the staff chose categories of experts 
representing certain demographic groups of the 
Library user community and new directions of the 
information profession. The CSM Office of 
Institutional Advancement, the Alumni Association, 
and the VP AA were able to supply names of experts 
for those categories that the Library administrative 
staff could not fill from their own knowledge. When 
the President, the VP AA. and the Director of the 
Library all agreed upon the final list and a brief list of 
alternates, the list was submitted to the Board of 
Trustees for approval. The President's Office notified 
the Library of the Trustees action. 

The Library prepared a draft of the letter from 
the President inviting the prospective members to 
serve on the Committee. After approval, the 
President's Office prepared and mailed the letter, 
acknowledged all responses, and notified the Library 
of the acceptances and regrets. 

The Library then corresponded directly with 
the Committee members setting dates for the first visit, 
providing an agenda, and making available pertinent 
information such as annual reports, financial reports, 
use statistics, mission statements, and goals. This 
agenda and correspondence must be discussed with the 
President and approved by the VP AA prior to mailing. 
The President's and Vice President's schedules must be 
checked for availability as Visiting Committees are 
scheduled to visit every eighteen months and only 
during the months of September, October, November, 
January, February, March, or April. It is hoped that 
the Committee members' employers will cover the cost 
of travel expenses in most cases. If that is not 
possible, CSM will reimburse the member for travel 
costs. 

All arrangements for meetings, tours, meals, 
and other activities are the responsibility of the 
department. Subsequent meeting agendas are 
determined by the Committee although the Library 
still handles the local arrangements. Each visit 
includes a cocktail buffet, served at the President's 
home and including the Visiting Committee, the 
Library faculty, and spouses/guests, as well as the 
CSM Administration. 

An exit visit with the President, VP AA, and 
the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research presents a 
verbal preliminary report of findings. A formal 
written report follows in a timely manner. When the 
President receives the Committee report, the Director 
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of the Library assists in the draft of the institutional 
response. This draft is reviewed by the VP AA and 
amended as appropriate for submission to the Board of 
Trustees. After approval by the Board, the response is 
signed by the President of the Board of Trustees and 
sent to the Visiting Committee. 

DISCUSSION 

The Arthur Lakes Library was the most 
recent department of the Colorado School of Mines to 
be asked to suggest names for a Visiting Committee, to 
date. Experiences gleaned from other departments' 
successes and failures were very valuable. It was to 
the Library's advantage the Visiting Committee 
concept was already an accepted, established and 
valued activity of the Colorado School of Mines. Thus, 
the expectations centered around success. 

It was critical that the selection of the Arthur 
Lakes Library Visiting Committee support that 
expectation of success. Studies of the literature and 
discussion with colleagues did not indicate a magic 
formula for the composition of the Committee. After 
considerable discussion the Library determined two 
technical experts with credentials and reputations as 
leaders in the information arenas would be 
appropriate. The other five members of the Committee 
would be leaders in other disciplines important to the 
user clientele of the Library. It was felt this diversity 
was important for the Arthur Lakes Library which is 
considered to be a regional center of information in 
energy, mineral and materials science, and 
engineering and associated engineering and science 
fields (Colorado School of Mines, 1992, p.3). The 
integrity and credibility of these chosen members 
produced an exceptionally committed and active 
Committee and gained the immediate attention of the 
CSM Administration. 

It is important that all members hold 
executive, empowered, and/or decision-making 
positions in order to be perceived as peers with the 
Board of Trustees and the CSM Administration. These 
skills are also necessary to make critical decisions for 
the report in a short time period and being able to 
assign priorities, weigh options, and know the 
difference between essential and extraneous 
information during the decision-making process. An 
interest in the national and state politics concerning 
higher education and information issues is also of 
value. 

The Committee must be autonomous. It 
cannot be viewed as a "rubber stamp" for the Library, 
the Library administration, or the institution's 
administration. The creativity, experience, 



knowledge, and skill of each individual committee 
member is essential for effective advocacy and 
leadership. 

Tenns of service are usually three years in 
length and staggered; reappointment can occur. It ~ 
been noted that "local" Committee members have 
additional opportunities for advocacy in social 
situations separate from the actual campus visit. The 
Colorado School of Mines also feels that it is 
important to have alumni represented on the Visiting 
Committees in conjunction with those who are not 
alumni. Alums have a historical perspective of the 
institution that may be important in deliberations and 
they also have a vested interest. 

The selection of a Chairperson for the 
Committee seems to be important action of the 
Committee. The Chairperson is the conduit of 
information between the CSM Administration and the 
Committee. The Chairperson usually assumes 
editorial responsibility for the final report product 
although all members of the Committee participate. 
The Chairperson, on occasion, is the representative of 
the entire Committee to the Administration and must 
be politically astute. Consequently, this decision is 
made carefully, although it can change from visit to 
visit depending upon the desires of the Committee. 

The first meeting of the Arthur Lakes Library 
Visiting Committee, held in 1990, received its charge 
from the President and the VP AA, to start a review 
and evaluation process. The mission, goals, and 
objectives of the institution as well as the Library were 
communicated. Considerable preparation was required 
to have all pertinent information, retrospective and 
current, for the first meeting as this is the basis for the 
work of this meeting and other future meetings. The 
Library objectives, resources, priorities, agreements, 
and management philosophies must be available for 
the Committee. The staff prepared and made 
presentations in their area of responsibility and 
expertise. 

The effect of the first Visiting Committee 
report was quite exciting. The Visiting Committee 
found the Library to be understaffed and having a 
salary scale that would not allow the School of Mines 
to attract and retain the best scientific librarians (John 
Lindeman, Chair, 1991, p. 1). The CSM 
Administration immediately took action to remedy 
both of those concerns. As these discussions had not 
yet begun between the Director of the Library and the 
VP AA on this topic, the additional staff positions and 
higher salaries are the direct result of the advocacy of 
the Visiting Committee and the willingness of the 
Administration to act upon this advice. 

For the second meeting, the Visiting 
Committee asked for an evaluation of Library services 
by the various constituencies of Library users. 
Although the Library facilitated the arrangements of 
the meeting, the individuals were not selected by the 
Library staff. These constituencies-undergraduate 
students, graduate students, teaching faculty, research 
faculty, administrators, alumni, and the "outside" 
users-prepared their own materials and presentations. 
The staff participated in giving progress reports since 

the last visit from this Committee. 
The second Visiting Committee report 

suggested investment in improvements to 
communication, among other items. As a result classes 
on communication are now offered as an informal staff 
development opportunity and are offered right in the 
Library. Signage has been improved. A suggestion 
box has been added. The suggestion box and the 
replies seem to have a life all their own. Again, an 
immediate effect in the workplace is a direct result of a 
committee visit. 

As the third visit is on the horizon, we look 
forward to this activity. The Visiting Committee's 
support, implicit or explicit, is now a part of the 
justification process that occurs during any budgetary 
or managerial process and produces measurable 
results. The Visiting Committee is the most positive 
professional experience in the recent history of the 
Arthur Lakes Library. 

Other institutions may prefer program 
reviews, accreditation visits, or self-study activity to do 
an in-depth study of a department or program; indeed 
such studies may be mandatory. The Visiting 
Committee approach retains the necessary flexibility 
as visits tend to occur more often than formal studies, 
giving more opportunities for feedback and guidance 
which is so important because the information field 
and higher education are experiencing changes. 

CONCLUSION 

The Arthur Lakes Library of the Colorado 
School of Mines viewed the request to develop a 
Visiting Committee as an opportunity important to the 
forward progress of the Library. The Visiting 
Committee would not only champion the interests of 
the Library but would also challenge the views already 
held by the Library and/or the CSM Administration. 
This advocacy approach is different than a program 
review, accreditation visit, or self-study activity. The 
Visiting Committee, as a peer group to the institution's 
Administration, strives to influence the direction of the 
Library and has been successful in that effort. 
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TRACKING INFORMATION SOURCES ON GOLD MINING 
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Abstract-When the price of gold increases, there is a surge of interest for gold mining infonnation in 
geologic libraries (public, university and survey). This paper will provide key infonnation sources, as 
dictionaries, handbooks, classic textbooks, indexes and databases which might be consulted. Attention 
will also be given to government publications from state and federal geologic and mining agencies. 

INTRODUCTION 

What was the price of gold yesterday on the 
world market? Ask any Alaskan and they can tell you 
not only the daily price but also the recent market high 
in August of $410.00. This paper is the first part of a 
three part study. The second will be a survey of the 
Alaskan gold mining community to see how they 
obtain infonnation. This is currently being conducted. 
The third will be a overview of Alaskan gold mining 
sources. 

Some background infonnation may be of 
interest here: 

Gold mining reference questions can be 
grouped into three categories: 1. Geological and 
exploration 2. Mining and production 3. Economic 
aspects. The first two types will be discussed in this 
paper. Economic and financial aspects of gold mining 
can be found in traditional business sources. Placer 
mining will be the main focus. This is mining of 
surficial mining deposits. 

What are the primary gold producing states? 
Nevada. California. and South Dakota. What are the 
primary gold producing countries? South Africa. 
Russia, Canada. United States. This infonnation will 
be important later. 

The organization of this paper will be by type 
of reference material: dictionaries, directories, permits, 
state publications, books, journals, indexes and 
databases. 

DICTIONARIES 

Using the appropriate terminology is 
important in all fields and gold mining is no 
exception. A good basic dictionary is a essential to 
locate definitions and verify spelling. Most gold 
mining texts and handbooks have an extensive list of 

terms in the appendix. There is no dictionary devoted 
exclusively to gold mining, so the following 
dictionaries may be useful for searching technical 
terms. 

Dictionary of Mining, Mineral and Related Terms, by 
Paul W. Thrush. U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1968.---classic 
mining dictionary. 

Other dictionaries: 

Dictionary of Applied Geology, Mining and Civil 
Engineering, by A. Nelson. Newnes, 1967. 

Dictionary of Mining, by A.Nelson. Newnes, 1964. 

Elsevier's Dictionary of Mining and Mineralogy: in 
Four Languages, English, French, German, and 
italian, Elsevier, 1993. 

Glossary of Geology, 3rd ed. American Geological 
Institute, 1987. 

DIRECTORIES 

Addresses and phone numbers are frequent 
reference questions. In the gold mining industry, you 
may need company addresses, mines and miners 
addresses, equipment and suppliers, assayers, mining 
organizations. These may be local, national, or 
international in scope, hence the previous lists of 
important gold states and countries are important. 

Alaska Miners Association 1993 Handbook and 
Service Directory, Alaska Miner's Association, 1993. 
- an example of a local directory including members, 

mines, equipment suppliers, assayers. 
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E and MJ International Directory of Mining, 
Engineering and Mining Journal (annual), 
- a directory of national and international scope 

arranged by country giving mine names, executives, 
addresses. 

Geotimes (Directory issue), American Geological 
Institute (annual) 
- a source for addresses for geological and mining 

surveys in the United States and worldwide. 

National Directory of State Agencies, Cambridge 
Information Group, 1988. 
- listing of state agencies with their addresses. 

RESMJN, Canadian Centre for Mineral and Energy 
Technology, 
- directory on private and government research in 

mining technology. 

Thomas Register (Print and Online), Thomas 
Publishing, 1993. 26 vol. 
- lists suppliers of gold mining equipment and other 

products needed in the mining industry, with not 
only a product, but also a company and trademark 
index. 

Western Mining Directory, Howell Publishing 
- directory of mines and mining companies in 14 

western mining states. 
The latter can be useful to help track a part 

for broken equipment. 

PERMITS 

What kind of permits are needed to mine on 
state or federal land? This is not an easy question. A 
call to the local Department of Natural Resources can 
help answer this. In Alaska, a miner needs permits 
from 12 agencies. It is probably not the library's 
responsibility to keep all the forms, but the 
information needs to be available on the agencies that 
need to be contacted. State agency addresses and 
phone numbers can be obtained from the previously 
mentioned publication, National Directory of State 
Agencies. 

The following publication also may be 
helpful: 

Guide to Preparation of Mineral Patent Applications, 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 1985. 
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STATE PUBLICATIONS LISTS 

The lists of publications from the gold 
producing state, provincial (Canada), and country 
surveys can be an excellent source of information. 
These lists can be valuable for they may list open file 
type reports which are not found listed or indexed in 
the geologic or mining reference tools. This is the case 
for the Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical 
Survey Public Data Files. In the near future, these will 
be included in Polar Pac and Lasercat CD Rom 
products produced by the Western Library Network. 

BOOKS 

A quick look in Books in Print 1992-93, from 
Bowker gives you about two pages of book listings that 
are currently available on mining and gold ores. Many 
of these are state histories of mining activities. 

Numerous prospecting manuals by small 
presses are also listed; some of these have a particular 
state orientation. Topical material needs to be looked 
up under the specific subject, as the following hot 
topics: placer mining waste water treatment, cyanide 
leaching, and biomineralization. 

For a bibliographic overview of mining, the 
following book would be recommended: Mining and 
Mineral Industries, by M. M . Stark, Oryx Press, 1988. 

The following two books may be useful to 
locate older materials: 

Gold and Silver Prospecting Books in Print, by M. 
Ansari, Special Libraries Association, Sierra Nevada 
Chapter, 1983. 

Gold, Selected References, Ontario Geological Survey, 
1982. 

CLASSIC BOOKS 

This is a selected list of books which might 
form the core for a gold mining collection. 

Blasting Guidance Manual, U.S. Office of Surface 
Mining, 1987. 

Geology of Gold Deposits, Economic Geology 
Publishing Company, 1989. 

Gold Deposits: Origin, Evolution and Present 
Characteristics, by J. H. Tatsch, Tatsch Associates, 
1975. 



Gold Deposits of the World with a Section on 
Prospecting, by W.H. Emmons, Ayer, 1974, Repr. of 
1937 ed. 

Gold:History and Genesis of Deposits, Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1987. 

Gold Hunter's Field Book, by Jay Ellis Ransom, 
Harper Colophon Books, 1975. 

Gold Placer Mining; Placer Evaluation and Dredge 
Select by C. M. Ramanowitz, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
1970. 

Gold Refining, 2nd ed. by G.J. Ajada, G.J. Ajada, 
1982. 

Placer Examination, by John H. Wells, U.S. Bureau of 
Land Management, Phoenix Training Center, 1989. 

Placer Mining in the Western United States, U.S. 
Bureau of Mines Information Circular 6786-6787, 2v., 
1934. 

Professional Gold Dredgers Handbook, Advanced 
Dredging Techniques, by David McCracken, Keene 
Industries, 1981. 

World Gold Deposits, by J.J. Bache, Elsevier, 1987. 

State publications should also be included. An 
Alaskan collection would most certainly include these 
volumes: 

Handbook for the Alaskan Prospector, 2nd ed., by E. 
Wolff, University of Alaska, Mineral Industry 
Research Laboratory, 1969. 

Placer Mining in Alaska, by D. J. Cook, University of 
Alaska, Mineral Industry Research Laboratory, 1983. 

KEY JOURNALS 

Most of the geologic librarians are familiar 
with Economic Geology. Here are some of the key 
journals in the mining area: 

American Mining Journal 
CIM Bulletin 

Canadian Mining Journal 
Gold Prospector 

EandMJ* 

Mining Engineering* 
Western Miner• 

Special issues of journals can be useful 
sources for directory and equipment information. Job 
advertisements can be found in the above starred 
journals. 

INDEXES 

Gold mining information can be located in 
the following indexes: 

Bibliography and Index of Geology and its online and 
CD counterpart GEOREF. 

Engineering Index and its online and CD counterpart 
COMPENDEX. 

List of Bureau of Mines publications and articles. U.S. 
Bureau ofMines, 1970-79, 1980-84, 1985-1989, 1990-
1991. 

List of Journal Articles by Bureau of Mines Authors 
Published July 1, 1910 to January 1, 1960, U.S. 
Bureau of Mines. 

List of Publications Issued by the Bureau of Mines 
from July 1, 1910 to January 1, 1960. 

Publications of the U.S.G.S. and New Publications of 
the U.S.G.S. Geological Survey. 

U.S. Bureau of Mines New Publications ofthe Bureau 
of Mines (Monthly). 

All the above are familiar indexes and databases. 
Some states have special indexes as 

Bibliography of Bureau of Mines Publications, by J. 
Abrecht, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Alaska Field 
Operations Center, 1993. 

These state lists become important as the 
Bureau of Mines no longer indexes open file reports as 
of January 1993. State compilations may be the only 
listing for these reports. 

DATABASES 

A large spectrum of databases are available 
on various systems in mining, none specifically in gold 
mining. Note the number of online journals in Table 1. 
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Table I. Mining Databases. 

DATABASES DATABASE VENDOR 

Canadian Mining Journal Infomart 

Eng. and Industrial Software DATA-STAR, ESA-IRS 

Engineering & Mining Journal (E and MJ) LEXIS, NEXIS 

GEOARCIDV DIALOG 

Geomechanics ORBIT 

GeoRef Dialog. ORBIT, STN, OCLC 

Gower Fed Ser WestLaw 

IMMAGE ESA-IRS 

Metadex DIALOG, CAN/OLE, STN 

Metals Datafile ESA-IRS, ORBIT, STN 

Metal and Mineral Prices Reuters Int. 

Mine Search Metals Econ. Group 

Mineral Processing Technology QL, CAN/OLE 

Mining Annual Review NEXIS (MINREV) 

Mining Incidents CCINFOline 

Mining Joumal NEXIS (MINJNL) 

Mining Magazine NEXIS (MINMAG) 

Mining Technology Abstracts (MIN TEC) QL,CAN/OLE 

Mintek Catalogue (MINCAT) MINTEK 

Northern Miner Online Info Globe, Infomart 

RES MIN QL 

RESPROC Index to Min. Processing QL 

TSVETMETINFORM (Russian) IC STI (Int. Centre for Sci. & Tech. Inf) 

Compiled from Gale Directory ofDatabases, Gale, 1993. 

STATISTICS 

Annual Report of the Office of the (State Name) Mine 
Inspector (annual) 
- information source for mining companies working 

in the state, their addresses, and employment and 
accident statistics 

Gold Bureau of Mines 
- gold mine production; U.S. gold imports and 

exports. 

Minerals Yearbook, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1993. 3 
vol. 
- detailed statistical information on gold arranged by 

state, mineral and country. 
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Some periodicals have special issues which include 
statistics. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has been a brief overview of 
tracking gold mining information ~urces. My 
conclusions are two: 1. Most of the reference tools are 
geology or mining ones with few especially devoted to 
gold mining. 2. State and federal agencies appear to be 
the primary publishers for gold mining information. 



THE ROLE OF PHOTOGRAPIDC ARCIDVES IN THE EARTH SCIENCES 
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Lindgren Libnuy 
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Abstract-From the moment it became a portable medium, photography has played an important role in 
earth science research. As the focus of earth science exploration has evolved from the days of the Powell 
surveys to new frontiers at ocean depths, in space, and at microscopic and submicroscopic levels, 
technological advances in photography have kept pace. Every geologist has a personal photograph 
collection; every institution that trains or employs geologists develops, formally or informally, a 
photographic archive. 

Changing research methods and evolving technologies present new issues in the management of 
photographic archives in the earth sciences. A survey of existing archives in the United States was 
conducted to detennine their content, the nature of their patron community, and the current access and 
preservation issues they face. Survey results indicate an extensive, if somewhat hidden, resource. 
Collections range from historic western survey photographs to sophisticated satellite imagery. User groups 
for these collections extend beyond the traditional earth sciences community. Current access and 
preservation issues include development of on-line access systems and preservation through optical 
imaging. 

Results of the survey are presented and current issues, such as changing use patterns, are 
discussed. A need for coordinated access and preservation is indicated; cooperative development of 
photographic archives would maximize available resources and enhance access. To this end, a preliminary 
directory of photographic archives in the earth sciences has been compiled. 

INTRODUCTION 

Photography has long played an important 
role in earth science research. The earth sciences are 
the most descriptive of the natural sciences, 
attempting to document phenomena and processes 
over large scales of space and time. As the early U.S. 
Geological Surveys of the American west 
demonstrated, photography is often the most effective 
way to record geologic observations, conveying 
relationships and details in context in a manner 
difficult to achieve with words alone. Photographs can 
record and document subtle changes over time that the 
human eye may fail to recognize. Current 
photographic techniques provide sophisticated 
imaging in myriad environments, often recording 
visual information inaccessible to direct human 
observation. The camera is as ubiquitous a badge of 
the geologist as is the rock hammer and the field 
notebook. Photographs have been used as a means of 
observation, as a form of documentation, and as a 
medium of expression. There is thus a rich tradition of 
photography in the earth sciences; most institutions 
engaged in geologic research develop formal or 
informal photographic archives. This paper presents 

results of a survey undertaken to determine the nature 
and extent of these collections in North America. 

METHODOLOGY 

This survey evolved from an informal one 
conducted over the Internet during June, 1993. The 
initial survey, posted to the MAPS-L and GEONET -L 
Internet listservs, provided preliminary information 
regarding the nature of photographic archives in the 
earth sciences and the issues faced in managing these 
collections. That survey also indicated substantial 
interest among respondents in learning more about 
other archives. An expanded survey instrument, 
incorporating some of the issues indicated by the 
preliminary study, was mailed to 200 individuals 
likely to manage or have knowledge of photographic 
archives in the earth sciences in North America. The 
list of survey recipients was developed using the 
Geoscience Information Society 1992 Membership 
Directory. In addition, each of the state geological 
survey offices was contacted, as well as several U.S. 
Geological Survey and Canadian Geological Survey 
offices. The survey instrument elicited information 
regarding subject scope of material collected, size and 
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physical nature of collection, access, circulation and 
preservation methods employed, and composition of 
patron community. Space was provided for 
respondents to indicate future plans for their 
collections as well as to describe issues they view as 
critical in managing photographic archives in the 
earth sciences. A copy of the survey instrument is 
included as Appendix 1. 

RESPONSES 

Responses were received from 62 institutions. 
Of these, 44 housed a collection they identified as a 
photographic archive. 'Photographic archive" was not 
defined in the survey instrument by intent; the goal 
was to elicit as much infonnation about photographic 
material as possible. Results thus indicated a wide 
variety of available material, ranging in age from the 
1860's to the present, and in subject coverage from the 
work of early U.S. Geological Survey photographers 
such as William Henry Jackson to aerial photography 
and satellite imagery. Collection size and material type 
are similarly diverse, with collections numbering 1000 
or more items, containing primarily prints and slides, 
most common. Access methods also vary; published 
indexes are heavily used. Most collections permit only 
in-house use of collections, but surprisingly few 
additional preservation measures have been taken. The 
collections are used by a wide variety of patrons, most 
heavily by staff and students of the institution housing 
the archive. Collections usually grow through deposit 
of photographs taken by these individuals in the course 
of their research. Issues of acquisition, indexing and 
preservation were most often cited as future plans or 
areas of concern. A list of specific survey responses 
and frequency of each category of response is included 
as Appendix 2. 

Not surprisingly, a majority of collections, 
58%, reported geologic topics as their primary subject 
coverage area. Roughly one quarter of respondents' 
collections include material of an historical nature. 
The same percentage of collections focus on mining; 
another 25% contain aerial photography. A much 
smaller percentage of collections reported specific 
geologic sub disciplines, such as geomorphology, 
glaciology and sedimentology, as areas of strength. 
Collections focusing on satellite and lunar imaging 
also comprise a small proportion of survey response. 

Although most collections consist primarily 
of prints, slides and negatives, a wide variety of 
additional formats were reported. A significant 
number of collections, 12% and 17% respectively, 
house glass plate negatives and lantern slides. Other 
early photographic media represented include 
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ambrotypes, salt prints, stereo views, and tintypes. 
Modern photographic methods are represented by film 
and video in a significant proportion of collections, 
10% and 9% respectively, as well as by photo maps 
and photo mosaics, aerial and satellite imaging. 

The collections are of significant size; 14% 
contain 1000 to 5000 items; 19% cOntain 5000 to 
10,000 items and 24% consist of over 10,000 items. 
Most of the material is of relatively recent vintage; 
63% of collections contain material dating from 1950 
or later, with only 24% containing material from the 
19th century. It is important to note that these figures 
represent the percent of collections housing material of 
each of these ages, rather than the percentage of total 
material dating from these periods. 

Acquisition methods are evenly divided 
between 'ho new acquisition" and acquisition by gifts, 
24o/o, staff work, 26%, and purchase, 21%. A few 
collections consist entirely of a single gift, such as the 
work of a specific geologist or photographer. 
Examples of such collections include the Richard 
Durrell collection at the Geological Society of 
America, the W.H. Norton collection at Iowa's Cornell 
College and the Calvin Collection at the University of 
Iowa. A detailed description of the Calvin Collection 
was presented at the 1992 annual meeting of the 
Geoscience Infonnation Society. It is an excellent case 
study of photographic archive management (Golden, 
1992). Most collections which purchase additional 
material are purchasing up to date aerial photography. 

Both subject and physical access to most 
collections is limited. One respondent mentioned the 
use of archival folder-level control, 17% use card files, 
14% use a special local access method; another 14% 
are developing an access system and 17% rely on 
published indexes, sometimes annotated to indicate 
local holdings. The issue of access appears to be in 
need of attention; 12% of respondents indicated this as 
a special concern. Most collections, 50%, allow in
house use of material only, although 31% do permit 
material to circulate. Several collections, 14%, provide 
copies to patrons for a fee. 

Copying also represents the primary 
preservation method employed in a small percentage 
of the collections. Additional preservation methods 
mentioned include the use of various binders, holders 
and sleeves to house materials; 17% of respondents 
cited the use of some sort of archival holder. Many 
collections, 12%, employ some sort of environmental 
control; the same percentage is housed in file cabinets. 
Preservation is, of course, another area where attention 
is warranted; 38% of respondents employ no 
preservation methods and 48% report plans under 
development. 



Photographic archives are used by a wide 
variety of patrons for many purposes. By far the 
heaviest use of these collections is in-house; survey 
and academic geologists and graduate students are the 
primary patrons of 67% of the collections. Most of 
these patrons use the photographic material to 
illustrate presentations and publications. This usage 
represents a change from earlier use of photographs in 
the earth sciences. Relatively few collections 
mentioned "teaching sets". As both modes of travel 
and photographic equipment have become more 
universally accessible and affordable, the primary role 
of photography in the earth sciences has shifted from 
that of teaching to that of documentation and example 
(Munro, 1991). 

Photographic archives are also used by the 
public in a diverse array of applications. These include 
historians, both academic and amateur, landowners, 
lawyers, and hunters. Commercial use is made of 
photographic archives by television and film 
producers, as well as book publishers. Environmental 
and engineering consultants use 12% of the 
collections, particularly those containing aerial 
photography, although consultants also use historical 
photographs to determine past patterns of land use. 
The use of photography in environmental assessment 
is a relatively recent phenomenon. Historic 
photographs are examined for evidence of sources of 
contamination or changing shorelines or patterns of 
vegetation. Aerial and imaging photography is utilized 
in planning assessment and remediation programs. 
Finally, some collections are used in disseminating 
information to the public, through presentation in 
public schools, museums, and the news media. 

Significant overlap exists between survey 
responses regarding future plans and critical issues. In 
both areas, environmental control and on-line access 
are key concerns. While significant attention has been 
given to these issues as they apply to map, monograph 
and serial collections in the earth sciences, such 
attention for photographic collections appears to lag 
behind. Only 10% of respondents mentioned CD/ROM 
or scanning technologies among future plans or 
critical issues; just 2% mentioned integration with 
geographic information systems as an issue. Many of 
the collections are static; 14% include further 
acquisition in their future plans. However, 14% of 
respondents plan to institute some form of preservation 
plan and 10% feel preservation is a critical concern. 
7% of respondents plan some type of cataloging, 12% 
plan on-line access and 12% cite indexing, thesaurus 
development and cataloging, mostly on-line, as 
important issues. Several respondents mentioned 

funding as an issue in itself or in conjunction with 
other critical issues and future plans. 

CONCLUSION 

Photographic archives in the earth sciences 
contain a wide variety of images in an equally diverse 
array of formats. Much of this material is uncataloged 
or cataloged in a very limited fashion. It is currently 
used primarily in-house, for institutional instruction 
and publication. Issues of access and preservation are 
key. The need for improvement in these areas is 
clearly apparent. Several papers presented at the 1992 
annual meeting of the Geoscience Information Society 
provide detailed information on indexing and 
preservation specific to photographic materials and 
archival collections, including the use of optical 
technologies and on-line access methods. Fusonie and 
Young (1993) described several exciting laser disc 
products being developed by federal agencies, such as 
the National Agricultural Library and the Library of 
Congress. Earth science photographic archives are 
excellent candidates for such products, for scholarly or 
popular application. 

The strong tradition of cooperation among 
map, monograph and serial collections in the earth 
sciences could well be extended to aid in developing 
coordinated indexing and preservation plans for 
photographic archives. Results of this survey have 
been used to compile a directory listing addresses of 
photographic archives in the earth sciences and 
describing their collections, included here as Appendix 
3. An index provides access to key features of each 
collection, as well as to issues each respondent 
indicated as areas of concern or future plans. 
Additional surveying of a broader range of 
institutions, such as museums, historical societies, and 
academic geology departments could be conducted to 
widen the scope of the directory. As Golden (1993), a 
network-mounted version might be most useful. It is 
hoped that the directory will enhance cooperative 
efforts among managers of photographic archives in 
the earth sciences in facing issues of access and 
preservation. 
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APPENDIX! 
SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVES IN THE EARTH 
SCIENCES SURVEY 1993 

Name and location of archive: 

Name and address of contact person: 

Subject matter: 

Physical description (i.e., slides, prints, film): 

Number of items in collection: 

Age of materials: 

Are additional materials being acquired? If so, 
how? 

Cataloging! Access methods: 

Circulation method: 

Preservation methods employed: 

Who uses this collection and for what purpose? 

Future plans for the collection? 

Please describe any specific issues you feel are 
important in the management and preservation of 
photographic archives in the earth sciences: 

APPENDIX2 
CATEGORIES OF SURVEY RESPONSE 

Subject matter: 
aerial photos: 
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no. of responses 
9, 21~ 

energy: 1, 2~ 

ERTS: 1, 2~ 

geology: 25, 58~ 

geomorphology: 3, 7~ 

glaciology: 1, 2~ 

hazards: 1, 2~ 

historical: 8, 19~ 

LANDSAT: 1, 2~ 

lunar photos: 3, 7~ 

mining/mineral industry: 9, 21~ 

NAPP photography: 2, 5~ 

NASA: 1, 2~ 

oceanography: 1, 2~ 

paleontology: 2, 5~ 

petroleum: 2, 5~ 

satellite: 1, 2~ 

sedimentology/ 
stratigraphy: 2, 5~ 

teaching slides: 1, 2~ 

USDA: 1, 2~ 

water resources, 
hydrology: 3, 7~ 

Physical description (i.e., slides, prints, film): 
aerial: 2, 5~ 

ambrotypes: 1, 2~ 
blueprints: 1, 2~ 

film: 4, 10~ 

glass plate negatives: 5, 12~ 

Landsat negatives: 1, 2~ 

lantern slides: 7, 17~ 

negatives: 9, 21~ 

photo maps: 1, 2~ 

photo mosaics: 1, 2~ 

post cards: 1, 2~ 
prints: 30, 70~ 

salt prints: 1, 2~ 

slides: 20, 46~ 

stereo views: 1, 2~ 

tintypes: 1, 2~ 
transparencies: 3, 7~ 

video: 4, 9~ 

Number of items in collection: 
less than 100: 2, 5~ 

100-500: 2, 5~ 

500-1000: 3, 7~ 
1000-5000: 6, 14~ 

5000-10,000: 8, 19~ 

10,000+: 10, 24~ 

Age of materials: 
pre 1900: 10, 24~ 

1900-1950: 22, 52~ 



1950+: 27, 63% Wbo uses this collection and for what purpose? 
educators, general: 4, 10% 

Are additional materials being acquired? __ If environmental/engineering 
so, bow? finns: 5, 12% 
gifts: 10, 24% historians: 3, 7% 
ongoing work of staff: 1, 26% lawyers: 3,. 7% 
purchase: 9, 21% museums: 1, 2% 

public: 8, 19% 
Cataloging/ Access methods: publishers/press: 4, 10% 
archival methodology survey personneVfaculty/ 
(folder level control): 1, 2% graduate students: 29, 67% 

being developed: 6, 14% tv/film producers: 2, 5% 
cards: 7, 17% 
keyed to field notes: 1, 2% Future plans for tbe collection? 
nothing: 4, 10% cataloging (not on-line): 3, 7% 
on-line: 3, 7% cd-roms/scanning: 2, 5% 
published indexes: 7, 17% environmental control: 6, 14% 
self indexing: 3, 7% further acquisition: 6, 14% 
speciaVlocal method: 6, 14% on-line access: 5, 12% 

Circulation method: Please describe any specific issues you feel are 
in-house only: 21, 50% important in tbe management and preservation of 
manual: 13, 31% photographic archives in the earth sciences: 
purchase copies: 6, 14% appraisal criteria for 

archivists: 1, 2% 
Preservation methods employed: communication: 1, 2% 
archival holders: 7, 17% coverage being lost: 2, 5% 
books/binders: 3, 7% indexinglthesaurii/ 
cabinets: 5, 12% cataloging: 5, 12% 
copies: 1, 2% integration with GIS: 1, 2% 
environmental control: 5, 12% money: 3, 7% 
folders: 1, 2% preservation/security: 4, 10% 
none: 16, 38% scanninglcd-rom: 2, 5% 
under development: 2, 48% time: 1, 2% 
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1. Energy Resources Library 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists 
P.O. Box 979 
Tulsa, OK 74101 
Contact: 
Karen Piqune, Librarian. 

Subject matter: 
Petroleum geology 

Description: 
Audio visual collection consisting primarily of 
AAPG produced slide/tape productions and video; 
total collection consists of 101 itenu, including 
slide/tape programs, audio tapes and video, of 
varying age. 
Acquisition through donation only. 
Access methods: title/author card catalog. 
In-house use only. 
Preservation methods: cool dry storage. 
Used by petroleum geologists for continued 
education. 

2. The American Groundwater Trust 
6375 Riverside Drive 
Dublin, OH 43017 
(614)761-2215 
Contact: 
Andrew W. Stone, Trust Executive Director 
RFD #1 Box 590 
Crystal Lake Road 
Gilmanton Iron Works, New Hampshire 03837 
(603)364-5791 
(603)364-2456 fax 

Subject matter: 
generic teaching slides, no earth science 
photographic 
archive material 

3. Arizona Geological Survey 
845 N Park Ave #100 
Tucson, AZ 85719 
(602)882-4795 
Contact: 
Tom McGarvin 
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Subject matter: 
Geology 

Description: 
Approximately 1, 000 slides, up to 20 years old. 
Additional materials acquired at staff request. 
Slides kept in 3-ring archival binders using in
house classification system. 
Staff use only, used for talks and presentations. 

4. Boston University 
Center for Remote Sensing NASA Archives 
Stone Science Center 
B.U. College of Liberal Arts 
675 Commonwealth Avenue, Room 440 
Boston, MA 02215 
Contact: 
David Sauer 

Subject matter: 
Photos from NASA space missions, Mariner 
through Skylab. 
Nearly complete archive of photos from the Apollo 
missions to the moon. 

Description: 
27,700 prints; 2, 700 slides, up to 20 years old. 
No additional acquisition. 
Accessed using printed NASA lists. 
in-house use only. 
Storage in stable vinyl sleeves (polyester, 
polyethylene or 
polypropylene), collected into ring binders. 
Binders are kept "tight" on shelf to discourage air 
intrusion. 
Used by faculty and graduate students in the 
Center forRemote Sensing in research or degree 
work. 
Future plans include some sort of nearly air-tight 
cabinets to allow flat storage of photos. 

5. California Department of Conservation 
Division of Mines and Geology Photo File 
Division of Mines and Geology Library 
801 K Street, Mailstop 14-34 
Sacramento, CA 95814-3532 
Contact: 
Sylvia Bender 

Subject matter: 
geology, mining, geohazards 

Description 
600 items: prints, slides, glass plate negatives, 
lantern slides, mostly black and white, dating from 
1860's to 1990's. 
Additional items acquired through gifts, work of 
Division geologists, photos published in 
Cali(omia Geologv. 
Accessed using card files and dBase. 
In-house use only 
Staff use for presentations, publications, public 
(teachers, writers, geologists) use for research, 
publications, presentations 
Future plans include writing preservation 
plan, improving housing by replacing with acid 
free sleeves and folders, moving into library's rare 
book room collection 



Issues faced include preservation mediums-cd or 
laser disc technology, integration with GIS system, 
indexing useful to earth scientists. 

6. Univenity of CaUfornia., Rivenide 
Air Photo Collection 
Department of Earth Sciences 
Riverside, CA 92521-0423 
Contact: 
Dr. Richard Minnich 

Subject matter: 
aerial photography, southern California 

Description: 
vertical aerial photographic prints and films, U-2 
high altitude flight film strips, some Landsat 
negatives, dating from I 9 50 ' to the present. 
Additional materials acquired as needed for 
research projects. 
In-house use only. 
Used by VCR Earth Science Department faculty, 
staff and students in mapping and land use 
studies; for research, contracts, and grants. 

7. Univenity of California, San Diego 
Archives of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
UCSD Mail Code 0 175C 
La Jolla, CA 92093-0175C 
Contact: 
Deborah Day, Archivist 

Subject matter: 
History of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
History of Oceanography 

Description: 
Over 20, 000 prints, original negatives, glass 
plate negatives, lantern slides, 35 mm slides, 
stereo views, picture post cards, tintypes, 
ambrotypes, salt prints, film videotapes. 
Materials date from 1850 to 1993 (bulk 1907-
1985). 
Materials acquired through receipt of archival 
collections from administrative offices and 
solicitation of personal papers which document 
the history of the Scripps 
Institution and history of oceanography, including 
collections of photographs. 
Collections processed and described according to 
archival methodology; folder-level control for 
most collections, fonnal guides to about a third of 
the collection, no item-by-item access to 
photograph collections, unless an index was 
received with the collection. 
In-house use only. 
Preservation· methods employed include direct 
duplication of negatives to replace nitrate 

negatives, housing photographs in archival 
envelopes and boxes. 
Collection used by Scripps administrators, faculty, 
staff for research, building renovation and 
construction projects; museum for exhibits; 
departments for anniversary celebrations and 
publications, public affairs office for publicity. 
Scientists use the collection to find photographs 
of specific phenomena or locations; historians of 
science use the collection for portraits of specific 
scientists, historical photos of campus, photos of 
ships. 
Future plans include making photographs more 
accessible through indexing, specifically a visual 
index. Working with the UCSD Computer group 
to create digitized access to multimedia libraries 
to detennining whether photograph collections 
could be used for their systems under development. 
Issues/aced include developing a thesaurus of 
index tenns specific enough to be helpful to 
scientists; development of standard, moderately 
priced, indexing systems packages to be used by 
repositories and as the basis of a national 
database of photographs; funding; refining 
appraisal criteria to include scientific component. 

8. Geological Survey of Canada 
Photo Ubrary, Canadian Geoscience Information 
Center 
601 Booth Street, Room G70 
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OE8 
Contact: 
Beverly Chen 
Coordinator, Special Collections 
Canadian Geoscience Information Center 

Subject matter: 
geology, geophysics, ethnology, anthropology, 
history, biology 

Description: 
500,000 items: 4"x5" black and white negatives, 
8" x 10" negatives, glass plate negatives, prints, a 
small film collection and a growing collection of 
slides, datingfrom the 1860's. 
Negatives and prints recently taken by GSC 
scientists in the filed or laboratories are added to 
the photo library collection daily; earlier 
negatives, prints or slides sometimes donated. 
Current and retrospective cataloging done on-line 
inMINISIS. 
Card catalog provides access to many early 
negatives. 
Beginning to convert to a CAN/MARC format in 
new integrated library system. 
In-house use only. 
Preservation methods employed include controlled 
environment, specialized storage equipment, 
placement of negatives in non-acidic envelopes 
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and folders, careful handling of negatives and 
prints using cotton gloves, etc. 
Used by geologists and students in research and 
publications; government officials for 
displays/publicity/reports; producers for tv and 
film productions, video and publishers of books 
and journals. 
Future plans include continued on-line 
retrospective cataloguing; transfer of all early 
negatives to proper archival envelopes; 
acquisition of scanning and imaging system to link 
on-line photo images to bibliographic records to 
provide more efficient and effective reference 
service and minimize handling of negatives; 
production of thematic cd-roms. 
Issues faced include: storage of negatives and 
prints under proper archival conditions; 
description of photographic material using 
accepted standards to facilitate information 
exchange information; exploration of new 
technology such as scanning and imaging 
technology, to improve client service and help 
preserve collections. 

9. Colorado School of Mines 
Arthur Lakes Library 
Golden, CO 8040 1-1887 
Contact: 
Joanne V. Lerud, Director 

Subject matter: 
buildings and people associated with the Colorado 
School of Mines 

10. Connecticut Department of Environmental 
Protection 
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Map Sales 
Natural Resources Center 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 061 06 
Contact: 
Hector Flores 

Subject matter: 
aerial photographs 

Description: 
Prints of entire state of Connecticut at scale 
1:12,000 (except 1:18,000 in 1965); available 
years: 1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985, 1990. 
New photos taken every five years. 
Access method: index in the Map Sales Office. 
Circulation method: may be borrowed for 2 weeks, 
or may be purchased from companies which took 
the photos. 
Photos housed in filing cabinets. 
Used by consultants, lawyers, landowners, DEP 
employees to locate features or properties, 
especially in the past locations. 

Issues faced include security; many photos lost. 

11. Norton Geology Center 
Cornell College 
600 lstSt. W 
Mount Vernon, lA 52314 
Contact: 
Thelma Thompson 
Geology Department 

Subject matter: 
Photographs taken by W.H. Norton, paleontologist 
(1856-1944); most slides taken during Norton's 
local research and worldwide travels, used in 
teaching geology courses at Come//. Subjects 
also include botany, architecture, etc. 

Description: 
primarily 3 114" by 4" glass lantern slides, housed 
in 50 drawers, each drawer containing 2 or fewer 
10" deep rows of slides. 
Materials date from late 19th to early 20th 
century. 
Slides are numbered; original documentation lost. 
In-house use only. 
35 mm slides have been made of some of Norton's 
glass slides and are part of individual professors ' 
teaching collections. 
Future plans include curatorial attention; 
assessment of preservation needs and, if unable to 
locate original documentation, cataloging at least 
those slides which can be 
identified. 
Issues faced include diminished collection value 
due to unidentified photos . 

12. Florida Geological Survey 
Department of Natural Resources 
903 West Tennessee Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32304-7700 
Contact: 
Alice N. Jordan 

Subject matter: 
Florida geology, water resources, mineral 
resources, paleontology 

Description: 
2,500 to 3,000 photos and negatives of varying 
size, up to 5 x 7 inches, datingfrom 1910 to 1950. 
Some current acquisition. 
Access through subject card catalog. 
Very limited circulation. 
Used by historians and for legal evidence 

1~. Geological Society of America 
Durrell Slide Collection 
P.O. Box 9140 
Boulder, CO 8030 I 



Contact: 
Dr. Barbara L. Mieras 

Subject matter: 
Teaching collection donated by Dr. Richard 
Durrell of the University of Cincinnati. Includes 
slides on multiple aspects of sedimentology, 
physical geology, general geology, glacial 
geology. 

Description: 
At least 7000 slides, datingfrom 1940's through 
1980's. 
Collection waJ' recently donated and is being 
evaluated; cataloguing, access and preservation 
methods under development. 
Collection will be available primarily to K-1 2 
educators at cost as a serie.J of teaching sets of 8-
10 slides each; educators will also be able to 
construct their own "custom" sets by choosing 
slides from a catalog of available slides. 
1ssuesfaced include making low-cost science 
materials available to K-1 2 educators. 

14. Dlinois State Library 
300 S. Second Street 
Springfield, IL 6220 I 
Contact: 
Ms Arlyn Sherwood 

Subject matter: 
1988 NAPP photography for Illinois 

Description: 
Over 8, 000 9 x 9 contact prints 
1993 NAPP photos for Illinois may be added. 
cataloged on OCLC and tape loaded onto 
1LLJNET on-line Manual circulation. 
Collection used by public for environmental 
assessment, property investigations, or curiosity 
rea.Jons. 

15. Indiana Geological Survey 
611 North Walnut Grove 
Bloomington, IN 47405 
Contact: 
Jeff Kirby 

Subject matter: 
anything relating to geosciences, primarily 
geosciences relating to Indiana 

Description: 
10,000 to 15,000 items: mostly 35 mm color 
slides and black and white negatives, also a 
sizable collection of 120 and 4 x 5 black and white 
negatives and numerous black and white prints 
(mostly 4 x 5 and 8 x 10) 

Oldest materials date from 1880's; large 
collection of copie.J of prints made from about 
1900 to the 1930's; most date from 1950 to1993. 
Additional materials acquired: a.J photographs 
are made by .Jtaff members, they are added to the 
collection. 
We are currently constructing a database, using 
Paradox software, to provide information to staff. 
via a local network, about descriptions and 
/ocation.J of each item in the collection. 
Items are numbered and stored in filing cabinets. 
Items are loaned to staff member.J and, on a 
limited basi.J, to outside requesters, such a.J 
teachers, researchers, and publishers. There i.J no 
charge for the loan and request.J from out.JidJ the 
survey are reviewed by the education coordinator. 
Preservation methods employed: archival quality 
negative sleeves and slide pages are used. 
Survey staff members use collection often for 
presentations; teacher.Jfor lectures; researchers 
for publications preparation; book publishers 
for textbooks preparation. 
Future plans include continued work on database. 

16. Univenity of Iowa 
Calvin Photographic Collection 
Department of Geology 
Trowbridge Hall 
Iowa City, IA 52242-1379 
Contact: 
Julia Golden 

Subject: 
geology of Iowa (outcrops, quarries). mines, mills 
and other subjects, other U.S. areas 

Description: 
10,000 gelatin glass plates (8x10, 5x7, 3x5) 
negatives, nitrate negatives, acetate negatives, 
8500+ lantern slides, prints (10,000 contact prints 
from gla.Js negatives), 35mm slides, dating from 
1890's to 1927. 
As faculty retire their slide collections will be 
added to the collection. 
Access methods: simple numbering system for 
negative.J and lantern slides; 3 x 5 card index to 
glass negatives and lantern slides; prints may be 
viewed in binders; access to negatives is 
restricted. 
In-house use only; copies are available at cost 
Preservation methods employed: glass negatives 
stored in acid free envelopes in metal cases. 
Building is air conditioned but does not have 
humidity control. Archives room is locked at all 
times. 
Collection is used by faculty and staff in geology 
to illustrate Iowa geology, historical sites, field 
trips, by regional museums for historical 
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photographs, by museums for artistic photographs 
of landscape, by Geological Survey of Iowa and 
other states for historical photographs 
Future plans include maintaining collection; 
building database from card collection for 
research; developing a vocabulary/thesaurus to 
bener describe photographs for database (to make 
collection more useful) 
Issues faced: knowledge about other collections in 
existence, work on common vocabulary for a 
thesaurus to describe photographs, construction 
of network to link collections and databases, 
preservation/archival information made 
accessible to department.J that maintain 
collections independent of designated archives. 

17. Kansas Geological Survey 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence, KS 66047 
Contact: 
D.F. Merriam, Senior Research Scientist 

Subject matter: 
Kansas geology and geologists 

Description: 
Approximately 750 prints (approximately. 3 x 4 
inches), dating/rom 1953 to 1971. 
Access methods: chronological list 
In-howe use only. 
Used by survey personnel for publications; for 
historic purposes. 
Future plans limited to archiving the collection. 

18. Kentucky Geological Survey 
I 04 Mining and Mineral Resources Building 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, KY 40506 
Contact: 

Subject matter: 
geological-outcrops, mines 

Description: 
Approximately 500 prints, black and white glass 
slides from past geologist.J in the Kentucky area; 
materials date from 1900's to 1920. 
Arranged by county. 
In-house use only. 
Staff use only 

19. Maine Geological Survey 
Department of Conservation 
State House Station #22 
Hospital Street 
Augusta, ME 04333 
Contact: 
Robert Johnson 
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Subject matter: 
aerial photography collection 

Description: 
Approximately 7500 prints, dating from mid 
1960's and late 1970's to early 1980's. 
Additional materials being acquired on a project 
by project basis. 
Accessed through photo indexes by U.S. 
Geological Survey quadrangle and county. 
In-howe use only; Maine State employees may 
sign photos out. 
Collection used by geologists in mapping; also by 
land use and natural resources agencies, 
transportation personnel 
Future plans include adding newer photography 
as budget permits. 

20. Maryland Geological Survey 
2300 St. Paul Street 
Baltimore, MD 21218 
Contact: 
H. Dean Freeman 

Subject matter: 
MGS Library collection of aerial photography, 
National Aerial Photography Program, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture aerial photography, 
Air Photographics. 

Description: 
Collection includes slides, prints, and film: 85% 
print.J, 15% slides and film; dating from the late 
1930's to the present. 
MGS purchases aerial photos when funds are 
available. 
Photos are indexed for easy access 
MGS does not offer these products for circulation. 
TheMGS 
Map Library is open daily Monday-Friday for 
public use. 
These photographs are stored in file cabinets in 
the map library. 
Collection used by general public, hunters, 
environmental consultants in performing phase 
studies, anorneys and other state & federal 
government agencies. 
Future plans include updating as funds permit. 
Issues faced: the importance of aerial 
photography to the earth sciences is often 
overlooked by mapping agencies. 
Many of these agencies use aerial photographs to 
map, but once these maps are completed the 
photographs are often discarded. 

21. Harvard University 
Kummel Library 
29 Oxford Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138 



Subject matter: 
geology, New England, history 

Description: 
1000 photographs, dating from the I800 's. 
Collection arranged by geographic area; housed 
in acid free boxes in climate controlled room. 

22. Michigan State Univenity 
Center for Remote Sensing 
115 Manly Miles Building 
1405 Harrison Road 
East Lansing, MI 48823-5243 
Contact: 
Sonya Little 

Subject matter: 
aerial photography, satellite images/data, GIS 
maps/data 

Description: 
I50,000 9 x 9 black and white aerial photographs; 
I ,500 photographic indexes;IO,OOO high altitude 
photographs, dating from 19 38 to the present. 
Additional materials acquired primarily by 
donations. 
Access methods: county indexes, U.S. Geological 
Survey micro-graphic index system. 
Circulation: 2 weeks for all items except aerial 
photography acquired prior to I942 and all 
satellite images. 
Items housed in file cabinets only. 
Collection used by students for research, 
consulting engineers for site evaluations. 
Issues faced include the fact that this is the only 
point in the State of Michigan which anempts to 
archive aerial photography for the state. 

23. Univenity of Minnesota-Duluth 
Northeast Minnesota Historical Center 
(a St. Louis County agency affiliated with the University 
of Minnesota-Duluth) 
375 Library 
Duluth, MN 55812-2495 
Contact: 
MsPatMaus 

Subject matter: 
all subjects of historical nature pertaining to 
northeastern Minnesota relevant to geology--only 
a few photos of Duluth which may indicate 
suificial geology 

Description: 
photos 
In-house use only 
Collection used by the public and university 
personnel. 

Issues faced include: moderating temperature 
maintenance; acquiring sufficient equipment to 
view items, e.g. xstereoscopic equipment for aerial 
photographs. 

24. State of Mississippi 
Office of Geology 
P.O. Box 20307 
Jackson, MS 39289-1307 
Contact: 
Michael B.E. Bograd 

Subject matter: 
some personal collections; not organized in any 
way 

25. Univenity of Nebraska, Lincoln 
Institute of Agricultural and Natural Resources 
Conservation and Survey Division 
113 Nebraska Hall 
901 North 17th Street 
P.O. Box 880517 
Lincoln, NE 68588-0517 
Contact: 
Charles Flowerday 

Subject matter: 
Nebraska agriculture and natural resources 

Description: 
No real collection; borrow from faculty and staff; 
slides/prints. 
Issues faced include: need time to create an 
archive for survey and public use from faculty and 
staff collections. 

26. Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology 
Information Office 
Mailstop 178 
University of Nevada 
Reno,~ 89557-0088 
Contact: 
Becky Weimer Purkey, Ron Hess, David Davis 

Subject matter: 
aerial photography (negatives and 9 x 9 black and 
white, CIR, and COL) over Nevada; all federal, 
state and most private agencies coverage in index 
form over Nevada and surrounding state; 
LANDSAT indexes and ordering information for 
northern hemisphere; and information for 
obtaining photos for all of U.S. and LANDSAT 
worldwide. 

Description: 
Thousand of items: primarily hard copy, black 
and white, 9 x 9 photography. Also NASA, Skylab 
and local photography in negative film, microfiche 
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images of LANDSAT 1M and MSS data. Materials 
range from the early 1920's to the present. 
Maintain indexes and up-to-date price and 
ordering information for all agencies that we 
know have aerial photo or imagery coverage over 
Nevada and the surrounding states. 
Materials acquired mostly by donation from 
federal and state agencies, and by projects being 
flown for the Bureau's own research. 
Each agency has its own system of indexing aerial 
photography and imagery; currently use 
microfiche, paper (map base and flight line/spot 
index) indexes, and photo mosaic indexes to find 
photography for customers. 
Photography is loaned out by special request. 
Photos are filed in file cabinets (between stiff 
particle-board) at present. No special air
conditioning systems, etc. are employed at this 
time. 
Collection used by geologists for mineral 
exploration and earthquake hazards 
investigations, engineering geologists/or old 
ha=rdous materials sites and earthquake ha=rds 
and soil types, environmental geologists 
engineering studies and geological questions as 
part of the university class studies. 
Future plans include increasing coverage 
continuously 

21. New Jersey Geological Survey Reference Room 
CN427 
Trenton, NJ 08625 
Contact: 
Daniel Dombrowski 
(609)292-2576 

Subject matter: 
geology 

Description: 
1, 000 or more items: film, plates, slides (lantern 
and 35 mm), prints, datingfrom the late 1800's to 
the present. 
Additional materials being acquired as taken by 
staff. 
Collection mostly uncatalogued; accessed by 
random manual search. 
In-house use only. 
Collection used by staff, occasional outsiders by 
appointment. 
Future plans limited to maintenance 
Issues faced include difficulty of cataloging 
photographs; interested in available systematic 
catalog and cross-reference systems 

28. New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources 
Geotechnical Information Center 
Campus Station 
Socorro, New Mexico 8780 I 
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(505)835-5145 

Subject matter: 
mine excavations, mine buildings, mill buildings, 
milling equipment, mining equipment, mining 
towns, mineral specimens, geologic features; all 
historic and recent 

Description: 
Additional materials being acquired through 
donations-personal and corporate. 
In house use only, copies available on a fee basis 

29. Ohio Geological Survey 
4383 Fountain Square Drive 
Columbus, OH 43224-1362 
Contact: 
Michael C. Hanson 

Subject matter: 
Ohio geology and mineral industries 

Description: 
About 5,000 items: 35mm color slides and 
blueprints, includes many historical materials, 
dating from 1860 to the present. 
Additional materials acquired include slides and 
black and white prints taken by staff; acquisition 
of historical photos when available. 
Access methods: cataloged by subject; currently 
working on new system. 
Loaned on request. 
Collection used by teachers, geologists, books 
publishers. 
Future plans include expansion and possible 
computer catalog. 

30. Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral 
Industries Photo file 
Suite 965 
800 NE Oregon Street, #28 
Portland, OR 97232 
Contact: 
Beverly F. Vogt 

Subject matter: 
Oregon geology 

Description: 
3 file drawers containing black and white prints, 
datingfrom 1930's to the present. 
Additional materials acquired through copies 
taken from publications camera copy after 
publication is printed. 
Access methods: filed by subject, cross referenced 
by publication in which photograph appeared. 
Very limited circulation. 



Collection maintained now by a volunteer; limited 
future plans. 
Issues faced include funding. 

31. Pennsylvania State Univenity 
Earth and Mineral Sciences library 
I 05 Dieke Building 
University Park, PA 16802 
Contact: 
Linda Musser 

Subject matter: 
Lunar suiface photos, ERTS winter mosaics for 
continental U.S. (suiface photographs) 

Description: 
Approximately 1000 photographs; 20 years and 
younger. 
Will eventually be added to on-line catalog; no 
special access currently. 
Manual circulation. 
Collection used by faculty and graduate students 
for research. 

32. Government de Quebec 
Ministere de l'Energie et des Ressources 
Direction des conununications 
5700, 4e Avenue Ouest, bureau D-315 
Charlesbourg, Quebec 
GIH6Rl 

Subject matter: 
energy, mines, geology 

Description: 
1000 photos, 1500 slides, 15 video, from 1985. 
Copies may be purchased. 
Videos stored in a controlled climate room; 
Collection used by employees of the Ministry 
Future plans keep collection up to date 

33. South Dakota Geological Survey 
University of South Dakota Science Center 
Vermillion, SD 57069 
Contact: 
Jay Gilbertson 

Subject matter: 
surficial geology and geomorphology of South 
Dakota 

Description: 
Approximately 500 items, mostly prints, with some 
negatives and glass-plate slides, dating from 1900 
to 1960. 
Interest in the past 10 years has been limited to 
individuals compiling historical summaries. 
Future plans inc;lude cataloging, but the relatively 
small size makes this a low priority. 

34. Bureau of Economic Geology 
10 I 00 Burnet Rd 
Austin, TX 78758 
Building 131 
Contact: 
L.E. Garner 

Subject matter: 
aerial photographs 

Description 
130,000 prints datingfrom 1940's to 1990's. 
New photos are purchased as needed. 
Photos filed by county and photo number (not all 
photos are indexed). 
In-house use only. 
Collection used by Bureau of Economic Geology 
staff 
Future plans include maintenance. 

35. Univenity of Texas at Austin 
Geology library 
Austin, TX 78712 
Contact: 
Dennis Trombatore 

Subject matter: 
some earth science materials at the Humanities 
Research Center and the Barker Texas History 
Center/Center for American History, University of 
Texas at Austin. Lunar images from a gift to be 
housed elsewhere. 

36. U.S. Geological Survey 
Visual Information Services 
790 National Center 
Reston, VA 22092 
(703)648-4379 

Subject matter: 
geology 

Description: 
photographs and color transparencies collection 
maintained to meet the visual needs of 
newspapers, wire services, and other news media 

37. Photographic library, MS 914 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Box 25046, Federal Center 
Denver, CO 80225 
(303 )236-10 10 
Contact: 
Edward H. Liszewski, Acting Chief Librarian 

Subject matter: 
Geology of the United States and" its territories. 
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People peiforming various phases of work for the 
u.s. 
Geological Survey in laboratories, in offices, and 
in the field. 
Some oblique aerial photos 
Historic photographs from the four geological and 
geographic expeditions preceding organization of 
the U.S.G.S.: works ofW.H. Jackson, E.O. 
Beaman, J.K. Hillers, T.H. O'Sullivan, W. Bell, 
C.E. Watkins 

Description: 
235,000 black and white images, 65,000 color 
transparencies, dating from 1867 to the present 
Access methods: card catalog, indexed by subject 
and by geographic location, also accessible by 
plate number of U.S. G.S. publication where 
illustration appears 
In-house use only; copies may be purchased. 
Items mounted in albums. 
Collection used by personnel of U.S. government 
agencies and the public. 
Future plans include preparing for CD-ROM baud 
data as a storage media for some of these items 

38. U.S. Geological Sun-ey 
Menlo Park, CA 

Subject matter: 
aerial photography-mostly covering California 
general earth science 

Description: 
250,000 aerial photographs 25,000 slides, 
videotapes, datingfrom 1960's and 1970's 

39. Virginia DMR Slide and Photo Collection 
Division ofMineral Resources 
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P.O. Box 3667 
Charlottesville, VA 22903 
Contact: 
Christopher Devan, Librarian 
(804 )293-5121 
(804)293-2239 

Subject matter: 
broad field of geology, including geomorphology, 
structural geology, stratigraphy and 
photomicrographs 

Description: 
Approximately 2500 items, including 35 mm 
slides, prints of various sizes, negatives and glass 
lantern slides dating from early 1900's to present. 
Items acquired as staff geologists acquire 
materials in conjunction with their research. 
Mostly uncatalogued at present. Cataloging 
planned for 1994-95. 

Staff has unlimited access using simple sign out. 
Non-staff use is restricted, original generally not 
loaned. Copies may be obtained at cost. 
Collection is used for publications, presentations, 
and exhibits by DMR staff. Public use rare. 
Future plans include cataloguing and 
investigation of preservation methods. 

40. Washington Department of Natural Resources, 
Division of Geology and Earth Resources 
(office collection) 
P.O. Box 47007 
Olympia, WA 98504-7007 
Contact: 
Kitty Reed, Geologist/Editor, Connie Manson, Senior 
librarian 

Subject matter: 
geology, mining, Washington state 

Description: 
I vertical file drawer of photographs, many the 
original photos for Division publications and 1 
vertical file drawer of slides, mostly in plastic 
sheets. 
Photos date from I 9 20 to present; slides from 
I 970 to present. 
Additional materials acquired when possible. 
The photos are roughly organized by subject of by 
Publication. 
Most of the slides are organized by subject (many 
of the newer ones are just tossed in the drawer. 
No methodical circulation. 
Primarily staff use. 

41. Univenity Map and Design library 
Univenity of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3Gl 
Contact: 
Richard Pinnell, Head, University Map and Design 
Library 

Subject matter: 
aerial photography of Canada; principally 
southern Ontario, and the Waterloo/Kitchener 
area 

Description: 
39,500 contact prints, some transparencies, photo 
maps, photo mosaics, datingfrom 1930 to 1990. 
Additional materials purchased from federal, 
provincial and municipal governments in Canada. 
Not catalogued; access provided by flight line 
indexes and index maps; photos arranged by 
date/flight line no.lphoto number. 
Circulation method: 3 days to graduate students 
and fac:Uity, not loaned to under grads and others 
Preservation methods employed: photos stored in 



expandable folders and housed in vertical filing 
cabinets 
Collection used by University of Waterloo faculty, 
students and staff--especially those in geography, 
architecture, planning, earth sciences, also used 
by local consultingfinns most interest is in 
identifying current land use, changing land use, 
nature of topography. 

42. West Virginia Geological Survey 
P.O. Box879 
Morgantown, WV 
Contact : 
Dr. Peter Lessing 

Subject matter: 
Coal mining, oil & gas wells, scenic views, rocks, 
people, fossils, ground water, surface water, etc. 

Description: 
Approximately 4,000 glass negatives, glass slides, 
35 mm slides, black and white negatives, prints, 
dating from 1900 to the present. 
As survey photos are taken, they are added to 
Survey holdings. 
Catalogin[V'Access methods are under study with 
West Virginia University 
In-house use only. 
Preservation methods under study with West 
Virginia University. 
Collection used by Survey personnel for talks, 
publications, displays, etc. 
Future plans include archiving at West Virginia 
University. 
The Geological Survey will hold copy negatives, 
contacts, and enlargements of all originals. 
Issues faced include funding. 

43. Wisconsin Geological Survey 
3817 Mineral Point Road 
Madison, WI 53705 
Contact: 
Bruce A. Brown 

Subject matter: 
survey field work, scenery, landfonns, outcrops 

Description: 
Approximately 5000 negatives and prints, 2.5 x 
3.5, 3x5, very little 35 mm, mostly older large 
negatives, datingfrom 1900-1950. 
Access primarily through keying to field notes by 
number 
In-house use only. 
Negatives stored in special storage books, kept in 
dry environment. 
Collection used by survey staff; rarely for 
identifying old sites, historical photos for special 
uses, etc. 

Future plans include maintenance, ultimate 
destiny uncerlain. 
Issues faced include preservation. 

44. Univenity of Wisconsin-Madison 
Geography Library 
280 Science Hall 
550 North Park Street 
Madison, WI 53706 
Contact: 
Miriam Kerndt 

Subject matter: 
geomorphology, surface hydrology, soils 
geography 

Description: 
slides and prints. 
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.. ................ ...... ...... .. .. ... .. ........................ ..... 2 
.. ..... .. .. ... .... .. .. .. ...... ..... ........... ..... .. .. .. ........... 13 

thesaurus development. ....... .. ... ................... 7 
... .. ..... ... ............. ............ .. ...... ..................... . 6 
tintypes ..... .... ...... .. .. ... .. .. ...... ... ................... .. 7 
transparencies, see slides 
U-2 high altitude flight film strips ..... .......... 6 
USDA-
(U.S. Department of Agriculture) ........... ... .. 20 
video recordings ... ....... ................... ......... .... 1 
videotapes........... ... ........................ ............ . 1 
........... ...... ......... ..... .............. ....................... 7 
.......... ....... ........ ....... ..... .......................... .... . 32 
..... ... ....................... ... .... ........ ........ .... ... ....... 38 
vinyl sleeves ... ..... ..... .... ...... ... .............. ..... .. 4 
visual index ........ ........ ............ .. ................... 7 
volunteer staffing................ ...... .... ... .. ......... 30 
water resources, see hydrology 
Watkins, C. E .. .. ............. ... .. ...... .... ............. 37 
1860 to present. .......... .. ... ............. .... ........... 5 
.... .... ........ .... .... ............... ...... .. ...... ............. .. 7 
.................. .. .................... ...... ....... .. ....... ...... 37 
1880's ............... ........... ..... .. ...... ... ... .... .. .. ... .. l5 
........ ............... ...... ..... .... .. .. .... .. .................... 21 
1890 to 1927 ....... ... ....... ..... .... ........ ... .......... 11 
.. ... .. .. .... .. ..... .......................... ..... ............. .... 16 
1900-1950 .... ... ....... .............................. ....... 43 
1900 to 1960 ..... .. .. .... ..... .. .. .. .. .. ................... 33 
1900 to present. .... ... ............ .. .. .... ............... . 39 
... ........ ..................... ........... ..... ...... ....... .. ..... 42 
1900 to the 1930's ................ ....................... 15 
1910-1950 ....... ...... .......... ....... .. ...... .. ... ........ 12 
1920 to present. .... ....... . ....... ...... ............. .... 26 
........ ....... .......... ... .... ... .. .. ... ...... .. .. ....... .... ..... 40 
1930 to present.. ........ .. .......... .. ........... .... ..... 20 
......... ... .......... ..... .... ......... ... ......................... 22 
.. .. ............ .... ........ ..... .... .. ....... ...................... 30 
1940 through 1980 ......... .. .. .. .. .. .................. 13 
1940 to 1990 ............................ ................... 34 
1950 to present.. .... ........ ... .... ... .................... 6 
1953 to 1971. ...... ... .. ..... .. ... .... ... .... ...... ... ... .. 17 
1960 to 1970 .. ..... ... .. ............... .................... 10 
......... ... .... .... ......... .. ......... ..... .... ................. .. 10 
................... .. ....... ... ... ............ ... .. .. .......... ..... 19 
.... .... .................. ....... ..... .. ..... ... ... .... ..... ... ..... 38 
1970 to present... .... .... ... ... ..... .. ... ....... ... ....... 3 
.............. .......................................... ........ ... . 4 
.......... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ... ..... .. .. ..... ........... .... . 10 
......... ........ ..................... .................... ... .. ... .. 19 
...... ....... .......... ............. ... ..... .. ... .......... ... .. .... 31 
............... .......................... ..... .... ... .... ... .. ..... . 32 
...... ......... ..... ... ............. ......... .. .... .... ....... .... .. 40 
1985 ... ... .... ...... ... .... ..... .... ... .... ... .... .......... ... . 32 
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COVERAGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY TOPICS IN MAJOR ABSTRACTING AND 
INDEXING SERVICES: A CITATION OVERLAP STUDY OF GEOREF, WATER RESOURCES 

ABSTRACTS AND CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS. 

Barbara DeFelice 

Kresge Physical Sciences Libnuy 
Dartmouth College 

Hanover, New Hampshire 03755-3571 

Abstract-In academic libraries where GeoRef on CD-ROM is available, it is the source of choice for 
faculty and students alike. Traditional geological subject areas are well covered in this core geology 
index. However, an increasing number of geology faculty and students are engaged in research and study 
in the interdisciplinary fields included under the rubric Environmental Geology, rather than or in addition 
to the more traditional fields of geology. 

Is GeoRef sufficient to serve the needs of faculty and students in this growing area of study and 
research? What other databases should be consulted regularly for literature searches on environmental 
geology topics? 

A citation overlap study was done to help answer these questions. Several research questions 
typical of those from faculty and graduate students in the Earth Sciences Department at Dartmouth 
College were searched in GeoRef, Water Resources Abstracts and Chemical Abstracts, three major 
abstracting and indexing services that cover the literature of environmental geology. Results were 
analyzed to determine the overlap among the databases and number of unique citations in each database. 

Results indicate that, depending on the exact topic, multiple database searching is necessary for 
the best coverage of environmental geology. 

Ideas for assisting and encouraging geology faculty and students to use a wide range of databases 
for environmental geology topics are also presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

As libraries have supplemented or replaced 
librarian-mediated online searching with a variety of 
end-user systems such as databases on CD-ROM, it is 
becoming less likely that an appropriate range of 
databases are being consulted (Haner, 1992). An 
integral part of a search interview between the search 
intermediary and the requester is determining which 
databases should be searched. With cross-file 
searching available on the major vendors, multiple file 
searching has been routine for experienced searchers. 
However, this is not the case for most end-user 
searchers. 

The value of multiple file searching is 
discussed in many papers on the geoscience literature 
(Clement and Butkovich, 1992; Derksen, 1984; Haner, 
1992; Larsen, 1990). Since students and faculty in 
earth sciences departments are becoming more 
involved in interdisciplinary research, particularly in 
applications of geological knowledge and techniques 
to environmental problems, it appears that cross-file 
searches would best serve these users. User 
satisfaction with results from searches in databases on 

CD-ROM has been documented (Nash and Wilson, 
1991), much to the chagrin of librarians who are 
aware of the wide range of available resources, and of 
the likelihood that the source chosen was 
inappropriate! 

The motivation for this study came from the 
comments of some graduate students and faculty, who 
after working with GeoRef on CD-ROM, expressed 
dissatisfaction with their results. GeoRef is the 
primary index of the geological literature in the world, 
an essential resource for researchers, and the database 
that most students of geology have been taught to use. 
Therefore, it is expected that people trained in geology 
would turn to GeoRef first. Also, GeoRef is 
recognized as an excellent resource for environmental 
geology (Alston, 1991). In most cases, the 
dissatisfaction with GeoRef searches can be grouped 
into two categories. Either the terms and logical 
operators used for the search were inappropriate and 
insufficient, or the material wanted was simply not to 
be found in GeoRef. In many cases, the subjects of 
these searches turned out to be in some area of 
environmental science. 
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The purpose of this study was to identify 
which types of research topics in environmental 
geology require or at least benefit from a search in 
databases other than or in addition to GeoRef. 

What subjects are included under the broad 
heading environmental geology topics? A classic 
textbook. Keller's Environmental Geology, defines 
environmental geology as "applied geology with a 
focus on the entire spectrum of possible interactions 
between people and the physical environment. "(Keller, 
1992). A traditional version of what environmental 
geology is includes natural hazards such as volcanoes 
and earthquakes, natural earth processes that are 
affected by people's decisions about where to live such 
as mudslides, landslides and beach erosion, and energy 
and mineral resources. Newer issues are disposal of 
wastes in geological formations, land reclamation, 
ground water contamination, fate of hazardous 
substances in soils and water, and geologic impacts on 
health. Subjects that were included for the first time 
in the 1992 edition of this textbook are the 
applications of geochemical techniques to 
environmental problems, and aspects of earth system 
science that require a geological background or 
approach to research, in particular global climate 
issues. 

METIIODOLOGY 

The two databases chosen for the comparison 
searches were Chemical Abstracts (CA) and Water 
Resources Abstracts (WRA). These are clearly not the 
only databases covering environmental geology topics; 
a list of others is at the end of this paper. However, 
these databases cover some aspects of environmental 
geology, they are the major sources in their respective 
core fields, they cover a broad range of material, and 
they are readily available to faculty and students. 
Other databases with coverage of environmental 
geology are listed in Appendix A. For further 
information on environmental sciences databases, 
there is a useful set of articles in Database (Alston, 
1991; Stoss, 1991). 

The topics were chosen from questions that 
had been received from Dartmouth College faculty and 
students. They represent the types of environmental 
geology questions that might be answered through 
searches in the databases selected. 

The search terms were chosen after 
consulting the GeoRef Thesaurus and Guide to 
Indexing, the Chemical Abstracts Index Guide, the 
Water Resources Thesaurus, and other sources of 
vocabulary terms in these fields. 
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Citations that were found in Water Resources 
Abstracts and Chemical Abstracts, but not in GeoRef, 
were searched by author and title in GeoRef to 
determine if the sources were indeed indexed in 
GeoRef but under different subject terms. It became 
quite clear that this was necessary after looking over 
the first list of citations. Barbara Haner, in a similar 
study, also did this (Haner, 1992). 

The fields searched in each database varied. 
Only the title and descriptor fields were searched in 
GeoRef and Chemical Abstracts. The title, descriptors 
and abstracts fields were used in Water Resources 
Abstracts. GeoRef has few abstracts, so essentially 
these are not available for searching. Chemical 
Abstracts has abstracts, but there is an option to search 
them only if the searcher is using STN. The abstracts 
were not searched in Chemical Abstracts because these 
are not in the basic index, and not available to 
DIALOG searchers. Water Resources Abstracts 
always has abstracts available no matter what vendor 
is used to access it. so these were searched. 

No language limits were placed on the 
searches. However, several searches were limited by 
date to the last three years. This was done for several 
reasons. The objective was to assess the current 
coverage of these topics in the databases. Since 
databases vary over time in what sources they index, 
what topics are covered and what vocabulary is used, it 
seemed best to limit the searches. Also, in some .~ases 

it was necessary to limit by date to control the number 
of citations that had to be analyzed. 

It is important to recognize that this study 
emphasizes what is found using these search terms. 
Citations were analyzed for relevancy to the topic, and 
those that were not at all related to the search question 
were eliminated from the analysis. In some cases, an 
article was in a database, but was not found using 
these strategies. Actual numbers of these instances 
were determined for GeoRef only. 

The numbers of citations that overlapped 
among databases for these topics were counted. The 
citations were grouped by publication type to see if 
there were any trends in coverage based on publication 
type. Publication characteristics of the overlapping 
citations and the unique citations were noted. The 
codes for publication type are in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Codes for publication types for citations. 
Types of publication: 

Jnl (jownal) 
Conf (a published paper or an abstract) 
Book (full book, chapter or section) 
Thesis (or dissertation) 
Other 

SEARCH STATEMENTS AND LIMITS: 

1. Strontium isotopes used to study weathering rates, in 
order to understand a past or present ecosystem. 
(Sr or strontium) and isotop? and (weathers or weathered 
or weathering) and py= 1990: 1993 
2. Use of carbon isotopes to determine the sources of oil 

pollution, in particular from spills. 
(c(w)12 or c(w)l3 or c(w)14 or carbon(w)12 or 
carbon(w)13 or carbon(w)14 or carbon(f)isotop?) and (oil 
or petroleum) and (spill? or pollut? or contaminant?) 
3. Fate and transport of trichloroethylene in ground water. 
(fCE or trichloroethylene or 79..01-6)) and 
(ground(w)water or groundwater) and (fate or transport? 
or migrat?) and py= 1990: 1993 
4. Composition of Mississippi River sediments. 
(Mississippi(w)delta or Mississippi(w)river) and 
sediment? and py=1990:1993 
5. Pollution from gold or silver mines. 
(mine or mines or mining) and (gold or silver) and 
(pollut? or contaminat?) and py=1990:1993 
6. Gas release in Lake Nyos. 
Nyos 

RESULTS 

1. Strontium isotopes search 

Figure 1 shows the total number of relevant 
citations in each database for the Strontium search, and 
the number of overlapping citations among the databases. 
The area of each circle is proportional to the number of 
relevant citations found in that database. GeoRef and 
Chemical Abstracts had 10 citations in common and all 
three databases shared 2 citations. 

Many citations were to strontium isotopes in 
seawater, which is not covered under Water Resources 
Abstracts' scope, as the database is primarily concerned 

Type of publisher: 

Univ. (university or university press) 
Soc (professional association or society) 
Com (commercial) 
Gov. (government survey) 
Other 

with fresh. surface and groundwater resources. GeoRef is 
very strong in this area but there are some relevant 
references that were not retrieved. 

Table 2 shows the number of overlapping 
citations by publication type for the Strontium search. 
Society journals were the majority of the overlapping 
citations. 

Table 3 shows the number of unique citations by 
publication type for the Strontium search. Most of the 
unique citations in GeoRef were to society conferences, 
from a wide range of sources, including GSA, USGS, and 
the Geological Society of Australia. 

2. Carbon isotope search 

Figure 2 shows the total number of relevant 
citations in each database for the Carbon search. and the 
number of overlapping citations among the databases. In 
the initial search, GeoRef retrieved 24 citations, as 
indicated by the dashed line, but when citations found in 
the other databases were checked against GeoRef, the total 
number increased to 30. Based on these results, GeoRef 
and Chemical Abstracts had 7 citations in common, 
GeoRef and Water Resources Abstracts bad 6 citations in 
common, and all three databases shared one citation. 

The relevant articles were not initially found in 
GeoRef by the search strategy due to the lack of terms in 
descriptors for the pollution aspect of the papers, and the 
variety of indexing for the carbon isotope concept. In one 
case, the indexing term was "carbon radioisotope" instead 
of just "isotope". This procedure does not investigate the 
number of unique citations in GeoRef that might be there, 
of course, and that were not found at all. 

Table 4 shows the number of overlapping 
citations by publication type for the Carbon search. 
Commercial journals, mostly environmental technology 
titles or geochemical journals, were the majority of the 
overlapping citations. 
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SrOVERLAP 

Jnl-Soc 
Jnl-Com 
TOTAL 

SRUNIQUE 
Jnl-Soc 
Jnl-Com 
Conf-Soc. 
Thesis 

Book-Univ 
TOTAL 

152 

Figure 1. Sr search, number of overlapping citations. 

Table 2. Sr Characteristics of overlapping references. 
GeoRef & CA GeoRef & WRA WRA & CA 

6 
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10 
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Table 3. Sr Characteristics ofwtique references . 
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0 
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GeoRef CA WRA 

0 I 0 
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13 
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25 
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0 

0 
3 

0 

0 

0 

Figure 2. Carbon search, number of overlapping citations. 

GeoRef&CA 
&WRA 

2 

0 
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Table 4. Carbon Characteristics of overlapping references. 
Carbon GeoRef&CA GeoRef&WRA WRA&CA GeoRef&CA& 
OVERLAP 
Jni-Soc 0 

Jni-Com 6 2 
Conf-Soc 0 2 
Thesis 0 

Book-Gvt 0 

TOTAL 7 6 

T bl 5 C bo Charac . . f . ti ces. a e . ar n tensttcs o uru_gue re eren 

Carbon GeoRef CA WRA 
UNIQUE 
Jni-Soc 2 2 2 
Jnl-Com 5 2 6 
Conf-Soc 6 2 3 
Conf-Com 0 I 0 
Conf-Gvt I 0 0 
Thesis I 0 I 
Book-Soc 0 0 2 
Book-Com 3 0 0 
Book-Gvt 0 0 4 
TOTAL 18 7 18 

Table 5 shows the number of unique citations 
by publication type for the Carbon search. The unique 
citations in Water Resources Abstracts were from a 
wide range of publication types. 

3. Fate and transport of trichloroethylene in ground 
water 

Figure 3 shows the total number of relevant 
citations in each database for the TCE search, and the 
number of overlapping citations among the databases. 
GeoRef and Chemical Abstracts had 2 citations in 
common, GeoRef and Water Resources Abstracts had 
8 in common, Chemical Abstracts and Water 
Resources Abstracts had 8 in common, and all three 
databases shared 3 citations. 

The unique citations from the initial sets that 
were not found in GeoRef were searched by 
author/title in GeoRef, which increased the set to that 
indicated inside the unbroken line. The dashed line 
represents the results from the first search. The main 
reason for not retrieving these initially was that the 
chemical name was not always in the title or indexing. 
Instead of the names for TCE, GeoRef uses 
"chlorinated hydrocarbons", and/or "volatile organic 
compounds". In one case where "trichloroethylene" 
was used, there were no terms for "pollution" in the 
title or indexing. Terms for the concept of 

WRA 
0 0 

I 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

"transportation of pollutants" varied among and 
within databases. GeoRef had the term "movement" in 
some cases, rather than "transport", and Water 
Resources Abstracts used "fate of pollutants" 
interchangeably with "path of pollutants" and 
"transport of pollutants". 

Chemical Abstracts has a very good search 
result set, drawing from a wide variety of ground water 
science and engineering journals. The results of the 
Water Resources Abstracts search included computer 
models and case studies. Although both GeoRef and 
Water Resources Abstracts index articles from the 
journals Ground Water and the Journal of 
Contaminant Hydrology, different articles were 
indexed by each source. 

Table 6 shows the number of overlapping 
citations by publication type for the TCE search. 
Commercial journals, mostly environmental 
technology titles, were the majority of the overlapping 
citations between Chemical Abstracts and Water 
Resources Abstracts. 

Table 7 shows the number of unique citations 
by publication type for the TCE search. The unique 
citations in Water Resources Abstracts were from a · 
wide range of publication types, while the unique 
citations in GeoRef were primarily the society 
conferences. Society journals, many American 
Chemical Society titles, made up the majority of the 
unique Chemical Abstracts citations. 

4. Composition of Mississippi River sediments 

Figure 4 shows the total number of relevant 
citations in each database for the Mississippi 
sediments search, and the number of overlapping 
citations among the databases. GeoRef and Chemical 
Abstracts had 3 citations in common, GeoRef and 
Water Resources Abstracts had 8 in common, 
Chemical Abstracts and Water Resources Abstracts 
had 5 in common, and all three databases shared one 
citation. 
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Figure 3. TCE search, number of overlapping citations. 

Table 6. TCE Characteristics of overlapping references. 
TCEOVERLAP GeoRef & CA GeoRef & WRA WRA & CA GeoRef&CA 

Jni-Soc 
Jni-Com 
Book-Gvt 
TOTAL 

0 
2 
0 
2 

3 
1 
4 
8 

2 
4 
1 
7 

&WRA 
0 
1 
0 
1 

Table 7. TCE Characteristics of unique references. 

TCE UNIQUE GeoRef 
Jnl-Soc 0 
Jni-Com 1 
Conf-Soc 4 
Book-Soc 0 
Book-Com 0 
Book-Gvt 3 
TOTAL 8 

Although Chemical Abstracts search result 
set is small, it is very focused on chemicals in the 
sediments and the citations are to full papers from 
mainstream journals, so it contrasts with GeoRef 
which covers many aspects of the topic. Chemical 
Abstracts has a useful descriptor for this type of 
search, "Geological Sediments". 

Table 8 shows the number of overlapping 
citations by publication type for the Mississippi 
sediments search. Commercial journals, a mix of 
geochemistry, soils and environmental technology 
titles, were the majority of the overlapping citations. 
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CA WRA 
21 14 
7 6 
1 2 
1 0 
0 4 
3 4 
33 30 

Table 9 shows the number of unique citations 
by publication type for the Mississippi sediments 
search. Many of the GeoRef citations that classed 
under Conf-Soc were to GSA Abstracts, and many of 
those classed as Book-Gvt were USGS Open-File 
Reports. 

5. Pollution from gold or silver mines 

Figure 5 shows the total number of relevant 
citations in each database for the gold/silver mining 
pollution search, and the number of overlapping 
citations among the databases. GeoRef and Chemical 



Figure 4. Mississippi sediments search, number of overlapping citations. 

Table 8. Miss Sed Characteristics of overlapping references. 

MISS SED 
OVERLAP 
Jnl-Soc 
Jnl-Com 
Conf-Soc 
Book-Gvt 
TOTAL 

GeoRef&CA GeoRef& WRA WRA&CA GeoRef&CA 

1 0 
2 5 
0 2 
0 1 
3 8 

1 
4 
0 
0 
5 

&WRA 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 

Table 9. Miss Sed Characteristics of unique references. 

MISS SED 
UNIQUE 
Jnl-Soc 

Jnl-Com 
Conf-Soc 

Conf-Gvt 

Thesis 
Book-Soc 
Book-Gvt 
TOTAL 

GeoRef CA WRA 

1 
3 

34 

7 
2 
4 
8 

59 

Abstracts had no citations in common, GeoRef and 
Water Resources Abstracts had one in common, 
Chemical Abstracts and Water Resources Abstracts 
had 7 in common, and all three databases shared no 
citations. 

0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 

4 

4 
8 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
15 

Eleven of the twelve citations in GeoRef had 
the concept code "Engineering and Environmental 
Geology". Ten of the twelve citations were to studies 
of North American sites. 

Chemical Abstracts had a surprising number 
of relevant citations. Many of these were to studies 
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Figure 5. Gold/silver mining pollution search, number of overlapping citations. 

Table 10. Gold/Silver Characteristics of overlapping references. 

GOLD/SILVER 
OVERLAP 
Jnl-Soc 

GeoRef & CA GeoRef & WRA WRA & CA GeoRef&CA 

Jnl-Com 
TOTAL 

0 

0 
0 

1 
0 
1 

0 

7 
7 

&WRA 
0 
0 
0 

Table 11. Gold/Silver Characteristics of unique references. 

GOLD/SILVER GeoRef 
MINE UNIQUE 
Jnl-Soc 4 
Jnl-Com 1 
Co of-Soc 4 
Conf-Com 0 
Conf-Gvt 
Book-Com 0 
Book-Gvt 1 
TOTAL 11 

outside the United States, especially on African and 
South American sites. Ten of the thirty-three citations 
have "Air Pollution and Industrial Hygiene" as a 
section heading. There is a greater emphasis on the 
effects on people, particularly miners, in the Chemical 
Abstracts set. 

Thirteen of the twenty-five Water Resources 
Abstracts citations were on the effects of pollution 
from mines on aquatic life. The emphasis was on 
studies within the United States. Terms for the 
mining aspect of the search were only in the abstract, 
not the title or descriptors for six of the relevant 
citations. This example illustrates the benefit of 
searchable abstracts. 
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CA WRA 

8 2 

9 10 
3 1 
3 0 
0 0 
0 1 
3 3 
26 17 

Table 10 shows the number of overlapping 
citations by publication type for the Gold/Silver 
Mining Pollution search. The majority of the 
overlapping citations are to commercial journals, 
generally environmental pollution titles such as Water, 
Air and Soil Pollution and Bulletin of Environmental 
Contamination and Toxicology. 

Table 11 shows the number of unique 
citations by publication type for the gold/silver mining 
pollution search. Several of the unique Chemical 
Abstracts citations were to industrial medicine 
journals not covered by the other databases, such as 
the British Journal of Industrial Medicine. Unique 
citations in Water Resources Abstracts and Chemical 
Abstracts represented the environmental toxicology 



------------------ ------ - -- -- --------- - -

titles such as Environmental Toxicology and 
Chemistry and Ecotoxicology and Environmental 
Safety. 

6. Gas release in Lake Nyos 

Figure 6 shows the total number of relevant 
citations in each database for the Lake Nyos search. 
and the number of overlapping citations among the 
databases. GeoRef and Chemical Abstracts had 18 
citations in common. GeoRef and Water Resources 
Abstracts had 2 in common, Chemical Abstracts and 
Water Resources Abstracts had 2 in common, and all 
three databases shared one citation. 

Table 12 shows the number of overlapping 
citations by publication type for the Lake Nyos search. 
Eleven of the 12 overlapping commercial journal 
citations between GeoRef and Chemical Abstracts are 
articles in the Joumal of Volcanology and Geothermal 
Research, which dedicated 2 issues to the topic. 
GeoRef and Chemical Abstracts also share some 
citations to the Japanese journal Bulletin of the 
Volcanological Society of Japan, which GeoRef calls 
Kasan, and Chemical Abstracts calls Kazan. An 
article in Science is the only citation in common to all 

three databases. GeoRef and Water Resources have 2 
articles in Science in common, while Chemical 
Abstracts and Water Resources have one article in 
Science and one in a more obscure source, the 
Verhandlungen of the Jntemationale Vereinigung fuer 
Theoretische und Angewandte Limnologie. 

Table 13 shows the number of unique 
citations by publication type for the Lake Nyos search. 
Nineteen of the 32 unique commercial journal 
references in GeoRef were to the articles in Joumal of 
Volcanology and Geothermal Research, which GeoRef 
covered more thoroughly than Chemical Abstracts, 
and which Water Resources Abstracts did not cover at 
all. Abstracts in EOS and GSA Abstracts made up 
most of the society conference references unique to 
GeoRef. Six of the 9 unique citations in Chemical 
Abstracts were to the Technical Reports of the JSEI, 
Tokyo, Japan. 

SUMMARY 

GeoRef covers the more traditional areas of 
environmental geology, such as geological hazards, 
very well. Much work in geology is aimed at 

GeoRef 
&WRA 

2 

Figure 6. Lake Nyos search, number of overlapping citations. 

NYOS OVERLAP 

Jnl-Soc 
Jnl-Com 
TOTAL 

Table 12. Lake Nyos Characteristics of overlapping references. 
GeoRef & CA GeoRef & WRA WRA & CA 

6 
12 
18 

2 
0 
2 

2 
0 
2 

GeoRef&CA 
&WRA 

1 
0 

1 
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Table 13. Lake Nyos Characteristics of unique references. 

NYOSUNIQUE GeoRef 
Jnl-Soc 16 
Jnl-Com 32 
Conf-Soc 12 
Book-Soc 2 
Book-Com 1 
Book-Gvt 1 
TOTAL 64 

understanding past and present environments, and this 
is well covered in GeoRef. Isotope geochemistry is a 
strong area for the database, as long as the search is 
not limited to concepts of pollution. GeoRef has very 
good geographic indexing, so searches depending on 
an exact geographic area tend to be successful. 
GeoRef does not cover the current concern for 
contamination in groundwater and soils very well. 
There is little detailed chemical indexing. Abstracts of 
conferences, dissertations and articles from 
international geology bulletins are covered as well as 
the core journals. GeoRef would benefit from author 
abstracts that are searchable as part of the basic index, 
from a greater use of tenns for pollution and 
contamination in the indexing, and from greater 
coverage of the environmental science journals. 

Chemical Abstracts is an important database 
for any search relating to chemical pollution, 
regardless of the source of pollution or environment 
involved. It has by far the most detailed chemical 
indexing, so searches work well with both a specific 
and general approach. 

Water Resources Abstracts has the best 
coverage of the commercial journals in environmental 
engineering and science, water resources and 
hydrology. The coverage is more limited 
geographically than that of the other two databases. It 
has excellent abstracts which are always available to 
the searcher. 

For many environmental geology searches, in 
order to cover the core journals as well as the non
journal literature, discover different aspects and 
approaches to the topic, and find information about 
situations worldwide, it is necessary to use more than 
one database. 

It is definitely a challenge for the searcher to 
set up good cross database search strategies given the 
variation in subject terminology used by different 
databases. 
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CA WRA 
9 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
10 0 

Following is a summary of the problems: 
1. Differences in how the databases index free-text 
tenns; for example, whether the full element name or 
the symbol is used, as with the carbon isotopes; 
2. Differences in time lag in indexing articles, which 
is a problem when doing a search looking for the latest 
indexed articles; 
3. Differences in proximity operators and what they 
mean among search systems; 
4. Differences in controlled vocabulary subject 
descriptors; GeoRef uses Ground Water and Water 
Resources Abstracts uses Groundwater, for example; 
5. Differences in policies regarding which articles 
from a journal to index; often several databases will 
cover different articles in the same journals. 

CONCLUSION 

CD-ROM and other end-user systems bring 
the power of computerized literature searching to the 
person who wants to use the information. However, 
interdisciplinary topics like Environmental Geology 
require a knowledge of the universe of sources 
available as well as of the mechanics of the search 
systems. This is an area where the librarian's ability to 
locate information from a variety of sources, not solely 
from the tools of one discipline, is invaluable. 

Since more and more researchers and 
students are turning to end-user systems on CD-ROM 
and online, it is important that user education 
emphasize an awareness of the multiple sources that 
are appropriate, and how to choose which ones best 
suit a subject. This may be more important than the 
actual search mechanics. 

Blocks to multiple database searching should 
be reduced. Ways to do this include offering free 
online searching on databases which are not provided 
on CD-ROM or through locally-mounted tapes, 
making database tapes available over a network 
running under one common interface, and advertising 



other databases in the documentation for the 
discipline-specific core indexes. 

Important references and information sources 
will undoubtedly be missed by the end-user or 
librarian who relies on just one or two core databases 
in the interdisciplinary fields of environmental 
science. 
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Appendix A. 

List of Additional Databases Useful for Searching 
Environmental Geology Subjects 

These are listed in alphabetical order, with a brief note on 
what aspects of environmental geology or what types of 
materials each covers. These are accessible through at least 
one of the major online vendors, DIALOG, ORBIT and SlN. 

I . Analytical Abstracts 
Chemistry. 

2. BIOSIS 
Biology. 

3. Compendex (Engineering Index): 
Engineering. 

4. Dissertation Abstracts 
Theses and Dissertations on all topics 

5. Energy Science and Technology 
DOE, Office of Science and Technology. 

6. Enviroline 
All topics, both popular and technical treatment. 

7. Environmental Bibliography 
All topics, both popular and technical treatment. 

8. ERTH (Environmental Resources Technology): 
Pollution due to petroleum leaks and spills, petroleum 
toxicity studies, waste disposal from petroleum recovery 
processes. 

9. GeoArchi ve 
Geology, British and international coverage. 

10. GeoBase (Geographical Abstracts) 
Soils, geomorphology, water and soil pollution, agricultural 
pollution, ground water quality and supply, remote sensing, 
meteorology and climatology. 

II . NTIS (National Technical Information Service) 
Reports of government sponsored research on all science and 
engineering topics. 

12. Pascal 
All sciences. 

13. Petroleum Abstracts 

14. Science Citation Index 
Covers the basic journal literature in most sciences; most 
useful for the cited reference searching capability. 
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TAKING IT ON THE ROAD: TEACHING THE USE OF ELECTRONIC BffiLIOGRAPIDC DATABASES IN 
THE CLASSROOM. 

Suzanne T. Larsen 

Earth Sciences Library 
University of Colorado, Boulder 

Campus Box 184 
Boulder, Colorado 80309 

Abstract-Many important bibliographic sources are now in electronic format. This presents major 
problems when giving in-class bibliographic instruction. Teaching the use of these sources through lecture 
without live access is not productive. Special classrooms allowing full electronic access and having computer 
screen projection systems exist but are few in number. The capability of live presentations in the standard 
classroom exists with the aid of a laptop computer, portable CD-ROM drive, LCD screen projection system, 
and overhead projector. University libraries are rarely in the position to fund this type of equipment. At the 
University of Colorado -Boulder, funding was procured through a grant from the Associate Vice Chancellor of 
Academic Affairs as an enhancement to undergraduate education. This leads to the conclusion that librarians 
must be more creative in seeking funding from sources outside of the library. Collaboration with and the 
support of the teaching faculty is critical to the success of such a project. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many students, at both the graduate and the 
undergraduate level, come to the University without 
the skills needed to use the information resources 
available. The information explosion is real, and 
nowhere is this more evident than in the earth 
sciences, especially in the fields of global change and 
environmental studies. It is critical that students be 
introduced to both established research and 
information access tools, and recent developments in 
these areas. Changes and developments in methods of 
information access are occurring so fast that most 
faculty members are unfamiliar with them. Recent 
developments in electronic access, such as CD-ROM 
technology, online services which allow access to a 
multitude of bibliographic databases and Internet 
resources, are especially difficult to teach in a standard 
classroom setting. 

TEACHING RESEARCH SKILLS 

Numerous studies on bibliographic 
instruction have shown that the best way to teach 
library oriented research skills is by integrating 
bibliographic instruction into the subject oriented class 
with a specific assignment, such as a term paper. 
Most academic libraries today rely heavily on 
electronic access to information, materials, and 
collections. Trying to teach the use of an online public 
catalog (OPAC) or index in CD-ROM format without 

being able to give "live" examples has not proven very 
productive. One-on-one instruction is effective but 
impractical for large classes. 

An additional obstacle to research is the 
increasingly multidisciplinary nature of the sciences. 
This is especially true with the growth of classes in 
global change and related environmental topics. The 
increasing emphasis on teaching and research in these 
areas has accentuated the problems inherent in 
accessing the diverse material within its broad subject 
area. As an example, this material can be found in 
virtually every library on the Boulder Campus. 

To address this problem, I contacted teaching 
faculty and offered to teach, as a guest lecturer, 
information access and library research skills. This 
was usually precipitated by having students show up in 
the Earth Sciences Library with paper assigned but no 
concept whatsoever as to how to find the information 
they needed. Over the last few years I have taught in a 
variety of classes, including courses in Environmental 
Engineering, EPO Biology, Geology, and Geography 
with course titles as diverse as "Water Chemistry", 
"Snow Hydrology", "Research in Geography", 
"Stream Biology", "Paleoecology", and "Global 
Change". 

THE ELECTRONIC ENVIRONMENT 

The University of Colorado has a limited, but 
growing, number of classrooms with electronic access 
capabilities. Only a small percentage of classes are 
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scheduled for those classrooms and scheduling other 
classes into the classrooms is difficult. The main 
library building has an instruction room which allows 
electronic access to both online and CD-ROM sources. 
However it is not large or well designed. Even with 
the availability of a room with electronic access, some 
professors find it disruptive to relocate their class for a 
session with the librarian. The ideal situation is to 
bring the library, or at the very least, the CD-ROM 
databases, into the classroom. 

This is possible with a laptop computer, 
portable CD-ROM reader, and LCD projection screen. 
All that is needed is an overhead projector for access 
to CD-ROM databases. For access to the Internet, 
online databases or the OPAC, a telecommunications 
hook-up via modem is necessary. With a very limited 
budget for this type of expenditure, the University 
Libraries could not fund this project. Other funding 
bad to be sought. 

FINDING TilE FUNDS 

The first attempt at locating funding for this 
project was by submitting a proposal to the President's 
Fund for Global Change. This is a program at the 
University of Colorado which funds interdisciplinary 
projects in the fields of global change and the 
environment. Proposals can focus on either teaching 
or research. According to the document requesting the 
submission of proposals for this fund, special attention 
would be paid to projects which having a 
multicampus, multidisciplinary focus. While my 
project was multidisciplinary, it was by nature limited 
to the Boulder Campus. I was cautioned by faculty 
who bad submitted proposals in previous years that 
mine would have only a small chance of being 
successful because of this. With that understood, I 
wrote a proposal using the guidelines in the 
announcement. After writing it I asked a geology 
faculty member and a graduate student to review it and 
make comments and suggestions. It was important 
that my request be fully understood by people outside 
the library world. This was also very helpful since the 
faculty member bad submitted a proposal to this fund 
the previous year. · 

The proposal was not funded. However, one 
of the reviewers, the Chair of the Biology Department, 
felt it was an excellent project with a great deal of 
merit and suggested that it be resubmitted to the 
Associate Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs. 

A cover letter was written to the Associate 
Vice Chancellor indicating that while this project was 
originally oriented toward the President's Fund for 
Global Change, the intent was the broader application 
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of enhancing the quality of undergraduate education. 
Quality undergraduate education has become a focal 
point for the University of Colorado, Boulder. 

The goals identified in the proposal for the use of the 
equipment were to: 

1. Enhance the awareness of students and faculty with 
regard to computer accessible databases. This would 
greatly increase access to the diverse, rapidly growing 
body of global change/environmental quality literature. 

2. Improve the quality of instruction provided to 
students and better support the teaching goals of the 
University. 

3. Make departments with global change and 
environmental quality offerings aware of the 
instruction program. Hopefully, when more faculty 
members learn that in-classroom, "live" instruction is 
possible, more departments will be involved than 
currently are. 

Shortly after the proposal was submitted, the 
Associate Vice Chancellor replied that he would fund 
it if the cost could be brought down. The original cost 
was determined by using catalog prices. By using 
academic discounts, the original cost of $9,500 was 
reduced to $7,000. The proposal was funded. 

TAKING TilE SHOW ON TilE ROAD 

The following items were ordered to allow the 
teaching of electronically accessible sources in the 
classroom: 

A. Equipment 

1. 486 Laptop 

• Color LCD Screen 
• Modem 
• 120 MB Hard Drive 
• 4MB RAM 
• Extra Battery Pack 

2. Portable CD-ROM Reader 

* Parallel to SCSI Interface 
Cables and Software 



3. LCD Projection Screen for use with 
overhead projector 

• 
• 

Full Color 
Graphics and full motion 
video capabilities 

B. SoflhNare 

SoflhNare allowing access to all the CD-ROM 
databases was installed. In addition, because the 
laptop would have multiple applications beyond 
teaching electronic databases, both a word processing 
and spreadsheet program were installed. 
Communications soflhNare was installed to allow the 
use of the modem as well as separate soflhNare for use 
with the campus computing network through the serial 
port. 

C. Extras 

It was quickly discovered that there are never 
enough outlets for all the equipment, even though the 
laptop can run on batteries. A power strip became part 
of the equipment package for electronic access in the 
classroom. The CD reader and all the cables for the 
system fit nicely into the LCD projection screen case 
but this made it very heavy. A sturdy luggage cart was 
purchased so that the case could be transported more 
easily across campus. A computer backpack case was 
purchased for the laptop to make it even easier for one 
person to carry all the equipment to the classroom. 

CONCLUSION 

Much of the access to information today is 
now in electronic format, either online or on CD
ROM. Libraries are acquiring or providing access to 
this information within the library. It is important to 
extend teaching of the use of these sources, as well as 
research strategy, to the classroom. 

This is possible with computer equipment 
that is neither exotic nor difficult to procure. The 
primary problem is that the price is out of the range of 
most university libraries. The only answer is to go 
outside funding sources libraries traditionally use to 
procure equipment. In this case, applying for grants 
which are normally used by teaching faculty in specific 
disciplines was successful. Having the support of the 
teaching faculty and tieing the request for library 
support to the needs of the classroom teacher was 
critical in acquiring funding. 

Another issue is the lack of expertise in 
writing grant proposals by many librarians, such as my 
self. This is especially true in applying for funding not 
traditionally seen as library oriented. In my case, it 
was crucial that the proposal be critiqued by teaching 
faculty who had far more experience than I with this 
particular process. 

In this time of shrinking budgets and 
increasing demand on teaching the use of the library 
as part of the educational process, librarians must 
become more creative in exploring the possibilities for 
funding within their institution and beyond. 
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ANALYSIS OF REFERENCES CITED IN U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
BULLETINS, CIRCULARS, AND PROFESSIONAL PAPERS 

Nancy J. Butkovich 

Physical Sciences Library 
The Pennsylvania State University 

230 Davey Laboratory 
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 

Linda R Musser 

Earth & Mineral Sciences Library 
The Pennsylvania State University 

105 Deike Building 
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 

Abstract-The publications of the U.S. Geological Survey are well known and widely cited in the geological 
literature. Previous studies have examined the role of these publications as cited in journal articles and 
dissertations; however, little work has been done examining the characteristics of the references cited in USGS 
publications themselves. This study examined the citation characteristics of three major USGS series--Bulletins, 
Circulars, and Professional Papers. Because 1985 has proven to be a benchmark year in the study of geological 
literature, it was chosen as the sample year for this study. References from USGS series were sampled using 
standard statistical methods, and results were tabulated. These data were then compared with citation analyses of 
journal articles and dissertations from the same period. This study provides information regarding another major 
literature type, one of great importance to the geological community. 

INTRODUCTION 

The publications of the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) are well known and widely cited in the 
geological literature. However, little work has been 
done examining the . characteristics of cited references 
in USGS publications. This study examined the 
citation characteristics of three major USGS series -
Bulletins, Circulars, and Professional Papers. 

There have been several papers investigating 
the characteristics of geological literature which 
examined the years 1984 and 1985. Butkovich studied 
the use of foreign language sources and the rate . of 
obsolescence in citations in journal literature published 
in 1984 (1991a,b). Butkovich, Gomez, and Baker 
(1992) analyzed the formats of references cited in 
journals published in 1985. Walcott (1991a,b) 
examined the citation characteristics of dissertations 
published between 1981 and 1985. Haner examined 
the role of government publications as citations in 
1985 journal literature (1990). Manson (1992) studied 
the characteristics of a body of literature dealing with 
the geology of the state of Washington at five year 
intervals over a century. One of these intervals covered 

1981-1985. Because so much research has focused on 
the characteristics of geologic literature during this 
time period, we decided to use 1985 as the sample year 
for this study. 

Three characteristics of the cited references 
were chosen for study. These included language, age, 
and format. Because USGS publication guidelines in 
effect at the time allowed some references to be cited 
only within the text of the document (Bishop, et al., 
1978, p. 74-75), these internal references were added 
to lists of cited references and included in this study. 

SAMPLE SELECTION 

All volumes in these series that were 
published in 1985 were included in this study. 
Because of the scattered nature of the references in 
these volumes, a purely random sample was 
impractical. Instead, we chose to obtain a systematic 
sample as defined by Carpenter and Vasu (1978, p. 32-
34). 
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The sample size was determined using the following 
formula (Yamane, 1973, p. 727): 

N 
n= __ _ 

where n = sample size, 
N = total population, 
e = error rate. 

We chose a 5% error rate, which was a compromise 
between the overwhelmingly large sample size 
required for a 3% error rate and the large error rate 
inherent in a 10% rate of error. 

A skip interval was determined using the 
value for the denominator in this equation and then 
rounding the value down to the next lower whole 
number. Therefore each answer set had a slightly 
larger sample size than needed for a 5% error rate. A 
random number table (Beyer, 1987, p. 579-583) was 
used to determine the first record to be sampled in 
each series, and the skip interval was used to identify 
the rest of the references to be sampled. Since citations 
to unpublished data were included within the text of 
the publications rather than in the lists of references 
cited, we merged them alphabetically into the lists 
prior to selecting the sample. 

Once the samples were selected and the data 
gathered, the results were tabulated using a SAS cross
tabulation program. The sample sizes and percent of 
the total sample for each of the three series are shown 
in Table 1. However, the data for all three series are 
combined in the results. 

TABLE 1. Sample characteristics of the USGS 
publications included in this study. 

Series Total Sample Percent of 
Population Size Total Sample 

Bulletins 3,029 379 34% 

Circulars 1,772 353 31% 

Professional 3,182 397 35% 
Papers 

Total 17,983 1,129 100% 
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AGE OF REFERENCES 

The first characteristic that we examined was the age 
of the references cited. Half of the references were ten 
years old or younger. An additional 24% fell in the 11-
20 year old range. A distribution graph of the results 
are shown in Figure 1. These results are consistent 
with those noted by Walcott (1991a, p. 114) in her 
study of references cited in doctoral dissertations. She 
noted that 55% of the references in her study were 
between 0-10 years old, while an additional 25% were 
11-20 years old. 

These results are somewhat lower than those 
noted by Butkovich (1991b) in journal literature. Her 
results indicated that approximately 60% of the 
citations in journals were ten years old or younger, and 
an additional 28% fell in the 11-20 year range. Thus, 
USGS publications are more likely to cite older 
sources than journal literature. 

A decline in the number of cited references 
published during World War II is apparent. In journal 
literature, this decline is visible in data taken from 
journals published in 1964, but it is indistinguishable 
in journals published in 1984 (Butkovich, 1991b.) It 
also appears in references cited in Geochimica et 
CosmochimicaActa (Lifshin, 1993, p.325). 

LANGUAGE OF REFERENCES 

The overwhelming majority of the references 
(91%) were to English language publications, which 
was not particularly surprising, since most of the 
research represented by the publications in the three 
series pertained to U.S. geology. These results 
paralleled the 95% English language rate found in 
geological journal literature by Butkovich (199la, p. 
102), and the 96% English language rate found by 
Walcott (199la, p. 115, 1991b, p. 10). 

Figure 2 is a chart showing the breakdown of 
references by language. The 6% that were shown as 
"Unknown" were, for the most part, references to 
unpublished material such as written or oral 
communications. Although we suspect that most, if 
not all, of these were also in English, we could not 
positively say so. 

The 3% of non-English language references 
identified in this study included publications written in 
German, ·Spanish, French, Russian, and Italiari. This 
value correlates well with the approximately 4-5% 
noted by Butkovich (199la, p. 102) and Walcott 
(199Ia, p. ll5), although these studies also found 
references which were originally published in 
languages other than the five listed here. 
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FORMAT OF REFERENCES 

The final characteristic that we chose to 
examine was the fonnat of the materials cited. The 
major categories were journals (31 %), monographs 
and monographic series (9%), maps and atlases (6%), 
government publications (34%), conference 
publications (7%), other published works .(5%), and 
unpublished materials (8%). The breakdown of these 
is shown in Figure 3. 

These categories were formed as a result of 
the data gathering, since some fonnats were not 
represented in quantities large enough to be plotted. 
These are "Other published works" included 
guidebooks, technical reports and theses and 
dissertations. "Unpublished materials" included 
written and oral communications, unpublished data, 
and personal communications. Virtually all of the 
unpublished data were cited in the body of the text 
rather than in the lists of cited references. 

Some significant differences were noted 
between these results and those of Butkovi~h, Gomez 
and Baker. The largest differences appeared in the 
percentages of journals and of government documents. 
In their study of journal literature, journals were 
approximately 65% of the total number of citations, 
while documents were approximately 10% ( 1992, 
p.66). In the current study, these values were 31% and 
34% respectively. Other significant, though smaller, 
variations with the results found by Butkovich, 
Gomez, and Baker (1992, p. 66) were noted in 
monographs and monographic series, maps and 
atlases, and unpublished material. 

Haner (1990, p. 344) found that 15.8% of the 
references in journals included in her study were to 
government documents. However, she counted 
publications produced by land grant universities as 
well as state funded colleges and universities in this 
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category (1990, p. 343), which was not the case in the 
current study. Manson (1992, p. 179, 180, 184) noted 
that 17.2% of the references to Washington state 
geology were to state and federal documents. 

Since we were interested in maps and atlases 
as a fonnat, we did not include them in the 
government publications category in Figure 3, 
although only 2 of 66 maps and atlases were not 
government publications. However, they are included 
in the data shown in Figure 4, which is a breakdown 
of government publications. 

Three quarters of the government documents 
cited were published by the U.S. government, while 
nearly a quarter were published by state and local 
governments. Only 16 out of 454 cited documents 
included in this study were published by a foreign 
government. As with languages, this should not be 
surprising, since most of the research covered by the 
publications included in this study concerned U.S. 
geology. 

SUMMARY 

In this study 1129 references were sampled 
from U.S. Geological Survey Bulletins, Circulars, and 
Professional Papers published in 1985. Half of these 
references were published in the ten years prior to 
1985, while three quarters of them were published 
between 1966 and 1985. The overwhelming majority 
of these were published in English. Approximately a 
third of these references were to government 
publications, the majority being to other U.S. 
government documents. Just under a third were 
references to journal articles. Of interest was the 8% of 
references that were citations to unpublished data and 
personal communications. 
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Abstract-A comprehensive geologic database focusing on beach renourishment resources and critical 
habitats on the South Carolina continental shelf has been compiled as part of a state/federal task force in 
South Carolina. Minerals Management Service Office of International Activities and Marine Minerals 
(INTERMAR) is funding the effort to evaluate the sand, mineral, and hard bottom resources on the shelf 
within 16 km of the South Carolina coast. The biological and hard bottom database is being compiled by 
South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources. This database will be included into the SEAMAP 
database for the southeastern U.S. The geologic database contains existing high resolution seismic 
reflection survey lines, side scan sonar surveys, surficial sediment characterizations, heavy 
mineral/phosphate percentages, vibracorelboring logs, and literature on shallow geologic structure, sea 
level change and shelf evolution. The database records the following information: sample location. date, 
equipment type, water depth, mean grain size, % sand/silt/clay, % carbonate, % heavy minerals, % 
economic heavy minerals, zircon/tourmaline/ rutile index, % phosphate, and complete reference 
information on each study and principal investigator. The database currently contains over 2500 records. 
A bibliography of geological and geophysical studies on the South Carolina continental shelf was 
simultaneously developed. This bibliographic database includes data from nearly 200 studies. Subsequent 
years of the INTERMAR project involve compilation of the geological, biological, and historical data into 
a GIS and detailed study of specific resources. 

INTRODUCTION 

South Carolina beaches are a popular tourist 
destination with nearly three billion dollars of the state's 
tourism revenue being generated along the coast (Van 
Dolah and others, 1994). The beaches also help protect 
life and property from storms and shoreline erosion. 
According to Kana and Snyder ( 1991 ), more than half 
of the state's 90 miles of developed beaches are seriously 
eroding. The South Carolina General Assembly passed 
the Beachfront Management Act (BMA) in 1988 
(amended in 1990) to "protect, preserve, restore, and 
enhance the beach/dune system ... " (BMA, Section 48-
39-260, p.4). The BMA restricts the use of hard erosion 
control devices to armor the beach/dune system hence, 
beach renourishment is the preferred alternative to 
address South Carolina's beach erosion problems. Kana 

and Snyder (1991) concluded that some 16 million 
cubic yards of sand will be required to restore and 
maintain a 50-ft wide, dry sand beach along the eroded 
coast for the next ten years at a cost of about $65 
million. 

The inner three miles of the South Carolina 
continental shelf may contain beach nourishment 
materials suitable for renourishment but detailed 
information on the extent of these deposits is 
lacking. The effects of removing sand from these 
offshore deposits on the coastal sand budget and 
living marine resources are not well understood (Van 
Dolah and others, 1994). In order to address these 
concerns, the South Carolina Task Force on Offshore 
Resources was established through funding from the 
Minerals Management Service INTERMAR 
Program to compile sand, mineral, and hardbottom 
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resource data for the inner continental shelf of South 
Carolina to facilitate the efficient use of the state's 
resources while ensuring such use will incorporate 
environmentally sound planning. The major goal of 
the five-year program is to evaluate sand, mineral, 
and hard bottom resources that exist on the state's 
coastal ocean shelf from the shoreline to 10 miles 
(16 km) offshore and compile this information in a 
database. 

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 

The first year Task Force activities resulted 
in a detailed review and compilation of existing data 
pertinent to the assessment of South Carolina's 
offshore resources and sensitive environments as 
they related to beach nourishment activities. Areas of 
primary attention in year one include: (1) analysis of 
the location and extent of known sand and mineral 
resources in the nearshore coastal area, (2) and 
evaluation of where critical biological resources 
(e.g., hard bottom habitat) exist in the survey area, 
and (3) an evaluation of historical trends for the 
state's coastline with respect to erosion, accretion 
and stability of shoals. The geologic portion of the 
database was compiled by Coastal Carolina 
University, the biological resources compiled by 
Marine Resources Research Institute (SCWMR) and 
the historical shoreline compiled by the College of 
Charleston. 

DATABASE STRUCTURE 

The database was compiled using the 
dBASE N database management program. The 
structure of the database was modified from South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources SEAMAP 
Bottom Mapping Database. This effort allows easy 
import of the database into the broader, regional 
SEAMAP database and to increase the compatibility 
of the South Carolina database with ongoing efforts 
in adjacent states. 

The database format and content was 
established by the principal investigators on the project 
and approved by all of the task force members. The 
codes descnbing agency, positioning methods, 
gear/equipment used in sampling, bottomtype, etc. are 
all compatible with the SEAMAP format as well as 
adjacent states (Georgia and North Carolina) offshore 
databases and mapping efforts. 

The database is divided into three discrete 
files: 1) the primmy file which contains information 
identifying locations for which pertinent 
geologicallhardbottom information exists, 2) a second 
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file contains information about the project and a 
complete reference to the principal investigator, and 3) a 
third file which summarizes the quantity of data and 
hardbottom occurrence within each one minute block. 
See Tables 1,2 and 3 for file specifications. 

The database can be sorted and searched using 
any parameter of the field types: locations of >95% 
sand, locations of hard bottom, etc. The database files 
can be downloaded into several different formats 
including ASCll, dBASE ll, RapidFile, Framework ll, 
and Lotus 1-2-3. 

DATABASES ACCESSED 

Geologic data sought include existing high 
resolution seismic reflection survey lines, side scan 
sonar surveys, surficial sediment characterizations, 
heavy mineral/phosphate percentages, VIbracorelboring 
logs, and literature on shallow geologic structure, sea 
level change and shelf evolution. The on-line geologic 
literature search, GeoRe( was used to identify data 
sources which were then obtained using the inter-library 
loan system Each article was carefully cross-referenced 
using the bibliography to locate additional data sources. 
In addition, visits to several university and state agency 

hbraries were necessary to locate and copy data. 
Sediment sample analyses were obtained from the 
following reports: Moore and Gorsline, 1960; 
Hathaway, 1971; Bothner and others, 1980; Alpine 
Ocean Seismic Survey, Inc., 1983; Coastal Science and 
Engineering, 1985, 1990a,b, 1991, 1992; Schmitter, 
1986; Davis and Van Dolah, 1986; Grosz and Nelson, 
1989; Winn and others, 1989; Athena Technologies, 
Inc., 1991; Van Dolah and others, 1992. Much of the 
high-resolution seismic reflection data reside in the 
Center for Marine and Wetland Studies at Coastal 
Carolina University. These data include wuboom and 
sparker seismic reflection lines recorded between 
1990-1993 on NOAA Ferrel cruises as well as the 
university's own vessel. The seismic profiles were 
quantified by the start and end coordinates of the 
seismic line within the block, depth of penetration of the 
survey, and the rnaxirnurnlminirnwn depth of sand 
available within the block. Seismic interpretations are 
greatly limited by a sparsity of boring or core control. 

A comprehensive geological bibliography 
was compiled at the same time and includes 
approximately 200 references to works conducted on 
the South Carolina continental shelf or dealing with 
related topics. The bibliography is also contained in 
dBASE IV and can be searched and sorted by author 
or date. 



DATABASE ANALYSIS 

The IN1ERMAR comprehensive database 
includes approximately 2583 records within 16km (10 
miles) of the coast The South Carolina coast was 
divided into four zones to describe the data. 

Zone 1: Grand Strand (33°53' to 33°20'N) 
Grand Strand zone from the North Carolina 

border to the end of Debordieu Island contains 1161 
records (45% of the total IN1ERMAR database). The 
Grand Strand data includes four seismic lines run by 
Coastal Carolina University using uruboom and sparker 
subbottom profilers. Approximately 475 sediment 
samples are contained in the Grand Strand section of 
the database acquired from the following sources: U.S. 
Geological Survey, Duke University, South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources, Alpine Ocean Seismic 
Survey, Inc., Athena Technologies, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Research Planning Institute, Inc., 
Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institute, Coastal Carolina 
University, and Coastal Science and Engineering, Inc. 
Sediment samples were obtained using vibracore, 
Smith-Mcintyre grab, modified Pierce dredge, and 
Peterson grab. Bottom types for the Grand Strand were 
collected from swveys by South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources and Maps Unique Charts. 

Zone 2: Winyah Bay/Santee Delta/Cape Romain 
(33°20' to 33°N) 

Offshore channels containing sand reseJVes of 
considerable size typify the Santee Delta but because the 
area is largely undeveloped, the use of these resources 
for renourishment activities is not feasible. The zone 
contains 200 records, only 8% of the database. The 
infonnation on the Santee Delta includes 36 sediment 
analyses from the U.S. Geological Survey, Duke 
University, and South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources. The samples were acquired using the Smith
Mcintyre grab, modified Pierce dredge, and Peterson 
grab, respectively. South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources and Maps Unique Charts provided the 
bottom type data in the Santee Delta zone which 
consisted of 1986 SEAMAP data and data collected 
using Yankee trawl, four-seam trawl, Falcon trawl, 3.5 
kHz subbottom profiler, and several dives. Three 
seismic swveys were conducted by Coastal Carolina 
University off Santee Delta using uniboom and sparker 
sub-bottom profilers. 

Zone 3: Charleston area (33° to 32°33'N) 
The Charleston zone from the north end of Isle 

of Palms to the North Edisto River contains 782 records 
(30% of the total INTERMAR database). The zone 

contains two seismic profiles conducted by Coastal 
Carolina University using the NOAA Ferrel vessel and 
using both uruboom and sparker sub-bottom profilers. 
Five sediment swveys (119 samples) in the area include 
data from Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institute, Duke 
University, and South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources. The samples were collected using VIbracore, 
Smith-Mcintyre grab, and a modified Pierce dredge. 

Several areas within the Charleston zone 
(Folly Beach, Seabrook Island) have recently completed 
beach renourishment projects and will require beach 
renourishment in the future. The U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers is particularly interested in locating adequate 
beach compatible sand reseJVes near the Folly Beach 
site for future use. Seismic swveys, vibracores and 
fathometer work is planned in the Folly Beach area in 
1994. The Charleston area includes hardbottom data 
collected by South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources and Maps Unique Charts. Gear types used in 
the bottom type analyses include four-seam trawl, 
Falcon trawl, Yankee trawl, 1986 SEAMAP data and 
dives. 

Zone 4: South Islands (32°33' to 32°02'N) 
The South Islands zone contains 17% of the 

INTERMAR database (440 records). The records 
include seismic lines conducted by Dr. Henry at 
University of Georgia and Coastal Carolina 
University as well as 143 sediment sample analyses. 
Site-specific sediment surveys were conducted by 
Coastal Science and Engineering, Inc. in Hilton 
Head and Edisto Beach and by South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources in Port Royal. 
Sediment analyses were also provided in the south 
part of the state by Wood's Hole Oceanographic 
Institute. Hardbottom data in the area was collected 
from Maps Unique Charts and South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources using a four-seam 
trawl, Falcon trawl, blackfish baited trap, Florida 
"Antillean" trap, Chevron trap, 1986 SEAMAP data, 
and dives. 

SUMMARY 

The South Carolina Task Force on Offshore 
Resources has compiled an extensive geological, 
biological, and historical database containing 
information on the inner continental shelf of South 
Carolina within 16 km (10 miles) of the coast. The 
database can be searched using any data field 
parameters and a geological bibliography has been 
compiled. Subsequent years of the project will focus 
on the GIS integration (using ARC/INFO) of the 
information contained in the database as well as 
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Field Description 
Block contains Wl.ique number for each one minute block 

Date Year/Month/Day 

Agency_Pro four charncter code provides infonnation on agency (first two charncters) and project (last two 
charncters) 

Origcoll lists original collection number if available; last six charncters of code 

Start/End data collection Lat/Long latitude/longitude, loran data will be converted and conversion program will 
be provided with database 

Posmethod code describing positioning system used; loran-a data will not be used 

Corrfactor describes any corrections made to the positioning system 

Geartype descnbes the gear and method (grab sample, core, seismic, side-scan); box cores will be classified as 
grab samples; 

Depth water depth recorded to nearest meter; data records in futhoms to the nearest 2 meters 

Bottomtype places the bottom into one of following categories: hard bottom (HB), possible or probable bottom (PH), 
no evidence of hard bottom (NH), artificial reef (AR) 

Sand/Silt/Clay % sandl"/o silt/% clay in sample 

Carbonate %carbonate in sample 

Meangrsiz mean grain size 

Heavymin %total heavy minerals in sample 

Phosphate %phosphate in sample 

EHM %economic heavy minerals in sample (ilmenite, leucoxene, rutile, zircon, monazite, sillimanite) 

ZIR % zircon, tourmaline, rutile in sample 

Mindpthpen minimum depth of penetrntion of survey at data point (seismic data will use USGS standard surficial 
geology velocity of 1500 rnls to determine depth) 

Maxdpthpen maximum depth of penetration of survey at data point 

Minsandlen minimum depth to sand lens at data point (<1 meter=()) 

Maxsandlen maximum depth to sand lens at data point(> 100 meter=99) 

Stratig stratigraphic code including age (two characters) and formation name (1 character) from survey bottom 

Relief maximum bottom relief: low (<.5m), medium (.5-2m), or high (>2m) 
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Table 2. Structure ofPro.ect file. 
Agency_Pro provides relation to primary database 

Pos_Prec recorded data precision 

Sourc_code provides SEAMAP source code 

Proj_Title 100 character allotted, can be expanded ifnecessruy 

Ftmd_Agen source of original funding 

Grant_Nwn original grant nwnber 

Prin_lnves name of principal investigator 

Company company infonnation including address/phone 

Table 3. Structure ofBlocks file. 
Field 
Block 

Latitude 

Longitude 

Hard_Ev 

Description 
provides relation to the primary database 

latitude for lower right corner of block 

longitude for lower right corner of block 

code + or - for hardbottom for a given block 

Vol_Res code + or - for volwne reserve estimate given in original report 

Nwn obs provides number of observations within a block 

detailed biological, seismic, and sonar surveys of 
selected renourished areas. Folly Beach, South 
Carolina has been identified for study in 1994 
because ofthe recent U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
renourishment project. 
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Abstract-To locate geologic mapping on an area, researchers need to search a variety ofbibliographies 
and information sources. Although the process was shortened by on-line and CD-ROM access to 
bibliographic databases such as GeoRef and dial access to libraries, access to bibliographical information 
and completeness of these searches depends heavily on the sophistication and persistence of the searcher. 

Developing a nationwide geologic map indexing system would save the time and energy of countless 
professionals, students, and geoscience information specialists and insure that geologic research would be 
aided by access to the best and latest mapping. 

The parts for a good geologic map information system exist and need to be brought together to 
expedite geologic mapping and its applications. The components are (1) the people with the knowledge 
to do the job, (2) the geologic publications to be indexed, (3) existing indexes and bibliographies, and (4) 
the electronic technology. GIS technology combined with quality controlled bibliographical input and 
network access would allow a wide range of searching modes to satisfy the needs of the many potential 
users of geologic maps. 

INTRODUCTION sources to help him. He does not find the latest map 
or the largest scale map for his site. 

Geologic maps are a primary source of 
geologic information, essential for many purposes: 
- A traveller wants a full color geologic map for the 
area he will visit. A database search finds a dozen 
maps he can neither purchase in time for his trip nor 
find in any library open to him. 
- A graduate student needs to find every geologic 
map of a broad area of her state to select a thesis 
project. Even after hours of searching and 
compilation, she misses the very maps that are "really" 
used by geologists who work in the area she is 
contemplating for a project. \ 
- An engineer requires the significant geologic maps 
for a small canyon area in order to write an 
environmental impact report for a multi-million dollar 
construction project. The reference librarian who 
helps him has neither the time nor the necessary 

The traveler, the student, and the engineer 
have reasonable requests. They assume that finding 
geologic maps of their area will be no harder than 
finding topographic maps. It should be that easy, but 
it isn't. But it could be. 

Unfortunately, the variety, obscurity, 
longevity, and quantity of geologic maps have 
obstructed their availability and have hindered 
previous attempts to create a comprehensive national 
index of geologic maps. New technologies and a spirit 
of cooperation could solve these problems. Geoscience 
organizations could work together to build an index to 
all the geologic maps of the U.S. in a geographic 
information system accessible to all. 

Geologic maps are issued by a wide variety of 
organizations, such as federal agencies, state agencies, 
professional societies, and industry (Figure 1). The 
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Sources of geologic mapping, 
an example from Washington State 

State Documents 

22% 

Other Map 
8% 

28.9% 
Feclenl Doc:wneats 

Figure 1. Sources of geologic maps of Washington State. 

maps may be issued separately or as illustrations in 
published reports, open file reports, or contract 
reports. Original geologic maps are also commonly 
included in academic theses. Many of these 
publications have very limited distribution. Because 
most of them are considered "gray" literature, they are 
often inadequately indexed and may be inaccessible 
through library catalogs (Bichteler, 1991 ). 

At present, locating geologic maps is a 
complex task requiring searches of many sources of 
information: bibliographies, cited references, theses 
indexes and old map indexes, or identifying a 
specialist in the geology of the area. Online and 
CD-ROM indexes to major bibliographic databases 
such as GeoRef and dial access to libraries have 
shortened searches, but these databases do not include 
all geologic maps. Success in finding usable geologic 
map information has depended heavily on the 
persistence and sophistication of the searcher. Change 
the state or even the county and a new combination of 
information sources is needed. 

Current indexing systems useful for finding 
other kinds of geologic materials are inadequate for 
geologic maps. In a standard bibliographic index, the 
geographic area of a geologic map would be described 
using geographic terms (such as the names of counties 
or cities), and geologic formations. Accessing 
citations to the most useful geologic maps for an area 
may depend on the chance use of a specific geographic 
name or on the indexer's alertness and familiarity with 
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the area. For example, the Pasco Basin is in the 
Columbia Basin, sometimes called the Columbia 
Plateau. It straddles the boundaries of three counties 
and includes various geologic formations, part of the 
Hanford Reservation, and many small cities. How do 
you find all the geologic maps of one of these towns 
such as Kennewick? Some map indexes use 
latitude-longitude coordinates; this system is useful for 
maps based on quadrangles but awkward for irregular 
areas. (How do you use latitude and longitude to 
describe the extent of a river basin?) Sometimes only 
vague clues are given to a map's coverage location 
with the use of title phrases: the "southern" part of this 
area or the "coastal" area of that. It is frustrating to 
finally locate a map only to discover that the desired 
area is no{ included. Geographic coordinates are too 
inefficient for indexing most geologic maps and index 
terms are too imprecise. Maps are graphic materials. 
They are best accessed through a graphic index. 

Problems in indexing are compounded by the 
long lifespan of the maps. A map issued in 1940 or 
even 1890 could still be useful today. Meanwhile new 
maps continue to be issued. Users of geologic maps 
need access to both the old and the newest maps and 
are hindered by indexes limited to given time spans. 

To provide access to geologic maps, the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS), state surveys, and other 
organizations have produced many geologic map 
indexes over the years (Appendix A). Leona 
Boardman and others prepared indexes to geologic 



maps of many states; these were published by the 
USGS from 1947 to 1954. In the mid-1970s, the 
USGS began an ambitious project to create a national 
geologic map index, the "Geoindex" (Fulton and 
Johnson, 1982), expanding on the Boardman indexes. 
H. Kit Fuller of the USGS Geologic Inquiries Group 

compiled and updated the geologic map indexes in the 
1980's. These indexes were valuable and trusted 
sources for identifying geologic mapping. Many state 
surveys have also issued indexes to the geologic 
mapping of their states. One of the earliest known was 
Leighton's 1910 index to geologic maps of New York 
State. 

As valuable as these indexes have been, their 
usefulness has been limited. Distribution of the 
indexes was limited and many researchers were 
unaware of their existence. Because new maps are 
continually issued, these printed indexes were outdated 
the day they were printed. Few organizations have 
been able to issue regular updates to the map indexes. 
The lack of good up-to-date indexes means that time is 
wasted by potential geologic map users attempting to 
find maps for their needs. Effort is duplicated as 
geologists, librarians, and information specialists try to 
manage their own little files and homemade indexes 
hoping to more easily answer the questions that come 
to them daily. 

Imagine the convenience !lf having timely 
and complete computer indexes to all the geologic 
maps of the states. Compiling and maintaining such a 
national index could be done by a single organization, 
even the USGS, only by building a staff with a 
commitment to a long-term project. This is unlikely 
in these days of tight budgets and personnel 
reductions. An index could also be compiled by 
massive, indiscriminate downloading from databases 
such as GeoRef. GeoRef does not include all geologic 
maps. (A recent check on the database located only 
10% of the maps known to the searcher for an area.) It 
does not consistently include important map 
information (latitude, longitude, quadrangle names) 
and is not compatible with GIS technology. 

The components of a national geologic 
indexing system do exist today. They need only to be 
brought together to expedite geologic map indexing 
and its applications. The components are (1) people 
with the knowledge to do the job, (2) geologic 
publications to be indexed, (3) existing indexes and 
bibliographies, and ( 4) electronic technology. 

1. PEOPLE TO DO GEOLOGIC MAP INDEXING 

A national database could be built by 
combining the talents of individuals already involved 
in geology and geoscience information in a 
cooperative project. (Editorial and quality control 
could be maintained by the USGS.) These people-in 
federal and state agencies, academic libraries and 
departments, geologic societies, and other groups
could contribute simultaneously to a national system 
from many locations. Each contributor would have a 
vested interest in making the index the best possible 
for their geographic area and would provide publicity 
for the database and its use. Such an extensive index 
with such a broad base of compilers would insure that 
the database would not die (as past indexes have) 
when situations change and a few critical people move 
on to other work. 

Federal Participation: The U.S. Geological Survey 
The USGS is required under the National 

Geologic Mapping Act of 1992 to maintain a national 
digital geologic mapping database. The Office of 
Regional Geology in the Geologic Division has been 
charged with implementing the requirements of that 
law. The Act reinforces the partnership of state 
geologic surveys, academia, the private sector, and the 
USGS in the development of national geologic 
mapping databases. As part of its mission, the USGS 
would be expected to serve as the lead agency 
(Reynolds, 1992), to ensure uniformity, and to develop 
a network that meets the needs of the professional 
geological communities. 

The USGS has many professionals with the 
expertise needed to develop this project. The regional 
libraries in Virginia, Colorado, and California each 
have a professional reference staff, own a wide range 
of bibliographical information sources, and probably 
hold the most comprehensive geologic map collections 
in their regions. Regional geologists are experts on 
the geology of their geographic area or specialty and 
are beginning to expand the use of GIS technology in 
geologic mapping efforts. Information specialists in 
the Geologic Inquiries Group, the Mineral Information 
Offices, and the Earth Science Information Centers 
have additional materials and expertise (U.S. 
Geological Survey, 1992b). Selecting people from 
these groups and working across traditional 
organizational lines would provide a team with a 
variety of skills to develop the guidelines and 
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structure, and to select the software that would be 
compatible with technology for other mapping 
databases. 

State Participation: The State Geologic Surveys 
The state geologic surveys are primary 

sources for geologic mapping and map indexing of the 
individual states. Many have issued geologic map 
indexes that are typically the work of one or two 
people rather than projects with large staff. (See 
Appendix A). Most state surveys have their own 
libraries or work cooperatively with the local 
university library. State collections commonly include 
complete sets of their own publications, extensive 
holdings of geologic theses, large collections of USGS 
reports, and other materials about their state. The 
librarians and bibliographers (often the same person) 
are experts on the publications of their agency. State 
survey geologists and information specialists are 
excellent sources of geologic mapping information for 
their state and often know of untapped bibliographic 
compilations and unpublished geologic resources. 

Academic Participation: University Libraries and 
Departments 

The geoscience and/or map libraries at major 
universities could make important contributions to this 
project. Some librarians already serve as map 
affiliates of the USGS Earth Science Information 
Centers. Other librarians have experience working on 
projects contracted by the USGS and state geologic 
surveys. Since many academic geoscience and 
cartographic collections are parts of larger library 
collections, the librarians have a broad knowledge of 
scientific literature. Reference librarians are 
experienced in answering inquiries and locating 
appropriate literature for students, faculty, professional 
earth scientists, and the general public. These 
librarians have experience with the various formats of 
geoscience literature and have a basic understanding 
of maps. They also have the publications at hand to 
index and would only need to locate a few publications 
their own collections have missed. (For locations of 
universities, see American Geological Institute, 1992; 
for locations of earth science collections, see Manson 
and others, 1993). 

Other university departments could also 
participate in this program. A geology department is 
often the best information source for its own thesis 
mapping. Thesis advisers may know of unusual maps 
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to be added and, when familiar with regional 
mapping, could be valuable reviewers of the system. 
Geography departments or cartographic libraries 
might digitize or scan the map polygons in the GIS 
program selected for the index database. 

Additional Participation: Geological Societies and 
Volunteers 

Other organizations and individuals could 
also contribute to the project. Local and national 
geological and map societies could help build the 
network by providing volunteers for short-term 
projects. Other sources of volunteers might be geology 
and GIS technology students and computer specialists 
in GIS technology recruited through university 
departments to work on part of the indexing as a class 
project or for the experience. Retired geologists in 
every state have valuable experience and knowledge of 
regional mapping and might have the time and 
interest to contribute to a national program. 
Volunteers could provide a range of specialized 
knowledge and skills without building a bureaucracy. 
Coordinating their efforts would require carefully 
defining parts of the input project, giving recognition 
for their work, and providing a temporary 
infrastructure independent of the university or survey 
setting. 

Within the geoscience information 
community, two organizations could make significant 
contributions. The Western Association of Map 
Libraries, a professional society primarily for map 
librarians, has published state geologic map indexes 
for California, Hawaii, Nevada, and Oregon. These 
publications would be valuable additions to the system 
and the compilers of those indexes might be recruited 
to help with the national project. The Geoscience 
Information Society is the primary organization 
uniting librarians in earth science collections in the 
U.S. and Canada. It could be a significant voice for 
the project by announcing progress in its Newsletter 
and on GeoNet-L (its Internet bulletin board) and 
could help recruit participants throughout the U.S. 

2. GEOLOGIC PUBLICATIONS TO BE INDEXED 

There are tens of thousands of geologic maps 
to be indexed. For example, the USGS's Geolndex 
database lists more than 20,000 geologic maps 
including 291 for Washington State. The Washington 



State indexes include more than 1,250 separate 
original geological maps. These maps are held at the 
USGS, state surveys, university departments and 
libraries, and professional societies throughout the 
nation. The best access to the maps for any region, 
particularly non-USGS mapping, is usually at the 
major collections within that region. Indexers will 
need access to the original maps when digitizing map 
outlines and correcting input. 

3. EXISTING INDEXES AND BffiLIOGRAPHIES 

Appendix A lists the known state and 
regional geologic map indexes. Although many are 
quite old, they can provide entries and verifications. 
The criteria used to develop them are a good 
foundation on which to build a comprehensive map 
index (Fulton and Johnson, 1982; Fuller and Gwmells, 
1992). 

The American Geological Institute's GeoRef 
and similar digital bibliographies would be 
indispensable sources. There are also card files, 
assorted bibliographies and databases, incomplete 
indexes, and unpublished sources that can be located 
for additional information. These need to be located 
on a state-by-state basis and sometimes on an 
area-by-area basis. 

Some of the current map indexes (such as 
Manson, 1993) are prepared using microcomputer 
software and can easily be transferred to the national 
system using translation software to save data entry. 

4. ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 

Geographic Information Systems Technology 
The proposed geologic mapping index should 

ultimately be based on geographic information system 
(GIS) technology with standardized software used by 
the USGS and other agencies (Antenucci and others, 
1991; U.S. Geological Survey, 1992a) insuring 
accurate graphic outlines of map coverage and easier 
geographic searching. An intermediate stage might be 
needed before moving to the full technology to get 
completed parts of the database online and _accessible 
as soon as possible. 

GIS technology would ensure that the 
searcher could clearly see if an indexed map covers the 
area needed. Map outlines in existing indexes have 
been copied, by hand, many times since the original 
indexes were made. The process is tedious and invites 

error especially for irregularly-shaped maps or map 
areas. Verbally based databases using coordinates 
such as GeoRef also cause searching problems when 
narrowing to a small area. 

Full GIS technology would ensure 
compatibility of the database as a data source layer in a 
system that includes data layers for a variety of digital 
mapping databases. As more geological mapping is 
digitized, the data source layers provide 
documentation to ensure that later researchers can 
return to the originals for verification of the displayed 
information. 

Communication Technology 
The revolution in communication technology 

allows computer users immediate access to databases 
throughout the world. Networks, particularly Internet, 
allow communication with databases that once 
required direct computer compatibility and knowledge 
of protocols, but which also allow the database 
provider to charge for use or to protect the integrity of 
the database. "Navigators" or intermediary software 
programs such as W AIS, Gopher, Archie, and 
Hytelnet ease searching and compatibility problems for 
the computer user. 

Producing a geologic map index database and 
making it available on Internet ensures that the 
database can be: 
- Updated or corrected from any location (with 
centralized editorial and quality control), permitting 
multiple and simultaneous input 
- Searched from any location 
- Viewed, printed or downloaded into another 
computer by a user with no intermediary needed. 
- Accessed any time of the day or night 

SUMMARY 

Unlike printed indexes and comprehensive 
literature databases such as GeoRef, a national 
geologic map index would provide users with an 
up-to-date, accurate, and easy means of locating the 
maps that best answer their needs. The time and 
money invested in such an index would ultimately 
save time for information specialists, librarians, earth 
science professionals, and map users throughout the 
country. All the parts of a good system exist. Why 
not put them together? 
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APPENDIX A: STATE INDEXES TO GEOLOGIC 
MAPPING 

ALABAMA 
Board.man, Leona; Watson, Elaine, 1951, Geologic 
map index of Alabama: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1973, Geologic map 
index of Alabama: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F. ; Sparks, D. M., 1979, 
Geologic map index of Alabama, 1978: U.S. 
Geological Survey, 3 maps on 2 sheets, scale ca 
1:2,310,000. 

ALASKA 
Cobb, E. H., 1952, Index map of Alaska showing areas 
covered by selected geologic reports: U.S. Geological 
Survey. 
Cobb, E. H., 1954, Index map of Alaska showing areas 
covered by selected geologic reports (2nd ed.): U.S. 
Geological Survey. 
Cobb, E. H., 1956, Index map of Alaska showing areas 
covered by selected geologic reports (3rd ed.): U.S. 
Geological Survey. 
Cobb, E. H., 1960, Geologic map index of Alaska: 
U.S. Geological Survey, scale 1:950,400. 
Cobb, E. H.; Kennedy, D. L. , 1967, Geologic map 
index of Alaska (5th ed.): U.S. Geological Survey, 
scale 1:2,500,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1978, Geologic map 
index of Alaska: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 maps on 
14 sheets, scale ca. 1:5,500,000. 
Morrone, J. F., 1982, Bibliography of Alaskan 
geologic maps by 1:250,000 quadrangle: U.S. 
Geological Survey. 
Pinney, D. S., 1991, Index of surficial geologic maps 
in Alaska: Alaska Division of Geological And 
Geophysical Surveys Public-Data Files 91-25, 48 p., 1 
sheet. 

ARIZONA 
Anonymous, 1977, Index of geologic maps of Arizona: 
Arizona Field Notes, v. 7, no. 1, p. 6-18. 
Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology, 
1982, Index of published geologic maps of Arizona, 
1903-1982: Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral 
Technology, 6 sheets. 
Board.man, Leona, 1950, Geologic map index of 
Arizona: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 1:1,000,000. 

Board.man, Leona; Bove, A. N., 1958, Geologic map 
index of Arizona 1957 (rev.): U.S. Geological Survey, 
scale 1:1,000,000. 
Grubensky, M. J. ; Reynolds, S. J. , 1987, Index of 
unpublished (pre-1969) geologic maps in Arizona 
done by the Arizona Bureau of Mines and the U.S. 
Geological Survey: Arizona Bureau of Geology and 
Mineral Technology Open File Report 87-5, 14 sheets, 
scale 1:250,000. 
McGarvin, T. G., 1986, Index of published geologic 
maps of Arizona, July 1984-December, 1985: Arizona 
Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology Open File 
Report 86-2, _scale 1:1,000,000. 
McGarvin, T. G., 1987, Index of published geologic 
maps of Arizona, 1986: Arizona Bureau of Geology 
and Mineral Technology Open File Report 87-1, scale 
1:1,000,000. 
McGarvin, T. G., 1988, Index of published geologic 
maps of Arizona, 1987: Arizona Bureau of Geology 
and Mineral Technology Open File Report 88-16, 
scale 1:1,000,000. 
McGarvin, T. G., 1989, Index of published geologic 
maps of Arizona, 1988: Arizona Bureau of Geology 
and Mineral Technology Open File Report 89-3, scale 
1:1,000,000. 
McGarvin, T. G., 1992, Index of published geologic 
maps of Arizona, 1989: Arizona Bureau of Geology 
and Mineral Technology Open File Report 92-6, scale 
1:1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M F., 1975, Geologic map 
index of Arizona: U.S. Geological Survey, scale ca. 
1:2,250,000. 
Scarborough, R B.; Coney, M. L., 1984, Index of 
published geologic maps of Arizona, 1903-1982: 
Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology 
Map 17, 6 sheets, scale 1:1,000,000. 
Scarborough, R B.; Coney, M. L., 1984, Index of 
published geologic maps of Arizona, November 
1982-1984: Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral 
Technology Open File Report 84-5, scale 1:1,000,000. 

ARKANSAS 
Boardman, Leona; Young, R C., 1952, Geologic map 
index of Arkansas: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:500,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F., 1977, Geologic map 
index of Arkansas: U.S. Geological Survey, 4 maps on 
2 sheets, scale ca. 1:2,000,000. 
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CALIFORNIA 
Boardman, Leona, 1951, Geologic map index of 
California: U.S. Geological Survey, 2 sheets, scale 
1:750,000. 
California Division of Mines and Geology, 1958-
Geologic atlas of California; Sheet-Index to geologic 
mapping: California Division of Mines and Geology, 
27 sheets, scale 1:250,000. 
California Division of Mines and Geology, 1958-1977, 
Index to geologic maps of California to 1956, 
1957-1960, 1961-1964, 1965-1968, 1969-1975: 
California Division of Mines and Geology Special 
Report 52; 52A; 52B; 102; 130. 
California Division of Mines and Geology, 1981-1983, 
Index to geologic maps of California 1976, 1977-1978: 
California Geology, v. 34, p. 80-84; v. 36 p. 6-13, 2 
parts. 
California Division of Mines and Geology, 1963-1990, 
Index to graduate theses and dissertations on 
California geology, 1973 and 1974, 1975 and 1976, 
1977 and 1978, 1979 through 1982, 1983 and 1984, 
1985 and 1986, 1987 through 1989: California 
Geology, v. 31, p. 33-40; v. 31, p. 90-94; v. 33, p. 
158-164; v. 37, p. 99-110; v. 42, p. 201-212; v. 42, p. 
271-280; v. 43, p. 272-283. 
California Division of Mines and Geology, 
1982-current, Regional geologic map series. Sheet 3, 
Index to geologic maps used .. . : California Division of 
Mines and Geology, 5 sheets completed, scale 
1:250,000. 
Crotts, Joe, 1981-1987, Geologic map index to USGS 
7.5' and 15' quadrangles of California: Western 
Association of Map Libraries Information Bulletin, v. 
12, no 3, p. 238-264; v. 13, no. 1, p. 74-100; v. 13, no. 
2, p. 221-50; v. 14, no. 1, p. 32-45; v. 15, p. 216-238; 
v. 16, p. 221-249, v. 18, no. 2, p. 121-148. 
Fuller, H. K. , 1987, Geologic map index of California 
(rev.): U.S. Geological Survey, 11 sheets, 28 p. scale 
ca. 1:2,400,000. 
Jennings, C. W., 1985, An explanatory text to 
accompany the 1:750,000 scale fault and geologic 
maps of California: California Division of Mines and 
Geology Bulletin 201 , 197 p. 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F., 1978 (1982), Geologic 
map index of California (rev.): U.S. Geological 
Survey. 

COLORADO 
Boardman, Leona, 1954, Geologic map index of 
Colorado: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 1:750,000. 
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Boardman, Leona; Brown, Annabel, 1948, Geologic 
map index of Colorado (map with bibliography): U.S. 
Geological Survey, scale 1:750,000. 
Brownfield, M. E.; Johnson, E. A. , 1985, Geologic 
map index of the Meeker 1 degree by 1/2 degree 
quadrangle, Garfield, Moffat, Rio Blanco, and Routt 
counties, Colorado: U.S. Geological Survey Open File 
Report 85-523, 1 sheet, scale 1:100,000. 
Johnson, E. A. ; Brownfield, M. E.; 1985, Geologic 
map index of the Craig 1 degree by 1/2 degree 
quadrangle, Moffat and Routt counties, Colorado: U.S. 
Geological Survey Open File Report 85-525, scale 
1:100,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1972, Geologic map 
index of Colorado, Part B, 1953-69: U.S. Geological 
Survey, scale 1: 1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1977, Geologic map 
index of Colorado: U.S. Geological Survey, 7 maps on 
15 sheets, scale ca. 1:2,000,000. 

CONNECTICUT 
Boardman, Leona, 1952, Geologic map index of 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut: U.S. 
Geological Survey, scale 1:500,000. 
Bronson, E. C., 1987, Natural resources information 
directory and list of publications, 1986-1987: 
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1973, Geologic map 
index of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and 
Connecticut: U.S. Geological Survey. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F. ; Sparks, D. M., 1978 
(1982), Geologic map index of Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island, and Connecticut: U.S. Geological Survey, 6 
maps on 15 sheets, scale ca. 1:1,200,000. 
Pease, M. H., 1978, Preliminary geologic map, index 
to geologic mapping, and annotated bibliography of 
the Hartford, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, 
Massachusetts 2 degree sheet: U.S. Geological Survey 
Open File Report 78-0513, 33 p., 3 map sheets, scale 
1:250,000. 

DELAWARE 
Boardman, Leona, 1951, Geologic map index of 
Delaware and Maryland: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:500,000. 
Fuller, H. K. , 1987, Geologic map index of Maryland, 
Delaware, and the District of Columbia (rev.): U.S. 
Geological Survey, 6 maps on 9 sheets, scale ca. 
1:1,000,000. 



Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1975, Geologic map 
index of Maryland, Delaware and the District of 
Columbia, 1972: U.S. Geological Survey. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F.; Sparks, D. M., 1982, 
Geologic map index of Maryland, Delaware, and the 
District of Columbia: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 
sheets, scale ca. 1:1,000,000. 
Schenck, W. S., compiler, 1990, Availability of earth 
science maps of Delaware: Delaware Geological 
Survey Miscellaneous Map Series 1. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Fuller, H. K., 1987, Geologic map index of Maryland, 
Delaware, and the District of Columbia (rev.): U.S. 
Geological Survey, 6 maps on 9 sheets, scale ca. 
1:1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1975, Geologic map 
index of Maryland, Delaware, and the District of 
Columbia, 1972: U.S. Geological Survey. 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F.; Sparks, D. M., 1982, 
Geologic map index of Maryland, Delaware, and the 
District of Columbia: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 
sheets, scale ca. 1:1,000,000. 

FLORIDA 
Boardman, Leona; Brown, Annabel; Watson, Elaine, 
1949, Geologic map index of Florida (map with 
bibliography): U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1: 1,000,000. 
Fuller, H. K. ; Gunnells, G. B. ; Wiesnet, E. A., 1991, 
Geologic map index of Florida (rev.): U.S. Geological 
Survey, 5 maps on 7 sheets, scale ca. 1:3,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F., 1972, Geologic map 
index of Florida, 1969: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F. , 1982, Geologic map 
index of Florida: U.S. Geological Survey, 2 maps on 4 
sheets, scale ca. 1:3,000,000. 

GEORGIA 
Hurst, V. J., 1970, The Piedmont in Georgia, fig. 1. 
Geologic mapping in Georgia since 1939. In Fisher, 
G. W.; Pettijohn, F. J. ; Reed, J. C.; Weaver, K. N., 
editors, Studies of Appalachian geology, central and 
southern: Wiley, p. 384. 
Lawton, D. E.; Pierce, M. G., 1972, Geologic and 
mineral resource map index of Georgia: Geological 
Survey of Georgia Information Circular 44, 42 p. 

Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F. , 1979, Geologic map 
index of Georgia: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 maps on 5 
sheets, scale ca.1 :2,010,000. 

HAWAII 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F. , 1977, Geologic map 
index of Hawaii: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 maps on 4 
sheets. 
Noga, M. M., 1988, Index to the geologic maps of 
Hawaii by USGS topographic quadrangle names: 
Western Association of Map Libraries Information 
Bulletin, v. 19, no. 2, 64-73 . 

IDAHO 
Boardman, Leona; Brown, Annabel, 1949, Geologic 
map index of Idaho (map with bibliography): U.S. 
Geological Survey, scale 1:750,000. 
Boardman, Leona; Smysor, B. L., 1959, Geologic map 
index of Idaho: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:750,000. 
Fuller, H. K. , 1988, Geologic map index of Idaho 
(rev.): U.S. Geological Survey, 6 maps on 11 sheets. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1975, Geologic map 
index of Idaho: U.S. Geological Survey, scale ca. 
1:2,250,000. 

ILLINOIS 
Boardman, Leona; Young, R C., 1954, Geologic map 
index of Illinois: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:750,000. 
Fuller, H. K. , 1987, Geologic map index of Illinois 
(rev.): U.S. Geological Survey, 4 maps on 7 sheets. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1977, Geologic map 
index of Illinois: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 maps on 7 
sheets, scale ca. 1:1,600,000. 

INDIANA 
Boardman, Leona, 1953, Geologic map index of 
Indiana, 1952: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1: 1 ,000,000. 
Boardman, Leona; Brown, Annabel; Watson, Elaine, 
1950, Geologic map index oflndiana: U.S. Geological 
Survey, scale 1:750,000. 
Fuller, H. K., 1987, Geologic map index of Indiana 
(rev.): U.S. Geological Survey, 8 maps on 7 sheets. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1977, Geologic map 
index oflndiana: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 maps on 4 
sheets, scale ca. 1:1,900,000. 
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IOWA 
Boardman. Leona; Brown, Annabel, 1948, Geologic 
map index of Iowa (map with bibliography): U.S. 
Geological Survey, scale 1:750,000. 
Fuller, H. K., 1987, Geologic map index of Iowa 
(rev.): U.S. Geological Survey, 6 sheets. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1976, Geologic map 
index of Iowa: U.S. Geological Survey, 4 sheets. 

KANSAS 
Boardman, Leona; Brown, Annabel, 1948, Geologic 
map index of Kansas: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:750,000. 
Boardman. Leona; Young, R. C., 1954, Geologic map 
index of Kansas: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:750,000. 
McClain, Thomas, 1977, Contemporary Kansas 
maps--Selected products for map users: Kansas 
Geological Survey Environmental Geology series 1. 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F., 1978, Geologic map 
index of Kansas: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 maps on 5 
sheets, scale ca. 1:2,500,000. 

KENTIJCKY 
Boardman, Leona, 1952, Geologic map index of 
Kentucky: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 1:750,000 . . 
Kentucky Geological Survey, 1979, Index to geologic 
maps for Kentucky: Kentucky Geological Survey, scale 
1:1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1978, Geologic map 
index of Kentucky: U.S. Geological Survey, 4 maps on 
14 sheets, scale ca. 1:750,000. 

LOUISIANA 
Boardman. Leona, 1950, Geologic map index of 
Louisiana: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 1:1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F., 1977, Geologic map 
index of Louisiana, 1976: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 
sheets, scale ca. 1:2,800,000. 

MAINE 
Boardman, Leona; Brown, Annabel, 1949, Geologic 
map index of Maine (map with bibliography): U.S. 
Geological Survey, scale 1:750,000. 
Boardman, Leona; Watson, Elaine; Smysor, B. L., 
1959, Geologic map index of Maine, 1957: U.S. 
Geological Survey, scale 1:750,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F., 1972, Geologic map 
index ofMaine, 1970: U.S. Geological Survey. 
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Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F.; Sparks, D. M. , 1979, 
Geologic map index ofMaine, [1978]: U.S. Geological 
Survey, 3 maps on 4 sheets, scale ca. 1:2,000,000. 
Tucker, RD., 1981, Surficial geologic maps available 
from the Maine Geological Survey, Department of 
Conservation: Maine Geological Survey, scale 
1:1,000,000. 
Tucker, RD. ; Lepage, C. A. , 1981, Bedrock geologic 
maps available from the Maine Geological Survey, 
Department of Conservation: Maine Geological 
Survey, 4 sheets, scale ca. 1:1,000,000. 
Tucker, RD. ; Lepage, C. A., 1991, Bedrock geologic 
maps available from the Maine Geological Survey, 
Department of Conservation: Maine Geological 
Survey, 1 sheet, scale ca. 1:1,000,000. 

MARYLAND 
Boardman, Leona, 1951, Geologic map index of 
Delaware and Maryland: U.S. Geological Survey, scale 
1:500,000. 
Fuller, H. K. , 1987, Geologic map index of Maryland, 
Delaware, and the District of Columbia (rev.): U.S. 
Geological Survey, 6 maps on 9 sheets, scale ca. 
1:1,000,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M . F., 1975, Geologic map 
index of Maryland, Delaware, and the District of 
Columbia, 1972: U.S. Geological Survey. 
Mcintosh, W. L. ; Eister, M. F.; Sparks, D. M., 1982, 
Geologic map index of Maryland, Delaware, and the 
District of Columbia: U.S. Geological Survey, 3 
sheets, scale ca. 1:1,000,000. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boardman, Leona, 1952, Geologic map index of 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut: U.S. 
Geological Survey, scale 1:500,000. 
Mcintosh, W. L.; Eister, M. F., 1973, Geologic map 
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Abstract-The public land management agencies currently do not have a formal program to recogD.ize, 
evaluate and manage unique and geologically significant resources. We have developed a tentative list of 
resource categories and offer a proposed procedure to establish such a program: (1) develop internal 
agency policy authorization and guidance; (2) inventory federal lands to identify resources; (3) prepare 
report on each resource with description and evaluation; (4) establish national listing of geological 
resources; (5) develop interpretative programs; and (6) integrate geological resources into land use plans 
and develop management plans for monitoring, protection and public benefit. 

INTRODUCTION 

Neither the Bureau of Land Management nor 
the U.S. Forest Service has a well defined program or 
procedure to identify unique and geologically 
significant resources. In the past, recognition and 
protection of such resources have been haphazard or 
inadvertent. Generally, only those resources that have 
spectacular scenic or other attractive qualities have 
been recognized through the National Natural 
Landmark program of the National Park Service. For 
the most part, those geologic resources that do not 
have special scenic qualities have been ignored. Many 
geologic resources, which are not particularly scenic, 
but have great scientific value because of their 
uniqueness or because they are an outstanding 
example of their kind, need special management. This 
uniqueness could take the form of a rare or exotic 
mineral or rock type, a particularly outstanding 
example of some geologic feature or structure or a 
paleontological resource. Some well known examples 
of outstanding geologic features that have been 
recognized and preserved include: (1) Craters of the 
Moon National Monument (outstanding volcanic 
features), (2) Glacier National Park (glacial features 
and remarkable sedimentary structures), (3) 
Yellowstone National Park (hot springs and geysers), 
and (4) Yosemite National Park (glacial features and 
granitic weathering/exfoliation). 

NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARKS PROGRAM 

In order to explain how our proposed 
program relates to and supports the National Natural 
Landmarks program of the National Park Service, it is 
necessary to first describe the Landmarks program as 
set forth in 36 CFR Part 62. The stated purpose of the 
Natural Landmarks program is "to identify and 
encourage the preservation of nationally significant 
examples of the full range of ecological and geological 
features that constitute the nation's natural heritage." 
36 CFR 62.1 . This program is managed by the 
National Park Service and is based on the Legal 
Authority of the Secretary of the Interior under the 
Historic Sites Act of 1935 (Public Law 74-292;49 Stat. 
666; 16 U.S.C. 461 et seq.). Implementing regulations 
for the National Natural Landmarks program are 
contained in Part 62 of Title 36 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. These regulations were made effective on 
December 9, 1980 (45 FR 81190) and later amended 
July 1, 1981 (46 FR 34329) and February 23, 1987 (52 
FR 5458). 

A "National Natural Landmark" is designated 
by the Secretary of the Interior and includes 
"outstanding representative example(s) of the nation's 
natural heritage" such as landforms, geological 
features, or fossil evidence of the development of life 
on earth. A geologic feature can be nationally 
significant if it is one of the best examples of that 
feature known. Such features include, among other 
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Figure 1. Epizonal granitic pluton pushed up through limestone. The force of the intrusion apparently tilted the 
limestone beds causing them to be somewhat conformable to the pluton. A well defined contact metamorphic 
deposit is exposed along the contact between the limestone and granite. 

things, "geologic structures, exposures, and landforms 
that record active geologic processes or portions of 
earth history; and fossil evidence for biological 
evolution." 36 CFR 62.5 (a). 

According to 36 CFR 62.4, potential natural 
landmarks are identified through one of four sources: 
(1) natural region studies by the Park Service or its 
contractors, (2) Federal agency inventory programs, 
(3) state natural area programs, and (4) any other 
source, public or private. If the proposed natural 
landmark qualifies for landmark designation, the 
Director of the National Park Service nominates it to 
the Secretary of the Interior. Areas designated by the 
Secretary as natural landmarks are included on the 
National Registry of Natural Landmarks. The 
regulations (36 CFR 62.9(a)) authorize the National 
Park Service to enter into agreements with other 
Federal agencies to identi1)', evaluate, monitor and 
protect natural landmarks. There are many potential 
Natural Landmarks that have not been recognized or 
identified for the purpose, much less nominated; and 
there are numerous scientifically significant geological 
resources that fall outside the scope of the Landmarks 
program. Furthermore, the process of recognition, 
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nomination or designation does not provide for 
protection or segregation of the lands from mineral 
entry under the mining law. 

FEDERAL CAVE RESOURCES PROTECTION ACT 
OF 1988 

The Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 
1988 (102 Stat. 4546; 16 U.S.C. 4301), is a related 
and somewhat overlapping program, that requires 
Department of the Interior agencies to identi1)', 
protect, and maintain caves with scientific, educational 
and recreational value. Regulations to implement the 
Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 1988 were 
published on October 1, 1993 (58 FR 51550-55) and 
made effective on November 1, 1993. 

EXISTING LEGAL AUTIIORITY 

Both the Bureau of Land Management and 
the U.S. Forest Service have sufficient existing 
authority to establish a program for unique and 
geologically significant resources, including intensive 
management of the resources and protective 



Figure 2. This large, well developed orbicule has many alternating shells of biotite and plagioclase. The nucleus is 
a large black mass of coarse biotite with grains in concentric arrangement. The biotite grains in the shells are 
tangential to the surface of the spheroidal shells. Near Shoup, Idaho. 

withdrawals under section 204 of the Federal Land 
Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA). For 
example, in section 102 of FLPMA, the Congress 
declared that it is the policy of the United States 
that-

(2) the national interest will be best realized if the 
public lands and their resources are periodically and 
systematically inventoried and their present and 
future use is projected through a land use planning 
process coordinated with other Federal and State 
planning efforts; 

(8) the public lands be managed in a manner that 
will protect the quality of scientific, scenic, 
historical, ecological, environmental, air and 
atmospheric, water resource, and archeological 
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and 
protect certain public lands in their natural 
conditions ...... 

According to this Congressional policy, . the land 
management agencies would be remiss if they did not 
inventory scientifically significant resources to protect 

and preserve them through the land use planning and 
ecosystem management processes. The only 
requirement to implement a program to identify and 
manage unique and geologically significant resources 
in the BLM or Forest Service is the establishment of 
internal policy direction and guidance. Because many 
of these geological resources overlap agency boundary 
lines, the procedures for inventory and evaluation 
should be similar and provide for coordination among 
the appropriate state and federal agencies as well as 
with the scientific community. 

BIG WOOD RIVER EXAMPLE 

The Big Wood River in south-central Idaho 
represents an excellent example of the urgency needed 
to establish this program. Erosional features in the 
river channel take the form of an incredible variety of 
potholes with beautifully sculpted asymmetric forms 
carved by the violent current action. The result is not 
only a stunning scenic attraction, but possibly the best 
example of bedrock erosional forms in the nation, if 
not the world. Upon recognizing the significance of 
this unique bedrock erosion about five years ago, the 
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Figure 3. Approximately 10,000 years ago, near the end of the last glacial, the Big Wood River in the northern 
Snake River Plain was rerouted by a large flow of basaltic lava: The new channel then proceeded to develop 
remarkable bedrock erosional features in a one-million-year-old basalt flow. The Big Wood River channel reaches 
a depth of more than 10 m and width of 4 m. The channel was developed by a series of aligned and merged 
potholes. The erosional features in the bedrock are created by a variety of pothole shapes and sizes and are 
overprinted by asymmetric forms created by the current. Man is facing downstream. 

Shoshone district began the background work to 
support a protective withdrawal. Unfortunately, several 
months before the withdrawal could be established, a 
mining company covered the most exceptional four 
mile segment of the river channel with mining claims. 
This company has since filed a notice to remove the 
spectacular water-sculpted boulders from the river 
canyon. 

INVENTORY 

The initial inventory of ELM-administered 
lands to identify unique and geologically significant 
resources should concentrate on the most significant 
and extraordinary resources, with particular emphasis 
on the most fragile and vulnerable sites that are in 
critical need of immediate management and 
protection. Knowledge acquired from the initial 
inventory of a variety of geological resources may be 
used later to modify and finalize the draft inventory 
process. Completion of the first-phase inventory, will 
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lead to a much better understanding of the kinds of 
geological resources that exist on the public lands as 
well as a better understanding of the magnitude of the 
program. 

NATIONAL LISTING OF GEOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES 

A national listing should be established and 
maintained on a computer database with information 
abstracted from each report as it is completed. This 
could provide a convenient method for external users 
such a educators and scientists to access geological 
resources information on Federal lands. 

Select geological resources recognized 
through the inventory can be used for public 
awareness, science education, interpretive centers and 
trails, slide lectures, recreational use and partnership 



Figure 4. Two potholes will ultimately enlarge and coalesce to form an elongate pothole. Big Wood River, Idaho. 

opportunities. 

LAND USE PLANNING AND SITE 
MANAGEMENT 

As part of the inventory process, 
recommendations concerning the best use of the site 
and management options for development and 
protection of the resource should be made. 
Sitemanagement plans should be integrated into the 
land use plans. Potential hazards to resources include 
mining claim location under the mining law, 
collectors of fossils and minerals, and impact from 
offroad vehicles and visitors. Examples of potential 
development include interpretive pamphlets and trails, 
earth science education lectures and partnerships. 

CATEGORIES OF UNIQUE AND GEOLOGICALLY 
SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES 

Textbook examples of geological features and 
structures (Figure 1) 

Geological processes (outstanding examples) 

Geological type localities 

Rare rock and mineral sites (Figure 2) 
Paleontological sites (scientifically significant) 
Landscapes (outstanding examples) 

Features created by wind (dunes, hoodoos, arches) 

Features created by water (canyons, bedrock forms; 
Figures 3, 4, and 5) 

Features created by ice (cirques, aretes, moraine, 
etc.) 

Features created by weathering (hoodoos, arches, 
colored rocks; Figures 6, 7, and 8) 

Features created by mass wasting (landslides, 
rockfalls, talus, etc.) 

Recent faults, particularly those monitored for 
earthquake prediction 

Hotsprings and artesian springs 

Volcanic features 
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Figure 5. The catastrophic Bonneville flood, the second largest known flood, covered most of northwestern Utah at 
a level of almost 335m above the present level of the Great Salt Lake. Approximately 15,000 years ago, 380 cubic 
miles of water flowed over Red Rock Pass in southeastern Idaho and then flowed westward, following the path of 
the present Snake River. Some of the most impressive erosional and depositional features occur near Twin Falls. 
Looking east at an enormous pothole enlarged by the Bonneville flood. It is situated at the foot of Shoshone Falls 
on the Snake River near Twin Falls. 

Caves 

Sites that show outstanding examples of significant 
events in earth history (paleosols, stratigraphic 
sections, varves, etc.) 

Variety of related and significant geologic features 
within a small geographic area; even though any one 
feature may not be worthy of special recognition, the 
combination of related features in close proximity may 
be unique and geologically significant. 
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Archeological and historical sites that have geological 
significance (mining districts, obsidian flows used for 
tool making, rock shelters) 

Geological curiosities (erratics, meteorites, 
nonvolcanic craters, hoodoos, etc.) 



Figure 6. The Gooding City of Rocks, situated about 28 km north of Gooding, Idaho, has landfonns composed of 
ash flow tuffs. Two sets of vertical joints intersecting at 90 degrees and differential weathering of the stratified tuffs 
create a forest of rock pillars 10 to 15 m high. Differential weathering of alternating hard and soft layers of tuff 
cause some pillars to look like stacks of coins. 

Figure 7. In south-central Idaho the Silent City of Rocks has been designated as a natural and historic landmark. 
The bizarre shapes in the area fonn in 28 million year old granitic rock and are developed by a combination of 
jointing and weathering. Granular disintegration and case hardening by oxides fonn a durable outer shell . The soft 
inner core is eroded by wind and water resulting in caves, arches, bathtubs and hollow balls. 
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Figure 8. Once the case-hardened shell is penetrated, the soft inner core can be removed by the action of water and 
wind leaving a variety of hollow forms. Silent City of Rocks, Idaho. 
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